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Gentlemen! We find ourselves in an imponant ep-

och, in a fermentation, in which Spirit has made

a leap forward, has gone beyond its previous con-

crete form and acquired a new one. The whole

mass of ideas and concepts that have been current

until now, the very bonds of the world, are dis-

solved and collapsing into themselves like a vision

in a dream. A new emergence of Spirit is at hand;

philosophy must be the first to hail its appeerence
and recognize it, rvhile others, resisting impotently,
adhere to the past, and the maioriry unconsciously
constitute the mafter in which it makes ia appear-
ance. But philosophy, in recognizing it as what is
eternal, must pay homage to it.

Hegel,Lecnnes dt lena of 18o6,
find speech

The courage of truth, faith in the power of Spirfu,
are the first condition of philosophy. Man, because
he is Spirit, can and must consider himself worthy
of everything that is most sublime. He cen never
overestimate the greatness and power of his spirit.
And if he has this faith, nothing will be so recal-
citrant and hard as not to reveal itself to him.

Hegel, 1816



EDITOR'S INTRODUCTION \(i i, i

Queneau's collection of Kojdve's thoughts about Hegel constirutes
one of the few important philosophical books of the twentieth
cenrury-e book, knowledge of which is requisite to the full
awereness of our situation and to the grasp of the most modern
perspective on the eternal questions of philosophy. A hostile critic
has given an accurete assessmeint of Koidve's influence:

Kojive is the unknown Superior whose dogma is revered, often
unawares, by that important subdivision of the "animal kingdom of
the spirit" in the contemporary world-the progressivist intellec-
tuals. In the years preceding the second world war in France, the
transmission was effected by means of oral initiation to a group of
persons who in turn took the responsibiliry of insuucting others,
and so on. It was only in 1947 that by the effors of Raymond
Queneau, the classes on the Phenomenology of Spirit taught by
Alexandre Kojive * the Ecole des Hautes Etudes from 1933-1939
were published under the title, Introduction to the Reading of
Hegel. This teaching was prior to the philosophico-political specula-
tions of J. P. Sartre and M. Merleau-Ponry, ro the publication of
les Ternps modernes and the new orientation of. Esprit, reviews
which were the most important vehicles for the dissemination of
progressivist ideology in France after the liberation. From that time
on we have breathed Kojdve's teaching with the air of the times.
It is known that intellectual progressivism itself admits of a subdivi-
sion, since one ought to consider its two species,_Christiag (Esprit)
and 4-ttreis! Qes Temps modernes); bur this distinction, for reasons
that the initial doctrine enables one to clarify, does not take on the
importance of a schism. . . . M. Kojive is, so far as we know, the
first . . . to have attempted ro constirure the intellectual and moral
mdnage d trois oI Hegel, Marx and Heidegger which has since that
time been such a great success. [Aim6 Patri, "Dialecdque du Maitre
et de l'Bclave," Le Contrat Social, V, No. a (July-August 196r),
234.1
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KojEve is the most thoughtful, the most learned, the most pro-
\found of those Marxists who, dissatisfied with the thinnes of
lMarx's eccount of the human and metaphysical grounds of his
iteaching, mrned to Hegel as the truly philosophic-source of thet
teaching. Although he made no effort at publicizing his reflections,
the superior force of his interpretations imposed them willy-nilly
on those who heard him. For this reason, anyone who wishes to
understand the sense of that mixture of Marxism and Existentialism
which characterizes contemporery radicalism must turn to Kofdve.
From him one can learn both the implications and the necessary
presuppositions of historicist philosophy; he elaborates what the
world must be like if terms such as freedom, work, and creetivity
are to have a rational content and be parts of a coherent under-
sanding. It would, then, behoove any follower of the new version
of the left who wishes to think through the meaning of his own
action to mrdy that thinker who is at its origin.

However, Koidve is above all a philosopher-which, at the leest,
means that he is primarily interested in the truth, the comprehen-
sive truth. His passion for clariry is more powerful than his passion
for changing the world. The charm of political solutions does not
cause him to forget the need to present an adequate account of the
rational basis of those solutions, and this removes him from the al-
ways distorted atmosphere of active commitment. He despises those
intellectuals who respond to the demands of the contemPorary
audience and give thC appearance of philosophic seriousness with-
out raising the kinds of questions which would bore that audience
or be repugnant to it. A cenain sense of the inevitability of this
kind of ebuse---of the conversion of philosophy into ideology-is,
perhaps, at the root of his distaste for publication. His work has
been private and has, in large meesure' been communicated gnly !o
friends. And the core of that work is the careful and scholarly
snrdy of Hegel.

Bicause ne is a serious man, Kojive has never sought to be orig-
inal, and his originaliry has consisteil in his seaich for the truth in

the thought of wise men of the past. His interpretadon has made
Hegel an important alternative agaiq and showed how much we
hai to learn from him at a timt when he seemed no longer of

living significance. Kojdve accomplished this revival of interest in

Ueglt n-ot by adapting him to make him relevant, but by showing
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that contemporary concerns are best understood in the permanent
Iight of Hegel's teaching. Kojdve's book is a model of textual in-
tCrpretation; the book is suffused with the awereness that it is of
pressing concern to 6nd out precisely what such a thinker meent'
for he may well know much more than we do about the things
that we need to know. Here scholarship is in rhe service of philos-
ophy, and Kojdve gives us a glimpse of the power of great minds

,and respect for the humble and unfashionable business of spending

t' yeeg studying an old book. His own teaching is but the distillation
of more than six years devoted to nothing but reading a single
book, line by line. INrnooucrtoN To rHE Rpeowc or Hocei- con-

'stitutes the most authoritative interpretation of Hegel.
Such a careful and comprehensive study which makes sense of

Hegel's very difficult texts will be of great value in America where,
though his influence has been great and is ever greater, very few
people read, let alone understand, him. He has regularly been ig-
nored by academic positivists who are put off by his language and
are unawere of the problems involved in their own understanding
of science and the relation of science to the world of human con-

;ccrn. Hegel is now becoming popular in literary and artistic circles,
but in a superficial form adapted to please dilettantes and other
seekers after the sensc of depth who wish to use him rather than
understand him. Koidve presents Hegel's teaching with a force
and rigor which should counterpoise both tendencies.

What distinguishes Koidve's treatment of Hegel is the recogni-
tion that for Hegel the primary concern is not the knowledge of
anything outside himself-be it of nature or history-but knowl-
edge of himself, that is, knowledge of what the philosopher is and
how he can know what he knows. The philosopher must be able

tt_glplg1 lir own doingp; an explanation of the heavens, of ani-
mals, or of nonphilosophic men which does not leave room for,
or does not talk about, the philosopher is radically incomplete be-
cause it cennot eccount for the posibility of its own existence as
knowledge. The world known by philosophy must be such that
it supports philosophy and makes the philosopher the highest or {
most complete khd of human being.

Koilve learned from Hegel that the philosopher seeks to know
himself or to possess full self-consciousness, and that, therefore,
thc tnrc philosophic endeavor is a coherent explanation of all things
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that culminetes in the explenation of philosophy. The man who
seeks any other form of knowledge, who cannot explain his own
doings, cennot be called a philosopher. Discussion of the retionel
$ate is only a corollary of the proof that the world can be known
or is rational. Koilve insists that Hegel is the only man who suc-
ceeded in making this proof, and his interpretation of the Phenom-
enology expands and clarifies Hegel's assertion that realiry is ra-
tional and hence iustifies rationel discourse about it. According to
Kojive, Hegel is the fulfillment of what Plato and Aristotle could

i only pray for; he is the modern Aristotle who responded to-or,
I better, incorporated-the objections made to Aristotelian philoso-

I phy by modern natural rnd human science. Koilve intransigently
n uies to make plausible Hegel's claim that he hed achieved absolute

1 
/ wisdom. He argues that without the possibility of absolute wisdom,

"'\. 
all knowledge, science, or philosophy is impossible.

It may indeed be doubted whether Koidve is fully persuasive to
the modern consciousnes, particularly since he fnds himself com-
pelled to abandon Hegel's philosophy of nature as indefensible
and sugEesa that Heidegger's meditation on being may provide a
substimrc for it. The ablndoned philosophy of nature may well
be e necesaiji Cosmic suPPoft for Hegel's human, historical teach-
ing. One might ask whether Koidve is not really-somewhere be-
ttJ"en Hegel and Heidegger, but it should be added that Kofdve
himself leads the reader to this question' which is a proper theme

of philosophical reflection. Koilve describes the charecter of wis-

dom evenlf he does not Prove it has been actualized.
Now, the most striking feature of Koi€ve's thought is his in-

sistence-fully lustifed-that for Hegel, and for all followers of
ffegel, history is complet-ed, that -nothing really new can again
Iffi i. the world. To most of us, such a position seems utterly

p"t"do*i""I and wildly implausible. But Koidve easily shows the

ineluctable necessity of this consequence for anyone who under-
stands human life to be historically determined, for anyone who

believes that thought is relative to time-that is, for most modern
'\-' men. For if thought is historical, it is only at the end of history

, \that this fact can-be known; there can only be knowledge if his-
tory et some point stops. Koidve elaborates the meaning of this
logical necessity throughout the course of the book and attemPts
to indicate how a sensible mrn could eccePt it and interpret the

I
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world in accordence with it. It is precisely Mam's failure to thinki

through the meaning of his own historical thought that_ proves I

his philosophical inadequacy and cornpels us to turn to the Pro- I
founder Hegel. i

If concreie historical reality is all that the human mind can
know, if there is no-tg1lgl![lgnt intelligible world, then, for there
to be philosophy or-science, realiry must have become rational.
The Hegeliarsolution, accepted by Koiive, is that this has indeed
happened and that the enunciation of the universal, rational princi-l
ples of the rights of man in the French Revolution marked the be-l
g"nni"g of thi end of history. Thereafter, these are the only accept-l
able, viable principles of the state. The dtgnity of man has been
recognized, and all men are understood to participate in it; all that
remains to do is, et most, to realize the state grounded on these
principles all over the world; no antithesis can undermine this syn-
thesis, which contains within itself all the valid possibilities. In this
perspective Koj€ve interprets our situation; he paints a powerful
picture of our problems es those of post-historical man with none
of the classic tasks of history to perform, living in a universal,
homogeneous state where there is vimral egreement on all the

o(

fundamenta! principles of science, politics, and religion. He char- \

acterizes the life of the man who is free. who has no work, who has
no worlds to conquer, states to found, gods to revere, or truths to \# h , 

''

discover. In so doing, Koidve gives an example of what it means
to follow out the necesiry of one's position manfully and philo-
sophically. If Koldve is wrong, if his world does not correspond to
the real one, vr'e learn at least that either one must abandon reason
-and this includes all science-or one must abandon historicism.
More common-sensical but less intrensigent writers would not
teach us nearly so much. Koidve presents the essential outlines of
historical thought; and, to repeet, historical thought, in one foim or
another, is at the root of almost all modern human science.

It is concerning the characterization of man at the end of history
that one of the most inuigui"g C$ggl$s in Kojdve's teaching
arises. As is only to be expected, his honesty and clarity lead him
to pose the difficulty himself. If Hegel is right that history fulfills
the demands of reason, the citizen of the finel state should enloy
the satisfaction of all reasonable human aspirations; he should be
r free, rational being, content with his situation and exercising all

xi
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of his powerq emencipated from thc bonds of prciudicc md op-
prcssion. But looking around us, Koidvc, like every other pcne-
trating observer, sees thar thc completion of the human task may
very wcll coincide with the decay of humaniry, the rebarbarizrtion
or even reanimalization of man. He addresses this problcm pefticu-

,l*ly in the note on Japan added to the second edition (pp. rrg-
I 16z). After reading it, one wonders whether the citizcn of the
\univenal homogeneous state is not identicel to Nietzsche's Last
lMan, and whether Hegel's historicism does not by an inevitable''dialectic 

force us to a 
-*orc 

somber and more radical historicism
which reiects rcason. We are led to a confrontation berween Hegel
end Nieusche and perhaps, even funher, toward a reconsideration
of the classicd philosophy of Plato and Arl*otle, who rciectcd his-
toricism before the fact and whom Hegel believed he had zur-
pased. It is the speciel merit of Koilve to bc one of the very few
srre guides to the contempladon of the fundamental alternatives.

ALLIIN BLOOM

Itbaca, Ne,ut Yotk

[Shonly after the completion of this $atement I learncd that
Alcxandrc Koilve had died in Bmsels in May, 1968.1



TRANSLATOR'S NOTE

Thc original French edition of. Introduction I la Lecture de Hegel
consists of notes and transcripts of lectures, delivered by Alexandre
Koi0ve from 1933 to 1939 at the Ecole des Hautes Erudes, col-
lected and edited by the poet and novelist Raymond Queneau, of
the Acad6mie Goncourt. Its first chapter (and the first in this
translation) was written by Kojdve and published in the January
14, r9j9, issue of Mesres. The present translation includes slightly
under one half of the original volume: the pasages translated cor-
respond to pp. y3q, 16r-195, 265-267t 27r-2grt 33618o, 427-
44f,447-528, arnd 576-597 of the French text. The selections for
this edition were made with rwo goals in mind: to present the out-
lines of Koj0ve's interpretation of the Pbenomenobgy of Spirit,
and to present the most characteristic espects of his own thought.

The uanslation tries to preserve as much as posible of Koilve's
style and terminology, which are determined at least in part by
his careful ettempt to preserve and explain the meaning of Hegel's
own precise terminology. Some of the oddities consequently pres-
ent in the translation should perhaps be mcntioned. Many of
Koidve's translations of Hegelian tenns are not the customery
ones, but represcnt his interpretation of their meaning. For exam-
ple, he renders Moment, Seiz (in one of its meanings), and Wesen
as 6Vment-constitutif, €tte-donn6, nd rdalit6-essmtiellel these
interpretations are maintained in the English as "constituent-ele-
ment," "given-being," end "esential-reality." Kofdve often trans-
lates single words of Hegel by several words foined with hyphens;
this has sometimes been followed in the translation, but at other
times (when great awkwardnes or confusion might result) it has
not. Kojlve's use of capitalization has been preserved throughout.
Koilve hes also invented several French words, thus making it
necessaq/ to invent some English ones, such as "thingness" for

IIu



Trcnslator't Note

cbositd (f.ot Dingheil) and "nihilate" for n6antir. Of course, it is
often imposible to use consistently one uanslation for each French
term. To give two of many examples: suppimer (for Aufbebm)
has usually been translated "overcome," but sometimes "do away
with"; nd Sentiment de soi (for Selbst-Gefilhl) has been trans-
lated "Sentiment of self," but sometimes sentiment is translated
"feeling."

Page and line references to Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit
ere to the Hoffmeister edition (Hamburg, Felix Meiner Verlag,
rgjz). Citations of other worla of Hegel are from the Lasson-
Hoffmeister edition (Leipzig: Felix Meiner Verlag, r9o5- ).

I should like to express my thenks to Kenley and Christe Dove,
who kindly made available for this edition their uanslation of
Kojdve's "Structure of the Phenomenobgy of Sphit" and their
correlation of the page and line references to J. B. Baillie's English
translation lThe Phenommobgy of Mind (New York: Mac-
millan, r93r), znd ed.], which will be of great usefulness to the
English reader (see Appendix). I am obliged to the Danforth
Foundation for a summer grant that enabled me to cornplete the
revision of the translation. Finally, I should like to thank my
mother for her considerable help with various stages of the manu-
script.

JAMES H. NICHOLS, JR.
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IN PLACE OF AN INTRODUCTION.

Hegel , . . erfasst die Arbeit ds des
Wesm, als das sich beddhrende
Wesen des Menschen.

Karl Marx

[Man is Self-Consciousness. He is conscious of himself, conscious
of his human reality and dignity; end it is in this that he is essen-
tially different from animals, *iri"h do not go beyond the level *' 

)(
simple Sentiment of self. Man becomes conscious of himself at the
moment when-for the "first" time-he says "I." To understand
man by understgnding his "origin" is, therefore, to understand
the origin of th6 I revealed by speech.

[Now, the analysis of "thoughtr" "reason," "understandingr"
and so on-in general, of the cognitive, contemplative, pasive
behavior of a being or a "knowing subject"-never reveals the
why or the how of the birth of the word "I," and consequently of
self-consciousness-thet is, of the human reality. The man who
contemplates is "absorbed" by what he contemplates; the "know-
ing subject" "loses" himself in the object that is known. Con-
templation reveals the object, not the subject. The obfect, and not
the subiect, is what shows itself to him in and by-+r befter, as-
the act of knowing. The man who is "absorbed" by the obiect
that he is contemplating can be "brought back to himself" only
by a Desire; by the desire to eat, for example. The (conscious)
Desire of a being is what constitutes that being as I and reveals it
as such by moving it to say "I. . . ." Desire is what transforms
Being, revealed to itself by itself in (true) knowledge, into an

'A translation with commentary of Section A of Chapter IV of the Phmome-
nology of Spirit, entided: "Autonomy and Dependence of Self4onscioumes:
Mestery and Slavery."

The commentary is in brackets. Words ioined by hyphens correspond to a
single Germen word.
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"object" revcaled to a "zubiect" by 
" 

subject different from the
gbigo and "opposed" to it. It is in and by-or gs6s1stiil, ,s-,,his"
Desire that man is formed and is revealed-to himself and to
others-as an I, as the I that is esentially difrerent from, and
radically opposed to, the non-I. The (human) I is the I of a
Desire or of Desire.

[The very being of man, rhe self-conscious being, therefore,
implies and presupposes Desire. ConsequentlS the human realiry
can be formed and maintained only within a biological reality, an
animal life. But, if animal Desire is the necessary condition of
Self-Consciousness, it is not the sufficient condition. By itself, this
Desire constitutes only the Sentiment of self.

[In contrast to the knowledge that keeps man in a passive
quietude, Desire dis-quiets him and moves him to action. Born of
Desire, action tends to satisfy it, and can do so only by the "nege-
tior1" the destruction, or at least the transformation, of the desired
object: to satisfy hunger, for example, the food must be destroyed
or, in any case, transformed. Thus, all action is "negating." Far
from leaving the given as it is, acion destroys it; if not in its being,
at least in its given form. And all "negating-negativity" with re-
spect to the given is necessarily active. But negating action is not
purely destructive, for if action destroys an obiective rcaliry, for
the sake of satisfying the Desire from which it is born, it creates
in its place, in and by that very destruction" a subiective realiry.
The being that eats, for example, creates and preserves its own
reality by the overcoming of a realiry other than irs own, by the

. , "transformation" of an alien reality into ia own realty, by the
\,,rlf,"assimilation," the "internalization" of a "foreign," "externel"

\1^t' {*ieality. Generally speaking, the I of Desire is an emptiness that

i_f I receives a real positive content only by negating action that satis-
- 

! t | fies Desire in desuoying, transforming, and "assimiladng" the
\,J- fulesired non-I. And the posirive conrenr of the I, constituted by

negadon, is a function of the positive content of the negated non-I.
If, then, the Desire is directed toward e "netural" non-I, the I, too,
will be "naturel." The I created by the active satisfaction of such
a Desire will have the same nature as the things toward which that
Desire is directed: it will be a "thingish" I, a merely living I, an
animal I. And this naturd I, a function of the natural object, can
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be revealed to itself end to others only as sentiment of self. It will

never ettein Self-Consciousness.
[For there to be Self-Consciousness, Desire must therefore be

directed toward e non-natural obiect, toward something that goes
beyond the given reality. Now, the only thing that goes beyond
the given reality is Desire itself. For Desire taken as Desire-i.e.,
before its satisfaction-is but a revealed nothingness, rn unreal
emptiness. Desire, being the revelation of an emptiness, the pres-
ence of the absence of a reality, is something essentially different
from the desired thing, something other than a thing, than a static
and given real being that stays eternally identical to itself. There-
fore, Desire directed toward another Desire, taken as Desire, will
creete, by the negating and assimilating action that satisfies it, an
I esentially different from the animal "I." This I, which "feeds"
on Desires, will itself be Desire in its very being, created in and by
the satisfaction of its Desire. And since Desire is realized as action
negating the given, the very being of this I will be action. This I
will not, like the animal "I," be "identity" or equality to itself,
but "negating-negativity." In other words, the very being of this
I will be becoming and the universal form of this being will not
be space, but time. Therefore, its continuation in existence will
sigmfy for this I: "not to be what it is (as static and given being,
as natural being, as 'innate character') and to be (that is, to be-
come) what it is not." Thus, this I will be its own product: it
will be (in the future) what it has become by negation (in the
present) of what it was (in the past), this negation being accom-
plished with a view to what it will become. In its very being this
I is intentional becoming, deliberete evolution, conscious and volun-
tery progress; it is the act of transcending the given that is given
to it and that it itself is. This I is a (human) individual, free (with
respec to the given real) and historical (in relation to itself). And
it is this I, and only this I, that reveals itself to itself and to others
as Self-Consciousness.

[Human Desire must be directed toward another Desire. For
there to be human Desire, then, there must 6rst be a multipliciry
of (animal) Desires. In other words, in order that Self-Conscious-
ness be born from the Sentiment of self. in order that the human
realiry come into being within the animal realiry, this reality musr
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be essentially-manifold. 
lherefore, men qln appear on earth only

within a heid. That is why the human 
"*riqF 

len only be sociai.
But for the herd ro become a sociery, multipliciry oi Desires is
not sufrcient by itself; in addition, the DesireJ of each member of
the herd must be directed-or potentially directed-toward the
Desires of the other members. If the humanrealiry is a sociar reariry,
sociery is human only as a set of Desires mutually desiring one
another as Desires. Human Desire, or better still, anthropogenetic
Desire, produces a free and historical individual, consciouJof his
individualiry, his freedom, his history and finally, his historiciry.
Hence, anthropogenetic Desire is different from animal Desire
(whicf produgl a_.ytuJal leing, Tlgly living end h*ving only
a sendmenr of its life) in that it is directed, nor toward a real,
"positive," given object, but toward another Desire. Thus, in the
relationship between man and women, for example, Desire is
human only if the one desires, not the body, but the Desire of the
other; if he wants "to possess" or "to assimilate" the Desire taken
as Desire-that is to say, if he wants to be "desired" or "loved,"
or, rather, "recognized" in his human value, in his realiry as a
human individual. Likewise, Desire directed toward a natural obiect
is human only to the extent that it is "mediated" by the Desire
of another directed toward the same obiect: it is human to desire
what others desire, because they desire it. Thus, an object per-
fectly useles from the biological point of view (such as a medal,
or the enemy's flag) can be desired because it is the obiect of other
desires. Sucir a Disire can only be a human Desire,'and humen
reality, as distinguished from animal realiqy, is created only by
action that satisfies such Desires: human history is the history of
desired Desires.

[But, apart from this difference-which is essentiel-humen
Desire is analogous to animal Desire. Human Desire, too, tends to
satisfy itself by a negating---or be$er, a transforming and assimi-
lating-action. Man "feeds" on Desires as an animal feeds on real
things. And the human I, realized by the active satisfaction of its
human Desires, is as much a function of its "food" as the body
of an animal is of its food.

, , -l [For man to be truly human, for him to be essentially and really',6 
I nri different from an animal. his human Desire must actually win out

0, t1r"J+, over his animal Desire. Now, all Desire is desire for a value. The

.-t  6
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supreme value for an enimal is its animal life. All the Desires of an

animal are in the final analysis a funcdon of its desire to pr€serve
its life. Human Desire, therefore, must win out over this desire for

preservadon. In other words, man's humanity -"comes toJigfrt"
i,ttty if he risks his (animal) life for the sake of his human Desire.
It is in and by this risk that the human reality is created and
revealed 

"r 
t""iity; it is in and by this risk that it "comes to light,"

i.e., is shown, demonstrated, verified, and gives proofs of being!- 
i 't"

essentially diierent from the animal, ,rr*il ,."liqy. And that I i I - " ] -

why to speak of the "origin" of Self-Consciousnes is necessarily
to speak of the risk of life (for an essentially nonvital end).

[Man's humanity "comes to light" only in risking his life to
satisfy his human Desire-that is, his Desire directed toward an-
other Desire. Now, to desire a Desire is to want to substitute
oneself for the value desired by this Desire. For without this sub-
stitution, one would desire the value, the desired obiect, and not
the Desire itself. Therefore, to desire the Desire of another is in
the final analysis to desire that the value that I am or that I
"represent" be the value desired by the other: I want him to
"recognize" my value as his value, I want him to "recog:dze" me
as an eutonomous value. In other words, all human, anthropogenetic
Desire-the Desire that generates Self-Consciousness, the human
reality-is, finally, a function of the desire for "recognition." And
the risk of life by which the human realiry "comes to light" is a
risk for the sake of such a Desire. Therefore, to speak of the
"origin" of Self-Consciousness is necessarily to speak of a fight to
the death for "recognition."

[Without this fight to the death for pure prestige, there would
never have been human beings on earth. Indeed, the human being
is formed only in terms of a Desire directed toward another Desire,
that i-finally-in terms of a desire for recognition. Therefore,
the human being can be formed only if at least two of these Desires
confront one another. Each of the two beings endowed with such
a Desire is ready to go all the way in pursuit of its satisfaction;
that is, is ready to risk its life-and, consequently, to put the life
of the other in danger-in order to be "recognized" by the other,
to impose itself on the other as the supreme value; accordingly,
their meeting can only be a fight to the death. And ir is only in
and by such a 6ght that the human realiry is begotten, formed,
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reelized, and revealed ro itself and to others. Therefore, it is real-
ized and revealed only as "recognized" realiry.

[However, if all men-or, more exactly, all beings in the process
of becoming human beings-behaved in the same manner, the
fight would necesarily end in the death of one of the adversarieq
or of both. It would not be possible for one to give way to the
other, to gtve up the fight before the dearh of the orher, to "recog-
nize" the other instead of being "recognized" by him. But if this
were the case, the realization and the revelation of the human being
would be imposible. This is obvious in the case of the death of
both adversaries, since the human reality-being esentially Desire
and action in terms of Desire--can be born and maintained only
within an animal life. But it is equally impossible when only one
of the adversaries is killed. For with him disappears that other
Desire toward which Desire must be directed in order to be a
human Desire. The survivor, unable to be "recognized" by the dead
adversary, cannot rethze and reveal his humanity. In order that
the human being be rcdiz.ed and revealed as Self-Consciousness,
therefore, it is not sufficient that the nascent human reality be
manifold. This multipliciry, this "society," must in addition imply
two esentially different human or anthropogenetic behaviors.

[In order that the human reality come into being as "recognized"
reality, both adversaries must remain alive after the fght. Now,
this is possible only on the condition that they behave differently
in this fight. By irreducible, or befter, by unforeseeable or "un-
deducible" acts of liberty, they must constitute themselves as
unequals in and by this very fight. Without being predestined to
it in any wey, the one must fear the other, mnst give in to the
other, must refuse to risk his life for the satisfaction of his desire
for "recognition." ffe must give up his desire and satisfy the desire
of the other: he must "recognize" the other without being "recog-
nized" by hi-. Now, "to recognize" him thus is "to tecognize"
him as his Master and to recognize himself and to be recognized
as the Master's Slave.

[In other words, in his nascent state, men is never simply man.
He is always, necessarily, and esentially, either Master or Slave.
If the human realiry can come into being only as a socid realiry,

i I sociery is human-at least in its origin<nly on the basis of its
\ | implying an element of Ma*ery and an element of Slavery, of

8
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,.eutonomous" existences and "dependent" existences. And that is

why to speak of the origin of Self-Consciousness is necesarily to

rp."k of'"the eutonomy and dependence of Self-Consciousnes,
of Mastery and Slavery."

[If the human b"i"g i. begotten only in and by the 6ght that
ends in the relation besween Master and Slave, the progresive
realization and revelation of this being can themselves be effected
only in terms of this fundamental social relation' If man is nothing
bui his becoming, if his human existence in space is his existence
in time or as time, if the revealed human reality is nothing but
universal history, that history must be the history of the inter-
action between Masterv and Slaverv: the historical "dialectic" is
the "dialectic" of Maste'r and Slave. lioiiFiE" o-pposidon oF'thiit''
;;'-aen@onfy in the context of their recon-
ciliation by "rynthesis," if history (in the full sense of the word)
necessarily has a final term, if man who becomes must culminate
in man who has become, if Desire must end in satisfaction, if the
science of man must possess the quality of a definitivgly and uni--
versdlv valid truth-the interaction of Master and Slave must
ffiU/ilamihe'%irtrctical or..corning" rf Urtn of thern.

[However that may be, the human reality can be begotten and
preserved only as "recognized" reality. It is only by being "recog-
nized" by another, by many others, or-in the extreme-by all
others, that a human being is really human, for himself as well
as for others. And only in speaking of a "recognized" human
reality can the ter;r. hurnan be used to state a truth in the strict
and full sense of the term. For only in this case can one reveal a
realiry in speech. That is why it is necessary to say this of Self-
Consciousness, of self-conscious man: ] Self-Consciousness exists
in rnd for itself in and by the fact that it exists (in and for itself)
for another Self-Consciousness; Le., it exists only as an entity that
is recognized.

This pure concept of recognition, of the doubling of Self-
Consciousness within its unity, must now be considered as its
evolution appears to Self-Consciousness [i.e., not to the philosopher
who speaks of it, but to the self-conscious man who recognizes
another man or is recognized by him.]

In the first place, this evolution will make manifest the aslect

\ r [ . . t  , \ . ' u " { 1 , , i , \ " o ' , . r . , , . , , .  , , ,  i \ , , , i  t  
- i ' ' ,  I
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of the inequality between the two Self-Consciousnesses [i.e., be-
tween the two men who confront one another for the sake of
recognition], or the expansion of the middle-term [which is the
mutud and reciprocal recognition] into the two extremes [which
are the two who confront one enother]; these are opposed to one
another i$ extremes, the one only recognized, tlie other only

:ecognz]ngt [To begin with, the man who wants to be recognizei
by another in no sense wenrs to recognize him in turn. If hl suc-
ceeds, then, the recognition will not be mutual and reciprocal: he
yill b" recognized bit will not recognize the one who iecognizes
him.l

To begin with, Self-Consciousnes is simple-or-undivided Being-
for-itself; it is identical-to-itself by excluding from itself every-
thing,otber [than itself]. Its essential-realiry and its absolute obiect
are, for it, I [I isolated from everything and opposed to every-
thing that is not Il. And, in this immediacy, ii thb giaen-being
[i.e., being that is not produced by an acive, crearive process] of
its Being-for-itself, Self-Consciousness's particular-and-isolated.
What is other for it exists as an object without essential-reality,
as an object marked with the character of a negative-entity.

But [in the case we are studying] the other-entiry, too, is a
Self-Consciousness; a human-individual comes face to face with a
human-individual. Meeting thts immediately, these individuals exist
for one another as common objects. They are aatonornous con-
crete-forms, Consciousnesses submerged in the giaen-being of.
animal-lif e. For it is as animal-life that the merely existing object
has here presented itself. They are Consciousnesses that have not,
yet accomplished for one another the [dialectical] movement of
absolute abstraction, which consists in the uprooting of all immedi-
ate given-being and in being nothing but the purely negative-or-
negating given-being of the consciousnes that is identicel-to-itself.

Or in other words, these are entities that have not yet manifested
themselves to one anorher as pure Being-for-itself-i.e., as Self-
Consciousness. [When the ttfirst" two men confront one another
for the first time, the one sees in the other only an animal (and a
dangerous and hostile one et that) that is to be destroyed, and not
a self-conscious being representing an autonomous value.] Each
of these two human-individuals is, to be sure, subfectively-certain
of himself; but he is not certain of the other. And that is why his

10
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of himself does not yet posses truth

[i.e., it does nodrfet t.u.fo] a reality-or, in other words, an entity
ihat is obiectiveiy, interdubiectiuely, i'e., universally, recognized,
and henffiffi an?lTiliiillF6? ihe truth of his subiective-cer-
tainqy [of the idia that he has of himself, of the value-that.he
attributes to himselfl could have been nothing but the fact that
his own Being-for-itself was manifested to him es an eutonomous
object; or again, to sey the same thing: the fact that ,!: lfi._"j
was manifesied to him as this pure subiective-certainty of himself;

[therefore, he must find the private idea that he has of himself in
the external, obiective reality.l But according to the concept of
recognition, this is possible only if he accomplishes for the other
(iust as the other does for him) the pure abstraction of Being-for-
itself; each accomplishing it in himself both by his own activity
and also by the other's activiry.

[The "fust" man who meets another man for the fust time
already attributes an autonomous, absolute reality and an autono-
mous,'absolute value to himself: we can say thai he believes him-
self to be a man, that he has the "subjective certainry" of being a
man. But his certainty is not yet knowledge. The value that he
attributes to himself cLuld be ifusoty; the iiea that he has of him-
self could be false or mad. For that idea to be a truth, it must
reveal an obiective reality-i.e., an entity that is valid and exists
not only for itself, but also for realities other than itself. In the
case in quesdon, man, to be really, truly "men," and to know that
he is such, must, therefore, impose the idea thar he has of himself
on beings other than himself: he must be recognized by the others
(in the ideal, extreme case, by all the others). Or again, he must
transform the (natural and human) world in which he is not
recognized into a world in which this recognition takes place. This
transformation of the world that is hostile to a human project
into a world in harmony with this project is called "action,"
"activigr." This action-essentially human, because humanizing
and anthropogenetic-will begin with the act of imposing oneself
on the "first" other man one meets. And since this other, if he is
(or more exactly, if he wants to be, and believes himself to be) a
human being, must himself do the same thing, the "firsr" an-
thropogenetic action ngggsat+_Ekes the form of a fight: a fight
to the death berween twfeings thar claim to be men, a 6ght for

I  i i  I
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pure presdge carried on for the sake of "recognition" by the
adversary. Indeed: ]

Themanifestation of the human-individual taken as pure abstrac-
tion of Being-for-itself consists in showing itself as being the pure
negation of its obiective-or-thingish mode-of-being-oi, in other
words, in showing that to be for oneself, or to be a man, is not
to be bound to any determined eristence, not to be bound to the
universel isolated-panicularity of existence as such, not to be bound
to life. This manifestarion rs e double activiry: activrty of the other
and activity by oneself. To the exrent that this activity is activiry
of the otber, ea.ch of the rwo men seels the death of the other.
But in that activiry of the other is also found the second aspect,
namely, the acti,uity by oneself : for the activity in question implies
in it the risk of the life of him who acts. The relation of the rwo
Self-Consciousnesses, therefore, is determined in such a way that
they come to light-+ach for itself and one for the other-through
the fight for life and death.

[They "come to light"-that rs, they prove themselves, they
transform the purely subiective cenainty that each has of his own
velue into obiective, or universally valid and recognized, truth.
Truth is the revelation of a realiry. Now, the human reality is
created, is constisuted, only in the 6ght for recognition and by the
risk of life that it implies. The truth of man, or the revelation of
his realiry, therefore, presupposes the fight to the death. And that
is whyJ human-individuals are obliged to steft this fight. For each
must raise his subjective-certainty of. eristing f or self to the level
of truth, both in the other and in himself. And it is only through
the risk of life that freedom comes to light, that it becomes clear
that the esential-realiry of Self-Consciousness is not given-being

--{being that is not created by conscious, voluntary action], nor the' 
:immediate [natural, not mediated by action (that negates the

; given) I mode in which it first comes to sight [in the given world],
i nor submersion in the extension of animal-life; but that there is,
, on the contrery, nothing given in Self-Consciousness that is any-
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recosnized as an eutonomous self-consciousness. Hence, each of

the &o human-individuals must have the death of the other as his

soal. iust as he risks his own life. For the other-entiry is wonh no

i,or" io him than himself. His essential-realiry [which is his recog-

nized, human reality and dignityl manifests itself to him as an

other-entiry [or another *"t, *Lo does not recognize him.and is

therefore indipendent of hirnl. He is outside of himself [insofar
as the other has not "given him back" to himself by recognizing
him, by revealing that he has recognized him, and blr slroling lim
that he (the other) depends on him and is not absolutely othgr

than he]. ffe mus overcome his being-outside-of-himself. The
other-entity [than he] is here a Self-Consciousness existing-as a

given-being and involved [in the natural world] in a manifold and
diverse wry. Now, he must look upon his other-being as pure
Being-for-itself, i.e., as absolute negeting-negativiry. [This me1ns
that man is human only to the extent that he wants to impose him-
self on another man, to be recognized by him. In the beginning'
as long as he is not yet actually recognized by the other, it is the
other that is the end of his action; it is on this other, it is on
recognition by this other, that his human value and realiry depend;
it is in this other that the meaning of his life is condensed. There-
fore, he is "outside of himself." But his own value and his own
realiry are what are important to him, and he wants to have them
in himself. Hence, he must overcome his "other-being." This is to
srw thrr he mrrsr mrke himself recoonized bv the other. he must, he mustsay that he must make himself recognized by the
have in himself the certainty of being recognized by another. BgL
f or_-t!Bl $:cognition-rc-satisqlhim"-he has ro kqou/ lbelrlt" -g!!let
ir g_bgglebcing, Now, in the beginning, he sees in the other only
the aqpect of an animal. To know that this aspect reveals a human
reality, he must see that the other also wants to be recognized,
and that he, too, is ready to risk, "to deny," his animal life in a
fight for the recognition of his human being-for-itself. He must, \
therefore, "provoke" the other, force him to stert a fight to the \
death for pure prestige. And having done this, he is obliged to kill /
the other in order not to be killed himself. In these circumstances,-
then, the fight for recognition can end only in the death of one
of the adversaries'<r of both together.] But this proving oneself
by death does away with the truth [or revealed obiective realityl
that was supposed to come from it; and, for thet very reasoq it

13



also does r*1y Tt!! the subjective-certainty of oneself as
For just as animal-life is the iaturar position bf consciousner
autonomy without absolute negating-neg.ativity, so s 4l/* tne

"1ryrll 
negation of Consciousness, i."., nefation *i.t oyd"tonomy,

which negation, therefore, continues to-lack thet{eilficarr"" .!-
gq"d by. recognition. [That is to say: if bofiavZrsaries perish
in the fighq "consciousness" is completely;,/done eway witir, for
man is nothing more than an inanimate p6dy $ter his'death. And
if one of the adversaries remains alivlbnt the other, he czn
no longer be recognized by the ; the man who has been de-
feated and killed does not rytdgntze the victory of the conqueror.
Therefore, the victor's cSx{zrrnry of his being and of his vaiue re-
mains subfective,.an$zfius has no "trurh."] Through death, it is
true, the subiectiy/certainty of the fact that both risked their
Iives and th* 9z(h despised his own and the other's lifo has been
establishedrJfut this certainry has not been established for those
who uniefwent this struggle. Through death, they do away with
their 

,/nsciousn€ss, which resides in that forergn entity, natural
That is to say, they do away with themselves. [For man

is feal only to the extent that he lives in a natural world. This world
is, to be zure, "foreign" to him; he must "deny" it, transform it,
fight it, in order to realize himself in it. But without this,world,
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Lway

, and
independently of the rest of the universe]. But, ; the essen-

outside of this world, man is nothing.J And they are
with as extrernes that want to exist for self [i.e., cor5;

tial constituent-element-i.e., the splitting up/rnto exrremes of

9pp9Td determinate things-disappea:s froy'gfr--e_ jlaf of .chapse..
And the middle-term collapses in a dee,{rnirti Sroken up into
dead extremes, which merely exist aS/given-beings and are not
opposed [to one another in, by, ef for an action in which one
tries "to do away with" the othpl by "esrablishing" himself and
to establish himself by doing gfray with the other.l And the two
do not give themselves
get themselves back in

iocally to one another, nor do they
from one another through conscious-

ness. On the they merely leave one another free, indif-
ferendy, as things. or the dead man is no longer anything more

thing, from which the living man turns away
ince he can no longer expect anything from it for

than an

murderous action is abstract negation. It is not
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negation [carried out] by consciousness, which overcomes in such
e. wey that ir keeps and preseraes the overcome-entiry and, for
that very reason, survives the fact of being overcome. [This "over-
coming" is "dialectical." "To o-vercome dialectically" means to
ou.t"irne while preser"i"g:ii;n"iG oveii;-fii-ffiufimated in
and by that overcoming which preserves or that preservation which
overcomes. The dialectically overcome-endry is annulled in its

99ltinge-1t (yrpped of sensi, "senseless") 
"tp'"", 

cifiitilil, given
("immediate") entity, but it is preserved in its essential 

-(and

meaningful, srgnificanr) aspefi; thus mediated by negerion, it is
sublimrted or raised up t_o a more "comprehensive" 

"id "omp..-hensible mode of being than that of im immediate reality of pure
and simple, positive and static given, which is not the'resuft nf
creative action (i.e., of action that negates the given).

[Therefore, it does the man of the-Figh. ,ro-gooi to kill niN
gdve1a.ry.I{e must overcome him ,,dialecrtaily.', ?har is, he must \
leave him life and consciousness, and destroy only his autonomy. \
He must overcome the adversary only insofar asihe adversaryis I
opposed to him and acts againit trim. tn other words, h. ,io.t ,/enslave him.]

_ In that experience [of rhe murderous fight] ic becomes clear to
self-consciousness that animal-life is just ri i,nport"ot to it as pure
self-consciousness. In the immediate Seff-cons"ioorn.o [i.e., iri the
"first" man, who is not yet ,,mediated" by this 

"oor""t 
*i t ,lr"

other that-thefght creatisJ, the simple-or-undivided I [of isolated
man] is the absolute obiect. But for us or in irself [i.e., for the
author and the reader of this passage, who see man as he has been
definitively fo1m".l ag the .na oi history by the 

"""o*f[rh"Jsocial inter-action] this object, i.e., the I, is'absolute mediation,
and its essential constitueni-erement is abiding autonomy. [Thai
is 1o say' real and rrue man is the result of riis inter-r"iiort *ith
others; his I and the idea he has of himself are ,,mediated,' bv
recognition obtained as a result of his action. And his true autonom/v
is.the autonomy that h-e mdintains in the social ,..[tay;h;;fi;;
ot thar acdon.l rhe dissoludon of rhat simpre-or-undivided unity
[which is the isolated Ij is the result of the i'st experience [whicirman has at the time of -his 

,,firrt" (murderous)'6ght]. liy ,fri,
experience are established: a pure self-conscioorn"J [or ari ,,ab-
strest" one, since it has made the "abstraction', of its animal life

r5
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by the risk of the fight-the victor], and a Consciousness that
[being in fact a living corpse-the man who has been defeated
and spared] does not exisr purely for itself, but rather for another
Consciousnes [namely, for that of the victor]: i.e., a Conscious-
ness that exists as e giaen-being, or in other words, a Consciousness
that exists in the concrete-form of tbingness. Both constiruent-
elements are esentiel--since in the beginning they are unequal and
opposed to one another and their reflection into uniry has not yet
rcsulted [from their acrion], they exist as rv/o opposed concrete-
forms of Consciousness. The one is autonomous Consciousness,
for which the essential-realiqy is Being-for-itself. The other is
dependent Consciousness, for which the essentiel-reality is animal-
life, i.e., given-being for an other-entity. The former is the Master,
the latter-the Slaae. [This Slave is the defeated adversary, who
has not gone all the way in risking his life, who has not adopted
the principle of the Masters: to conquer or to die. He has accepted
life granted him by another. Hence, he depends on thet other. He
has preferred slavery to death, and that is why, by remaining alive,
he lives as a Slave.]

The Master is Consciousnes existing for itself . And he is no
longer merely the [abstract] concept of Consciousness, but a

[real] Consciousness existing for iself, which is mediated with
itself by another Consciousness, namely, by a Consciousness to
whose essential-reality it belongs to be synthesized with gt en-

"immediate," natural, "bestial" being, the Master-as a result of
his fight-is already human, "mediated." And consequently, his
behavior is also "mediated" or human, both with regard to things
end with regard to other men; moreover, these other men, for him,
are only slaves.] The Master is related to the following two con-
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stituent-elements: on the one hand, to e thing taken as such' i.e.,
the obiect of Desire; and, on the other hand, to the Consciousness
for which thingnes is the essential-entity [i.e.n to the Slave, who,
by refusing the risk, binds himself completely to the things on
which he depends. The Master, on the other hand, sees in these
thingp only a simple means of satisfying his desire; and, in satisfy-
ing it, he destroys them]. Given that: (r) the Master, taken as
concept of self-consciousness, is the immediate relation of Being-

for-itself, and that (z) he now [i.e., after his victory over the
Slave] exists at the same time as mediatiorq i.e., as a Being-for-itself
that exists for itself only through an other-entity [since the Mas-
ter is Master only by the fact of having a Slave who recognizes
him as Masterl; the Ma*er is related (r) immediately to both
[i.e., to the thing and to the Slave], and (z) in a mediated way to
each of the two through the other. The Master is related in a rnedi-
ated way to the Slave, viz., by aatonomous giaen-being; for it is
precisely to this given-being that the Slave is tied. This given-being
is his chain, from which he could not abstract in the fight, in which
fight he was revealed-because of that fact-as dependent, as
having his autonomy in thingness. The Master, on the other hand,
is the power that rules over this given-being; for he revealed in the
fight rhat this given-being is worth nothing ro him excepr as e
negative-entity. Given that the Master is the power that rules over
this given-being and that this given-being is the power that rules
over the Other [i.e., over the Slave], the MastCr holds-in this
[real or active] syllogism-that Other under his domination. Like-
wise, the Master is related in a mediated usay to tbe thing, vn.,
by the S/aoe. Taken as Self-Consciousness es such, the Slave, too,
is related to the thing in a negative or negating way, and he over-
comes it [dialectically]. But-for him-the thing is autonomous
at the same time. For that reason, he cannot, by his act-of-negating,
finish it ofl to the point of the [complete] annihilation [of tlie
thing, as does the Master who "consumes" it]. That is, he merely
tran$orms it by a:ork [i.e., he preperes it for consumption, but
does not consurne it himself]. For the Master, on the olher hand,
the immediare reladon [to the thingl comes into being, through
that mediation [i.e., through the work of the Slave who transforirs
the natural thin_g, the "raw material," with a view to its consump-
tion (by the Master)], as pure negadon of the object, that is, as
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Enjoyment. [Since all the efiort is made by the Slave, the Master
has only to enjoy the thing that the Slave has prepared for him,
and ggj{'negating" it, destroying it, by ,'consuming" it. (For
example, he@y prepared)1. Vihat Desire
[i.e., isolated man "before" the Fight, whb was alone with Nature
and whose desires were directed without detour toward thar
Nature] did nor achieve, the Masrer [whose desires are directed
toward things that have been rransformed by the Slave] does

, achieve . The Master can finish ofi the thing completely and satisfy

f himself in Enjoyment. [Therefore, it is solely thanks to the work

J of another (his Slave) that the Master is free with respect to
I Nature, and consequendy, satisfied with himself. But, he is Master

of the Slave only because he previously freed himself from Nature
(and from his own nature) by risking his life in a fight for pure

.- prestige, which-as such-is nor ar all "natural."] Desire cannot
f achieve this because of the autonomy of the thing. The Master,' 

on the other hand, who introduced ihe Slave beiveen the thing
and himself, is consequently joined only to the aspect of the thing's
dependence, and has pure enjoyment from it. As for the aspect of
the thing's autonomy, he leaves it to the Slave, who transforms the
thing by work.

In these two constituent-elements the Master gets his rccognition
through another Consciousness; for in them the latter affirms itself
as unessential, both by the act of working on the thing and by the
fact of being dependent on a determinate existence. In neither case
can this [slavish] Consciousness become master of the given-being
and achieve absolute negation. Hence it is given in this constituent-
element of recognition thet the other Consciousness overcomes
itself as Being-for-itself and thereby does itself what the other
Consciousness does to it. [That is to say, the Master is not the only
one to regard the Other as his Slave; this Ocher also considers him-
self as such.] The other constituent-element of recognition is
equally implied in the relation under consideradon; this other con-
stituent-element is the fact that this activiqy of the second Con-
sciousness [the slavish Consciousness] is the activity proper of the
first Consciousness [i.e., the Master's]. For everything that the Slave
does is, properly speaking, an activity of the Master. [Since the
Slave works only for the Master, only to satisfy the Master's
desire and not his own, it is the Master's desire that acts in and
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through the Slave.] For the Master, only Being-for is the
esential-realiry. He is pure negedve-or-negating , for which
the thing is nothing; and consequently, in thjp,4elation of Master

Slave, on the other
activity. Now, for there

to be an authentic recognition, must also be the third con-
stituent-element, which consis;fn the Master's doing with respect
to himself what he does respec to the other, and in the
Slave's doing with to the Other what he [the Slave] does
with respect to hi . It is, therefore, an unequal and one-sided
recogmuon
Slave. [For

been born from this relation of Master and
the Master treats the Other as Slave. he does

not behave as Slave himseH; and although the Slave trears the Other
as Master, he does not behave as Master himself. The Slave does
not risk his life, and the Master is idle.

[The relation between Master and Slave, therefore, is not recog-

lition properly so-called. To see this, let us analyze the relation
from the Master's point of view. The Master is noithe only one to
consider himself Master. The Slave, also, considers him as such.
Hence, he is-recognized in his human reality and dignity. But this
recognition is one-sided, for he does not 

-recogniz-e 
in turn the

Slave's human reality and digniry. Hence, hg_is_ "e."gnized b:-
someone whom he does not recognize. And this is whar is insuffi-
cieht=wh?TTi;"gia=n hili*ii;-rrre Master has fought and
risked his life for a recognition without value for him. Foihe can
be satisfied only by recognition from one whom he recognizes as
worthy of recognizing him. The Master's ettirude, therefJre, is an
existential impasse. On the one hand, the Master is Master only
because his Desire was directed not toward a thing, but toward
another desire-thus, it was a desire for recognitiorr.-Or, the orher,
when he has consequently become Master, ii is as Master that he
mu$ desire to be recognized; and he can be recognized as such
only by making the Other his Slave. But the Slave is for him an
animal or r tfiing. -H9 ir, therefore, "recognized,, by , thing. Thus,
finally, his Desire is directed toward a thing, and nlt-as it-seemed
at first-toward a (human) Desire. The Master, rherefore, wes on
the wrong track. After the fight that made him a Master, he is not
what he wanted to be in starting that fight: e man recognized by
another man. Therefore: if man can be iatisfied only byi recogni-
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tion, the man who behaves as a Master will never be satisfied. And
since-in the beginning-men is either Master or Slave, the satis- i i
fied man will necessarily be a Slave; or more exactly, the man *ho f l
has been a Slave, who has pased through Slavery, who has ll
"dialectically overcome''. his slavery Indeed:, 

ttThus, the nonessential [or slavish] Consciousness is-for the
Mast0r-the object that forms the truth [or revealed reality] of
the subjective-certainty he has of himself [since he can "know" he
is Master only by being recognized as such by the Slave]. But it
is obvious that this object does not correspond to its concept. For
in the Master's fulfilling himself, something entirely different from
an autonomous Consciousness has come into being [since he is
faced with a Slave].It is not such an autonomous Consciousness,
but all to the contrary, a dependent Consciousness, that exists for
him. Therefore, he is not subiectively cenain of his Being-for-
itself as of a truth [or of a revealed obfective reality]. His truth,
all to the contrary, is nonessential Consciousness, and the non-
essential activity of that Consciousness. [That is to say, the Mas-
ter's "truth" is the Slave and the Slave's Work. Actudly, others
recognize the Master as Master only because he has a Slave; and
the Master's life consists in consuming the products of slavish
Work, and in living on and by this Work.l

Consequently, the tuth of autonomous Consciousnes is slauish
Consciousnes* This latter first appears, it is uue, as existing outside
of itself and not as the truth of Self-Consciousness [since the Slave
recognizes human dignity not in himself, but in the Master, on
whom his very existence depends]. But, just as Mastery showed
that its essential-reality is the reverse or perversion of what it wants
to be, so much the more will Slavery, in its fulfillment, probably
become the opposite of what it is immediately; as repressed Con-
sciousness it will go within itself and reverse and ransform itself
into true autonomy.

[The complete, absolutely free man, definitively and completely "'
satisfied by what he is, the man who is perfected and completed
in and by this satisfaction, will be the Slave who has "overcome"
his Slavery. If idle Mastery is an impasse, laborious Slavery, in
contrast, is the source of all human, social, historical progress.
History is the history of the working Slavgr-To see this, one need

er and Slave lthar is,
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the first result of the "first" human, social, historical contact), no
longer from the Master's point of view, but from the Slave's.]

We have seen only what Slavery is in its relation to Mastery.
But Slavery is also Self-Consciousnes. What it is as such, in and
for itself, must now be considered. In the first place, it is the
Master that is the essential-reality for Slavery. The autonomous
Consciousness existing for itself is hence, for it, the mtth lor a
revealed realiqyl, which, however, for it, does not yer exst in it.
[The Slave is subordinated to the Master. Hence the Slave esteems,
recognizes, the value and the realiry of "autonomy," of human
freedom. However, he does not find it realized in himselfr he finds
it only in the Other. And this is hisis his advantage. The Master. unable

recognizes him, finds himself in anto recognize the
impasse. The Slave, on the other hand, recognizes the Other (the
Master).from the-begnning. In order that mutual and reciprocal
recognition, which alone can fully and definitively realize and
satisfy man, be established, it suffices for the Slave to impose him-
self on the ![4gqr an{.!e_!999gg1'-z_e{by bqn. To be suri, for this
to take-place, ** gUU- ;null_ dCIelr_ b_e _Sb* : . he must transcend
himself, "overcome" himself, as Slave. But if the Master has no
desire to "sys1gs11s"-and hence no possibiliry of ,,overcoming"-
himself as Master (since this would-mean, for him, to becoire a
Slave), the Slave has every reeson to cease to be a Slave. Moreover,
the experience of the fight that made him a Slave predisposes him
to that act of self-overcoming, of negation of himself lnegation
of his given I, which is a slavish I). To be sure, in the begiining,
the Slave who binds himself to his given (slavish) I does tiot haie
this "negativity" in himself. He seis it only in the Master. who
realized pu:: "n-eg_1ting-negativity,, by risking his life in the fight
for recognition.l However, Slaviry in f act ias in itself this trith
[or.revealedrealityl of pure negating-negativiqy and of Being-f or-
itself .For ithas erperienced this essential-rearity within itsetf. ftris
slavish consciousness was afraid not for this or that. not for this
momenr or thar, but for its [own] entire essential-realitv: it under-
went the fear of death, the fear of the absolute Masrer. By this fear,
the slavish consciousness melted internally; it shuddeied deeply
and werything fixed-or-stable trembled in'it. Now, this por. oni_
versal [dialectical] movement, this absolute liquefaction'of every
stable-support, is the simple-or-undivided essential-realirv of sef-
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consciousness, absolute negating-negadvity, pure Being-f or-itsetf .
Thus, this Being-for-itself exists-rz tiie slavish Consciousness. [The
Master is fixed in his Mastery. He cannor go beyond himself,
change, progress. He must conquer-and become Mrrt"t or pre-
serve himself as such-or die. He can be killed; he cannot be trans-
formed, educated. He has risked his Iife to be Master. Therefore,
Mastery is the supreme given value for him, beyond which he can-
not go. The Slave, on the other hand, did not want to be a Slave.
He became a Slave because he did nor v/anr to risk his life to be-
come e Master. In his mortal terror he understood (without notic-
ing it) that a given, fixed, and stable condition, even though it be
the Master's, cannot exhaust the possibilities of human existence.
He "understood" the "vanity" of the given conditions of existence.
He did not want to bind himself to the Master's condition, nor
does he bind himself to his condition as a Slave. There is norhing
fixed in him. He is ready for change; in his very being, he is
change, transcendence, transformation, "education"; he is histori-
cal becoming at his origin, in his essence, in his very existence. On
the one hand, he does not bind himself to what he is; he wants to
transcend himself by negation of his given state. On the other
hand, he has a positive ideal to attain; the ideal of autonomy, ot
Being-for-itself, of which he finds the incarnation, at the very
origin of his Slavery, in the Master.] This constiruent-element of
Being-for-itself also exists far slaaish Consciousness. For in the
Master, Being-for-itself is, for it [the slavish Consciousness], its
obiect. [An obiect that it knows to be external, opposed, to it, and
that it tends to appropriate for itself. The Slave knows what it is
to be free. He also knows that he is not free, and that he wants
to become free. And if the experience of the Fight and its result
predispose the Slave to transcendence, to progress, to History, his
life as a Slave working in the Master's service realizes this pre-
disposition.] In addition, slavish Consciousness is not only this uni-
versal dissolution [of everything fixed, stable, and given], taken
as ruch; in the Master's service, it accomplishes this dissolution iz
an objectiaely real usay li.e., concretelyl. In service [in the forced
work done in the service of another (the Master)], slavish Con-
sciousnes [dialectically] overcomes its attachment to natural
existence in all the p ar ti cular -and-is oldte d constituent-elements, and
it eliminates this existence by work. [The Master forces the Slave
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to work. And by working, the Slave becomes master of Nature.
Now, he became the Master's Slave only because-in the begin-
ning-he was a slave of Nature, ioining with it and subordinating
himself to its laws by accepting the instinct of preservation. In
becoming master of Nature by work, then, the Slave frees himself
from his own nature, from his own instinct that ded him to Nature
and made him the Master's Slave. Therefore, by freeing the Slave
from Nature, work frees him from himself as urell, from his Slave's
nature: it frees him from the Master. In the raw, natural, given
World, the Slave is slave of the Master. In the technical world
transformed by his work, he rules-or, at least, will one day rule-
as absolute Master. And this Mastery that arises from work, from
the progressive transformation of the given World and of man
given in this World, will be an entirely difierenr thing from the
"immediate" Mastery of the Master. The future and History hence
belong not to the warlike Master, who either dies or pirr.tu.t
himself indefinitely in identity to himself, but to rhe 

-working

Slave. The Slave, in transforming the given World by his work,
transcends the given and whar is given by that given in himself;
h"-t"g, he goes beyond himself, and also goes beyond the Master
who-is tied to the given which, not working, he leaves intact. If
the fear of death, incarnated for the Slave ln the person of the
warlike Master, is the sine qua non of historical progress, it is
solely the Slave's work that realizes and perfects it.]

However, the feeling of absolure power thar the Slave experi-
enced as such in the fight and also experiences in the parriculaiities
of service [for the Mister whom he^fears] is as yetlnly dissolu-
tion effected in hself . [Without this sense of power-i.e., without
the terror and dread inspired by the Master-man would never be
sfave and. consequently could-not attain the final perfection. But
this condition "in itself"-i.e., this objectively reaf and necessary
condition-is not suficient. Perfection (which is always conscious
of itself) can be attained only in and by work. For oniy in and by
workdoes man finally become aware of the significance, the value,
and the necessity 9f h5 experience of fearing absolute power,
incarnated for him in the Master. only after liaving *o.k.d fo,
the Master does he understand the neclssity of the Fght between
Master and slave and the value of the risk and terroi that it im-
plies.] Thus, although the terror inspired by the Master is the
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beginning of wisdom, it can only be said that in this terror Con-
sciousness exists far itself ,but is not yet Being-f or-itself . llnmortal
terror man becomes aware of his reality. of the value that the
simple fact of living has for him; only thus does he take account
of the "seriousness" of existence. But he is not yet aware of his
autonomy, of the value and the "seriousness" of his liberty, of his
human dignity.J But through work Consciousness comes to itself.
[In work, i.e.] in the constituent-elemenr that corresponds to
Desire in the Master's consciousness, it seemed, it is true, that the
nonessential relation to the thing was what fell ro the lot of the
slavish Consciousness; this is because the thing preserves its auton-
omy. [It seemed that, in and by work, the Slave is enslaved to
Naiure, to the thing, to "raw iraterial';; while the Master, who
is content to consume the thing prepared by the Slave and to enioy
it, is perfectly free with respect to it. But this is not the case. To
be sure] the [Master's] Desire has reserved for itself the pure act-
of-negating the object [by consuming it] and has thereby reserved
for itself the unmixed sentiment-of-self-and-of-one's-dignity [ex-
perienced in enjoyment]. But for the same reason this satisfaction
itself is but a passing phase, for it lacks the obiectiae aspect-i.e.,
the stdble support. [The Master, who does not work, produces
nothing stable outside of himself. He merely destroys the products
of the Slave's work. Thus his enjoyment and his satisfaction remain
purely subiective: they are of interest only to him and therefore
can be recognized only by him; they have no "truth," no oblective
reality revealed to all. Accordingly, this "consumption," this idle
enioyment of the Master's, which results from the "immediate"
satisfaction of desire, can at the most procure some pleasure for
man; it can never give him complete and definitive sadsfaction.]
Work, on the other hand, is repressed Desire, Lrr drrested pasing
phase; or, in other words, it forms-and-educates. [Work trans-
forms the World and civilizes, educates, Man. The man who wants

-4 .. to work-or who must work-must repress the instinct that drives
t,n'1 u,-ahim "to consume" "immediately" the 'iaw" oblect. And the Slave

h'i, 1r4g can work for the Master-that is, for another than himself---only

. ,'* 
*,,n 

' by repSessing his own desires. Hence, he transcends himself by
+l A lli'l" workin[<r, perhaps better, he educates himself, he "cultivates"
/' 'Ay .," and "sublimates" his instincts by repressing them. On the other
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hand, he does not destroy the thing as it is given. He postpones
the destruction of the thing by first trans-forming it through work; 'ii

he prepares it for consumption-that is to say, he "forms" it. ln .. 
'",y,..,

lhis work, he trans-forms things and trans-forms himself at the .'-'.,
lsame time: he forms things and the World by transforming him- 

' -+
self, by educating himself; and he educates himself, he forms i

himself, by transforming things and the World. Thus,] the nega-
tive-or-negating relation to the object becomes a" form of this I
object and gains permdnence, precisely because, for the worker,'
the obfect has autonomy. At the same rime, the negaiae-or-negat-
izg middle-1911n-i.s., the forming uciuity [of work]-is the
isolated-particulmity or the pure Being-for-itself of the Conscious-
ness. And this Being-for-itself, through work, now passes into
what is outside of the Consciousness, into the element of per-
manence. The working Consciousness thereby attains e contem-
plation of autonomous given-being such that it contemplates itsetf
in it. [The producr of work is the worker's production. It is the
realization of his project, of his idea; hence, iiis he that is realized i
in-and-by this product, and consequenrly he contemplates himself - l
when he contemplates it. Now, thii artifcial product is at rhe same r
time just as "a-utonomorrs," iust as objective-, just as independent i.'' i.:"
of man,- as is the narural thing. Therefore, it is'by work, and only \ 1
by yo*, that man realizes himself objeciaely 

"i 
rnan. Only after

producing an artificial obiec is man himself really and objectively
more than and different from a natural being; and only in'this real
and objecdve product does he become truly conscious of his sub-
jective human reality. Therefore, it is only by work that man is

1 
sypernatural being thar is conscious of its ieality; by working,

h.".fu 
l.tr:::nared" Spirit, he is historical ,,Worldi' he is ,,objef_

t iv ized" 
,History. 

, : 'u) . j ,r , ,n.1l-.  ",  
-  , ,  . . \" , ,q i  .  ; i

[Work, then, is what "forms-or-educates" man bevond the ani-
mal. The "formed-or-educated" man, the completed man who is
satisfied by his completion, is hence necessarily nor Master, but
Slave; or, at leasr, he who has passed through Slavery. Now, there
is no Slave without a Master. The Master,-then, is ihe cataiyst of
the historical,.anlhrgpogenetic process. He himself does noi par_
trcrpate actively in this process; but wirhout him, without his pies-
ence, this process would not be possible. For, if ih" hirtory of^man
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is the history of his work, and if this work is historical, social,
human, only on the condition that it is carried out against the
worker's instinct or "immediate interest," the work must be carried
out in the service of another, and must be a forced work, stimu-
lated by fear of death. It is this work, and only this work, that
frees-i.e., humanizes--man (the Slave). On the one hand, this
work creates a real objective World, which is a non-natural World,
a cultural, historical, human World. And it is only in this World
that man lives an essentially differenr life from that of animals (and
"primitive" man) in the bosom of Nature. On the other hand, this
work liberates the Slave from the terror that tied him to given
Neture and to his own innate animal neture. It is bv work in the
Master's service performed in terror that the Slave frees himself
from the terror that enslaved him to the Master.]

Now, the forming [of the thing by work] contains not only
the positive significance that the slavish Consciousness, take/ as
pureBeing-for-itself , becomes fii entity that exists as a ghten-being

[that is to say, work is something more than_t!" -":rtg" !f whictr
men creetes an essentially human technical World that is iust as
real as the natural World inhabited by animalsl. The forming [of
the thing by workl has a further negetive-or-negating significance
that is directed against the first constituent-element of the slavish
Consciousness; namely, against fear. For in the act of forming the
thing, the negating-negativity proper of Consciousness-i.e., its
Being-for-itself-comes to be an Object [i.e., a World] for Con-
sciousnes only by the fact that Consciousness [dialectically] over-
comes the opposed fonn that exists as a [natural] given-being.
Now, this objective negdtiae-eniry is precisely the foreign essen-
tial-reality before which slavish Consciousness trembled. Now, on
the contrary, this Consciousness destroys that foreign negative-
entiry [in and by work]. Consciousness establishes itself as a nega-
tive-entity in the element of permanency; and thereby it becomes
a thing f or itself , an entity-eristing-f or-itself .In the Master, Being-

for-itielf is, for the slavish Consciousnes, an other Being-for-itself;
or agaiq Being-for-itself exists there only for the shoish Con-
sciousness. In fear, Being-for-itself [already] exists in the slanish
Conscioamess itself .Bw in the act of forming [by work], Being-
for-itself is constituted for slavish Consciousness as its own, tnd
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slavish Consciousness becomes aware of the fact that it itself exiss
in and for itself. The form [the idea or pro]ect conceived by
the Consciousness], by being established oatside [of the Conscious-
ness, by being introduced-through work-into the obiective
reality of the Worldl, does not become, for the [working] Con-
sciousness, an other-entity than it. For it is precisely that form
that is its pure-B€ing-for-itself; and, in that form, this Being-for-
itself is''6onstituted for it [the Conpciousness] as truth [or as
rev6aled, conscious, obiective realiry.,the man who works recog-- 
nizas-fiis own product in the World that has ecrually been trans-
formed by his work: he recognizes himself in it, he sees in it his
own human realiry, in it he discovers and reveals to others the
objective realiry of his humanity, of the originally abstract and
po."ly subiective idea he has of himseU.l By this act of finding
itself by itself, then, the [working] Consciousnes becomes its oom
meaning-or-a:ill; and this heppens precisely in work, in which it
seemed to be alien meaning-orasill

[Man achieves his true autonomy, his authentic freedom, onlyl
after passrng through Slavery, after surmounting fear of death by r
work performed in the service of another (who, for him, is the
incarnation of that fear). Work that frees man is hence neces-
sarily, in the beginning, the forced work of a Slave who serves an
all-powerful Master, the holder of all real power.]

For that reflection [of Consciousness inro itseH], the lJollowingl 
'

two consrituenr-elements lfirstr-that] of terror, and [second, that]
of service as such, as well as the educative-fo*ing [by work],
are equally necessery. And, at the same time, the rw6 ehments are
necessery in a universal way. [On the one hand,] without the
discipline of service and obedience, terror remains in the formal
domain and_is not propagated in the conscious obiective-reariry of
existence. [It is nor sufficient to be afraid, nor even to be afraid
while realizing rhat one fears death. It is necesary to live in terms
of terror. Now, to live in such a way is to seroi someone whom
one fears, someone who inspires or incarnates terror; it is to serve
a Master (a real, that is, a human Master, or the ,.sublimated"

.$ry1;Cod). And ro serve a Master is to obey t66ws. Wirhout
this ietvice, terror could not Eansform existence, and existence,
therefore, could never go beyond its inigial state of terror. It is b' -11 , '  ' ,  t  , i v t t {  - r , , ,  I  i  {  r -  
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sering another, by externalizing oneself, by binding oneself to
others, that one is liberated from the enslaving dread that the idea
of death inspires. On the other hand,] withoui the educative-form-
ing [by work], terror remains internal-or-private and mute, and
Consciousness does nor come into being for itself. [Without work
that transforms the real objective World, men cannot really trans-
form himself. If he changes, his change remains "private," purely
zubjective, revealed to himself alone, "mute," not communicated
to others. And this "internal" change puts him at variance with
the World, which has not changed, and with the others, who are
bound to the unchanged World. This change, then, transforms
man into a madman or a criminal, who is sooner or later anni-
hilated by the natural and social obiective reality. Only work, by
finally putting the obiective World into harmony with the sub-
jective idea that at first goes beyond it, annuls the element of
madnes and crime that marks the attitude of every mrn who-
driven by terror-tries to go beyond the given World of which he
is afraid, in which he feels terrified, and in which, consequently,
he could not be satisfied.] But, if the Consciousness forms [the
thing by workl without having experienced absolute primordial
terror, it is merely its vain intention or self-will; for the form or
the negating-negativiqy of that Consciousness is not negating-
negativity in itself; and consequently its act-of-forming cannot
give it consciousness of itself as the essential-reality. If the Con-
sciousness has not endured absolute terror, but merely some fear
or other, the negative-or-negeting essential-reality remains an
external-entity for it, and its [own] zubstance is not entirely in-
fected by this essential-realiry. Since all the fulfillments-or-eccom-
plishments of its natural consciousness have not vacillated, that
Consciousness still belongs-iz itself-to determined given-being.
Its intention or self-will lder eigene Sinnl is then stubborn-
capriciousness fEigensina]: a freedom that still remains within the
bounds of Slavery. The pure form [imposed on the given by this
work] cannot come into being for that Consciousness, as essential-
reality. Likewise, considered as extension over particular-and-
isolated entities, this form is not [a] universal educative-forming; it
is not absolute Concept. This form, on the contrary, is a skillful-
ness that dominates only certain things, but does not dominate
universal power and the totality of objective essential-reality.
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[The man who has not experienced the fear of death does not
know that the given natural World is hostile to him, that it tends
to kill him, to destroy him, and that it is esentially unsuited to
satisfy him really. This man, therefore, remains fundamentally
bound to the given World. At the most, he will want to "reform"
it-that is, to change its details, to make panicular transformations
without modifying its essential characteristics. This man will act
as a "skillful" reformer, or better, a conformer, but never as e true
revolutionary. Now, the given World in which he lives belongs
to the (human or divine) Mesrer, and in this World he is neces-
sarily Slave. Therefore, it is not reform, but the "dialectical," or
better, revolutionary, overcoming of the World that cen free him,
and-consequently--satisfy him. Now, this revolutionary trans-
formation of the World presupposes the "negation," the non-
aggepting of the given World in its totality. And the origin of
this absolute negation can only be the absolute dread inspired by
the given World, or more precisely, by that which, or- by him
who, dominates this World, by the Master of this World.'Now,
the Master who (involunrerily) engenders the desire of revolu-
tionary negation is the Master of the Slave. Therefore, man can
free himself from the given World that does not satisfy him only
if this World, in its totality, belongp properly to a (real or ,,sub-

limated") Master. Now, as long as thi Master lives, he himself is
always enslaved by the World of which he is the Master. Since the
Master transcends the given World only in and by the risk of his
life,. it b gnly his death thar "realizes'; his freedom. As long as
he lives, therefore, he never atains the freedom that would iaise
him above the given World. The Master cen never detach himself
from the World in which he lives, and if this World perishes, he
p"ti+gr with it. Only the Slave can transcend the glven World
(lryhich is subjugated by the Master) and not periJh. Only the
Slave can transform the World that forms him and fixes him in
slavery and creare a World that he has formed in which he will be
free. And the Slave achieves this only through forced and terrified
work carried out in the Master's service. To be sure, this work
by itself does nor free him. But in transforming the World by this
work, the Slave transforms himself, too, and thus creates the new
objective lgnditigns that permit him to take up once more the
liberating Fight for recognition that he refused-in the beginning
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for fear of death. And thus in the long run, all slavish work realizes
not the Master's will, but the will-at firsr unconscious"<f the
Slave, who-finally-succeeds where the Master-necessarily-
fails. Therefore, it is indeed the originally dependent, serving, and
slavish Consciousness rhat in the end realizes and reveals the ideal
of autonomous Self-Consciousness and is thus its "truth."]
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SUMMARY OF THE FIRST SIX CHAPTERS
OF THE PHENOMENOLOCY OF SPIKIT

Compbte Text of tlw Fitst Three l*cfines
of the Academic Iear qg7.tgp

We sdll have the lasr two chapters of the phenomenology of
Spirit rc reed. Chapter VII is entitled .,Religion"; Chapter-Vlli,
"Das absolute Wissen,,' absolute Knowleige. This 

',,absolure

Knowledge" is nothing other than the completJsystem of Hegelian
philosophy or "Scierrce," which Hegel .*poorrd.d later ii the
Encyclopaedia of Pbitosophicar scieices. In chapter vIII, then,
the. problem is not to develop the content of absoiute Knowledge.
Lt is concerned only with ihis Knowledge itself, as a kind if
"faculty." -It is concerned with showing what this Knowredge
must be, what rhe Man musr be who is eniowed with a Knowledle
that permits him completely and adequately ro revear the totdlfty
of existing Being. In partii"lar, it will be concerned with dif-
ferentiating this absolute philosophical Knowledge from another
Knowledge, which also claims io be absorurejrhe Knowledoe
yp[".d in the Christian revelation and the theology that fo[#s
froy it. Therefore, one of_the principal themes o?'Ch"p,., VtIi
1 

thl.cgm.pariso-n berween Heg6[an piilosophy or ,,Scie]rce" anJ
the Christian religion.

Now, in order to understand fuily the essential character of these
!r-o phenomena arrd of the relations between them, one must con_
sider them in their genesis.

- The.genesis of Cf,ristianiry, of the ,,absolute Religion,,, startins
f:l 1h1 most "primitiy_e" i.9ligi9n, is describea i"'Ch"pte;-Ui
_Tl:r-,,T genesis of Hegel's philosophy, one can say that the
wl?r: rhe?omenotogyand particularly Chapten I through VI,
which we have already.readis nothing but a description"of th-e
genesis that culminater itr th, productio'n of *,. phr;o;;;io;;,
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which itself describer this genesit of philosophy and thus makes it
pgTille. by undernandtlts is possibiiity. Chapters I through VI,
which show how and why Man could finanv reach absolute Iino*r-
.9g", 

1ko:gmplete the analysis of the Christian or absolurc Religion
given in Chapter VII. According to Hesel-to use the Malist
terminology-Religion is only an-ideologifar superstructure that is
born and exists solely in relaiion to e, rial substructure. This sub-
structure' wlich suplons both Religion and philosophy, is nothing
but the totality of.human Actionirerlned during th. 

"oorr" 
oT

universal history, that History in and by which Man has created
a. series of specifically human Worlds, essentially difterent frorn
the natural World. It is these social Worlds thai are refected in
the religious and philosophical ideologies, and therefore-to come
to the point at once-absolure Knowledge, which reveals the
totality _o_l B:ing, can be realized only at ihe end of History, in
the lcsl World created by Man.

To undersrand whar absolute Knowledge is, to know how and
why this Knowledge has become posible, one musr therefore
understand the whole of universal history. And this is what Hegel
has done in Chapter VI.

However, to understand the edifice of universal history and the
process of its construction, one must know the materials that were
used to construcr it. These materials are men. To know what
History is, one must therefore know what Man who realizes it is.
Most certainly, man is something quite different from a brick. In
the first place, if we wanr to compare universal hisrory to the
construction of an edifice, we must point out that men are not only
the bricks that are used in the construction; they are also the
masons who build it and the architects who conceive the plan for
it, a plan, moreover, which is progressively elaborated duiing the
construction itself. Funhennore, even as "brick," man is essen-
tially different from a material brick: even the human brick
changes during the construction, just as the human mason and the
human architect do. Nevertheless, there is something in Man, in
every man, thar makes him suired to participate-passively or
actively-in the realization of universal history. At thi beginning
of this History, whi'ch ends finally in absolute Knowledge, there
are, so to speak, the necessary and sufficient conditions. And Hegel
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studies these conditions in the first four chapters of the Pbe-
namenology.

FinallR Man is not only the material, the builder, and the archi-
tect of the historical edifice. He is also the one for whom this edi-
fice is constructed: he lives in it, he sees and anderstands it, he
describes end niticizes it. There is a whole category of men who
do not actively participate in the historical construction and who
ere content to live in the constructed edifice and to ral& about it.
These men, who live somehow "above the battle," who are content
to talk about things that they do not create by theh Action, te
Intellecnrals who produce intellectuals' ideologies. which rhey
of9 {or philosophy (and pass ofi as such). Hegel describes anh
criticizes these ideologies in Chapter V.

Therefore, once again: the whole of the phenomenolagy, sum-
p".t?:d in Chapter VII[, must enswer the question, ..Whai is abso-
lute Knorr-ledge and how is it posible?"; thar is to say: what must
Man and his historical evolution be, so that, at a ceitain moment
in that evolurion, a human indi,uidual, by chance having the name
of Hegel, sees that he has en dbsolute Knowledge-i.e.] a Knowl-
edge tha-t_rgveals to !ry no longer a parricula-r and momentary
ap.ect of .Being 

(which he mistakes for the totality of Being), but
Being in its integral athole, as it is in and for itseli?

. O1,again, to present the same problem in its Cartesian aspect:
thy Pleyorneyology musr answer the question of the philosopher
who believes he can attain the definitivior absorute truth, "I tllnk
therefore I mn;but qshat rml?,,

The Canesian reply to the philosophers' question, ,,Whar am I?',
-t]re re.pl.y, 'I am a thinking-being';-doeinot satisfy Hegel.

_ Celainl.p he must have said to limself, ,,1 dnt e thlnkin! being.
But what interests me above all is that I am a pbilosopberiable io
reveal the definitive truth, xnd hence endowed wittr rn absolute
!!no{e-ag9-that is, a tryilt*salty and etemally valid Knowedge.
Now, if all men are 'thinking beingp,' r arone-et least for the ,rio-
ment-possess this Knowledge. By asking myself ,what am I)'
and by answering 'a thinking being,' I ttreiefoie understand noth-
rngJ or very little, of myseH.

-_ "I rT -nor only a thinking being. I am the bearer of an absolute
Knowledge. And this Knowledgiis actually, at the momenr when
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I think incarnared in me, F.gd. Therefore, I am nor only a think_
11S Ugjig; I am also-and aSove all-Hegel. 

'What, 
.n6", ir-.-f,i

HegelP"

. To begin-with, he is a men of fesh and blood, who &zatts that
he is such. Next, this man does not foat in empty ,p;".. fu;';
seated on a chair, at a table, lliring with a p.n on'p"per. And he
knous that all these objects did nit fall from th, i\i; h" kno*s
that those thingp are products of something cailed iu,^ n arork.
tte also knows that this work is carried out in a human world, in
the bosom of a Nature in which he himself pardcipates. ena irus
world is present in his mind at the very moment when he writes
to answer his "What am I?" Thus, foi example, he hears sounds
from afar. But he does not hear mere sounds.He knoqss in addi-
tion that these sounds are cannon shots, and he knows that the
cannons too are products of some work, manufactured in this case
for a' Figbt to the death between men. But there is still more. He
knows that he is hearing shots from Napoleon's cannons at the
Battle of Jena. Hence he knows that he lives in a World in which
Napoleon is acting.

Now, this is something that Descartes, plato, and so many other
philosophers didnot know, could not know. And is it not Lecause
of this that Hegel attains that absolute Knowledge to which his
predecesors vainly aspired?

Perhaps. But why then is it Hegel who attains it, and not some
other of his contemporaries, all of whom know that there is a man

:r-"d. Napoleon? But bous do they know him? Do they traly
know him? Do they know athat Napoleon ist Do they understand
him?

Now, in fact, what is it to "understand" Napoleon, other than
to undersrand him as the one who perfects the ideal of the French
Revolution by realizing it? And can one understand this idea, this
Revolution, withour understanding the ideology of the Auf kliirung,
the EnlightenmenrP Generally speaking, to 

-understand 
Napoleon

is to understand him in relation io the whole of anterior historicar
evolution, to understand the whole of universal history. Now,
almost none of th9 philosophers conremporary with Hegel posed
this_problemJor himself. And none of them, excepr Hegel, resolved
it. For H-egel is the only one able to accept, and-to juitify, Napo-
leon's existence-that is, to "deduce" it from the 6rst principles
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of his philosophy, his anthropology, his conception of history. The
otherr consider themselves obliged to condemn Napoleon, that is,
to condemn the historicalreality; and their philosophical systems-
by that very fact-are all condemned by that reality.

Is he not ths Hegel, e thinker endowed with an absolute Knowl-
edge, because on the one hand, he liaes in Napoleon's dme, and,
on the other, is the only one to understand himT

This is precisely what Hegel says in the Pbenomenology.
Absolute Knowledge becarne-objecively-4ossible because in

and by Napoleon the real process of historical evolution, in the
course of which man created new Worlds tnd ttansformed him-
self by creating rhem, came to its end. To reveal rbis World, there-
fore, is to reveal rbe World-that is, to reveal being in the
completed totaliry of its spatial-temporal existence. And-sabiec-
tiaely-tbsolute Knowledge became posible because a man named
Hegel was able to understan d the Wbrtil in which he lived and to
understand himself as living in and undentanding this World. Like
each of his contemporaries, Hegel was a micrJcosm, who incor-
porated in bis. particular being the complete d, totality of the spatial-
temporal redization of. uniaersdl being. But he was the only one to
understand himself es this whole, to gi re e correct and complete
enswer to the Cartesian question, ,.What am I?', By understanding
himself through the undirsranding of the totality of the anthro--
pogenetic historical-process, which ends with Napoleon and his
contemporaries, and by understanding this proces through his
understanding of himself , Hegel causedlhe completed whole-of the
universal real process ro penecrare inro his individual conscious-
ness, and then he penetrated this consciousness. Thus this con_
sciousness became just-as total, as universal, as the process that it
revealed by unde':sranding itself; and this fully serf-conscious con-
sciousness is absolute Knbwledge, which, by being developed in
discourse, will form the conteniof absolute itt;tosoitty or science,
of that Encyclopaedia of tbe philosophicat-scimces ihar contains
the sum of all possible knowledge.

Descaftes' philosophy is insufficient because the answer that it
Fve-s c9 the "Whar am I?', was insufficienq incomplete from the
lgstnning.-To be sure, Descartes could not realize absolute,
Hegelian philosophy. At the moment when he lived, history wes
not yet completed. Even if he had fully unde*ood himself, then,
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he would heve conceived o.nry a, part of the human realiry, and his
yslem founded on this understanding of himserf wourd ,i."*rJv
be insufficient and false, to the exteni that it r"yr 

"rri. 
ii-tiiiiri,

a-s every sysrem wonhy of the name musr. But-it must also be said
that Descane+for reasons that Hegpl explains-+rred in enswer_
ing hisinitial question. And that is wfiy his answer, "I am a thinking
l.jng," is not only too summary, bui also false, because it is one'_
sided.

starting with "I think," Descartes fixed his attention onlv on the
Jhil!," completely neglecting the ,,I.', Now, this I is issential.
lor Man, and consequently the Philosopher, is not only Conscious_
nes, bur also-and above all-.Seff-Consciousnes. Man is not only
a being th*-thinks-i.e., reveals Being by Logos,by Speech formeh
of words that have e, meaning. He- reveals io 

"idiiiorr-"lso 
by

Speech-tl're being that rereils Being, the being that he himself is,
the.revealing_being that he oppotes t6 the reveajed being by giving
it the name lcb or Selbst,I or Self.

To be sure, there is no human existence without Bearusstsein,
without Consciousness of the external world. But for therc tntly
to be human existence, capable of becoming a philosophic existenci,
there must also be Seff-Consciousness. And for there to be Self-
Consciousness, Selbst-bewusstsein, there must be this Se/&sr, this
specifically human thing that is revealed by man and reveals itself
when man says, "f. . . ."

. Before-aralyzing the "l think," before proceeding to the Kantian
theory of knowledge-i.e., of the relation bet*eenlhe (conscious)
subject and the (conceived) object, one must esk what this sub-
iect is that is revealed in and by the / of "I think." One must ask
*!:n, why, and how man is fed to say "[. . . .,'

For there to be Self-Consciousnes, there must-first of all-be
Consciousnes. In other words, there must be revelation of Being

!)r. Speech, if only by the one word Sein, Being-revelation of 
-a

Being that will later be called "objecrtae, erlernal, non-humtn
beingr" "World," "Neturer" and so on, but for the moment is still
neatral, since as yet there is no Self-Consciousnes and consequently
no opposition of subject to obiect, of I to non-I, of the human tb
the natural.

Hegel studies the most elementary form of Consciousness, of
knowledge of Being and of its revelation by Speech, in Chapter I,
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given the neme "Sensual Certainry" (irnliche Gewissbeit).I shall
not repear what he says there. What interests us for the moment is
that, staning from rbis Consciousness, from r}is knowledge, there
is no way to reach Seff-Consciousness. To reach it, one must strut
from something other than contantplotiae knowledge of Being,
other than its passiae revelation, which leaves Being as it is in itself,
independent of the knowledge that reveals it.

Indeed, we all know that the man who attentively conternplates

I lltTg, who- wants to see it as it is without changing enyrhfuig,
is-'-'absorbed," so to speak, by this contemplation-lnai is, by this
thing. He forgets himself, he thinks only about the tbing-being
contemplated; he thinks neither about his conte?nplatiofi, nor-l
and even less-about himself, his ,,I," his Se/Dsr. The more he is
conscious of the thing, the les he is conscious of himself. He may
perhaps-talk about the thing, but he will never mlk about himseli;
in his discourse, the word ,'[" will not occur.

For this word to appear, something other than purely passive
contemplation, which only reveals Being, must also bi preien?. And
this other thing, according to Hegel, i{Desire, Begierhe, of which
he_sp_eaks in the beginning of Chapter IV.

Indeed, when man experiences a desire, when he is hungry, for
example, and wants to eat, and when he becomes aware Jf it, he
necesarily becomes aware of bimself . Desire is always revealed as
my desire, and to reveal desire, one must use the wlrd .,I.,' Man
s absorbed.Uy lp contemplation of the thing in vain; as soon as
desire for that thing is born, he will immediatily be "brought back
to himself ." Suddenly, he will see that, in addition to tli'e thine.

*rlr : 
his contemplation, there is bimself , which is not that thiig:.

And the thi-ng appears to him as en object (Gegen+tand), as a"n
etemal reality, which is not in him, which is noi be but a non_I.
. H.:"r., it is not p-oTly cognitive and passive contempladon that
is at the base of Sef-Consciousnes-i.e., of truly lnmin existence
(and therefore-in the end-of philosophical eiistence), but De-
sir1. (And, in parenthesis, ghat is why human existence'is posible
only where there is something called'Lebea biological, ooii*l hf".
For there is no Desire without Life.)

Now, what is Desire-one need only think of the desire called
"hunger"-but the desire to tran$orm the contemplated thins by
an acdon, to overcome it in irc being that is unrelated ,o iriri.
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and independent of Te, to negdte it in its independence, and to
asimilate it to myself, to make it mine, to absbrb ir in and bv
my /? For Self-Consciousness, and hence philosop[y, to exist, theri,
there must be in Man not only poiiae, p"rriu.'"o"*rnoi*io",

thigh merely reoeals being, bui ilso ntgioing Desire, 
"r,d 

h.rr""
lt!ry thtt tran$orms the given being. The human I must be an
l_of Desire-that is, an actiae l, e negiting I, an I th* tan$orms
Being and creares 

" 
tt"y b-eTg bf deitrolng the given being.

Now, what is the I of Disirl-th. i oi a hu-ngry rn"rr] fo,
example-but-an emptiness greedy for contenr; an emptines that
wants to be filled -!y *hrt is full, to be filled by miptying this
fullness, to put itself--once it is flled-in the place of t[,i, fo[rr"o,
to ogcupy with irs fullness the emptiness caused by overcoming
the fullness that was not its own? iherefore, to spiak generallyl
if the true (absolute) philosophy, unlike Kanrian errd pri-Kar,tia'
philosophy, is not a philosophy of Consciousnerq but rarher a
philosophy of Sef-Consciousness, a philosophy conscious of itself,
tlking account of itself, justifying itself,- knoasing itself to be
absolute and revealed by itself to itsef as such. then the philoso-
pher must-Man must-in the very foundation of his being not
only be passive and positive coniemplation, but also be ictive
and negating Desire. Now, if he is to be so, he cannot be a, Being
that is, that is eternally iilenticot to itself, that is self-suficieni.
Man must be an emptiness, a nothingnes, which is nor a pure
nothingness (reines Nichts), but something rhat is to the eitent
that it annibilates Being, in order to realizeltself at the expense of
Being and to nihilate iz being. Man is negating Actioi, which

lrynsforms given Being and, by uansforming it, transforms itself.
Man is what he is only to the exrent that he becomes what he is;
his rue Being (Sein) is Becoming (Werden), Time, History;
and he becomes, he is History only in and by Action that negates
the given, the Action of Fighting and of Work--+f the Work
that finally produces the table on which Hegel writes hs Phe-
namntology, and of the Fight thet is finelly that Battle of Jena
whose sounds he hears while writing the Pbenmnmology. And
that is why, in answering the "Whai am I?" Hegel had to take
account of both that table and those sounds.

There is no human existence without Consciousness or without
Self-Consciousnespthat is, without revelation of Being by Speech
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or \Mithout Desire thar reveals and creares the I. That is why, in the
P h en omeno I o gy _.i.e., in phenomenological anthr o p o I o gy -the ele-
mentary possibility of. reuelation of given Being by Speech (implied
in the Chaprer "sensual Certainry") on the one hand, and on the
other, Action that destroys or negares given Being (Action that
arises from and because of Desire), are rwo irreducible givens,
which the Phenomenology presupposes as its premises. Bui these
premises are not sufficient.

The analysis that uncovers the constituent role of Desire enables
us to understand why human existence is possible only with an
animal exisrence as its basis, a srone or a plant (having no Desire)
never attains Self-Consciousness and consequently philosophy. But
animals do not attain it either. Animal Desire, th.refore, is'a neces-
sary, but not a sufficient, condition of human and philosophical
existence. And here is why.

Animal Desire-hunger,'for example-and the action that flows
from it, negate, destroy the natural given. By negating it, modify-
ing it, making_ir its own, the animal raises iisefflboie this given.
According to Hegel, the animal realizes and revears its supeilority
to plants by.eating them. Bur by feeding on planm, the animal
depends on rhem and hence does nor m i^g" c*ly ro go beyond
them. Generally speaking, the greedy ..p.-tirr.rrJ-o, t1e t-lthat
ts rev_ealed by biological Desire is filled-by the biotogical action
that flows from it-only with a nantral, bioiogical 

"on.i.rt. 
There_

f,o1e,^the. I, or the pseudo-I, realized by the icdve satisfaction of
this. Desire, is fust as nantral, biological, material, as that toward
which the Desire and the Action arl directed. The Animal raises
itself above the Nature ,!r, r negated in its animar Desire onry
to fall back into it immediately by the satisfaction of this Desiri.
Accordingly, the Animal attains only Selbsr- gefilht, Sentiment of.
self, but nor Selbsr-&erausstsein, Silf-Consciousness_rh* is. it
c_annot speak of itself, it cannot say ,,I.. . ." And this is so because
the Animal does nor really transcind itself as giaen-i.e., as body;
it does not rise aboae itself in order to come" bacft toward itseifj
it has no distance with respect to itself in order to contewpht;
itself.

For Self-Consciousness- to exisr, for philosophy to exist, there
must be transcendence of serf wirh respecc to'r.if as giaen. And
this is posible, according to Hegel, o"ty if Desire is dlrected not
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towrird a giaen being-, bur toward a nonbeing. To desire Being is
to fill oneself with this given Being, to enslive oneself to it. io
desire non-Being 11 to liberate onesilf from Being, to realize one's
autonomy,_.one's Freedom. To be anthropogenetic, then, Desire
must be directed toward a nonbeing-thai is, toward another
Desire, anorher greedy empriness, ,toihe" 1. For Desire is absence
of Being, (.tobe hungry is io be depriaed of food); it is a Nothing-
ness that nihilates in Being, and not a Being that is. In other *ord'r,
Action that is destined to satisfy an animal-Desire, which is directed
toward a given, existing thing, never succeeds in realizing a, buman,
self.-consciou.r I. Desire is human--or, more exactly, ,,hrinanizing,';
"anthropogenetic"--only provided that it is directed toward in-
other Desire and an otherDestre. To be human,men mu$ act not
for the sake of subjugating a thing, but for the sake of sub-
fugating another Deire (for the thing). The man who desires a
thing humanly acts not so much to possess the thing as to make
another recognize his right-as will be said later-to that thing,
.: *.\g another recognize him as the oasner of the thing. And lie
does thi-in the final analysis-in order to make rhe otfier recog-
nize his saperiority over the other. It is only Desire of such-a
Recognition (Anerkmnung), it is only Action that flows from
such a Desire, that creates, realizes, and reveals a, hutnan, non-
biological I.

Therefore, the Phenomenology musr eccepr a rhird irreducible
premise: the existence of. seqseral Desires that can desire one another
mutuallyr each of which wants to negate, to assimilate, to make its
own, to subjugate, the other Desire as Desire. Ttns mahi,plicity
of Desires js just as "undeducible" as rhe fact of Desire itself. By
accepting it, one can already foresee, or understand ("deduce"),
what human existence will be.

If, on the one hand-as Hegel says--Self-Consciousness and
Man in general ar.e, finally, nothing but Desire that tries to be
satisfied by being recognized by another Desire in its exclusive
right to satisfaction, it is obvious that Man can be fully realized
and revealed-that is, be definitively satisfieit<nly by realizing
a universal Recognition. Now if-on the other hand-there is a
ntuhiplicity of these Desires for universal Recognition, it is obvious
that the Action that is born of these Desires can-at least in the
beginning-be nothing but a life and death Fight (Kmpf auf
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Leben and Tod). A Fight, since each will want to subjugate the
other, all the others, by a negating, destroying action. A life and
deathFightbecause Desire that is directed toward a Desire directed
toward a Desire goes beyond the biological given, so rhat Action
carried out for the sake of rhis Desire is not limited by this given.
In other words, Man will risk his biological life to satisfy his
nonbiologicdl Desire. And Hegel says that itre Ueing that is irrcapa-
ble of puming its life in danger in order to attain 

"nds 
that 

".. 
not

immediately vital-i.e. th" !.tng that cannot risk its life in a Fight
for Recognition, in e fight for p.*e prestige-is not a truly lrrrrioo
being.

Therefore, human, historical, self-conscious existence is possible
onl.y where there are, or-at least-where there have been,'bloody
fights, wars for prestige. And thus it was the sounds of one of these
Flglr: that Hegel heard while finishing hts pbenontenology, in
which he beceme conscious of himserf 5y answering t ir qril.iion
"What am If "

But it is obvious that the three arready-mentioned premises in
the Phenomenology ere not sufficient to Lxplain .n. p,iniuilry oi
theBattle of Jena. Indeed, if arl men*.r. 

", 
I have luit said, elerv

Fight for prestige would end in the death of at lJast o".'or ,il'"
adversaries. Thac is to say, f,nally, there would remain only one
1an. in the world, and-iccording ro Hegel_he would no ionf.,
be,.he would nor be, a-human b-eing, siice the human irirr;;
nothing but the fact of the recognilion of one man W oroit i
man.

. To.explain the factof the Battre of Jena, the fact of the History
that.thar battle completes, one must iherefore posit a fourth ani
t1t 

leolc.rfle premise in the phenomenology. bn. mort suppose
tnat tne f lghr ends in such a way thet both adversaries ,i_*n
alirre. Now, if this is to occur, one must suppose that one of the
adversanes giaes in to the other and submiis'to ni*, ,."ogoirin;

f{ yitn,oul being.recogniTlby him. One musr suppose tfiat thi
f tghr ends in the victory of the one who is ready to gi all the v:ay
over the one whe-faced with death_does ,rot mlnage to ,rir"
himself above his biological instinct of preservation (identity). Tot'se Hegel's terminology, one musr suppose that there ir;;i";
wno becomes the Mdster:f 

*: vanquished; or, if one prefers, avanquished who becomes the s/aue of the victor. The existence of
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a difference between Master and slave or, more exactly, the possi-
bility of. a difference between futare Master nd funri slave is the
fourth and last premise of the Pbenomenology.

The vanquished has subordinated his hurnan desire for Recogni-
tion to the biological desire to preserve his lif e: this is what deier-
mines and reveals-to him and to the victor-his inferiority. The
victor has risked his lif e for a nonvitrl end: and this is whaf deter-
mines and reveals-to him and to the vanquished-his superioriry
over biological life and, consequently, over the vanquished. Thui,
the difference between Master and Slave 

's 
realized in the existence

of the victor and of the vanquished, and it is recognized by both
of them.

The Master's superioriry over Nature, founded on the risk of his
life in the Fight for prestige, is realized by the fact of the Slave's
Work. This Work is placed between the Master and Nature. The
Slave transforms the given condrtions of existence so as to make
them conf orm to the Master's demands. Nature, transformed by
the Slave's Work, seraes the Master, without his needing to serve
it in turn. The enslaving side of the interaction with Nature falls
to the lot of the Slave: by enslaving the Slave and forcing him to
work, the Master enslaves Nature and thus realizes his freedom in
Nature. Thus the Master's existence can remain exclusively oar-
like: he 6ghts, but does not work. As for the Slave, his existence
is reduced to Work (Arbeit) which he executes in the Master's
Service (Dienn). He works, but does not fight. And according
to Hegel, only action carried out in another's service is Work
(Arbeit) in the proper sense of the word: an essentially human
and humanizing action. The being that acts to satisfy its o,trn
instincts, which-as such-are always nantral, does not rise above
Nature: it remains e naftnal being, an animal. But by acting to
satisfy an instinct that is not my own, I am acting in relation to
what is not-for me-instinct. I am acting in relation to an idea, t
nonbiologlca,l end. And it is this transformation of Nature in rela-
tion to a nonmeteiil idea that is Work in the proper sense of the
word: Work that creates a nonnatural, technical, humanized
World adapted to the human Desire of a being that has demon-
strated and realized its superioriqy to Nature by risking its life for
the nonbiological end of Recognition. And it is only this Work
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that could finally produce the table on which Heget wrote his
Phenmnenology and which was e part of the conreni of the I that
he enalyzed in answering his queition, "What am I?"

- Generally speaking, by accepting the four premises mentioned

1bo1e, nlmely: (r) the existence of the revelaiion of given Being
b.y Speech, (z) the existence of a Desire engendering an Acrion
that negates, transforms, given Being, (l) the existenie of. seqteral
Desires, which can desire one anothir mutually, and (4) the exist-
ence of a possibility of difference between thi Desires of (future)
Masters and the Desires of (future) Slaves-by accepting these
four p_remises, we understand the possibiliry of. e'historical irocess,
of a History, which is, in its totaliry, the hisrory of the Fights and
the work that finally ended in the wars of Napoleon and ihe table
on which Hegel wrote the Pbenomenology in order to anderstand
both those wars and that table. Inversely, in order to explain the
posibiliry of. the Pbenonenology, which is written on e iable end.
which explains rhe wars of Napoleon, we mnst suppose the four
premises mentioned.r

In fine, then, we cen say this: Man was born and History began
with the first Fight thar ended in the appearance of a Master ind
a slave. That is ro say that Man-ar his origin-is arways either
Master or Slave; and ihat true Man can exisr-onlv where there is
e Master and a, Sleve. (If they ere to be lruman,'they must be at
lea.r;t tus.o in number.) And universal history the history of the
interaction berween men and of their interattion with Nature, is
the history of the interaction berween warrike Masters and *ork-
ing Slaves. Crnsequendp Hisrory stops at the momenr when the

11:."1"., 
the opposirion, berween Master and Slave disappears:

at the moment when the Master will cease to be Master, b.""or"

-_rWe could try to deduce the fust premise from the other three: Speech(Losot). that reveals Being is bom in end from the slave's self-consciousiess(through work). As for the fo'rth premise, it postulates the act of freedom. For
lothing predisposes tbe future Master to Mastery, iust as nothing pieditposes the
{yy: .Sr":" to 

.Slavery; each can (freely) ,iiirr-in"U as Master or Sleve.wneE rs gn)en, t'lerctotq is not the difetence berween Masrer and slave, but thefree act thn* creates it. Now, the.frc.i 
""t 

i" Uy a"n"i.i" .,""a"ao"ilil,,; H;tlren, we have u'hat is indeed an absolute premise. au-ro" 
""o 

say is that withoutthe primordid free act that creates Mastery and Slavery, history end nhiforopiycould not exist Noq this act in turn preiupposes a -utapr"i.y 
"in'".i.*-i*i.deshe one another nnnualllr.
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he will no longer have a Slave; and the Slave will cease to be Slave,

because he wil no longer have a Master (although the Slave will

not become Master inlurn, since he will have no Slave)'
Now, according to Hegel, it is in and by the wars of- N"p9l:9."'

and, in panicularithe Baitle of Jena, that this completion of His-

tory is realized through the dialectical overcoming (Aufheben) of.

boih the Master and-the Slave. Consequently, the presence of the

Battle of Jena in Hegel's consciousness is of capital_ importance.

It is becauie Hegel heirs the sounds of that battle that he can know

that History is-being completed or has been completed, that-

"o*"qo"rrtly-brs 
conception of the Wgrld is a total conception'

thet Dis knowledge ts ei absolute knowledge.
However, to {ro* this, to know that he is the thinker who can

realize the absolute Science, he must kno'u) that the Napoleonic

w'ars realize the dialectical synthesis of the Master and the slave.

And to know this, he musi know: on the one hand, what the

essence (Wesen) oi the Master and the Slave is; and-<n the.other
-how and why History, which began with the 

(((irst" Fight for

presdge, ended in the wars of Napoleon.' 
Th; analvsis of the esential chaiacter of the Master-Slave oppo-

sition-thai is, of the motive principle of the historical Pt:""T-
is found in Chapter IV. And as foi the analysis of the historical

process itself, it is given in Chapter VI.' 
Hirtory, that uniiersal humarrprocess. that conditioned the com-

ine of Hleel of the thinker endoied with an absolute Knowledge'

" iro".., ihat that thinker must understand in andty 7 Plen,yre-

iitogy before he can realize this absolute Knowledge.in the "Sys-

t.rn 
-of 

$gisngs"-universal history, therefore, is nothing t-ut the

history of the dialecticol-i.e., aiti,se-relation between Mastery

and Slavery. Hence, History will be-completed at the. m:m:nt

when the synthesis of the Master and the Sleve is realized' that

svnthesis that is the whole Man, the Citizen of the universal and

ho*og"tteoos State created by Na99l9o1.
Thi conception, according to which History is a dialectic or an

lnterrction of Mastery and Slavery, permits us to understand the

meaning of the division of the histoiical Process into three- great

periods"(of very unequal lengths, incidenially) ' If History. begins
'with 

rhe Fight after which a Master dotninates a slave, the nrst

historical pe-"riod must certainly be the one in which human exist-
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ence is entirely determined by the existence of the Moster.
Throughout this period, then, it is Mastery that will reveel its

91:rye by realizing its exisential posibilities through Action. But
if History is only a dialectic of Mastery dnd Slaiery, this latter
too must be entirely revealed by being completely realized through
Acrion. Therefore, the first peiiod mist be completed by a secorid,
in which human existence will be determined bv staaisit existence.

fjnally, if the end of History h rlte synthesis of. Mastery and
Slavery, a-nd- the anderstanding of that synthesis, these rwo periods
must be followed by a third, during which human existeirce, in
some sense neuffalized.,_sy.nrhetig reveals imelf to itself by actively
reelizing its ownpossibilities. But this time, these posibilities also
imply the possibiliry of understanding oneserf fulyind definitively
-that is, perfectly.

But of course' in order to write chapter vI, in order to under-
stand what }listory is, it is not sufficient to know that History has
three periods. One must also know what each of them is, orr.'rn*,
understand the why and the how of each of them and of the
trensrtron trom one to another. Now, to understand this, one must
know what is the Wesen, the essential-realiry, of fvf"rr"ry 

"iJflaveryt what is rhe essence of rhe rwo p.incipies which, iri ttt"i,
interaction, 

I"ffing to reetye the procel beirig srudied. And this
analysis of the Master as such and of the Slave-as such is made in
Secdon B of Chapter IV.

Let us begin with the Master.
The Master is the man who wenr all the way in a Fight for

prestige, who risked hts lif e in order to be recog2izcil in h[ abso_
1",: 

tyryl"lry by-another man. That is, to his" real, natural bio_

fgt:i1 
ut: tte. preferred something ideal, sptiotal, nonbiologpca,l:

:i:^iii:t 
bfl"S yernlnnt, of being recognizcd in and by ̂  con_

:::yyltt,1t o.,e,aring the name of ,,Mesrer," of being callid^Mes_
ter." 

,l 
hus, he "brought ro lighr,,' proved (beaiilntf, rca)ned, end

revearecr hs superioriry over biorogical existence, over Dis bioloei-
cal ex$rence, over the natural World in general and over 

"uafr_ilTg _rtr", knows itself and that he k"ois ,o A"-i*ni;;*"
Yot]4 in particular, over the Slave. Thrs superioriry, ar frsr por"lv
tdeal,w^tch consists in the mental fact of biing recognizea ina Jf
knowing 

$-1t he is recognized as Master by tf,e Sbie, is realizctl
and materialized through the slave's worpiThe Master, *to *
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able to force the slave to recognize him as Master, can also force
the slave to'rsork for him, to leld the result of. trs Actioa to him.
Thus, the Master no longer nieds to make any effort to satisfv his
(natural) desires. The eislaaing side of this satisfaction has pised
to the Slave: the Master, by dominating the working Slave, domi_
nates Nature and lives in it as Master. iTow, to pt"rJ*" oneserf in
Nature without fighting against it is to live in Gemtss, in Enioy-
ment. And the enjoyment that one obtains without making any
effon is Lzsr, Pleasure. The life of the Masters, to the exteni that
it is not bloody Fighting, Fighting for prestige with humen beingp,
$ a ure ot Pleasure.
. At fint glance, ir seems that the Master realizes the peak of
human existence, being the man who is fully satisfed (befi'iedigt),
in and by hir real existence, by what he is. Now in fact, this is not
at all the case.

What is this man, what does he qsant to be, if not a Master?
It was to become Mater, rc be Mater that he risked his life, and
not to live a life of pleasure. Now, what he wanted by engagrng
in the fight was to be recognize d by dnother-that ir, by roitJonl
other thzrn himself but who is like him, by anotber nan, But in
facq at the end of the Fight, he is recognized only by r Slave. To
be r man, he wanted to be recognized by another men. But if to
be a man is to be Master, the Slave is not e marl and to be recog-
nized by a Slave is not to be recognized by a man.He would have
to be recognized,by another Master. But this is impossiblc, sinc+
by definition-the Master prefers death to slavish recognition of
another's superiority. In short, the Master never succeeds in realiz-
ing his end, the end for which he risks his very life. The Master
can be satisfied only in and by death, bis death or the deeth of his
adversary. But one cannor be befrieiligr (fully satisfied) by what
is, by whet one lq in and by death. For death is noq the deid man
is not. And what is, what lives, is only a Slave. Now, is it wonh-
while to risk one's life in order to know that one is recognized
by z Slaae? Obviously not. And that is why, to the extenr that the
Master is not made brutish by his pleesure and enjoymenr, when
he takes account of what hts mte end and the motive of his acrtons
-i.e., his warlike actions-are, he will not, he twll neoer be
befriedigt, satisfied by what is, by what be is.

In other wor&, Mastery is an existential impasse. The Master
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can either make himself. brutish in pleasure or die on the field of
battle as Master, but he cannor liae consciously with the knowledge
that he is satisfed by what he is. Now, it is only conscious satis-
faction, Befriedigung, thar can complete History, for only the
Man who knous he is satisficd by whar he is no longer srrives to
go leyo1d himself, to go beyond what he is and wha-t is, through
Action that transforms Narure, through Action that creates His-
tory. If..Hisrory mu$ be completed, if absolute Knowledge must
be possible, it is only rhe Slave who can do it, by attainiJg Satis-
facdon. And that is why Hegel says that the ,,rrurh" (: rivealed
reality) of the Master is the Slave. The human ideal, born in the
Masrer, can be realized and revealed, can become Wabrheit
(truth), only in and by Slavery.

To be able to srop and understand himself, a man must be
satisfed. And for this, of course, he must cease to be a Slave. But
to be able to ceese being S/aue, he must heve been a Slave. And
since there are Slaves only where there is a Master, Mastery, while
itself an t*!oo:, is "justihed,' ̂ s a nece$ary stage of the historical
existence that leads to the absolute science of Eegel. The Master
eppeer-s only for the sake of engendering the Slave who ,,over_

99mT': (aufhebt) him as Master, while thereby ,,overcoming"
himself as slave. And this slave who has been "overcome" is tfie
one who will be satisfied by what he ir and will understand that
he is satisfied in and by Hlgel's philosophy, in and by the phi_
nomenology. The Mester is onry the "cataryst" of the Fiistorv that
will be realized, completed, and ,,revealrd" by the Slave .i, ,t 

"ex-Slave who has become e Citizen.
But let us first see what the srave is in the beginning, the slave

of the Masto, the Slave not- yet satisfied by thi Citiilnship thai
realizes and reveals his Freedom

Man became a Slave because he feared death. To be sure, on the
one hand this fear (Fwcbt) pveals his dependence with ,";p"o;;
*,1*," and thusjustifies his dependence wirh respect to the Master,
wno dominares Nature. But on the other hand, this seme fear_
T"ot$ng to- Hegel-has a positive value, which conditions the
Jrave's superiority to the Master. Through animar fear of death
\l:gt:).the 

Slave experienced the dread"or the Teror (Furchi)
ot Norhingnes, of hisnothingness. He caught a glimpse oi nirn 

"ftas nothingness, he understood that his while eiirt ri"" was bur a
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"surpassed," "overcome" (aufgehobm) death-a Nothingness
maintained in Being. Now-we have seen it and shall see it agi'in-

ll" ppfo_old basis of.Hegelian anthropology is formcd by this
idea that Man is not a Being that is in an etlinal identiry to itself
in Space, but a Nothing":I rhrt nihilates as Time in spatial Being,

$rougf the negatio.n of this Being-through the negation or rranl-
formation of the given, starting fiom an iiea or an-ideal that does
not yet erlrr, that is still nothingnes (a ,,projec")-through nega-
tion that is called rhe Action (Tat) oi Fighting and oI Wo'rk
(Knnpf und Arbeit). Hence the Slave, vrho--through fear of
death--grasps the (human) Nothingness that is at the ?oundation
of his (natural) Being, understands himself, understands Man, bet-
ter than the Master does. From the "firsr" Fight, the Slave has an
intuition of the human realiry, and that is the profound reason that
it is finally he, and nor the Masrer, who will iomplete History by
revealing ,the truth of Man, by revealing his reality rhrougtr
Hegelian Science.

But-still thanks to the Master-the Slave has anorher advantage,
conditioned by the fact that he q;orks and that he works in ihe
squice (Dienst) of. anotber, that he serues tnother by uorking.
To work f.or anotber is to act conrrary to the instincts that drive
man to satisfy his oun needs. Ther. ir tto instinct that forces the
Slave to work for the Master. If he does it, it is frcm f ear of the
Master. But tbis fear is not the same as the fear he experienced at
the moment of the Fight: the danger is no longer innnediate; the
Slave only knoass that the Master can kill him; he does not see him
in a murderous posture. In other words, the Slave who ,usorks for
the Master represses his instincts in relation to rn idea, x concept.2
And that is precisely whar makes his activiry a specifically human
activiry, r Work, an Arbeit. By acdng, he negates, he transforms
the given, Nature, bis Nature; and he does it in relation to tn idea,
to what does not exist in the biological sense of the word, in rela-
tion to the idea of. a, Mater-i.e., to an esentially sacicl, human,
historical notion. Now, to be able to transform the natural given
in relation to a. nonn fl'rral idea is to posess a tecbnique. And the

tAccording to Hegel, Conccpt (Begifl and Understanding (Verstand) are
born of thc Sleve's Work, whereas sensud Knowledge (inntichc Gewissbeit) is
en irrcducible given. But one could try to deduce all human understanding from
Work.
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idea that engenders a rechnique is a scimtific idea, e sciendfc con-

99pt. Finally, to possess scientific concepts is to be endowed with
Understanding, Verstand. the faculry of abstact notions.

-.Understanding, abstract thought, science, technique, the arts-
all these, then, have their origin in rhe forced work of the slave.
Therefore, the Slave, and noi the Master, is the one who realizes
all that has to do with these things; in particular Newtonian
physics (which so impressed Kant), ihat physics of Force and of
Law, which-according ."-l{:S"-Lrr. in ih. final analysis the
force of the victor in ihe Fighi for prestige and the l# of the
Masrer who is recognized by itre Slave.

But these are not-the only_advanteges procured by Work; Work
will also open the way to'Freedom-orlmore exattry-to ribera-
tron.

Indeed, the Master realized his freedom by surmountine his
instinct to live in the.Fight- Now, by working fo, anothui ti
slave too surmounrs his {nstinc_ts,.and-by therJby raising him;lf
to.thought, to science, to technique, by transforlnirg l$;;i"
relation to an idea-he too succeeds in dominating "N"to* ,rrd
his "Nature"-that is, the same Nature that dominaied him at the
momenr of the Fight and made him the Slave of the Master.
I hrglg-h his Work, rherefore, the Slave comes to the seme resulr
to which the Master comes by risking his life in the Fight, h" ;;
lo"g,:I depends on the-givenj ,r".or"i conditions ,f 

",.i;; 

-h"

modifies them, starting from rhe idea he has of himserf. In becomiis
conscious of rhis fact, therefore, he becomes conscious of hb frei_d-om (Freibeir), his autonomy (Selbniindigkeit). And, by usins
the thougbt thar arises from hii work, he foims in" 

"urr.r"i ";;';nof the Freedom that has been rearizei in him by this s"me work
_ To be sure, in the Slave properly so-called tLis notion of Free_
dom does nor yet 

"ott"rpond 
io 

" 
tro" redlity, He frees hi*r;if

m.enlafly only thanks to iorced work, only because he is the Slaveot a Masrer. And he remains in fact this Slave. Thus he frees him_
s3lf, s9 to speak, only to be a Slave freely, ro be still more a Slavethen he was before having formed the idea of Freedom. How_

:,::1 :[1lTld.? of the Slave is at the same time his p.ir*_
tron: th* rs because he ls not actually free, because he has in idea
of Freedom, an idea thar is not reariied bui that can be rearized bvthe conscious and voluntary uansformrtio" oi gi;" .r.-,.*i ui,
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the active abolition of Slavery. The Master, on the other hand, is
free; his idea of Freedom is not dbstract. That is whv it is not an
idea in the proper sense of the word: rn ideal to ,""liru. And that
T *!y the Master never succeeds in going beyond the freedom
that is realized in bimself and the insificiincy of tbat freedom.
Plog^r.es in the realization of Freedom can be carried out only by
the Slave, who begins with a nonreehzed ideal of Free,lom. An'<l
it is because he has tn ideal, an absnact idea, that progress in the
realizntion of Freedom can be completed by an uidinanding of
Freedom, by the birth of the abiolute ldea (absolute ldee) of
human Freedom, revealed in and by absolute Knowledge.

Generally speaking, it is the Slave, and only he, whJcan realize
^ -progress, who can go beyond the giaen and-in particular-the
given-that-he himself is. On the one hand, as I just said, possessing
the idea of Freedom and, not being free, he is led to traniform thi
given (social) conditions of his existence-that is, to realize a his-
torical progress. Furthermore*and this is the important point-
this progres has a meaning for him which ir does not and cannot
have for the Master. The Master's freedom, engendered in and by
the Fight, is an impasse. To realize it, he must make it recognized
by a Slave, he must transform whoever is to recognize it into a
S/aoe. Now, my freedom ceases to be a dream, an illusion, an
abstract idea, only ro the extent that it is uniaerstlly recognized
by those whom I recognize as worthy of recognizing it. And this
is precisely what the Master can never obtain. His freedom, to be
sure, is recognized. Therefore, it is renl. But it is recognized only
by Slaves. Therefore, it is insufficient in its realiry, it cannot
satisfy him who realizes it. And yer, as long as it remains a Master's
freedom, the situation cannot be otherwise. On the other hand, if-
at the start-the Slave's freedom is recognized by no one but him-
self, if, consequently, it is purely absirdct, it can end in being
realized and in being realized in irc perfection. For the Slave
recognizes the human reality and digniry of the Masrer. There-
fore, it is sufficient for him to imDose his libertv on the Master in
order to attain the definitive Satiifaction that kutual Recognition
gives and thus to stop the historical process.

Of course, in order to do this, he must fight against the Master,
that is to say-precisely-he must cease to be a Slave, surmount his
fear of death. He must become otber than what he is. Now. in
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contrast to the warlike Master who will always remain what he
abetdy is-i.e., Master-the working Slave cin change, and he
actually does change, thanks to his work.

The human Action of the Master reduces to risking his life.
Now, the risk of life is the seme at all times and in all pl-aces. The
risk itself is what coun$, and it does nor marrer whether e stone
ex or e machine- gun-is-being used. Accordingly, it is not the Fight
as such, the risk of life, but Work that oni day produce, 

" 
i"-

c.hin_e_gun, and no longer en ex. The purely *"rlik" attitude of
the Master does not vary throughouc the centuries, and therefore
it cannot engender a historical change. without the srave's work
the "6rst".Flght would be ,.prodo"Zd indefnitely: nothing *r"fi
chang,e in it; it would changJnorhing in the Master; hence"nothing
would change in Man, through Man, for Man; the World wouli
remain identical to itself, it would be Nature and not a human
historical World.

Quite different is the situation created by Work. Man who
works 

\t":f "ry: 
given Narure. Hence, if h! repeats his acr, he

repeats it in differmr conditions, and thus his act itself will be
different. After making the fint ax, man can use it to make a second
one, which, by that very fact, will be another, a better ax. produc_
tion transforms the means of production; the modification of
means simplifies production; and so on. Where there is Work,
then, there is necessarily change, progress, historical evorution.g

Historical evolution. For what 
"h"n!.r 

as a result of work is
1t9t o{ythe narural World; it is alsoiand even especially_Man
himself. Man, in the beginning, depends on the giu"rr,',r"*r"t
conditions of his existence. To be zure, he can risi above these
conditions by risking his life in a Fight for presdge. But in this risk
ne,,somehow negares the totality of these conditions, which are
strtl t1t: seme; he n:gales them en masse, wirhout modifying them,
and thrs negation is always the same. Accordingly, rhe f-re.dom
that he creates in and !y inir act of negation doJs'not depend on
the particular forms of-the given. It is-only by rising ab'orre th"
given conditions through negltion brought ,Uo,i, ir, .ria ty wire

- 
8_A manufactured obiect incarnates an idea (a ,,project,) 

which is independent
oJ the material hic et nunc;.that is why these objects can be .,exchangea.,; 

He;c;
the birth of an "economic,,' specificaliy human iVorld, in which ;;;;; 

";;;,interest, salary, and so on appexr,
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that Man remains in contact with the concrete, which varies with

T""!_T{ time. That is why he changes himself by uansforming
the World.

The scheme of historical evolution, therefore, is as follows:
At the starr, the future Master and the future Slave are both

determined by a given, natural World independent of them: hence

!!.I.lt" not yet truly human, historical beings. Then, by risking
his life, the Master raises himself above given Nature, above G
given (animal) "nature," and becomes a human being, a being that
creetes itself in and by its conscious negating Action. Then, he
forces the Slave to work. The latter changes the real given World.
Hence he too raises himself above Naiure, 

"bove 
iis (animal)

"neture," since he succeeds in making it other than it was. To be
sure, the Slave, Iike the Master, like t{an in general, is determined
by the real World. But since this World has been changed, he
changes as well.' And since it was be who changed the World,
ir is he who changes himself, whereas the Master changes only
through the Slave. Therefore, the historical process, the historical
becoming of the human being, is rhe producr of the working Slave
and not of the warlike Master. To be sure, without rhe Master,
there would have been no History; but only because without him
there would have been no Slave and hence no Work.

Therefore<nce more-thanks to his Work, the Slwe can
change and become other than he is, that is, he can-finally-cease
to be a Slave. Work rs Bildung, in the double meaning of the
word: on the one hand, it forms, transforms the World, humanizes
it by making it more adaprcd to A4an; on the other, it Eansforms,
forms, educates man, it humanizes him by bringing him into greater
conformity with the idea that he has of himself, an idea that-in
the beginning-is only tn abstract idea, an ideal.lf then, at the
stert, in the given World the Slave had a fearful "nature" and had
to submit to the Master, to the strong man, it does not mean that
this will alanys be the case. Thanks to his work, &e can become
other; and, thanlcs to his work, the World can become other. And

.Animals also have (pseudo) techniques; the first spider changed the World
by weaving the first web. Hence it would be better to say: the World changes
essentidly (and becomes human) rhrough "exchange," which is possible only as
e restlt of Work that realizes a "proiect."

9
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this is what acnrelly took place, as universal history and, finally,
the French Revolution and Napoleon show.

This creative education of Man by work (Bildung) creetes
History-i.e., human Time. Work ls Time, and that is why it
necessarily exists iz time: it requires time. The transformation of
the Slave, which will allow him to surmounr his dread. his fear
of the Master, by surmounting the terror of death-this trans-
formation is long and painful. In the beginning, the Slave who-
by his Work-raised himself to the abstract idea of his Freedom,
does not succeed inredlizing it, because he does not yet dare to act
with a view to this realization, rhar is to san he does nor dare ro
fight against the Master and to risk his life in a Fight for Freedom.

Thus it is that, before realizing Freedom, the Slave irnagines a
series of ideologies, by which he seeks ro juscify himself, tolustify
his slavery, to reconcile the ideal of Freedom with the iact of
Slavery.

The first of these slave's ideologies is stoicism. The slave tries
to persuade himself that he ts actaally free simply by knowing
thet he is free-that is, by having thi abstra 

"t 
;aia oi Freedo-.

The real conditions of existence would have no importance at all:
no matter whether one be a Roman emperor o, a Sl"ue, rich or
poor, sick or healthy; it is sufficient to liarre the idea of freedom,
or more precisely,- of_ autonomy, of absolute independence of all
given condttions of existence. (whence-i.r pa..nrh".eu--the mod-
ern variant of Stoicism,_ of which Hegel speaks in Chapter V:
freedom is identified with freedom of inoufttr; the state L ceiled
free wher -on€ :a.n speak freely in it; so lJng' as rbrs freedom is
safeguarded,.noghing need be ihanged in that-State.)
- neget's cnuc$m, or, more exactly, his explanation of the fact

that Man.did not stop ar this Stoic iolution which is so satisfying

3 
nrslsUlt, can appearunconvincing and bizarre. Hegel says-tha-t

Man abandons Stoicism because, as JStoic, he is bore|. The Stoic
ideology was invenred to justify the Slave,s inaction, his refusal
to fight to realize his libertarian ideal. Thus this ideorogy prevenrs
Mantom actin-g: it obliges him to be content *ith taiing. Now,
t")nj.Y"S:I, all discourse ihat remains discourse ends in borfng Man'.

,_Tj 1!i,lction---o,r 
explanadon-is simplistic onty ar n.ri,igii.

ln tacr, rt has a profound metaphysical basis. Man'is not a Biing
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that is: he is a Nothingnes that nibilates through the negadon of
Being. Now, the negation of Being is Action. fhat is wliy Hegel
says, "the tntebeing of man ishis action" Nor to dct, therefoie,
is notto !e as_a-truly buman being; it is to be as Seiz, as given,
naryrat being. Hence, it is to fall into decay, to become brutish;
and this metaphysical truth is revealed to Man through the phe-
nomenon of boredom: the Man who-like a thing, like an animal,
like an angel-remains idendcal to himself, does not negate, does
not negate himself-i.e., does not act, is bored. And only Man
can be bored.

However that may be, it was the boredom caused by Stoic chat-
ter that forced Man to seek something else. In fact, Man can be
satisfied only by action. Now, to act is to transform what is real.
And to transform what is real is to negarc the given. In the Slave's
case, to act effectively would be to negate Slavery-that is, to
negate the Master, and hence to risk his life in a Fight against the
Master. The Slave does not yet dare to do this. And with boredom
driving him to acdon, he is iontenr to activate his thought in some
sense. He makes it negate the given. The Stoic Slave becomes the
s k e pti c -nibilisr Slave.

This new attitude culminates in Solipsism: the value, the very
realiry of all that is not I is denied, and the universality and radical-
ism of this negation makes up for its purely oist nct, verbal
character.

Nevertheless, Man does not succeed in remaining in this skepti-
cal-nihilistic attitude. He does nor succeed because in facr he con-
tradicts himself through his very existence: how and why is one
to live when one denies the value and the being of the World
and of other menl Thus, to take nihilism seriously is to commit
suicide, to cease completely to acr and-consequently-to live.
But the radical Skeptic does not interest Hegel, because, by defini-
tion, he disappears by committing suicide, he ceases to be, and
consequently he ceases to be a human being, an ag€nt of historical
evolution. Only the Nihilist who rextdins aliae is interesting.

Now, this latter must eventually perceive the contradiction
implied in his existence. And, generally speaking, the awareness
of. r contradiction 

's 
whar moves human. historical evolution. To

become aware of a contradiction is necesarily to want to remove
it. Now, one can in fact overcome the contradiction of a siven
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existence-only lf rytd;lying the, g1ven exisrence, by transforming
it through Action. But in the Slave's cese, to transform existence
is, again, to fighr against the Master. Now, he does not want to do
this. He tries, therefore, to justify by a new ideology this contra-
diction -in skeptical existence, which is, all things ionsidered, the
Stoic-i.e., slavish-contradicdon, berween the-idea or the ideal
of Freedom and the reality of Slavery. And this third and last
Sleve's-ideology is the Christian ideology.

At this point, the Slave does not diny the conradictory char_
acter of his existence. .But he tries to fustify it by saying 

'that 
all

existence necessarily, inevitably, implies r tont*di"tion] To this
end he imagines an *other rvorld," which is ,,beyond', 

Qenseits)
the natural World of the senses. Here below he is a Slave, and he
does nothing to free himself. But he is right, for in rbis World
eaerything is slavery, and the Master is ai much a Slave here as
he is. But freedom is noc an empry word, a simple abstrect idea,
an unrealizable ideal, as in stoiiism and skeptiiism. Freedom is
real, realinthe Beyond. Hence no need to fighi against rhe Masrer,
since one already rs-free to the extent that 6ne p"articipates in the
B9y9n{ since one is -freed by that Beyond, by the intervention
of the peyold in the World of *re r"nr.r. No need to fight to be
recognized_by the Master, since one is recognized by a bod. No
need to fiSl, !o become free in this world, which is just as vain
and^stripped of value for the christian as for the skepdc. No need
to 6ght, to act, since-in- the Beyond, in the only World that
6uly counts-one is already freed and equal to the Master (in the
Service of God). Hence one can maintiin the Stoic attitude, but
rvith good reason this time. And without being bored, ,oo, fo,
now one does not eternally remain the snme: onJ changes 

"rd 
on.

mast change,_one must always go beyond oneself in oider to rise
above oneself as something given in ihe real empirical World, in
order to attain the tr"ns"Jnd.ntal world, the Bevond which re-
mains inaccessible.

. Without Fighting, without efforr, rherefore, the Chrisdan real_
rzes the Slave's ideal: he obtains-in and through (or for) God_
:qo*ty_yr.h the Master: inequality.is.bul a mirige,'like everything
in this World of the r.trr.r in ..rhi"h Slavery ina U"rt.ry t otE
sway.

Certainly an ingenious soludon, Hegel rvill say. And not at all
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astonishing that Man through the centuries could believe himself

"satisfied'tby this pious rcward for his Work. But, Hegel adds, all

this is too good-ioo simple, too easy-to be true. In fact, what

made Man i Sl"u" was hislefusal to risk his life. Hence he will not

cease to be a Slave, as long as he is not ready to risk his life in a

Fight egairct the Master, i long as he does not acceP-t the. idea of

t* aratn. A [beration without a bloody Fight, therefore, is meta-

physically impossible. And this metaphysical impossibiliry is also

ievealed in thi Christian ideology itself.
Indeed, the Christian Slave can affirm his equality with the Mas-

ter only by accepting the existence of an "other world" and a

tt"tts"end.ttt God. Now, this God is necessarily a Master, and an

absolute Master. Thus the christian frees himself from the human

Master onlv to be enslaved to the divine Master. He does free him-

self-at least in his idea-from the human Master. But elthough he

no longer has a Master, he does not cease to be a Slave. He is e

Slave iithout a Master, he is a Slave in himself , he is the pure

essence of Slavery. And this "absolute" Slavery engenders an

equally absolute M"st.r. It is before God that he is the-equal-of the

Mastei'. Hence he is the Master's equal only in absolute slaaery '

Therefore he remains r Seraant, the iervant of a Master for whose

glory and pleasure he worlis. And this new Master is such that the

iewChrisiian Slave is even more a Slave than the pagan Slave'

And if the Sleve eccepts this new divine Master, he does it for

the same reason that he accepted the human Master: through fear

of death. He accepted<r produced-his first Slavery because,it

was the price of his biotogical tif e. He accePts--or Produces-the
second, L."ror. it is the 

-price 
of his eternal life. For the funda-

mental motive of the ideology of the "rwo worlds" and the duality

of human existence is the'slavish desire for life at any price'

sublimated in the desire for tn eternal life. In the final analysis,

christianity is born from the slave's rerror in the face of Nothing-

ness, his nothingness; that is, for Hegel, from the impossibility of

be"ring the nelessary condition of 
-Man's 

existence-the condi-

tion of death, of finitenes.u

5 There is no human (conscious, articulate, free) existence without Fighting

rhat irnplies the risk of iife-i.e., without death, without finiteness. "Immonal

man" is a "squared circle."
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Consequently, to overcome the insufficiency of the Christian
ideology, to become free from the absolute Master and rhe Beyond,
to redlize Freedom and to lhte in the World as a human being,
eutonomous and free-all this is possible only on the condition
that one accepr the idea of death and, consequently, atheism. And
the whole evolution of the Christian World is nothing but a prog-
ress toward the atheistic awareness of the essenrial finiteneis of
human existence. Only thus, only by "overcoming,' Christian
tbeology, will Man definitively cease to be a Slave aid realize this
idea of Freedom which, whitl it remained an abstracr idea-Le..
an ideal, engendered Christianiqy.

This is what is effected in and by the French Revolution. which
completes- the evolution of the Christian World and inaugurates
the third historical world, in which realized freedom win finailv
be conceived (begriffen) by philosophy: by German philosophy,
and fmally by Hegel. Now, fbr a Revolution to ,o"""id in over-
coming christianity redlly, the christian ideal must first be realized
in the form of a World. For, in order that an ideology may be
surpassed, "overcome"- by Man, Man must first expJiience the
realization of this ideology in the real world in which he lives.
The problem, rherefore, is to know how the pagan World of
Mastery can become a Christian World of Slaver:y, when there
has been no Fight between Masters and Slaves, #hen there has
been no Revolution properly so-called. For if these had taken place,
the slave would have become the free worker who fights and
risks his life; hence he would ceese to be a slave and consZquently
could not realne a Cbristian, essentially slavish. World.

Hegel resolves this problem in Secrion A of Chapter VI. Let us
see what he says there. since Hegel does not talk about the genesis
of the pagan State in the Phenomenology,let us study it as i Srate
already formed.

The esential character of this State, of pagan Society, is deter-
mined _by the fact that ir is a Stare, a SociJry, of Miiters. The
pagan Stare.recognized only the Masters as citizens. Only he who
makes war is a citizen, and it is only the citizen who makes war.
The work rj lotgl"a to the Slaves,'who are on the fringe of the
Sociery and the State. And thus the State, in irs totjity, is a
Master-State, which sees rhe meaning of its existe.r"" noi 

'i' 
i ,
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work, but in its prestige, in the wars for prestige that it wages in
order to make other sares, all othet states, t."o!oi"e its autoiomy
and its supremacy.

^ 
No*j according t9.S_egel, it follows from all this that the pagan

State of warlike and idle Masters can recognize, can make 
"."1g-nized or reallz-e, only the uniaersal element of human existenci,

while the pmticular element remains on the fringe of the Society
and State proper.

T$.gpporition of Particularity and Universaliry, of Einzelbeit
ud Allgoneinheit, is fundamental for Hegel. And if History
according to him, can be interpreted as e dialectic of Mastery and
Slavery, it can also be understbod as a dialectic of the panicular
and the Univenal in human existence. Moreover, these rwo inter-
pretations _lutually complete one another, since Mastery corre-
ry93& to Universaliry and Slavery to Paniculariry

Here is what this mcer$:
Man from the start *eks Anerkenrnntg, Recognition. He is not

content with anributing a value to himself. He wants this pmticult
value, Frs oelh to be recognized by atl men, universally.

In other words: Man can be truly ,'satisfied," History can end,
only in and by the formation of a Society, of a State, in-which the
strictly paTtc"lar, personal, individual value of each is recognized

T T"\ in its very paniculariqy, by all, by Universaliry incarnated
in the State as suchl and in whictr-the universal value'of the State

I rTogmz:d_ and realized by the Particular as such, by att the
Paniculars.o Now such a State, such a synthesis of pufrcuhrity
and Universaliry, is posible only afrer the ,,overco.ittd, of the
opposition berween the Master and the Slave, since the-synthesis
of the Particular and the Universal is also a synthesis of Mastery
and Slavery.

4t^1""g as the Master is opposed to the Slave, as long as Mastery
and Slavery exist, the synthesis of the Particular and tle Univenal

3-n"ol be realized, and human existence will never be,,satisfred.,,
Thrs is true not only because the Slaae is not universally recog-

cThc Penicubr who rcdizcs e univcrtal vdue, moreover, is no longer e
Prrticular: hc is en Individud (- Citizcn of the universal md hornogeicous
sEtc), a s,'nd'esis of the Paniculer and the universal. Likewise, thc uiivcrsal
(the satc) redized by the Peniculrr is individualized. It is the lndividurl-stetc
or thc stetc-Individuel, incrrneted in the pcrson of the universal Hced of sec
(Nepolcon) rnd rcvcaled by drc Wisc Mrn (Hegcl).
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nized; and nor only because the Master himseff does not echieve
miy uruversal rec-ognition, since he does not recognize a part of
those who recognize him-the slaves. This synthesis is impossibre
because the Master meneges to retlize and to make recognized
only the unh)ersal element in Man, while the Slave reduJes his
exi$ence to a purely pmticular varlue.

The Master consrirutes his human value in and by the risk of
his life. Now, this risk is everywhere and alwavr-and in a// men-
the same. The Man who risi<s his life is in rio way difierent, by
the sole act of having risked his life, from all the oihers who have
done as much. The human value constituted by the Fight is essen-
t;t1ll.y-uniaersal, "impersonel." And that is why the Misters' State,
y-il:n recognizes a men only to the extent that this man risls his
life for the State in a war for prestige, recognizes only the purely
uni'uersal element in man, in the citizen: the citizen 

'or 
trtii st.i"

is lust another citizen; as a citizen recognized by the State, he is
no different from the others; he is az anonymous warrior, he is
not Mr. so-dnd-so. And even the Head of-state is iust another
representative of the state, of the universal, and not ai Indiaiduat
prcpeTly so-called: in his acdviry he is a function of the State; the
state is not a function of his personal, particurar will. In short,
the Head of the Greek ciry-Staie is nor a i'dictaror" in the modern,
Christian, romandc sense of the word. He is not a Napoleon, who
creates ̂.state through his personal will, with a view'to realizing
and making.recognizedhs Indiaidaality. The pagan Heed of statl
accepts a, giaen State, and his own value, his very realiry, is but a
function of this state, of this uniaersal elemenr of existence. And
3na1r1-wt_rf the Master, jh:.|"Sr", is never .,satisfied." Only the
Individual can be "sarisded.',

As for the slave's existence, it is rimited to the purely particarar
element. The human value constituted by w6rk i issentiallv
particular, "personal." Bildung, the educative formation of thl
Worker by Work, depends on the concrere conditions in which
the work is carried out, conditions that vary in space and are
modified in time as a function of this very w'ork. Tierefore it is
b.y W3rk, firyny, that the difierences be#een men are established,
:rya +. "particularities," the .,personalities," are formed. And thus
it is the working Slave, and not the warlike Master, who becomes
conscious of his "personaligr" and who imagines .,individualistic',
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ideologies, in which absolute value is attributed to particulariry, to
"p.1oo1liry," and not to "Universaliry," to the State as such and
to the Gtizen taken as Gtizen.

However, what is recognized unioersally, by the othfis, by the
State, by Mastery as zuch, is not Work, nor the worker's i,per-
sonality," but at- best the impersonal product of work. As lbng
as the Slave works whilc remaining a Slave, that is to sey, as lon!
as he does not risk his life, as long as he does not fight io imposi
lrit prTold value on the State, as long as he does not actively inter-
vene in the social life, his particular value remains pureiy sru&-
jective: he is the only one to recognize it. Hence his vilue is
uniquely panicular; the syntbesis of the Panicular and the Uni-
versal-i.e., Individualiry-is no more realized in the Slave than
in the Master. And thet is why---once more-the synthesis of
Particularity and Universaliry in Individuality, which alone can
truly "satisfy" Mar\ can be reeliz.ed only in and by a synthetic
"overcorning" of Mastery and Slavery.

But let us renrrn to the pagan State, to the Ciry-State of the
nonworking warlike Masters.

This State, Iike every State, is interested in and recognizes only
the Action of the citizens, which-here-is reduced to warlike
action. Hence the pagan State recognizes in the Citizen only the
uniansal as?ect of human existence. However, the particular ele-
ment is not, and cannot be, absolutely excluded.

In point of. ftct, the Master is not only a Master of sleves and
a warlike citizen of a State. He is also, of necesiry, a member of
a Family. And it is to the Family that the prticalm aspec of the
pagan Master's exisrence belongp.

In the bosom of his Family, Man is not iusr another Master,
iust another Citizer\ just another warrior. He is father, husband,
son; and he is /rir father, r&is husbandz cttch a one, a "pafticular."
However, his particularity recognized in and by the Family is not
truly human. In effect, for the pagan Master who does nor work,
human, humanizing action reduces to the warlike Action of
Fighting. Now, there is no Fighting no risk of life, within the
Family. Therefore it is not human Action (?ar) that is recog-
niz€d in and by the Family as such, but solely the Saz, the giam
natic Being, thc biological exisrence of man, of father, of husband,
of son, of brother, and so on.
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Now, to ettribute an absolute velue to a being nor in relation
to what he does, to his acts, but simply because he is, beceuse of
the simple fact of his Seiz, his Being-is to love him. Hence we
can also say that Love is what is reelized in and by the ancienr
Family. And since Love does not depend on the arrr, on the
actioity of the loved one, ir cannot be ended by his very deatb.
By loving man in hisinaction, one considers hirn as if he were dead.
Hence death can change nothing in the Love, in the value at-
tributed in and by the Family. And that is why Love and the
wonhip of the dead have their place within the pagan Family.

The particulm and particularist Family, therefore, is a necesary
complement of the uniaersal and universalist pagan State. How-
ever, the pagan Master is as h*le befriedigf, "sarisfed," by his
family life as he is by his existence as a citizen. His buman exisience
is what is realized and recognized in and by the State. But this
existence is not truly hirl. it is not be who is recognized. As for
the Family, it recognizes his personal, particular existence. But
this esentially inactive existence is not truly btmtdn.

Wherever the human Actions of Fighting and of Work are nor
synthesized in e single human being, Man is never fully "satisfed."
The realization and thc recognition of solely universil Acion n
the State "sarisfies" Man as little as the realization and the recog-
nidon of his personal, particular Being in the Family.

To be sure-in principle-a synthesis of the familial particular
and- the political Universal could satisfy Man. But such a synrhesis
is ab^solutely impossible in the pagan World. For the Family and
the State are mutually exclusiv-, and yet Man cannot do without
the one or the other.

In effect, for the Family, the supreme value is the Seia, the
natural Being, the biologicil lif e of its member. Now, what the
State demands of this member of the Family is precisely the risk
of his life, his deatb for the universal c"use. 

-To 
fulfill the dury of

the Citizen, rherefore, is necessarily to break the law of the Family;
and inverselv.

In the pagan World this conflict is inevitable and has no solu-
tion: Man cannot renounce his FamilR since he cannot renounce
the Paniculariry of his Being; nor can-he renounce the state, since
he cannot renounce the universalicy of his Action. And thus he is
always and necesarily criminal, eitler toward the state or toward
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the Famil- y. And this is what constirutes the tragic characer of
pagan life.

Like the hero of ancient tragedy, rhen, the pagan World of the
warlike Masters is in an inevitable conflict'wi-thout a solution,
yl.ti".t- necesarily ends in the death, the complete ruin, of this
World. And here is how Hegel reprcsents thi development of
that tragedy in the Phenmnmotogyi

- 11 thg fnal analysis, the pagan World perishes because it ex-
cludes Work. But'the_imm"di-"te 

"g.ot 
of its ruin is, curiously,

Woman. For it is the W_oman who iepresents the family principie
-i.e., that princrple of Paniculuity ri,tricn is hostile to'Si"i"ry ."
such and whose victory signifies the ruin of the State, of'the
Universal properly so-called.

Now on the one hand, the Woman ects on the young man, who
is not.yet completely detached from the Family, who has not yer
completely_zubordinated his Particulariry to ihe Universaliry'of
the State. On the other hand, and precislly because the State is a
wmlike State, it 

's 
the yru.ng man-the young military hero-who

must finally comc to power in the Staie. And once 
-he 

has come
to power, this young hero (- Alexander the Great) makes the
most of his familial, even feminine, Paniculariry. He tends to trans-
form the State into bts prieate properry, into a family patrimony,
and to make the citizens of the Slate, his own rubjbcis. And he
succeeds.

^. Why? Well, again because the pagan State excludes Work.
Since. the only burnan value is the onJ that is realized in and by
Fryhti"S and the risk of life, the life of the State must necessarily
be a warlike life: the pagan Sate is t lrurnan State only to the
extent that it wages perperud wars for prestige. Now thi laws of
war, of brute force, are zuch that the strongest State must limle by
little swallow up the weaker ones. And thi oictorious Ciry is thris
uansformed, Iittle by little, into an Empire-irco the Roman
Empire.

Novl the inhabitants of the mother Ciry, the Masrers properly
so-called, are too few to defend the Empire. The Empeior 

-must

resoft to mercenaries. The result is that the citizens of the City are
no longer obliged to make war. And little by little, at the end- of a
genain uqre, they no longer make war. Thereby they can nocertain time, they no longer make war. they can no
loqger make any resistance to the particularism o? the Emperor,
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who "overcomes" them as Citizcns and transforms them into
pardcalsrs belonging to his patrimony, into "privare persons."

When all is said and done, the former cidzens become slaaes of.
the sovereign. And they become slaves because they aiheedy are
slaves. In effect, to be a Master is to fight, to risk one's life. Hence
the citizens who no longer wege war cease to be Masters, and that

! why they become Slaves of the Roman Emperor. And that is
also why they accept the ideology of their Slaves: first Stoicism,
then Skepticism, and-finally-Christianiry.

Here we have found the solution to the problem that interests
us: the Masters have accepted the ideology of their Slaves; the
p"g"n--M-T of Mastery has become the Christian Man of Slavery;
and all this without a Fight, without a Revolution properly sb-
called-because the Masters themsehtes have becomi Staves. Or
more- preciselyz pseudo-Slaves, or-if you will-pseudo-Masters.
For they ere no longer rerl Masters, sinie they no lbnger risk their
lives; but they are not real Slaves either, because they io not work
in the service of another. They are, so to qpeak, Slaves without
Ma11ers, pseudo-Slaves. And by ceasing to bi true Masters, they

Td i" no longer having real Slaves: thiy free them, and thus the
slaves themselves become slaves withoui Masters, pseudo-Masters.
Therefore, the opposition of Mastery and Slavery is ,.overcome.',
Not, however, because the Slaves have become true Masters. The
unification is effected in pseailo-Mastery, which is-in fact--a
Wldg-Skaery, a Slavery without Masteis.

This Slave without a-Master, this Master without a Slave, is
what Hegel calls the Botngeois, the private properry-owner. It is
by.becoming a private properry-owner that'the Greek Master, a
citircn o{ 

$e_Ciry, becomes the peaceful Roman Bourgeois, a
sabject of the Emperor, who himseli is but a Bourgeois, a private
prop€rry-owner, whose Empire is his patrimony. ,A.nd it is also in
relation to private propery ihat the frieing of ihe slaves is carried
out; tney become property-owners, Bourgeois, like their ex_
me$ers.

In contrast to the gr":k Ciry, theq the Roman Empire is a
b:*_g_:ol {orld. And it is as suih that it fnally U""o-.r'" CAi,,:r_
tianWorld.

The bourgeois World elaborates civtl Laat_the only orieinal
creauon of Rome, according to Hegel. And the funCamEntal
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llg"l of Roman legal thought, that of the ,,legal person" (recht-
licbe Psstinlicbkeit), correqponds to the stoic cincJption of iru-an
existence, as well as to the principle of family paricularism. Just
ft: *. Tqilf, civil Law ittachis an absoluie'*lo" to the pure
and simple_Being of Man, independently of his Actions. And'iust
as in the Stoic conception, the value atuibuted to the ,,person"
does not depend on thl concrete condition of his existen"",'" *rn,
end.every man equally, is everywhere and always a .,legal person.';
A,nd we can say that the bourgeois State founded on thi idea of
ci,uilL''w is the real basis of Stoicism, of Stoicism taken not as an
abstract i.dea,but as a social, historical reolity.

And the same is true for nihilistic Skepticism: private propfrty
(Eigentu n) is its real basis and its social, historical t""tiry. fn"
nihilistic Skepticism of the solipsistic Slave, who attributes a true
vdue and a true being only to himself, is found egaininthe private
properry-owner, who subordinetes everything, the State itielf, to
the absolute value of Dis own properry. Thus,lf the only reality of
the particularistic ideologies, ihe io-called,,individualshc" ideolo-
geq is private Properyy, it is only in a bourgeois World, dominated
Uy t!" idea of this properry, that these ideologies can become real
social forces.

-H*lly, this same bourgeois essence of the Roman Empire is
what explains its transformation into a Christian World, makes
the realiry of Christianiry possible, transforms the Christian idea
and the christian ideal nto-a social and historical reality. And this
is why:

. To be3 -tro\'human bjitg, the Bourgeois (who, in principle,
does.not fight, does not risk tr;s tife; must-anmk,just like itr" Stirr.
But in contrast to the Slave, since the Bourgeois'has no Master, he
does not have to work in another's service. Therefore, he believes
that he worls for himself. Now in the Hegelian conception, work

Tl t*l.y be Work, a specifically lruman Action, only 
-on 

the con-
dition that it be carried out in ielation to rn idea (a .,pro!ect")-

that is, in relation to something other than the giaen, andj in par-
ticular, other than the given thit the worker himself is. It was ihus
that the Slave could uork by being supported by the idea of the
Mastr, of Mastery, of Snaice (fr*i). A rnah can also work
(and that is the Hegelian definirive solution of the problem) by
being supporced by rhe idea of the Comrmnity, of rfie Stete, one
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can-and one must-work for the State. But the Bourgeois cen do
neither the one nor the other. He no longer has a Master whom
he could have served by working. And he does not yer have a Srate,
for the bourgeois World is but an agglomeration of priaate Prop-
ergi-owners, isolated from each other, without ffue communiry.

Hence the Bourgeois' problem seems insoluble: he must work
for another and can work only for himself . Now in fact, Man
manages to resolve this problem, and he resolves it once more by
the bourgeois principle of private Property. The Bourgeois dois
not work for another. But he does not work for himself. taken as
a biological entiry, either. He works for himself taken as a "legal
person," as a private Property-ouner: he works for Properqy taken
as such-i.e., Properry that has now become money; he works for
Capital.

In other words, the bourgeois Worker presupposes-and condi-
tionpan Entsagung, an Abnegation of human exisrence. Man
transcends himself, surpesses himself, proiects himself far away
from himself by projecting himself onto the idea of privare prop-
erq', of Capital, which-while being the Property-bwner's own
product-becomes independent of him and enslaves him iust as
the Master enslaved the Slave; with this difierence, however, thar
the enslavement is now conscious and freely accepted by the
Worker. (We see, by the u/ay, rhar for Hegel, as for Marx, the
central phenomenon of the bourgeois World is not the enslave-
ment of. tle wgrking man, of the poor bourgeois, by the rich
bourgeois, but the enslavement of botb by Capiial.) However that

Tly b", bourgeois existence presupposes, engenders, and nourishes
Abnegation. Now it is precisily thii Abnegation that reflects itself
in the dualistic Christian ideology, while pioviding it with a new,
specific, nonpagan content. It is the sa-i Christian dualism that

T- foT9 again in bourgeois existence: the opposition between the
"legal Person," the private Property-owner,- and the man of flesh
and blood; the existence of arrideal, transcendent Wodd, repre-
sented il.refiry by Money, Capiral, to which Man is ,oppor"i to
devote his Actions, to sacrifice his sensual, bioloeical Desires.

And as for the strucrure of the Christian Beyo-nd, it is formed
in the image of the relations realized in the Roman Empire between
the Emperor and his subjects, relations which-as *eh"u. seerr-
have the same origin as the Christian ideology: the refusal of
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death, the desire for animal life, for Seiz, which in Christianiw is
zublimated in a desire for immortaliry, for ,,eternal life.,' Ani if
the pagan-Master acc€pts the Chri*ian ideology of his Slave, en
ideology that makes him a Servant of the absolute Masrer, of the
S"g o{ heaven, of God, it is because-heving ceased to risk his
life and becoming a peaceful Bourgeois-h" se"r thar he is no

!9n*"r e C,iizenwho can satisfy hirns;f through a potitical activiry.
He sees that he is the pasive subject of a dapotic Emperor. Jusr
like the Slave, therefore, he has nothing to los" and iverything
to gain by imagining a uanscendent World, in which a[ mln ari
equal before an omnipotent, truly uninersal Master, who recog-
nizes, moreover, the absolute value of each Particular as such.

Here, then, is how and why the pagan World of Masters
became a Christian bourgeois World: 

- -

In opposirion to Paganism, to rhe religion of the Masters, of the
warlike Citizens who atuibute tnre value only to Universaliry, to
what is valuable for all men and at all dmes, Christianirn the
yligion 9! the Slaves, or-more exactly-of the Bourgeoi.-SoU-
jects, atu-ibutes an absolute value to Particulariry, to thJ here and
now. This change of atdtude is clearly manifested in the mlnh of
the incarnadot 6f God in Jezus Chrisl, as well as in the idea that
God has a direct, immediate relation with each man taken sepa-
rately, without passing through the universal-i.e., social and
politicd--element of Man's exisrence.

- !.,n"" Christianiry is first of all a particularistic, familn and
slavish reaction against the pagan univenalism of the Citizen-Mas-
ters. But it is more than that. It also implies the idea of a synthesis
of the Particular and the Universal-thai is, of Mastery and-Slavery
too: the idea of Individualiry-i.e., of that realization of universal
values and realities in and bv the Particular and of that universal
ge_coggtion of the value of 

'the 
Particular, which alone can give

Man Befrieiligung, the supreme and definitive "sarisfaction." 
-

In other words, Chrisrianiry finds the solurion to rhe pagan
uagedy. And that is why, since the coming of Christ, there-is-no
longer any true tragedy-that ig inevitable confict with truly no
way out.

The whole problem, now, is to realize the Christian idea of

fndividualiry. And the history of the Christian World is nothing
but the history of this realization.
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Now, according to Hegel, one can realize the Christian az-
tbropological ideal (which he accepts in full) only by "overcom-
!ng" the Christian theology: Christian Man can reaily become what
he would like to be only by becoming e men without God-or,
if you will, a God-Man. He must realize in himself what at 6rst
he thought was realized in his God. To be really Chrstian, he
himself must become Christ.

- Agcolding ro the Christian Religion, Individuality, the syn-
thesis of the Particular and the Universal, is efiected only in and
by the Beyond, after man's death.

. This c:lcjption is meaningful only if Man is presupposed to be
immortal. Now, according to Hegei, immortaliry is incompatible
with the very essence of human-being and, consequentln with
Christian anthropology itself.

Therefore, the human ideal can be realized onlv if it is such that
it can be realized by r rnortal Man who knows he is such. In other
words, the Christian synthesis must be efiected not in the Beyond,
after death, but on earth, during man's life. And this means that
the ttanscendmt lJuversal (God), who recognizes rhe particular,
mu$ be replaced by a Universal that is immanent in the World.
And for Hegel this immanent Universal can only be the State.
What is supposed to be realized by God in the Kingdom of Heaven
must be rcaliz*d in and,by *" Siate, in rhe earthl| kingdom. And
that is why Hegel says that the "absolure,, State that he f,as in mind
(Napoleon's Empire) is the realizntion of rhe Christian l{ingdom
of heaven.

. The history of thc Christian World, therefore, is the hisrory of
the progresive realization of that ideal State, in which tvtan'wiil
{*ly be "satisfied" b-y re-alilng himself as Individuality-a syn-
thesis of the universai and the particular. of the Master and ihe
Slave, of fighring and Work. But in order to rca\ize this State,
Man must look away from the Beyond, look toward this earth and
act only with a view to this eanh. In other words, he must elimi-
nete the Christian idea of ffanscendence. And that is why the
evolution of the christian world is duar: on the one hand"there
is the real evolution, which preperes the social and political 

"orrdi_tions for the coming of the 
-"aGolute" 

state; and on the other, an
ideal evolution, which eliminares the *awcendent idea, which
bringp Heaven back to Eerth, as Hegel says.
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This ideal evolution, which destroys Christian Theology, is the
work of the Intellecrual. Hegel takes a greet inrerest* in the
phenomenon of the christian or bourgeois Inteilect'al. He talls
about it in Secdon B of Chapter V[, an-d devotes all of Chapter V
to it.7

This Intellectual can subsist only in the christian bourgeois
World, in which e men is able not io be a Master-that is, nit to
have Slaves and not to fight-without thereby becoming a Slave
himself. But the bourgeois Intellectual is nonetheless s-omething
different from the Bourgeois properly so-called. For if, fust lik-e
the Bourgeois, the non-Master, he is issentially peaceful and does
n9t figbt, he differs from the Bourgeois in that he does not asork
either. Hence he is as stripped oithe esential character of the
Slave as he is of that of thi Master.

Not being a Slave, the Intellecnral can liberate himself from the
essentially slavish aspect of christianiry, namely from its theologi-
cal, uanscendent elernent. But not being a Masler, he can pro.i"
the element of the Panicular, the "individualisdc" ideoiogy of
phristial anthropology. In short, being neither Master ,ro, 51"o",
he is able-in this notbingness, in this-absence of all given detq-
mination-ts'(lsxlizs" in some way the desired synttiesis of Mas-
tery and Slavery: he can conceive it. Howeve'r, berng neither
Master nor Slave-that is, ab*aining from dl Work anJfrom all
Fighting-te qrnnor traly realize t[e synthesis that he discovers:
without-Fighting and wirhout Work, this rynthesis conceived by
the Intellectual remains purely aerbal.

-\o*, the problem at hand 
's 

tlis realizttion, f,or only the reality
gf. th9 s1"qoi. can "sarisfy" Men, complete History, and estab-
Iish the absolute Science. Therefore, the jdeal process must rejoin
the real proce.ss; the social and historical conditions must be zuch
that the ideology of the Intellectual can be realized. Now, this is
wfLtogkplace at the moment of the French Revolutionn during
which the immanent idea of Individualiry, elaborated by the Intel--
Iectuals of the Enlighrenmeng was realijed in and by t-he Fight of
the working Bourgeois, who were first revolutionaries anJ then

z In fact, the Intellectuel of Chaptcr V (the Man who lives in society end in
a Sate while believing hc iq or pretending to bc, ..alone in the world,') is found
at every stage of the bourgcois World. But in describing him, Hegel hes his con-
temporarics especidly in mind.
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citizens of the universal and homogeneous State (the Napoleonic
Empire).

The realizatioz of the Christian idea, which was secularized by
the Intellecrual and thus made realizable, is not possible without a
Fight, without a social war, without the risk of life. This is true
for reasons that are in some sense "metaphlnical." Since the idea
to be realized is the idea of a synthesis of Mastery and Slavery,
it can be realized only if the slavish element of Work is asociated
with the element of Fighting for life and deeth, which characterizes
the Master: the working-Bourgeois, to become a-"satisfied"-
Citizen of the "absolute" Sttte, mu.st become a Warrior-that is,
he must introduce death into his existence, by consciously and
voluntarily tirkiog his life, while knowing that he is monal. Now
we have seen that in the bourgeois World there were no Masters.
The Fight in question, rherefore, cannot be a class fight properly
so-called, a war berween the Masters and the Slaves. The Bour-
geois is neither Slave nor Master; he is-being the Slave of Capital
-his oent Slave. It is from himself, therefore, that he must Jree
himself. And that is why the liberating risk of life takes the form
not of risk on the field of battle, but of the risk created by Robe-

:pi"rr+ Terror. The working Bourgeois, turned Revolutionary
himself creares the situation that introduces into him the element
of death. And it is only thanks to the Terror that the idea of the
6nal Synthesis, which definitively "satisfies" Man, is realized.

It is in the Terror that the State is born in which this ',satisfac-

tion" is attained. This State, for the author of the Pbenonenology,
is Napoleon's Empire. And Napoleon himself is the wholly ,,saris-

fied" Man, who, in and by his definitive Satisfaction, completes
the course of rhe historical evolurion of humanity. He is the human
Indfuidual in the proper and full sense of the word; because it is
through him, ttuough this perttcular mar; that the .,common
c.au1e," the truly universal cause, is realized; and because this par-
ticular man is_reco{rrzed in his very parricularity, by all men,
universally. The only thing that tre lacks is Seff-6s*ciousness;
he ir the perfect Man, but he does not yer know it, and that is
yhy YrT- 

is not fully "satisfied" in him alone. He cannor say of.
himself all that I have iust said.

Now, I have said it beceuse I read it in the phenanenology.
Therefore it is Hegel, the author of the phmmnenology, who- is
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p3"h".* Napo-leon's Self-Consciousress. And since the perfect
Men, the Manfully 'sarisfied" by what he is, can only be'a Man
who knous what he rs, -yho is Uy self-conscious, it i, N"po-
leon's existence asi renealed to a[ mln in and by the phnoine-
rcbgy thar is the realized ideal of human existence.

.11* t why the Chrisdan period (Chapter VI, Section B),
which culminates in Napoleon,hust be completed by a third his-
tolcaf period, a short one (Chapter VI, Section C),'which is the

ryd9d of German -philosophy, culminating in Hegpl-the author
ot the f henorrtenology.

The phenomenon that completes the historical evolution and
thus makes the absolute Science posible, therefore, is the ,,concep-
don" -(Begreif en) of \apoleon by H.S"l. Ths dyad, formed by

I"t*T pd f-ftg"1, is the perfect Man, fully and definitively
.t1tisfied" by what he is and by what he kniws himself to bi.

This 
's 

the realization of rhe ideal revealed by the mph of Jesus
Christ, of the God-Man. And that is why Hegel completes Ctt"p-
ter VI with these words: "Es ist der erscheinende Gott . . ?,;*This is the revealed God," the real, true Christ.

Now, having said this, Hegel considers himself obliged to come
to terms with the Christian, theological inteqpretation of the idea
of Christ.-He musr speak of the relation berween his philosophy,
between thePbenomenology,and Christian theology. fie must siy
what this theology is in rcality.

That is the cenual theme of Chapter VII.



SUMMARY OF THE COURSE IN rg37-r998

Excerpt frotn the ryghq3g Annualre
o1 the tcob Protiqw d.es Hautes Etudzs,

Sec-tilm iles Scierces religieuses

The lectures of this yeer were dedicated to explaining Chapter
VII of rhe Phenonenology, entitled Die Religion, in which Higel
snrdies the strucnrre and evolution of the theological doctrines
elaborated in the course of history.

For Hegel, the real object of religious thought is Man himself:
every theolocy is necesarily an antbropology. The suprasensible
entiry, uanscendent with respect to Nature-i.e., the Spint-is in
realiry nothing but the negating (i.e., creative) Action realized by
Man in the given World. But as long as Man is religious, he is not
aware of this: he thinks as a theologian, he substantializes and ex-
ternafizes the concept (Begriff) of Spirit by re-presenting (Vor-
stellen) it to himself in the form of a Being (Sein) existing outside
of Men end inilepordmtly of his Action. While in fect talking
about himself, religious Man believes that he is talking about a God.

Thrs lack of self-consciousnes, this imaginative projection of
the spiritual or human content into the beyond (Vor-stelhng),
distinguishes religious (theologrel) thought from philosophical
(cnthropologlcal) thought. Furthermore, these two types of
thought necessarily coexist: while opposing one another, they
engender and mutually complete one enother. (Pre-Hegelian)
Philosophy coruciously deals with Man: in it, Man becomes con-
scious af bimself . But it reveals Man to himself by isolating him
from his natural and social World; and it is only pdrticular
(Einzclnn\ Man, isolated from the World (from the Universal)
by being shut up in himself, who can elaborate a "philosophical"
anthropology. On the other hand, Theology, unewares, reveals
the unhtersal aspect of human existence: the State, Society, the
People; and Man taken as member of Society, the People, and the
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.State. As-lgng asHistory conrinues, or as long as the perfect State
is not realized-that is, as long as the pmticular is in conflict with
the Universal of the given nanrral and social World-the opposi-
tion.of these_ swo poins of view (the .,philosophical" and the
religgu; or.theological) is inevitable. Marrwho does nor manage
to satigy himself through Action in and for the World in whilh

fe {yes flees frgm this World and takes refuge in his abstract
intelligence: and this "Intellectual" shur up in f,imself is the one
who becomes conscious of himself in a ,?philosophical" anthro-
pology, which reflects the particularisr tendency of human exist-
ence. Taken, on the other hand, in his unioersilist rcndencn this
samelVfan, qrnilg qoward the World, cannot recognize and accept
! as his work: (universal) reality appears to him-as existing az'r-
ide af him and indepmdently br his Action, and the uni'versar
ideal seems to him to be situated beyond him and his real world.
Thus, it is in the form of e theologtcal -v,h that he will become
conscious of the realiry and ideal if th" worrd-and of himself
q 9.rilg " 

p11 9f the.Worlj. And the particutarist subiectivism
of 

."philosophicrl" aniltropology will always be completed, and
embattled, by the ynfaeryat;s1 bUleai"is- of retigious theology.

Theology, therefore, is the-unconsciou*refl-ecdon of ihe
given historical social world in which the theologian lives, and of
the ideal that takes form in it. Consequently, on ti. orr. hand, the
study of a Religion will allow os to onderitand the essentiar char-
acter of the world in which this Religion is accepted; and on the
other hand, since Theology likewise rJfl."m the social and political
ideal that tends to reatize ltself through transformation of tni giu"n,
the study of ir will also allow us t6 understand the evoluti"on of
this world, an evolution that is carried out according to the ideal,
:T.1,"9*".qyently according to the Theology whic"h reveals this
ideal. And that is why the siudy of real hisroiicar evolurion (found
in Chapter- VI) must be compieted by the study of the ideal evo_
lutioa of theological thought^(found"in Chapter VII;.

The existential ideal is elaborated and realized progresively: each
steg in its elaboration is marked by a determinate-Theology, and
each step in its realization is represented by the historical-'World
that accepm that Theology and irr"r ,""ording to it. [n its perfec_
tion, the ideal reveals itself through the idel of Indiaidkhy_
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that is, of satisfaction by the real or active synthesis of the particu-
larist ernd univnsalist tendencies of human existence. This idea fint
reveals itself to Man in the form of the (Christian) theological
notion of the (divine) individualitv of the Christ or the men-God.
And this ideal-idea realizes itself in and by the French Revolution,
which completes the evolution of rhe Christian World in rhe real
(and at the same time symbolic) person of the god-Maz Napoleon,
who is both Creator-Head of the perfect State and Citizen actively
contributing to the indefinite maintenance of that Stare. When the
real opposition berween the Particular and the Uniaersal is tlfus
overcome, the ided conflict berween "philosophice,l" dnthropology
and religious theology disappears too. Hence the Philosopher, and
this philosopher is Hegel, who reaeals Man to himself by speaking
about his Napoleonic redlization, reveals him both in his particu-
larist espect an.:l in his uniaersalist especr. Thus his doctrine is both
"philosophical" and "theological" at the seme time. But, being both
the one and the other, it 

's 
neitber the one nor the other. It is not

a "Philosophy" in the pre-Hegelian sense of the word, because
it does not work with the notion of an ideal or abstact Spirit-
i.e., a Spirit distinct from natural and social reality and action. And
it is not a "Theology," eitherl for if Theology speaks of a real and
concrete Spirit, it situates it outside of Man and the World. Hegel's
doctrine rs absolute Knouledge (absolutes Wissen), which com-
pletes and ouercomes (dufhebt) both "philosophical" evolution
and religious or theological evolution, by reveoling the perfect
Man who is realized at the end of History and by presupposing
the real eristence of this Man.

Perfect Man-that is, Man fully and defnitively satisfied by
what he is-being the realization of the Chrhtian idea of Indi-
viduality, the revelation of this Man by absolute Knowledge has
the same content as Christian Theology, minus the notion of
transcmdence: it is sufficient to say of Man everything that the
Christian says of his God in order io *orr" from ihe a6solute or
Christian Theology to Hegel's absolute philosophy or Science.
And this movement from the one to the other can be carried out
thanks to Napoleon, as Hegel showed in Chapter VI.

In Chapter VII, Hegel shows us why and how the most primi-
tive theological doctrine was progressively transformed into this
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Christian doctrine which differs from his own doctrine only in its
form: Christian theology in reality reveals to us norhing other
than the Hegelian concept of Individuality, but in the forri of the
repesentation (V orstellung) of god-manhood.
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PHILOSOPHY AND WISDOM

Conrybte Text of tlw Fhst Tuo Lectures
of the Acailcmic lear rgg&r939

F I R S T  L E C T U R E

In the 6rst seven chapters of the Phenomenology, Hegel talked
about Philosophy. In Chapter VIII he is going to be concerned
with something else.

When I say this, I use the term "philosophy" in the precise,
proper, narrow sense. I am talking about "philo-sophy," the loue
of Wisdom, the aspiration to Wisdom, as opposed to "Sophia," to
Wisdom itself. Now in Chapter VIII, Hegel is no longer talking
about the Philosopher, but about the Wise Man, about Wisdom;
for the "absolute Knowledge" (Das absolute Wissen) with which
this Chapter is concerned is nothing other than "Wisdom" op-
posed to "Philo-sophy" (and to Theology, as well as vulgar
Science).

Before beginning the interpretation of Chapter VIII, then, I
would like to say a few words about Wisdom in relation to
Philosophy.

All philosophers are in agreement about the defmitioz of the
Wise Man. Moreover, it is very simple and can be stated in a single
sentence: that man is Wise who is capable of answering in a
comprehmsible or satisfactory manner all questions that can be
asked him concerning his acts, and capable of answering in such
fashion that the entiity of his answers for-. r coherent iir"oorr..
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Or else, what amounts to the same thing: that man is Wise who is
fully nd p erf e ctly s elf - c ons eious.

Now, an ewereness of the meaning of this definition is sufrcienr
to make us understand yhy Plato, for example, denied the possi-
biliry of realizing this ideal of Wisdom.

It is the case that one cen ask any question at all about rny of
our acts-that of washing, for example, or of paying taxes-with
the result that, after several answers that call forttr eaJh dme a new
"why,"_ one comes to the problems of the relationship between
the soul and the body, between the individual and thi State; to
questions reladng to the finite and the infinite, to death and im-

Toft{iry, t9 G9d and the World; and finally to the problem of
knoyledge itself, of this coherent and meaningful language that
permits us to ask q-uestions and to enswer them]In shoi, by pro-
ceeding, so to speak, in the vertical plane, one will quickly come
face to fece with rhe.mtire body of'the so-caled phiiosoplrical or
"metaphysical" questions.

On the other hand, by seaing fonh from the same banal act
and proceeding in the 'trorizonial', 

plane, one will end u5les
gl9Hyt 9f course-surveying all thi Sciences taught in modern
universities. And perhaps onc will discover still otliers, not yet in
enstence.

In a word, to be able to ans\yer a/l questions relating to ^ny one
of our acts is, in the fnal an-alysis, ro bi able to 

"n"*"-" 
att pJssibte

questions in gmeral. Therefore: ,,to answer all questions .^. . and
so on" i5 gs vsalizs the encyclopaedia of. possible kinds of knowl-

"dg:. To be perfectly and complerely seliconscious is ro have ar
orre's disposal-at least virtually-'n' mcy clopaedic knowredge in
the full sense of the word.

In defining-the Wise Man, the Man of absolute Knowledgp, as
perfectly self-conscious--i.e., omniscient, at leesr potentiilly_
Hegel nevenheles had the unheard-of audacitv to 

"**tt 
thai he

realized Wisdom in his own person.
When the Wise Man is discused, he is usually presented in an-

other guise, which seems more easily attainable'than omniscience.
Thus the Stoics, for example, for whom the idea of the Wise Man
plays a central role and who, in contrasr to plato, aserted the
possibility and even rhe reality of such a men, defne him as that
man who is perfectly satisfied by what he is. The Wise Man, then,
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would be the man who uants nothing, who desires nothing: he
wents to change nothing, either in himself or ourside of himself;
therefore he does not act. He simply is and does not become; he
maintains himself n identity to himself and he ls satisfed in and
by this identity.

Now, for Hegel, rhis second definition of the Wise Man in
terms of satisfaction is but a paraphrase of the first, the one in terms
of perfect self-knowledge. And he accepts both definitions pre-
cisely because he identifies them.

Of course, our object is not to proae this thesis here. For the
proof of it is given by the enirety of the Phenomenology, or more
exactly, by its first seven chapters. I shall only indicate that the
asseftion that perfect satisfaction ulplies and. presupposes full seU-
consciousness is more acceptable than the inverse assertion, that
the man who is perfectly self-conscious is necessarlly satisfcd by
what he rs, by that of which he becomes conscious. Fundamentally,
to prove the first assertion, it sufices to say this: given that one
can be satisfied only by knowing that one is satisfied, only by
becoming conscioas of one's satisfaction, it follows th* perfect
satisfaction implies tn absolute self-consciousness. But I do not
insist on this reasoning, for I know that we "moderns" are much
too "romantic" to let ourselves be convinced by so-called "easy"-
that is, obaious-+rgnments. I shall, then, merely appeal to our
psychological experience: we believe in vain that we are satisfied;
if someone comes and asks us the question "why" concerning our
satisfaction, and we cannot answer, this is enough to make the
sati$action disappear as if by enchanrment (even if the sensation
of pleanne, or of happiness, or of joy, or of simple well-being
resists the test for a while). Anyone can make this experiment for
himself. But one can also simply read Plato's dialogue, the lon, in
which just such a man eppears, one who believes he is satisfed
by what he is and who ceases to be sadsfied, solely because he
cxnnot funify this satisfaction in answering Socrates' questions.
The scene is completely convincing.l

r ffowcver, a very important restriction must be made here. I believe that
Plato actudly succeeds in convincing all those who read and zmderstcnd his
didogue. But here is the difdculty: the number of people who read Plato is
limited; and the number of those who understand him is still more limited. It
makes no sense, therefore, to say that the scene in question is "convincing" in
general: it can convince, so to q)€ak, only those who are ntsilling to be convinced.
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- $njl"lly speaking, there is a tendency to underesdmate the
disculties of satisfacdon and to overestimaie those of omniscience.
Accordingln the thinkers who, on the one hand, believe in the
f)rth -of egsy sattsfadon (a myth invented by moralists) and, on
the other hand, preserve the idial of the Wise-Man and know that
it is extremely fficult to realize, have in mind neither ornniscience.
which they believe to be unattainable, nor satisfaction, which thev
believe too-easy, bur e tbird definition: they identify Wisdom wit'h
moral pertecdon. Hence the Wise Man-would 

-be 
rhe morill,y

perfect man.
Heg-el believes he can show that this third definition equals the

second and, consequently, the fust.
I do not believe that enyone can seriously contest the assertion

t!1 the perf ect man is saisfied by what he is. Even Christians are
obliged- to make this asertion once they identify holines with
perfection, and not, as they usually do, either with a minimal
imperfection a minimum of sin, or, on the contrary, with the
maximum conscioasness of imperfection, of sin. Therliore: who_
ever speals of moral petection necesarily also speaks of satisfac_
tian by what one is.

To understand why this is so, one need only reflect on the verv
concept of- moral perfection, abstracting from its contmt, WitL
r-egard to this content, opinions can diveige: there has been much
discussion of the conteit of the morariri that the wise Man is
supposed to reahze perfecrly. But rhis dols not inrcre.sr us for the
moment. It is sufficient to note this: either the concept of moral

And dre same remark can be made concerning my ,,eaq/' argument. It is, without
doubg "obvious." But it is convincing only ior ihose who ie ready a" oor, i'
the obvious, Now, as I seid, w.e ourselves ere suffciently ..romantic,, io know that
a distinction can be made between (theoretical) evidence and (existential) coz-
victiott. Generally speaking, all thet I have said is truly convincing onry for those
whoput the s.preme existential value in self-conscioasrtarr. Now, in orrth, these
people rre convinced beforehrnd. If, for them, self-consciousness is the tapren e
value, it is obvious that they cn be furty satisfied only by a, serf-conscioui srts-
factiont lnversely, should thcy anain full self-consciousness, they wilt ttrerety lepcrfecdy saisfed, even if they do not live in positive pleasure, and even'if_
from time to time-they are unhappy. For them, sadsfacion *d ,.f*or*iooo
l"sr.T" bqt two aspects of 91re -d the same thing. But for th" 

"ommo., 
mortal,

this identifcation is not at all automatic. On the 
"onu"ry, 

they ten{ ao ..p"r"i"
the^swo thingg and in preferring ntisfaction, they believe it io be -o"r,-,noi"
ecainable thrn fullness of. self-consciournerr-that is, omniscience. I shall retum
to dris guestion leter. For dre rnoment, I must go on.
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perfection has no meening, or else it must be understood as a
human existence that serves as the model for all men, the final end
and motive of their ections being conformity to this model. If,
then, the Wise Man realizes moral perfection in his person, we
must say that his existence serves as the model both for himself
and for othersi he wants to resemble himself indefinitely, and the
others went to resemble him. Now, this is equivalent to saying
that the Wise Man is satisfied by what he n He is satisfied sub-
iectively in himself, since there is nothing in him that urges him
to go beyond himself, to change-that is, to negate, not ro accept
what he already is. And he is obfectively satisfied, by universal
"recognition," for no one would went to force him to chenge the
state that satisfies him.

I said that the concept of moral pofection is meaningful only
provided that it is uniaersally valid-i.e., accepted as the model by
all men. This may appear debatable, given that we have got inro
the habit of talking ebout seaeral irreducible existential rypes-
that is, several essentially difierent moraliries. And, of course, I
have no intention of dispudng this pluralism-i.e., this ethical
relativism. I only wanted to say that in these conditions it is no
longer meaningful to speak of perf ection. For in this case the con-
cept of "perfecdon" 

's 
strictly identical to rhat of "subfective

sdti$action." In effect, to asserr the plurality of existential or moral
types is to asserr that recognition by all men is not implied in the
ideal of the perfection realizable within each one of these types:
therefore, one need only belieae oneself perfect in order io &e
perfect; no% to believe that one 

's 
perfect is obviously to be

s.dtiyfea by whar one is. InverselS ro be satisfied by what one is
is obviously to belieae that one is perfect-that is, in ihe case which
we are considering, to be perf.ect. Hence it is solely by asserting
that there is only 

-one 
type'of moral perfection thattni completi

the conc€lt of satisfaction when one speaks of the perfection of
the satisfied man: namely, one completei the conc"ptbf sabjective
satisfaction by that of objeciae satisfaction-i.e., of satisfaction by
universal recogniion. But as I said, even in this case one rnort..y
that the truly perf eu man is satisf.ed by what he is. It is only the
tnverse asserdon thar appears debatable: ir seems possible to be
satisfied without being willing and able to serve as ihe model for
a/l others.
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-I have already said that I cannot reproduce the Hegelian proof
of the theory that the satisfed man G morally perfeit-i.e., that
he serves as the model to a/l others. I shall only mention that Hegel
succeeds in proving this by showing rhat man can be satisfied oily
by being cniaersally recognized-that is, he shows that man can
besatisfied only by being perfect (and that he is perfect, moreover,
only by beingsatisfied). And he manages to do this by identifying
man with Self-Consciousness. This is to sey that here again the
ergument is convincing only for those who'lr:e ailling to-b" 

"on-
{nce{ (who are opento conviction by reasoning).In other words,

F:g"! only shows that the fust definition of .the Wise Man (by
Self-Consciousness) coincides with the definitions bv satisfaction
and by_ ("moral") perfection. But he proves nothing at all to the
man who denies the first definition-ihat is, who dinies that the
Wise Man must be self-conscious. (The only thing that Hegel can
say is that to those who deny it nothing at a[ Lan be pioved.)

Jo-put it otherwise, he does nor succeed in showing that ihe srtis-
fied man is acnrally taken as the model by all men. He only proves
what is obvious from the staft: thar the fulty satisfied rtth p.t-
fecdy self-conscious men serves as the "morally perfecr" *od.l
for all those who put the supreme existential value in self-conscious-
ness-that is, for those who, by definition, eccept the ideal that
this rnan realizes.

. t -fu* glance, then, Hegel's argumenr is a simple tautology.
And it seems ther for him, roo, there is an irreducible pluraldr,
*hi* deprives the concept of perfection of its meaning. Iiut Hegel
would-not accepr rhis intelpretation. He would say ihat his con-
cept of perfection is valid, since it rs uniaersally valid 1"s is every
concept). Those who reject ic have no concept et all.

While discussing the second definition of the Wise Man, we
already found ourselves in an analogous situation, and I said that
we would have ro discuss it (see note r, Ed.). The moment has
come for this.

We have seen that for Hegel the three definitions of Wisdom
are rigorously equivalent. The Wise Man is rhe perfectly self-
conscious man-that is, the man who is fully satGfied by what
he ig-that is, the man who realizes moral periection by his exist-
ence, or in other words, who serves as the model for hrimself and
for all others. This means-and this restriction is important: for
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all those for whom he exists-i.e., for those who understand bim,
who know that he exists, end who know qshot he is. For the mo-
ment let us set aside this restriction. The Wise Man, then, ts uni-
aersally-recognized. This is to say that there is only one possible
type of Wisdom. In making this asertion, we run into the con-
traqy thesis of pluralism or existential relativism. How does Hegel
menege rc proae his thesis? In point of fact, he can prove it only

!f slartiry from the firsc definirion of Wisdom, pur es an axiom.
As for the proof, it is very simple. Let us admit that the Wise
M- I perfectly self-conscious. We have seen that perfect self-
consciousness equals omniscience. In other words, the-Wise Man's
knowledg-e 's 

total, the Wise Man reveals the totality of Being
through the entirety of -his thought. Now, since Being obeys thi
pnl"rpt. of. iilentity to itself, there is only one uniquJ totaihy of
Being, and consequently only one unique knowledge that reveals
it entirely. t!91efore there is only one unique pJssible rype of
(conscious) Wisdom.

Now, if the ideal of self-conscious Wisdom s unique, we must
fl $at the Wise Man who realizes ic also realizes morul per-
k:rton-, and -conse-quently that he is sarisf ed by what he is.
Therefore it is suffcienr to suppose that the WisL Man is fully
self-conscious in order to be able to assert that serf-consciousnes,
s9lie-cti_ve satisfaction, -and objective perfection completely coin-
cide in Wisdom (which is necessarily unique). In other words, to
arrive at this three-fold Hegelian aennitio'n ii is sufficienr ro s.p-
pose that man is Self-Consciousness in his very ,,essence' arid
being,.that it is through self-consciousness and only through self-
consciousness that he differs from animals and ittiogr. Starting
from this supposition, one can actually deduce the threcfold defini"-
tron that we were talking abour.

once more, I am not concerned with reproducing this deduction
here, which is given in the entirery of the first se"ven chapters of
the Phenotttmology. But I shall sry that it is irrefutable. 

'

Therefore: a reading of the fiirt s"ue' chapters of the phe-
nomenology shows that the definition of man bv Self_Conscious_
ness is sufficienr grounds for the necessary conclusion that there
mu$ be an ideal of the Wise Man, that thire can be only one tr1re
of wise Man, and that the wise Man answers to thi rhr.efoid
Hegelian definition. At least, this is what Hegel himself would
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have said. But a closer examination shows that Hegel presupposes
a bit more than the simple fact of the exisrence of Self-Conicious-
nes. He supposes that this Self-Consciousness naturally, spon-
taneously, tends to ertend itself, to expand, to spread through the
anhole domain of the reality given to man and in man. As a matter
of fact, the dialectical movement of the Phenomenology always
takes place according to the following schema: a situation A has
been constituted, and Hegel describes it; then he says rhat, once
this situation is given, the man who realizes it must himself neces-
sarily become conscious of it; finally he shows how the situation A
changes as a resalt of this comin[ tu consciousne.rs and is trans-
formed into a new situation B; and so on. Now, it is possible that
the coming to consciousness in question is much lesl necessary,
less natural, less universal, than Hegel thinks. It is possible that
in the normal case man, even self-conscioa.r man, opposes an ex-
tension of this consciousness, rends to enclose himseffln it, ro reiect
into the unconscious (the automatic, and so on) everydring ihat
goes beyond the already-conscious range. Now, if this is trulv the
case, the dialectical movemenr that ends in the ideal (and the
reality) of Wisdom ceases to be necessary. In order that this move-
ment may come to its end, at each dialecical turning poinr there
must actually be a Self-Consciousness that tends to eitend itself
to the new reality. And nothing proves that such a Self-Conscious-
ness mnst necessarily be there at the moment when it is needed.

Therefore, for the deductions of the Phenomenology to be valid,
it is necessary ro suppose not only a Self-Consciousness, bur also
a Self-Consciousness that always has a tendencv to ertend itself as
much. as possible. This supplementery condition is, in my opinion,
very imponant. I shall come back to it shortly. For thi mbment,
I would simply like to say that, in my opinion, the discussion can
only turn on the prnnbes of the Phenomenology, rnd nor on rhe
deductions found in it. Personally, I believe that if the prernises
of the Phenomenology at" 

"cceptid, 
no objection can be made to

the conclusions thet Hegel draws from them. In any case, up to
now I have heard of no serious obiection of this kind. To 

"cc"ptthe starting point necessarily leads io the 6nal resulr, that is, to th"
concept of the Wise Man in his threefold definition.

But we musr noc forget that the final resulr of the phenome-
nologt has a, double espect. On the one hand, Hegel deduces the
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threefold ideal of the Wise Man; on the other hand, he essefts rher
this ideal 

's 
realized, namely, by himself, that is, by the author of

the deduction in question. Now, ir is obvious thai the deductions
of the Plyrytenology c?n only prove the ideal possibiliry, so to
spea\ of.the Wise Man. But the Phenommology i"noot piove the
real possibiliry of the wise Man; and still lesJhis verv iearity.ln
fact Plato, who srarrs with the same supposirion as ff#t (Man :
Self-Consciousness), recognizes, to be iure, that the-Wise Man
whom we have in view is the necessary ideal of thought, or better,
of discourse; but he denies that this ideal can be realized bv man.
(This means: by .rea-I man, living in e real World, duri'ng the
length of time limited by his binh and his death).

Now, since we have here a question of reality-that is, of fact-
Hgge-l can refute Platonic skepticism only by pointing to r fact.

I shall renrrn to the quesrion of the rbdliiy bf the 
-Wise 

Man.
For the moment, I want to talk only about ntheoreticar" fficul-
ties, so to. speak, by developing the'remarks that I already made
above and promised to come back to.

We have seen rhat one can ask not only the question of. fact,but
also the question of right:- one cen 

""rl 
doobt on plato-Hegel's

starting point, that is, on the identification of man and self-ion-
sciousness and on the assertion that self-consciousness alwavs
tends to extend itself as much as possible. To be sure, rhe deductiin
gf-.-\ Phenomenology is not hypothetical.For, without a doubt,
self-consciousness is not an arbitrary "axiom" that can be denied,
but an undebatable fact. Howeu.", it can be interpreted differ-
ently. One can deny that Self-Consciousness ieveals man's*essrnce." Or else, in simpler language, one can sayz either that
self-consciousness is a soit of siJknc-ss that man musr, and can.
surmount; or tha4 alongside of conscious men, there Lre uncon_
scious men, who are nevertheles iust as human_althoush in a
different way.. Now, by doing this,'one denies the uniaeriality of.
Wisdom. Which means: one cha[enges the identiry of the t'hree
defnitions of the Wise Man.

Now the denial of the Hegelian identification of satisfaction_
perfection with Self-Consciouines was by no means invented by
::. I, 

has actually been made. One neei only call to mind tlie
Hindu thinkers, who say that men approaches sarisfaction_perfec_
tion in dreemles sleep, that satisfaction-perfection is realized in
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the absolute night of the "fourth st*e" (tAria) of the Brahmins,
or in Nirvana, in the extinction of all consciousness, of the Bud-
dhists. Generally speaking, one need only think of all those who
seek satisfaction-perfection in absolute silence, who exclude even
monologue or dialogue with God. One can think, too, of the ideal
that Nietzsche called "Chinese," the ideal of the "citizen', (in the
non-Hegelian sense of the term) who is made complerely "brutish"
in and by the security of his a:ell-being (Cf. loyful Science,
Book I, $ r+).Finally, one can think of the ideal of "salvation"
through erotic or esthetic (unconscious) "ecstasy"-for example,
musical "ecstasy."

Now, there is no doubt that men have been satisfied. in uncon-
sciousness, since they have voluntarily remain ed in identity to
themselves until their death. And, if you like, one can sey that they
have realized "moral perfection" (br a moral perfecdon), since
there have been men who took them as the model. [The word
"perfecdon" is then used improperly, since the uniaersality of the
ideal of the Wise Man no longer plays any role. Incidenrally,
Nietzsche seriously envisaged the possibility that the ideal that he
called "Chinese" might become uniuersal. And this does not seem
to be absurd: it is possible, if it is not opposed. And then one could
speak of a satisfied perf ection in the pioper sense of the word.]

Well, these are f acts that are brought in opposition to Hegel.
And, obviously, he can make no answer. He can at best oppose
the fact of the conscious Wise Man to the fdcts of unconscious
"Wise Men." And if this fact did not exist . . . I In any case, by
definidon, Hegel cannot refute, "convert," the unconscious "Wise
Man." He can refute him, "convert" him, only with speech. Now,
by beginning to speak or to listen to e dircourse, this "Wise Man"
already accepts the Hegelian ideal. If he truly is whet he is-an
unconscious "Wise l,zfan"-[g will refuse all discussion And then
one could refute him only as one "refutes" a fact, a thing, or a
beast: by physically desrroying him.

To be sure, Hegel could say that the unconscious "Wise Man"
is not a truly human being. Bur chac would be only an arbicrary
definition. This is ro say: Hegelian Wisdom is a necessary ideal
only for a definire type of human being, namely, for rhe man who
puts the supreme value in Self-Consciousness; and only this man
can realize this ideal.
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In other words: the Platonic-Hegelian ideal of Wisdom is valid
only for the Philosopher.

Now rve understand better the significance of the more precise
statement that I made, namely, that in the Pbenomenology-Hegel
presupposes not only the fact that man is essentially self-conscious,
but also the fact that man's self-consciousness neturallv and neces-
sarily tends to extend itself as much as possible. This more precise
statement -*"Tl quite simply, that Hegel presupposes the exist-
ence of the Philosopher: for the dialictiial m-oiement of the
Phenomenology to come to its end, marked by the idea-and the
realization-of wisdom, of absolute Knowledge, at each diarectical
rurning point there must be e Philosopber who is ready to become
conscious of the newly constituted reality. Indeed, it is'the philoso-
pher, and only he, *ho *ants to knoqt at all costs where he is. to
become auare of what he is, and who does not go on any further
before he has become aware of it. The orhers, ilthough'self-con-
scious, close themselves up within the range of thinfs of which
they have already become conscious and reriain imperiious to new
facts in themselves and outside of themselves. For tirem: "the more
things change, the more they stay the same." Or, in other words:
"they stick to their principles." (AIso, for them: ,,a war is always
a war"l and "all dictatorships are alike.") In short, it is not by
tbemselaes, but through rhe Phitosopher th'o they become ̂*rr"l_
and even so, reluctantly-of zn essential change in the "situation"
-that is, in the World in which they live ,id, 

"onr.quently, 
in

themselves.
Therefore, the man whom the phenomenology has in view_

that is, the man who necessarily comes to the Fiatonic-Hegelian
ideal of the Wise Man and is iupposed some day to be 

"fle 
to

realize this ideal-is nor_man simply. It is solely ihe philosopher.
We can now srate the notion of ,,philosophy" precisety. lt

Philosophy is Love of Wisdom, if to be a phiioJoph'e, -."1, ,o
want to become a Wise Man, the Wise Man that tie philosopher
wants to become is necessarily the platonic_Hegelian Wise Min_
that is, the perfect and satisfied man who is eisentiary and com-
pletely conscioas of his perfection and satisfaction. indeed, it is
obvious that Philosophy cin be nothing other than a form oi serf-
consciousness. If the Sciences, for ex-ample, Mathematics, relate
to the real which gives them a contenr (i^.e., a meaning) ti,rrough
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the intermediary of-space-time, Philosophy relates to the real only
through self-consciousness. wirhout this- pivot of self-conscious-
nes,- so-called "metaphysical" philosophical speculations are fust
as "formal," empty of content-that is, deprived of every kind
of. meaning-as the speculations of pure malhematics. Therefore,
Philosophy that is something orher ihan a simple ,,menral geme"

_comparable to a card game implies and presupposes the id-eal of
Wisdom undersrood as full and perfecr Sblf-Consciousness.

- Now we can bring the Philosopher and the Wise Man face to
tace.

rrnsr: If Wisdom is the art of. ansusering all questions that can
be. asked concerning human existence, Philosophy is the art of
asking them; the Philosopher is the man who alwayi ends up asking
a question that he cen no longer answer (and that he can-answei
when he wants to answer it at all costs, only by ceasing to be a
Philosopher,- without thereby becoming a Wise-Man: t[at is, by
answering either with something that is in contadiction with the
rest of his discourse, or with an appeal to an incomprehensible and
ineffable "unconscious").

sEcoND: If the Wise Man is the man who is satisfred by what
he ri-i.e., by that of which he becomes conscious in himslH, the
Philosopher becomes conscious of his state of nonsatisfaction; the
Philosopher is essentially a discontented men (which does nor
necesarily mean an unhappy man); and he is discontented, as
Philosopher, by the sole faCt of not knoa:ing that he is satisfied.
If we warrt to be nasty, we can say rhar the philosopher is dis-
contented because he does not know what he wants. But if we
want to be just, we must say that he is discontented because he
does not knoas whar- he wanis. He has desires, like everyone. But
the satisfacion of his desires does not sadsfy him, as philosopher,
as lolgas he does notunderstdnd rhem, that is, as long as he-does
not fit them inro the coherenr asbole of his discourse that reveals his
existence-that is, as long as he does not iustif y them (generally,
but not necessarily, this justification takes the form of a so-callid
"moral" iustification). And that is why the ideal of unconscious
"Wisdom" or "satisfaction" does not exist for the Philosopher:
the simple fact of not understanding hrs well-being, his pleasure,
his joy, or his happiness, or even his "ecsresy," would som"e to
make him discontenred, unsatisfied. Now, if conscious satisfaction
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Ilnds expressionin identitl to self, consciousness of nonsatisfaction
provokes and reveals e change: the Philosopher is the man who
cbanges, essendally; and who changes consiiously, who oazts to
change, who wants to become and to be other than he is, and
wants all this solely because he does not knoqs that he is satisfied
by what he is. Now, since self-consciousness fnds expression in a
dis-course (Logos) and since a discourse that reveals t change is
called a dialectical discourse, we can say that every philoroph"t
is necesarily a dialectician.2

THrRD: [f the Wise Man serves as the model for himself and
for others (which meens: for Philosophers, thar is, for those who
tend toward the ideal realized by the Wise Man), the philosopher
is, so to speak, a negative model: he reveals his existence only in
order to show that one mu$ not be like him. to show that man
wants to be not Philosopher, but Wise Man. Hence the philosopher
changes because he knous what he ought not to be and whai he
ougbt to become. In orher words, hJ realizes a progress in his
changes.s

Therefore, the Philosopher's dialectical discourse, which reveals
his change, reveals e progress. And since every reaealed progress

\1s. t pelagogical va[ue. it can be said, in surnmary, thar ei,ery
Philosophy is necessarily (as Plato saw very well) a pedagogical
dialectic or a dialectical pedagogy, which starts with thi fi^I q-oes-
tion relative to the existence of the one who asks ir and finallv
ends, at least in principle, in Wisdom, that is, in the answer (if
only virtual) to a/l possible questions.

The fact that a man has decided to read the phenomenology
proves that he loves Philosophy. The fact that he understands the
Pbenomenologl proves thaihe is a philosopher, since, by reading
and understanding it, he actually makes the consciourrr.r, h. had oT
himself groat. As a Philosopher, he is interested in himself and not

- 
2 His- dialectic, according to the 6rst definition of wisdom, can be reduced in

the final analysis to a series of questions (relating to his exisience) and answers.3It is obvious, by the way, that if the rerm ,.progress', is meaningful only in
relation to e conscious change, eoery consciou, 

"h"rrg" 
is necessarily- a progress.

Indeed, given chat Self-Consciousness implies and pr"iupposes nrcrnoryt ii can be
said that every change in the domain of self-consciousness means n ertension
of self-consciousness. Now, I do not believe that progress cen be defined other-
wise than in the following manner: there is progr-ss from A to B, if A cen be
understood from B but B cannot be understood from A.
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interested in all those who are not Philosophers-i.e., those who,
frcm principle, refuse to read the Phenonenology end hence to
extend their self-conscioumess. Leaving them to their own fate and
returning to himself, the Philosopher learns through the phenome-
nology that, being a Philosopher, he is a "lover-of Wisdonr,,, rs
it is defined in and by this book. This is to say that he learns that
he wants to be e Wise Man: namely, a periectly self-conscious
man, fully satisfied by this coming to consCiousnesi, and thus serv-

ilq * t. model for all his "colleagues." And, by seeing in the
Wise Man the human ideal in general, the Philosopher aitributes
to himself as Philosopher a human value withoui equal (since,
according to him, only the Philosopher can become a Wise Man).

The whole question reduces to knowing if the Philosopher can
truly hope to become a Wise Man. Hegel tells him thaf he can:
he claims to have attained Wisdom (in and by the phenome-
nology). But Plato says no: man will never attain Wisdom.

[n order to come to a decision. one must know what both of
these attitudes mean. One must understand the siqnificance of:
(r) the acceprance of the ideat of. Wisdom and th! denial of im
realization (Plato's case); (z) the assertion of a man who says he
rs a Wise Man (Hegel's case).

S E C O N D  L E C T U R E

We have come to the following result:
Philosophy is meaningful and has a reason for existing only in

the event that it presents itself as the road leading to Wisdom,
or at least to the extent that it is guided by the ideal of the Wise
Man. Inversely, acceptance of the ideal of the Wise Man neces-
sarily leads to Philosophy conceived as e means of attaining this
ideal, or at least of directing oneself by it and toward it.

With respect to the def.nition of the Wise Man and the Philoso-
pher, Plato, who marks the beginning of classical philosophy,
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egrees with Hegel, who marks its end. About the Wise Man, the
only possible fundamental divergence is that which exists berween
Hegel and Plato-i.e., while accepting the ideal of the Wise Man
and the Platonic-Hegelian definition of him, one can eirher assert
or-d-eny the possibility of realizing Wisdom, of actually becoming
a Wise Man after being a Philosopher.

Let us now see what this divergence means. Cenainly one can.
like Placo, deny rhe possibility of realizing Wisdom. Bui then, one
of two things: either the ideal of the Wise Man is never realized
anywhere; and then the Philosopher is simply a madman, who
claims or wants to be what one ian not be and (what is worse)
what he knoans to be impossible. Or else he is not a madman; and
then his ideal of Wisdom is or will be realized, and his definition
of the Wise Man is or will be a truth. But since it cannot, by
definition, be realized by man in ime, it is or will be realized by a
being otber rhan man, outside of time. We all know that ro"lt 

"being is-called God. Therefore, if with Plato one denies the possi-
bility of the human Wise Man, one must either deny philosophy,
or asseft the exisrence of God.

Let us make this assertion and see what it meens. On the one
hand, truth reveals what rs. on the other hand, it remains eternaly
idmical to itself. Therefore, it reveals a being that remains in
identiqy to_itself. Now-by definition, the min who eternally
remains a Philosopher always changes. (And since the Worft
implies changing man, this World in its entirety also changes).
Human discourse contains truth, then, only to tite .*t".rt ttt-"t it
reveals being otber than man (and the World); it is true only to
the extent that it reveals God, who is the only being that is'per-
fect, satisfied, and, consciou.r of itself and of its-perfeci satisfaction.

5.1": all philosophical progress is, in facr, nor an anthropo-
logrcal, but a theo-logical-progress. Wisdom for man *."nr, no,
pertect coming to consciousness of sef, but perfect knowledge of
God.

. fh. oppgrition berween Plato and Hegel, then, is nor an oppo-
siion uithin Philosophy. [t is _an opposiiion berween philosJfhy
and Theology-that is, in the final analvsis, between Wisdom and
Religion. From rhe subjecthte poinc of vicw this opposition can
be presented in the following m"nn.r, the philosoplier hopes to
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attain Wisdom (which, for him, is sef-consciousness) through a
contr:uloas 

_process of dialectical pedagogy, in which each step is
conditioned and determined only by a[ ihe preceding steps; 

^the

Religigus man, on the other hand, can hope to 
"ttJtt 

Wirdorn
(which, for him, is knowledge of Goil) only by an abrupt jump,
by what is called a "conversion," which is conditioned, ai l"ast in
p1ft, by an element extemal to the process that leads to it and
which is called "revelation" or "grece." From the objectiae point
of view, the -same opposition can be presented in the follorring
manner: the knowledge that the Philosopher is supposed to end
with can be revealed as absolute or total-i.e., ai'entirely and
definitively true, only by being revealed as circular (which'-"rn,
that in developing ir, one ends at the point from which one
started); the knowledge that the Religioui man ends up with, on
the contrary, is absolute or total without being circular. Or else,
if you prefer: the chcle of religious or theolo-gical knowledge is
closed gdy 9l a 'tingle point," which interrupts the contiriuiry
of the line, this point being God. God is r paiticuldr being (be-
cause essenrielly different frcm the World and from man) thar is
nevertheless absolute end, total. Hence knowledge 

's 
total as soon

as-it implies a perfect understanding of. God. Tf,us, the remainder
of absolute knowledge, which deaF with man and the World, can
be partial-thar is,_open, noncircular. For the atheistic philosopher,
on the other hand, circularity is the one and only guarantee of
totality-that is, of the absolute tuth of. knowledgi. Moving from
knowledge to empiricnl reality, we can express thJsame opp-osition
thus: €'iven that the Wise Man's knowled-ge reveals nothin other
than Man in the World, the reality that tiansforms this roTal and
circulm knowledge into truth is ihe aniaersal and, bomogeneous
State ("homogeneous" here means free from internal contradic-
tions: from class strife, and so on); therefore, the Philosopher can
attain absolute knowledge only after the realization of this State,
that is to say, after the completion of History; for the Religious
man, on the other hand, the uniaersal and, bomogeneous reality
that proves his total knowledge to be true is not the State, but
God, who is supposed to be universal and homogeneous * any
moment ushatsoeaer of the historical evolution of the World and
Man; hence the Religious man can attain his absolute knowledge
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et any historical moment uhatsoever, in any real conditions; for
this to take place, it is sufficient thxr Goil reveal himself to (or in
and by) a man.{

In the final analysis, and speaking very generally, there are three,
and only three, possible qppes of existential attitudes:

First, one can deny the Platonic-Hegelian ideal of the Wise Man.
ln other words, one cen deny that the supreme value is contained
in Sef-Consciousness. By deciding for this attirude, one decides
against eaery kind of Philosophy. But there is more. It musr be
said that, all thingp considered, this decision takes away the mean-
ing of a// human discourse whatsoever. In its radicai form, this
attitude ends in absolute silmce.

Therefore: First, by reiecting the ideal of Wisdom, one decides
against all meaningful discourse in favor of an absolute silence or
a "language" deprived of every kind of meaning (mathematical,
musical "languages," and so on). Second, in accepting this ideal
but denying thatmdn can realize it, one opts for 

" 
discours" which

is, to be sare, meaningful but which ."iater to a realiry that is
essentidlly other than mine: one op$ against Philosophy for

rI do not dwell on these questions at gireater length beceuse I shall have to
tllk about them in my cotnmentary on chapter VIII. I should only like to mention
that the history of philosophy does indeed confirm this way of looking at things-

1a-"l}., that to deny the possibility of the Wise Man is to transform philosophy
into Theology, and to deny God is necessarily to asserr ttre possibiliry of manis
realizing Wisdom (some day).

- -Plato,- who denied this possibility, saw very well that his dialectical, pedegogical,
philosophical discourse could be meaningful only provided that it was theoiogi""l,
always being related in the final analysis to the tv dyo06v, to the tanscmdent
perfect one. And the wisdom to which his philcophy is supposed to lead is
(according to the seventh "Leaey'') a "conversion," which ends in a contempla-
tion of God in silezca. Aristotle, who wanted to eliminare the rrarccenimt
d'ya06v ftom Platonism and to maintai n the absorute value of discourse, immedi-
ately proceeded to asse* the possibiliry of realizing wbdom on earrh. Descanes'
case is even more significant (trecause less consciJus). He denies the possibility
of Wisdom, since he defnes man by arcr (whereas Hegel defines him as the
being that ooercomet error through action). And to be able to develop his
system, he must introduce from the beginning a transcendent God: the totohty-
i.e,, the ciroalariry-of the synem is not what guarantees its ..uth in each oi its
parts' but the direct relation of is perts to rhe single total being-that is, to God,
who is thus the only guarantee of all truttr, Spinoza, on the other hand, who
v/ents to eliminate the transcendent element of certesianisrq develops his rystem
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Theology. Finally, third, one can opr for philosophy. But then
one is f orced to accept the possibility of some dry iealizing the
ideal of Wisdom.

With full tnowledge of the problem, Hegel opts for this third
attitude. And he does not merely opr for it.ln thi phenornenology
he tries to prove that it is the onll one posible. 

'

- Actually, he does nor succeed in doing so. He cannor refute
those who aspire to an existential ideal that excludes Self-Con-
sciousness, or at the very least the indefnite extension of serf-
Consciousness. And as for Theology, he only succeeds in showing
that the Religious man's existence is necessarily an existence iir
,nl"ppj1"rr, But since he himself says that the Religious man is
sdtisfed by his unhappiness, he cannor refute him either, unless he
appeals once more to the extension of seff-consciousness. Now,
this extension no longer interests the Reiigious men, once he
believes he has attained perfect understanding of God.

In short, the Phenomenology only shows ihat the ideal of the
Wise Man, as it is defined therein, is the necessary ideal of. pbiloso-
pby, and of -eaery philosophy-thar is, of every man who purs the
supreme vafpe on Self-Conscioxtsness, which is precisell a con-
sciousness of self and not of something e/se.

This restricdon is by no means rn objection to the phenome-
nology. Indeed, Hegel writes the Phenqmenology to answer the
question, "What am I?" Now, the man who arfts this question-
that is, the man who, before continuing to live and act, wants to
become conscious of himself-is by dJfnition t philosopher. To
answer the question, "What am I?" therefore, is necesarily to talk
about the Philosopher. In other words, the man with w'hom the

in a book entided Etbics, whtch aeats of lnman Wisdom. Finally Kant, in dis-
covering the transcendental, believes he can do without the transcendent; or
else, what is the same thing: he believes he can avoid the altemativc of asserting
or denying Wisdom by supposing an infinite or indefnite philosophical p*gorr.
But we know that this was but an illusion: to be sure, he does not need God in
each of the two parts of his 'system," but he cmntot do without God if he wents
to make a system out of these rwo parts,-i.e. to unite them; tctualln he rbandons
the "System" and merely attaches the two ,,critiques,' together by means of a
rhi:rd "Critique"; and he knows full well that this union hes the value, not of a
truth,,but of a simple "as if'; in order to make this System become theological,
it sufrces to transform the third ',Critiqtu,, into e third part of the "Synatt."
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Pbenomenology b concerned is not man simply, but the Philoso-
pher (or more exactly, the Pbenomenology is concerned with the
various human types only to the extent that these types are inte-
grated in the person of the Philosopher who analyzes himself
in it-that is, in the person of Hegel, who wonders, "What am I?").
No wonder, then, that Hegel menages to prove to the man who
reads the Phenornenology (and who is consequently himself a
Philosopher) that man as he is described in the Pbenmnenology
tends (ever more consciously) toward the ideal of Wisdom and
at last realizes it. Indeed, the man who gives a con plete answer
to the question "What am I?" is by definition a Wise Man. That
is to say that in ansusering (in the strict sense of the word) the
question "What am I?" one necessarily enswers, not ('I am a
Philosopher," but "I am a Wise Man." 6

Therefore: the answer to the question asked in the Phenome-
nology is at the same time the proof of. the reality of Wisdom, and
hence a refutation of Plato end of Theology in general by fact.
The whole question, therefore, is to know if the answer given at
the end of the Phenomenology, or more exa*.ly by the entirety
of this work (or by its first seven chapters), is truly a total answer,
an enswer to all posible questions relating to human existence, and
consequently to the existence of him who asks them. Now, Hegel
believes that he proves the totality of the answer by its circalarity.

This idea of circularity is, if you will, the only onginal element
introduced by Hegel. The definition of Philosophy and Wisdom
that he gives or presupposes is that of all philosophers. The aser-
tion that Wisdom is realiznble had already been made by Aristotle.
The Stoics even asserted that Wisdom was already reilized. Atnd
it is more than likely that certain Epicureans qpoke of the Wise
Man in the first person. Ffowever, none of these thinkers indicated
a sufficient titerion for the determination of the Wise Man. In
pracdce, they always settled for the fact of sdtisfactionz either in
its subiective aspect ("immobiliry," absence of desires, and so on);
or in its objective especr of identiry to oneself, of conscious agtee-
ment with oneself (which is usually presented from the ethical

I And the Discourse of the man who knoats that he is Wise is no longer the
Phcnommology, which is stilt a philocophy (ie., the discourse of one who
aspites to Wisdom), but the finished Sciente-i.e., the Encyclopaedia.
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point of view). But no one ever succeeded in proving that the
pretender to Wisdom actually realized fullness of Self-Conscious-
tze$. Now, we have seen that without rbls aspect of Wisdom, the
ideal itself is no longer meaningful.

Hegel, I believe, is the 6rst one ro find an answer (I do not say
"the answer") to the question of knowing whether the under-
standing that one has of oneself, and consequently the understrnd-
ing that one has in general, is, or is no\ total, unable to be sur-
passed, unable to be moilified-that is, znhsersdlly nd definitiaely
valid or absolutely true. According to him, this answer is given by
the circulariry of the understanding or knowledge. The Wise
Man's "absolute Knowledge" is circular, rnd dll circular knowl-
edge (only oze such knowledge is possible) is the "absolure
Knowledge" of the Wise Man.

To ask any question whatsoever leads sooner or later, after a

tonger or shorter series of enswersnuestions, to one of the questions
found within the circular Knowledge that the Wise Man possesses.
To start with this question and to proceed logically necessarily
Ieads to the starring point. Thus it is clear thai all possible ques-
tions-answers have been exhausted; or, in other words, t iotal
answer has been obtained: each pan of the circular Knowledge
has for its answer the asbole of this knowledge, which-being
circular-is the entirety of all Knowledge.

It is known that Hegel asserted that his knowledge is circular,
and that circulariry rs the necessary and saficimr condition of
absolute truth-that 

':r., 
of complerc, unhtersal, and defnitizte (or

"eternal") truth. But people generally forget (and only in the
Phenommology do they learn) that the conception of circulariry,
like every Hegelian conception, has a double aspect: rn ideal or,
if you will, absuact especr; tnd t real oq if you-will, concrere or
"existendal" aspect. And it is only the entirety of both aspects rhat
constirutes what Hegel calls the Begriff (the concrete concept).

The real aspect of the "circulariry" of Wisdom is the "circular"
eristence of the Wise Man. In the Wise Man's absolute Knowl-
edge, each question is its own answer, but is so only because he
goes through the totality of questions-enswers that forms the en-
tirery of the System. Likewise, in his existence, rhe Wise Man
remains in identity with himself, he is closed up in himself; but he
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remains in idenrtty with bbnself because he passes through the
totality of others, and he is closed up in himself because he closes
up the totality of others in himself. Which (according to the Pbe-
noruenology) means, quite simply, that the only man who can be
Wise is a Citizen of the uniaersal aLnJ homogeneous State-that s
to say, the Srate of the Tun Aller und leder, in which each man
exists only through and for the whole, and the whole exists
through and for each man.

The absolute Knowledge of the Wise Man who realizes perfect
self-consciousnes is an enswer to the question, "What am Il" The
Wise Man's real existence must therefore be "circular" (that is to
say, for Hegel, he must be a Citizen of the universal and homo-
geneous State) in order that the knowledge rhar reveals this exist-
ence may itself be circular-i.e., an absolute truth, Therefore: only
the Citizen of the perfect Stare can realize absolute Knowledge.
Inversely, since Hegel supposes that every man is a Philosopher-
that is, made so as to become conscious of what he is (at least, it is
only in these men that Hegel is interested, and only of them that
he qpeaks)*a Citizen of the perfect State always eventually under-
stands himself in end by a circular-i.e., absolute-knowledge.

This conception entails a. very imporrant consequence: Wisdom
can be realized, according to Hegel, only at the end of History.o

This too is universally undersrood. It was allr'avs known that
for Hegel, not only dois the coming of Wisdom complete His-
tory,? but also thar this coming is possible only at the end of
History. This is known, but why this is true is not always very
well understood. And one cennot underscand this as long as one
does not know that the Wise Man must necessarilv be Citizen of
the unhtersal (i.e., nonexpandible) tnd homogenioas (i.e., non-
transformable) State. And one cannor know this until one has
understood rhat this State is nothing other than the real basis (the
"substructure") of the circularity of the absolute System: the

e For according to the endyses of the Pbenonmology, drc Stete in question
necessarily marks the end of the history of humanity (that is, of humrnity that
is *lf-conscious or aspires to this consciousness),

r Which is trivial, fot if eoerytbing is known, there is actually no longer any
means of mahing progress or of changing (that is, for the Pbilosopber; but only
for him does this problem exist).
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Citizen of this Srare, as active Citizen, realizcs the circularity that
he reaeals, as contemplative Wise Man, through his System.s

Therefore, for Hegel there is a double criterion for ihe realiza-
tion of.Wisdom: on the one hand, the universality and homogeneity
of the State in which the Wise Man lives; and on the othei hand,
the circularity of his Knowledge. On the one hand, IN rhe phe-
nomenology, Hegel has described the perfect State: the reader need
only observe the hisrorical reality in order ro see rhat this State is
real, or at least to be convinced of its imminent realization. On
the other hand, BY the Pbenomenology, Hegel has shown that his
knowledge is circular. And that is why he believed he could assert
that he actually realized in his person the ideal of all Philosophy-
that is, the ideal of Wisdom.

What is our attitude with respect to all thisl
I said that we are faced with three, and only three, possibilities.

I believe we can eliminate the first without discussioi. First, be-
cause strictly speaking, it cannot be discussed; end next, because
t!1 very fact of our study of the Phmommolagy proves thar
silent serisfzction (to which this first possibiliry finally reduces)

a Staning from this conception, we understand Hegel's attitude toward plato.
According to Hegel, Plato was right in denying the possibility of the
Wise Maa. For Plato's "Ided" Sate (which according to Hegel, moreover,
merely reflects the real State of his time) is not the universal and homogeneous
State; the Citizen of this State, therefore, is not "circular," and hencc the lrrowl-
edge of this Citizen, which reveals his Citizen's realiry, is not circular either.
Accordingly, the attempt to assetr the possibility of the Wise Man within this
imperfect State made it necessary to transform the very ided of Wisdom into
the caricacure of the Scoic and Skeptic "Wise Man." Hegel has shovrn in the
Pbmonenology that these would-be "Wise Men" ere nft at dl conscious of
themselves, And as soon as such a becomes self-conscious, he immedi-
ately sees thet he does not realize perfection. He even sees thet he cannot
realize it. And thus it is thag becoming a Christian, he thinks that perfection has
been realized ourside of the World and Man, by God. Thus, the would-be
"Wise Man," having become a Christian, rediscovers the Platonic, or better.
theological, conception. Btthe te-discooet Plttoi therefore he is more conscious
than Plato, That is to say, he knows ashy he cannot be a Wise Men; he knows
that he cannot be a Wise Man beceuse the Stare in which he exiss is not perfect.
He cen then have the idea of a perfect State and ty to realizc it. And at the
moment he does this, he will become (by ceasing to be a Platonist and a Chris-
tian) a Hegelian; more execdy-he will be Heget the rcal Wilr- Mar\ the nrc-
cessfzl Aristotelian, Stoic, end Skeptic. If you please, this is Plato agtin: Hegelian
philosophy is t theo-logy; however, its God is the Wisc Man.
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does not tempt us overmuch. Therefore only one serious dilemma
remains for us, the dilemma: Plato or Hegel-that iso in the final
analysis, the dilemmat Theo-logy or Philo+ophy.

Now, we are faced with a fact. A man who is clearly not mad.
named Hegel, claims to have realized Wisdom. Thereflre, before
deciding for or against Philosophy or Theology-that is, for or
against the assertion of the impossibility of realizing Wisdom-
we must see whether or not Hegel was right in asserting that he
is a Wise Man, whether through his very biing he has not already
sealed once for all the question that interests us.

And in order to resolve this question we must see: ( r ) if the
crurent -state of things acually corresponds to what for Hegel is
the perfecr State and the end of History; and (z) if Hegel's
Knowledge is truly circular.

The answer to the first question seems very easy at fint sight-
the perfect Statel Possible, of course, but wi are-indeed far?om
it. However, ar the time of writing the Phenornenology in rgo6,
Hegel, too, knew full well that the State was nor yet realized in
deed in all its perfection. He only asserted that the germ of this
State was present in the World and that the necesary and suffi-
cient conditions for its growth were in existence. Now, can we
with cenainry deny the presence of such a germ and such condi-
tions in our Worldl And even if we wantedlo deny it, we would
not succeed in settling once for all the question of Hegelian Wis-
dom. For we certainly cannot assert, bn the basis 6f 

"rt"-pt,
**dtqqae, that the State in question is impossible in princi[Ie.
Now i{ this State is possible, Wisdom is also possible. And then
no need to abandon Philosophy and take flight into some Religion
or other; hence no need to subordinate thi consciousness th-at I
have of myself to a coming to consciousnes of what I am not: of
God, or of some inhuman perfection (esthetic or other), or of
race, people, or netion.

Whaq then, does the fact that the perfect State foreseen by

Y:gd is.not yet realized mean for us? In these conditions Hegelt
philosophy, especially the anthropology of the pbenomenol1gy,
c€ases to be a trutb, since it does not reveal a reality. But it is not
thereby necessarily an error. It would be an error onv ir it could
be proved that rhe universal and homogeneous srate thar he has
in view is impossible. But this cannot 6e proved. Now, what is
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neither an error nor a truth is an idea, or, if you prefer, an ideal.
This idea can be transformed into mtth only by negating action,
which will destroy the World that does not correspond tothe idea
and will create by this very destruction the World in conformity
with the ideal. In other words, one can accept the anthropology
of the Pbmomenology, even with the knowledge that the perfJ&
man (the Wise i\{an) with whom it is finally concerned is not yet
realized, only on the condition that one wents rc act with a view
to the realization of the Hegelian State that is indispensable to the
existence of this man-to act, or at least rc accept and "justify"
such an ection, if it is done by someone, somewhere.

However, this by no means exemprc us from studying the second
Hegelian criterion, thet of circularity.

Still less, given that it is infnitely more important then the first.
In the first case+nd of History perfect State-what is involved
is a verification of fact, that is to say, of something essentially
uncertain.In the second-circulariry-what is involved is a logical,
rational analysis, in which no divergence of opinion is possible.
Accordingly, if we see thar Hegel's system actually is cirCular, we
m-ust conclude in spite of appearances (and perhaps even in spite
of common sense) that History is completed and consequently
that the State in which this system could be realized is the perfeit
State. This, by rhe way, is what Hegel himself did, as we know.
After the fall of Napoleon, he declared that the Prussian State
(which, in other respects, he detests) was the definitive or perfect
State. And he could not do otherwise, given that he was convinced
of the circularity of his system.

Therefore, the whole question for us reduces to this: if the
Phenomenology is actually circular, we must accepr it ouuight,
along with everything that follows from it; if it is not, we must
consider it as a hypothetical-deductive whole, and verify all the
hypotheses end deductions one by one.o

One must begin, therefore, by studying the Pbenomenology
e Moreover, it is not zuficient drat the Phmomettology be circulrr: the Logic

(otthe EncXclofaedia) mux be so, too; end, what is much more irr,portant, the
System in is enthety, thet is to say, the entirety of. the phenomenology and the
Encyclopaedk, must also be circular, Now, it is precisely there that the non-
circularity of Hegcl's system is perfecdy obvious. But here I can say so only in
passing and without proof.
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from the point of view of its circularity. However, before doing
this, one must: ( r ) know what this requirement of circularity
means; and (z) understand why the rruly rrue, absolute truth can
onlv be circular.
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A NOTE ON ETERNITY, TIME,

AND THE CONCEPT

Complete Tert of the Sirth tfuough Eighth Leciures

of the Acailemic Year r39&rg9

S I X T H  L E C T U R E

To speak of the appearance of Science in the concrere reality of
the historical World makes it necessary to speak of a before-and
an after-that is, of a becoming, and consequently of Tirne. In
asking the question of the relation berween Stienci and objective
Reality, therefore, one must ask the quesrion of the relation berween
Science and'fime. And this is what Hegel does in the Second Stage
of the Second Section of the Second Part of Chapter VIil.

The problem that we are tackling here is far from new. One
can even sey that it has been asked as long as philosophy has existed.

lndeed, all philosophies have sought, and generally claim to have
found, the uuth, or at least some ffuths. Now, truth in the strict
sense of the term is supposed to be a thing that cennot be either
modified or denied: it is, as we sey, "universally and necessarily"
vafid-i.e., it is not subiect to changes; it is, as we also sry, eternal
or nontemporal. On the other hand, there is no doubt thar ir is
f ound at a ceftain moment of time and that it exists in time, because
it exists through and for Man who lives in the World. Therefore,
to pose the oroblem of truth, even partial truth, is neassarily to
pose the problem of time, or more panicularly, the problem of
the relation berween time and the eternal or berween time and the
intemporal. And this is the problem thar Hegel poses and resolves
in the "Second Srage" in question.

To use Hegel's terrns, we cen call the coherent whole of con-
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cepnul understanding that lays claim to the truth-Begriff, Con-
cepl And, indeed, the truth is always a "concepr" in the broad
s91se, that is to say, a coherenr whole of, words having a meaning.
Then we cen pose the problem by asking what the lehtions aie
between the Concept and Time.

Hegel answers this question in the very first words of the Second
Stage; and one mu$ say that he answers it in quite an unexpected
manner. This is what he says (page 55S, lines rerr): "DiieZeit
ist der Begriff selbst, der da,'st" ("Tirne 's 

the Concepr itself,
which is there [in empirical existence]"). And it must be under-
lined that in writing this suange sentence, Hcgel weighed his words
carefully. For he abeedy said exactly the samt thingin the Preface
to the Phenomenolocy, where we read (page 3e, lines 33-37):
"Wa die Zeit betriftr . , . so ist sie der daseiende Begrifi selbst"
("In what concerns Time,lit must be said that] it is the Concept
itself which exists empirically").

It is very clen: "Die Zeit ist der daseiende Begriff selbst.,, And
at the seme time, it is quite incomprehensible. In order to under-
stand better what Hegel means, ir is useful briefly to review the
solutions to the problem that Plato and Aristotie, Spinoza and
Kant proposcd before him. This is what I am going to do in the
sixth through eighth lecttues.

_ The problem is to establish a positive or negative relation beween
the.Colceptand Time. Now, it is obvious that there is only e very
limited number of possibilities here, as the following iormulas
show:

I .  C = E  ,  F  ( a . o u t s i d e o f T
II. C : E,l and relates . I i' +--- [a. i" r

m .  C = T  ( o ' ^

lff. C = T']

C qymbolizes_the Concept. Not some determined concepr or
other, but rbe Concept-that is, the integration of all concepts,
the complete sysrem of concepm, the ',ide-a of ideas," or the ider
in the Hegelian (Cf, Logik) and Kandan sense of the word. T
designates Time or temporal realiry. E represents the opposite of
Time-that is, Eternity, nontemporal realiry in the pasirioe sense.
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f,'5ignifies "eternal," as opposed to ,,Eterniry." (Just x this table
iq. without. being Being, thi Concept can bi conceived es eternal
witho'r being Erernity: it "panicipites" in Eternity, it is an erernal
function of Eternity, and so on; bot Eternity itsltr is somethinE
other than the Concept.) Finally, 7, is the .,temporel,,' distinl
guished from Time itielf as the "erernel" is distinguished from
Eternity.

The formulas, then, can be read as follows. First possibility:
the Concept rs Eterniqy. Hence it is related to nothing: it is oL_
viously nor related to Time; and it is not related to Eter:nity either,
:i1:. tI is Eternity. This is parmenides' position. (But since the
fully developed and ruly underscood pannenidean point of view
is known to us only through Spinoza, it is of him thai I shall speak
in. discusing this.posibiliryl. rnird possibirity: the conceit is
Time, and hence ii reldted'neither to 

-Eternity-nor 
to Time; this

is Hegel's-p-osition. Possibilities I and III, beingidentifications, can-
not be subdivided. on the other hand, possiiility I/ is subdivided
into two possibilities, the first of which has in rurn rwo variants;
thus three posible ry-pas of ghllosophy are obtained, and all philoso-
phres-_other than those of Parmenides-Spinoza and Hegel can
actually be divided up emong these rhree types.t

There is still possi&r lity IVl. the concept is te*poral. But this is
no longer e,,philosophical possibility. Foi this (skeptical) type of
tfough.t makes all philosophy impoisible by denying the'very idea
ot truth: berng temporll, the concepr essentially changes; ihat is
to- sal thar there rs no definitiae knowledge, hente no iue knowl_
gdge- i1 the proper sense of the word. pisibitity I1l, on the other
hand, is.compatible with the idea of truth; for if everything that
is rz Time (i.e., everything that rs temporal) always ,lfrogrr,
Time itself does not change.

- pnce again, then, the second possibility divides into two. Since
it is eternal, and not Eternity , the concept is rerated to somerhing

r At least with regard to the problem that interests us. This problem, more-
over' expresses the essential content of every philosophy, so thai it can be said
that in general there are only five ineducibre-i.e, essentialry difierent-philo-
soghicel rypes: an impossible rype (posibitiry I: parmenides-spinoza); three
relatively possible, but insu{ficient rypes (possibility II: plato, Aristotle, Kanr);
and a true rype, which, by the way, needs to be det:eloped, rc be realizedi f.oi
I personally believe that this has not yet been done (Hegel and Hcidegger repre-
sent this third possibiliry).
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otber than itself. Whence two variants: (r) the encient or pegen
variant, according to which the eterndl Concept is related to
Eternity; a variant clearly formulated by Plato and Aristotle (who
agree on this point); and (z) the modern or Judaeo-Christian
varient, clearly formulated by Kant: the eternal Concept is related
to Time. The first variant in turn implies two posible rypes:
( r ) the eternal Concept releted to Eternity which is outside of
Time (Plato); and (z) the eternal Concept relared toEterrrtry in
Time (Aristotle).2

The universe of ideas, the idea of ideas-this in Plato is what in
Hegel is called Begriff, Concept (or in the Logik, Idea). The
World of phenomena is what Hegel calls Dasein empirical Ex-
istence. To simplify, then, ler us speak of "Concept" and of
"Existence." Existence is essentially cbange-thar is, a temporal
entity. On the other hand, there is change only in Existence-
that is, Existence is not only temporal, but Time itself. The Con-
cept, on the other hand, does not-essentially-chmge. There-
fore it is essentially something other thtn temporal, and other than
Time. Hence it would be tempting to say with Parmenides (and
Spinoza) thar it is Eternity. But Plato does nor sey so; for he
believes he has discovered that the Concept (i.e., the Logos, the
usord<r discourse endowed wirh a meaning) s reloted ro some-
thing that is other than the Concept (or the word) itself. (Here
is the point where Plato, and Platonizing philosophers from Plato
to Kant, must be attacked, if one wants to avoid the disagreeable
anthropological consequences implied by their philosophies).
Therefore the Concept is not Eterniry. It is merely eiernal. botrse-
quently one must pose the problem of the reldtions berween the
eternal Concept on the one hand, and Time and Eternity on the
other.

Let us first state a fact of which Plato is not ignorant: real,
empirically existing man ufters discourses that have a meaning.
Therefore: concepts, and consequently the integral Concepq su6-

z It is obvious thar the second (the modern) vrrient cennot be subdivided in
the same way as the 6rst (the encient), beceuse there can be no Time m Etemiry.
However, there have been Christian philosophers who--explicitly or implicitly-
made this assertion; but either they made meaningtess plays on words, or else-
unewares-they realized the Hegelian (or atheistic) rype of philosophy.
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sist in time, whtre being by definition eternal-i.e, something
esentially other than time. (They exist in change; but, since the|
do not 

"h"lg:: 
they are necesarily something oiher than changej.

f.f 
we symbolize temporal existence (Man in the World) b-y a

line, we mu$ represent the Concept by a ingular point onthis line,
this point is,essentially otber then the other pointi of the line (see
Figure r ). Now for Plato, the Concept is- related to something
other than itself. (It is on this point that plato criticized pai-
menides-Spinoza;it is on this point that Hegel criticizes plaro and
all other. philosophers: for him, as for Parmenides-Spinoza, the
Concept s related to nothing, excepr to itself ) . Now, being eternal,
the- Concepr must be related to 

-Etemity, 
says plato. (-Aristotle

follows him in this; but Kant opposes it and iays that the eternal
Concept is related to Time). But, Plato says, Etirnity can only be
oatside of Time (which is denied by Aristotle. who discovers
E.ternity inTme). Therefore, *" rn*t complete our schema in
the manner indicated by Figure z.

_ Let us go funher. The appearance of concep$, and even of tbe
C.ongept, in exisrence is not a unique phenomenon. In any cese,
the Concept can eppear at any momint 

-of 
time whatsoever. Hence

the line. that s)rmbo-lizes existence implies seaeral eternar singurar
points. (Figure f ). Now by definition, Eternity-i.e., the Jntiry
to which the Concept is related-is always the sdme; and the reli-
tion of the Concept to rhis encicy is also always the same. There-
fore: at eaery instent of time (of the existence of Man in the
World) rhe same relation to one and the same extratemporal
entity I possible. If we want to symbolize Plato's conception-, we
must therefore modify our schema in the manner indicated by
Figure 4.

Thus we find the schema of the metaphysics of the Timaeus:
a circular time, the circularity of whictr (and the circulariqy of
what,-being temporal, is iz time) is determined by the relation of
what is in Time to what is outside of Time. And 

-at 
the same time

we find the famous "central point" that a Christian theology (i.e.,
in my view, a variant of Platonism) must necessarily intioduce
into the Hegelian circle that symbolizes absolute or circular knowl-
edg_e_. The circle thus drawn can obviously symbolize the totality
of Knoasledge: both of Knowledge relating io Man in the (tem-
poral) World; and of Knowledge relating to what is outside of
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"Pessimistic Skepticism"
or "Relativism"

"Mpticismr

figurc1

?
I
I

I
Egurc2

O
FigurrS

,^.
i \ "optimistic Skepticism',

ft t 
or"Critici$m"

\-/

Figure 10

"Absolute Knowledge"
(Hegel)
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this Knowledge-that is, outside of Man who exists in the World
and outside of the World that implies existing (i.e., ternporal)
Man. This -"cenrral point" (which-necessarily-appears once the
concept is interpreted as t relationship with so*"ihing other thtn
the concept-that is, once the element of transcendelnce is inuo-
duced into Knowledge) has been called God. Funhennore, we
have seen that this tleistic schema has no specificafly christian
asp_ect, since we derived it from the platonic- conception.t

. Let-us say, then, that the "central point" is God. lVe can do so
since for Plato the tv dvo06v, symboliied by this point, is also dctis.

But the name makes no difference. Let us 
""ther 

see what the
thing means. And to this end, let us transform the drawing, that
is to say, make it more precise.

. First, let us simplify. The Concepr can be repeated in time. But
its repetition does not change it, nor does it change its relation to
Eternity;- in a word, it changes nothing. Hence i. 

""r, 
do away

with all the radii of the circle, except f6r one (Figure 5). (Except
for one, for the fact of the Concept;, pr.r.n"" i" ii-" ;" of c"pit'"t
imporcance; now, the point on the circumference symbohzes fuinmt
knowledge which is accomplished in Time). Anh now let us see
what is symbolized by this radius.

The radius symbolizes the relation between the eternal Concept
and Eternity or the eternal Entity. Therefore this reration too'is
nontemporal or eternal. Nevenheiess, ir is clearlv a. relation in the
strict sense-i.e., a relation between two differinr things. There-
fore the radius has, if you will, ectension (in Space, sirrie there is
no Time in it). Therefore we did well to symbolize it by a line
(a dotted line, to distinguish it from the solid temporal line).
However, the relation in quesrion is undeniably double'(Figure 6).
Indeed, on the one hand the (eternal) Concept situated in Time-
i.e., the Word-rises up through itsmeaning to the entiry revealed
b.y thtg meaning;.and on the other hand, this entiry descends
through the meaning toward the Word, which it thui crearcs as
Word out of its phonetic, sound-giving, changing reality. Without

s Generally speeking, it is the schema of il mono-theistic knowledge-that is,
of all Knowledge that recognizes a transcendenee, and only one transcendeni
entiry. And one can say that every philosophy recognizes a transcendence:
except the acosmimt of Parmenides-spinoze (possibility I), and the atbeimt of
Hegel (possibility III).
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the Word, Eterniry would not be represented in Time, end con-
sequently it would not be accessible to Man. And without Eternity,
the Word would have no meaning and would not raise Man above
Time and change; there would be no mttb for Man. (Or, taking
, concept as en example of the Concept: the anrd "Dog" reveals
the essence of the dog, and without this word this esence would
not be revealed to men; but the essence of the dog is what realizes
the meaning of the word; the dog is what allows man to develop
the ,uord "Dog" into a judgment, saying: "the dog is an animal
with four feet, covered with hair, etc.") Generally speaking, there
is a movement from the word to the thing, and a rerurn from the
thing to the word. And it is only this double relation that consti-
tutes the trath or the revelation of reality, that is ro sey, the Con-
cept in the proper sense. And on the orher hand, this double rela-
tion exhausts the truth or the Concept: the (erernal) Concept is
related only to Eternity, and Eternity reveals itself exclusively
through the Concept. Hence, even though they are in Time, they
nonetheles have no relations with Time and the temporal. There-
fore the double, or better, circular, relation of the (eternal) Con-
cept and Eterniry cuts tbrougb the temporal circle. Change as
change remains inaccessible to the Concept. In other words, ihere
is no truth in the temporal, either before or after the Concept.
ThloySh the Concepc one can rise from the temporal to Ererniry;
and then one can fall back to the temporal. But ifter the fall one
is exactly what one was before. [n order to live in the Concept-
that is, in the truth-it is necessary to live oatside of Time in the
eternal circle.In other words, the Lternal circle of absolute knowl-
edge, even though it is in Time, has no relation to Time; and the
entirety of Knowledgeis absolute only to the extent that it implies
an eternal circle which is related only to Eterniry. And that is
w]ry we must represent the Platonic conception of aLsolute Knowl-
edge-in the manner indicated by Figure f. In other words, again
we find the schema of theo-logical Knowledge. (The circle with
a point in the center was bur a simple graphical variant of this
schema.)

Thus we see rhat the difference between the rheological System
and.the atheistic legelian System is to be traced back to the very
beginning point. Speaking in metaphysical terms, we can say rhat
a theistic System properly so-callid-that is, a frankly transcen-
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denmlisr and mono-theistic,system-results as soon as the Concept
(i.e., absolute Knowledge) is defned es en eterndl entity that 

^is

related to Eternity, Eterniry being outside of Time.
Let us see what this means foi the temporal World of phe_

nomena. understanding of this world (and o] Man who rives in it)
is. symbolizea by tl9 large circle. So, let us rake away the small
circle of the eternal concept (Figure g). Then, two intirpretations
are posible.- FTRST, one can say that the arc has fixed, iefinitive,
impassable limits (Figure 9).-Thus we find the schema of the
Knowledge thac I have called ,,m1ntical,'in the broad sense of the
word. Taking God away from i given theological System, rhen,
can lead in the end to_a mystical System, in wf,ich one can speak
of everything except God,'who is issentially inefiable. And if one
is radical, one will say that it cannor euetr b" said of God that
he is God; the most that can be said is that he is ineffable. And
the ineffable Being can reveal itself through whatever you like:

lho"S- h_ "ecstasy," through music, and so on; but noi through
Speech.a

But wjth regard to the other things-i.e., the temporal entities-
eaerything can be said. In other woids, the Knowledge that relates
to them can, in principle, be total, definitive; since Time is limited,
it and its content can be erbaasted bv Discourse. However. in
t"flg eaerything that can be said about the temporal lworidty
and human) reality, one aftains its timit-that is, thi limit of what
is beyond. But the establishment of the presence of the beyond
proves that one cannot be content with Discottrse, even total.-One
sees that one is obliged to go beyond Discourse through t ilence-
"mysticalrt' "ecstaticr" "algorithmig" "sonofousr" or otherwise.

sEcoND, one can say that after the small circle that srrm-
bolizes the eternal Concept has been taken away, the arc of'the
large circle is without limits (its rwo "farrhest" points being on the
small circle that has been removed): Figure A. In this C"se, we
have the schema of skeptical or relative Knowledge-i.e., rhe
schema of the absence of true Knowledge in the strict-sense of the
term. Knowledge is related to Time-that is, to change. Bur since

rln Plato the "mysticd" tendency is very clear: the 2v &yo06v is.teveded"
in and by t silent contempletion.
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Time is now without limits, change never stops. Hence there is no
eternal or definitive Knowledge: there is no epist?mE, there is only
dora. But in another way, even in this case, one can sey that the
circle is closed. Then the ideal of Hegelian absolute Knowledge-
that is, circular Knowledge-is set up (cf. Figure rr). But this
ideal forever remains an ideal: the circle of real Knowledge is
never actually closed (Figure ro). It is the optimistic form of
skepticism. It is the skepticism of the eternal "why," of humaniry
"that always learns," that ceaselessly marches on like an individual
man toward an end that it will never attain. And the truth rcmains
It[fx1ft"-xgcording to the definition of the Devil in "Le Puits de
Sainte Claire." It is also the "eternal task" (easige Aufgabe) of
Kantian Criticism. In the two variants of skeptical knowledge,
then, philosophy as a road that actually leads to Wisdom is
obviously impossible.

InverselR through the introduction of the eternal Concept-
i.e., discursive tuth-into a given "mysdcal" or "skeptical" Sys-
tem, e theo-loeical System is always obtained, even if the term God
does not explicirly enter into it. For in this case the truth would
necessarily reveal a Being situated outside of Time-that is, outside
of the World and Man.

Well then, once more, what does the theological (not the mysti-
cal or skeptical) Sysrem mean for understanding of the temporal
World?

In principle, everything can be said about the World and Man.
Knowledge that relates to them is total. However, in itself, Knowl-
edge relating to Time and the temporal remains relative: it is a
doxa. Only by relating it in its entirery to ercrnnl Knowledge
related to Eterniry can one say something defniiae about the
temporal.

LET us coNsrDER THE woRLD. In theological language (in the
narrow sense of the term) one must say thet events in the
World, as well as the World itself, are contingent: hence there
is no absolute Kno,utledge relating to them. But if, pn impossible,
Gad's designs and His creative will were known, there could be a
true Science of the World. Speaking in symbolic theological terrns,
one can-sey that there is Science relating ro the World only to the
extent that this World implies geometrical elements. Indeed, Kant
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showed us that if algorithm is to be transformed into Discornse,
it must be related either to Time or to Space. Here, since its being
related to Time is excluded by definirion, it can be related only t6
Space (which, in this conception, is a Space outside of Time).
And indeed, one can speak of geometry: ,,the circle', b also t anrd
that has.a-.me-a1ing (and one cxn sdy what it is), as opposed to a
nonspatialized integral, for example, which can be expressed only
by an algorithm. Therefore, the-theological System can fabricate
a, retl-geomety, that is to say, a, geornetrical physics, and nothing
else. Now, this physics can tell us that the eanh is round, bw lt
qrnnot tell us why it atrracm heavy objects (because the force of
att-rection, like every force, is not only'a spatial, but also an essen-
tially temporal phenomenon); and consCquenrly, it cirnnor say
what the eefth is * Eartb-t planet on which trees grow and man
lives.

As FoR rvreN himself, the case is the same for him. There is
true Science concerning him only to rhe extenr rhat he is relared
to Eternity . I cen proae the exisrence of God: it is an eternal rruth.
But I.cannot prove my existence on the same grounds, unless I
conceive- of myself es en eternal idea in God. As for me in my
temporal-or worldly existence, I can know nothing. Moreovei,
absolute Knowledge related to Eternity is precisell what makes
tn abs-olute Knowledge relating to the temporal imposible. Let us
take Christian theology as an example. Wtrat truly matters for rhe
Chrisdan is to know wherher he is saved or damned in consequence
of his_ worldly or temporal existence. Now, the analysis of th"
eternal concept that reveals God shows that this cannot be known,
that this c:ln never be known. If the Christian does not want ro be
"mystical," - that is, to renounce Discourse completely, he must
necesarily be skeptical with respect to his temporal existence. Do
what he will, he will not be certain chat he is-acting well.5

In short, in the theological Sysrem there is an absolute Knowl-
edge in and through Beususstsein, but there is no absolute Knowl-
edge through and in Se/Dsr-bewusstsein.

. Finally, we can presenr the theological Sysrem in its anthropo-
Iogical aspect by explaining the significance in it of the idea- of

*#J.. 
the Christian edmits that God's decision is in conformity with humen
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human freedom (that is to sey, the idea of Man himself, since man
without freedom is but an animal).

We do not need to define freedom here.0
We all have "an idea of what it is," as we say; even if we do not

know how to define freedom. And the "idea" that we have of it is
sufFcient to enable us to say this:

The free act is situated, so ro spea,k, outside of the line of tem-
poral evolution. The hic et nunc, represented by a point on this
line, is determined, fired, defined by the past which, through it,
determines the future as well. The bic et nanc of the free act, on
the other hand, is unexplainable, on the basis of its past; it is not
fixed or determined by it. Even while existing in space-time, the
being endowed with freedom must be able to detach itself from
the hic et nunc, to rise aboae it, to take up a position in relation to
it. But the free act is related to the hic et nanc: it is effected in
given determined conditions. That is ro say: the content of the
hic et rrunc must be preserved, while being'detacbed from the bic
et nunc. Now, that which preserves the content of a perceprion
whife deraching it from the hic et nunc of sensation is precisely
the Concept or the Word that has a meaning. (Thrs table is bound
to the hic et nunc; but the meaning of the uords "rhis table"
exists everywhere and always). And that is why everyone agrees
that only a speaking being can be free.?

As for Plato, who believes that virtue can be taught, and taught
through dialectic-i.e., through Discourse--obviouJy the free ict,
for him, has the same nature as the act of conceptual undersrand-
ing: for him, they are but two complemenrary asp""tr of one and
tne same ttung.

Now, for Plato the Concept is () etemal, and (z) itis related
t9 Eteyity, which (3) is outside of Time. The application of this
definition of the Concept ro the free act leads io the following
results:

- Just as the Concept is not related to the temporal reality in which
doxa reigrx, so the free acr, too, is impossible \n tbis r""li.y. In and

oln poinr of fact, either this word hes no meaning, or else it is the Negatfuitlt
of which Hegel speaks, and which a Dcscartes end a Kant had in view without
speaking of it erlplicidy. Bur no mafter,

? Hegel, it is true, reverses this assenion and says that only a free being cen
speak; but he too maintains the close connection between language end freJdom.
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by the free act, man relares himself to something that is situated
outside of Time. That is, as Plato says in his well-known mwh:
the soul cbooses im destiny before its'birth. There is choice,hince
freedom. But this choice is made outside of temporal existence,
which existence is absolutely determined in its evolution. In his
myth Plato adopts the idea of ..t.*prychosis: the choice can be
repeated, and the choices differ among themselves. But in truth,
this hypothesis does nor fir in well with the entirery of the
Platonic system, in which the nontemporal admits of no variations.
Accordingly, fairly soon one comes to the (gnostic and Christian)
conception of e unique choice, fixed by the rclation bctween the
extra-temporal Eternity (or God) and the free agent. It is the idea
of the Angel who decides once and for all, and outside of time
properly so-called, for or against God, and becomes a "virtuous"
Angel or a forever "fallen" Angel or Devil.8

Generally speaking, this whole conception does not manage to
gxplain temporal exisrence xs sach) that is, as History. Historyhere
is always a comedy, and not a tragedy: the tragic is before or after,
and in eny case outside of, temporal life; this life itself realizes e
program fixed beforehand and therefore, taken in itself, has nefuher
any meaning nor any value.

In conclusion, then, this can be said: every system of theo-
logical absolute Knowledge sees in the Concept zn eternal entity,
which is related to Eternity. And inversely, tbh conception of the
Concept necessarily leads in the end, once developed, to a theo-
logical Knowledge. If, as in Plato, Eterniry is situated outide of
Time, the System is rigorously mono-theistic and radically tran-
scmdmtalist: the being of God is essentidlly different from the
being of him who speaks of God; and this divine Being is abso-
lutely one and unique, that is ro say, it is eternally identical to
itself or it excludes all change.

In relation to the natural World, this System gives a purely

s This conception dso comes to light in the dogma of original sin: in Adam,
man, in his entirery, freely decides once and for all. Here the act is in time; but
it is not related to time; it is related to dre eternal commendment of God, this
God being oatside of time, As for the freedom of man properly so-called-ir
is the smmbling block of all theology, and panicularly of Chtistian theology.
Even if divine elecdon is a cooperation with man (which in itself is quite
"heretical"), human ac$ are iudged dl at once by God, so ther freedom remains
a unique act, situated outside of time and related to Eternity.
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geontettical theory, which can at most operare with the notion of
purely incorporeal "movement" (as Descartes does), but not with
the notion of force: this System admits kinematics or phoronomy,
but excludes dynamics. Consequendy, it does not explain biologicil
phenomena, in which Time is consfituent. And in lehtion to the
human World, this System at best explains "angelic" existence,
but deprives historical life, that is, Man's temporal existence, of
any meaning and value.

S E V E N T H  L E C T U R E

I have discussed ar some length the Platonic concepdon, which
corresponds to possibility II, t, a.

Let us now move on to Arisrotle-that is, to posibiliry II, r, D.

Aristotle saw Plato's dificulties. And at the same dme he made
e greet S:o":t Just like Plato, Aristotle defines the Concept as
eternal. That is, he defnes it as a relation to something else. hnd
this something else for him, as for plato, is not Time bit Eternitv.
(EpistanE exists only in the cosmos in which there are ideas-i.e.,
eternal enrities, having Eterniry as their topos.) But Aristotle saw
what Plato seems not to have seen; namely, that Eterniry is not
outtide of Time, but in Time. Ar the very least, there i, ,orn.-
thing eternal in Time.

In fact, Plato reasoned as follows: All real dogs change; the
gonc:pt "dog," on the other hand, remains identicalio itselfithere-
fore it mu$ be related to an Eterniry siruated outside of real dogs-
that s, outside of Tim_e. (This Etirnity is the ,,idea,, of dog,"and
co1sequently, in the final analysis, thi Idea of ideas.) To 

-whicn

Aristotle answered: to be suri, the concept ,,dog" is retated to
Eterniry;.but Eternirysubsists in Time; f6r if re-al dogs change,
rbe real.dog-+hat p, the species,,dog,'-6o", 

"ot "t""g". 
Si;""

the qpecies is etemal, even though it is lhced inTime, it ii possible
to relate the concept to Erernity iniime. Therefore theie is an
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absolute Knowledge relating to the temporal World, to the extent
that this World implies Eternity. In other words, Plato forgot that
in Heracleitus' river there are perrnanent eddies. Fint of all, they
ere the animals and the plants. The eternal or immutable axis of
the "eddies" is the relas or the entelechy; and this same entelechy
is what appears, in relation ro the Concept, as the Idea of the
"eddy." But there are also planetsn and finally rhe Cosmos. Hence
Aristotle says: Time itself is eternal. It is circular,o but the circle
is gone around agein and again, erernally.ro Therefore the Cosmos
has the same stmctrue as does the animal. The Aristotelian System
thus gives an explanation of life and a biological conception of the
World.

Theologically speaking, the conception that relates the eternal
Concept to Eternity inTime equals Polytheivn. To be sure, Aris-
rctle is too far removed from the totemic mentality to esseft that
animals and plants ere gods. But when he says that the planets are
gods, he maintains a greater agreemenr with his qystem than does
Plato u'ith his. But, all thingp considered, the difierence is not very
important: mono- or poly-theism-in both cases u/e are dealing
with a tbeo-logpcal knowledge. The cosmic revolution is eternally
repeated; and it is solely because there 

'ts 
tn etemal repetition thar

there is an absolute Knowledge relating to the Cosmos. Now, it is
one and the same Eternity that manifests itself in and through the
eternal return of Time. In other words, there is a supreme god,
the God properly so-called, who maintains the Cosmos in irs iden-
tiry and thus makes conceptual Knowledge possible. And, while
manifesting itself through the course of Time, this divine Eterniry
differs essentially from everything thar is iz Time. At most, man
can speak of himself roo, taken as species, when he spealcs of God.
[t remains nonetheles true that the difference's essential berween
him, taken as historical individual, and the erernal God of whom
he speals. Once more, then, as in Plato, it is an absolute Knowledge
of. Bewusstsein, arnd, not of Selbst-Bewu.sstsein. (For the species
has no Selbst-Beuusstsein, no Selbst or Self; at the most, it says
ttwertt but not ttl.tt)

e As in Hcgel.
ro Wherers io Hegel thc circuit is mlde only once.
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Therefore, the Aristotelian System explains Man's biological
existence but not his truly human-i.e., historical---existence. And
we see this even better by turning to the anthropological level-
that is, by posing the problem of. freedom.

To be sure, Aristotle talks about freedom. But evervone talls
about freedom. EvenSpinoza! But if it is nor to be a word-game,
if the true notion of freedom (made explicit in the Hegeliaricon-
ception, T i! ir formulated in the pbenomenology) iJsought, it
must be admitted that it is not compatible with Aiistotle's S!*em.
As a maner of fact, wg know that ihis System excludes, by defini-
tion, a creartae God. (By definirion, for Eterniry in Time ,igrrifi"r,
etemhy of the World, refiir-n, end, eternal return.) Now,-where
gher3-s no place for God's creative acrion, there is still less place
for Man's creative action: Man undergoes History, but does not
create it; therefore he is not free in Tiire. on this"point, Arisrotle
does not go beyond Plato. But his System is still iess acceptable
than the Platonic system, for it exciudes even the transc;tdent
free act. In fact, since Eternity is in Time, and the eternar concepr
is,related tg E1e1ni1y iz Time, all possibility of going outside of
Time is excluded. One is outside of Ti*" o"ty Uyi being ;z Time.
A temporal existence that one could choose outside of rlme would.
be conceptually unknoasable, because it would not be etemal in
Tirne, whereas rhe Concepr can be related only to rn Eternity in
Time. In short: to the extent that Man changesj he does not know;
end not knowing, he is not free (by definitiin); and to the e*teni
that he knotts, he does not change and hence is'not free either, in
the usual sense of the word.

Indeed, for Aristotle as for plato, one can have an absolute
_K1o1teag.e.of Man 

"$y !y relating Man to Eternicy. The indi-
vidual soul is too small io be knowi, pl"to says in tie Repubric:
to know it, one must see it enlarged-that is, one must 

"ona.*_plate the City. Now for Aristotli, plaro's erernal Srate is but a
utopia; in actual fact, all States sooner or later change and perishf
hence rhere is no absolute poriticar Knowredge rerat"ing , L"i ii
the.posible-forms of the State. But, happily, tirr. is a ilosed cycle
in the transformation of States, which i eiemally repeated. it'";;_
fore this cycle can be understood concepruatty; ia by speakine
of iq one can grasp the difierent stares and tvtan trimsJtrirtt""gi
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con:epts: Jo _br sure. But if all this is rrue, History has nothing
to do with what is called "Histol'y" todal; and in this Hisrori,
Men is anything but free.

Jherefgrg, by replacing g€omerry with biology, the Aristotelian
variant of the Platonic System explains Man as animel, but does
not explain him as historical and fiee individual; it docs not ev€n
explain him-as Plato did-as fallen Angel.

- Alongpr{" the great philosophies there have alwayn boen more or
less barbaric or barbarized theories. The platonic-Aristotelian no-
tion of the Concept has also been barbarized: either by a vulgar
and abzurd denial, or by a distoned ecceprance.

The aulgm denial conststs in sapng that the Concept, far from
L:-g :.Tn"l, is iust as rempora[ es any other thing existing in
Time. It is our possibility IV, of which I shall not speak, since it

logs lyay-with the very idea of e tnue or genuine Knowledge.
It is Skepticism or Relativism, which Plato dinounced under t-he
name- of "Sophistic"; which Kant criticized, calling it .,Empiri-

cisrn"l and which Husserl quite recently denounced oncr tio""
under the name of "\chologism." Let us speak no further about
it.

Let us rather say a few words about the distorted ilcceptance,
which is no less absurd, although les oboiously absurd. people
who hold this view conrinue ro sey that the Concept is etemal.
pry while being eternal, it is in Time; which meens, they say, that
it is related to what is in Time-i.e., to the temporaL (Not to
Time,-but t9 the rernporal-i.e., ro whar is tn Tirie.) And being
related to the temporal, it is related to it in Time, existing-in
Time-bef ore the temporal properly so-called. It is the well-known
notion of the a priori or the "innate idea" that precedes experience.

- Thls "apriorism" (called "Dogmadsm" by Kant) is what the
famous 6rst sentence of the Introduction to'the Critiryte of Pure
Reryon is direcred against: there is no doubt, Kant says (more or

fess), thal experience-i.e., the temporal realiry-always precedes
h -ri-g the concept that appears in time as my Knowledge. And
indeed there can be no possible doubt on this subject.-Vulgar
npl9fu begins from a supposed fact and ends in a truly un-
tenable conception: on the gnoseological level rs well as on the
anthropological level (where the notorious "free will" is discussed),
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One need only develop this Apriorism somewhat in order to come
either to SJ<eptichm or Relativism, or to Kant; or, finally, ro rhe
renrrn to Plato and Aristotle.

{ag likc every philosopher worthy of the name, knows full
well that the Concept can neither be defned as temporal, nor be
related to the remporal (which, by the way, emounti to the same

:ling)i for him, asJor Plato and Aristotle,'the Concept s eternal.
Now bejlg eternal and not Eternity, the Concept must be related
to something, arnd, reloted in the strict sense of the term-that is,
r9lat1{ to something other than itself. But, seeing the difficulties
that Plato and Aristotle encounrered by relating ihe .tern"l con-
cept to Eterniry, Kant had the unheard-of audacity to relate it to
Time (and not, of course, to the temporal-i.e.i to what is iz
Time).

The whole Kantian conception is summed up in this cerebrated
sentence: "without intuition the concept is empty; without the
concept intuition is blind."

But before speaking of this Kantian formula, I want to mendon
in a few words anorher solution to the problem, namely, Spinoza's.

. Ar I_ have already said, Spinoza's system is the perfect incarna-
tion of the absurd. (And that is whv, when one tii"s to ,,realize,,
his thought, as we.s:ry, one experiences the same feeling of dizzi_
ness as when one is faced with a paradox of formal lJgic or set
theory.)

, 
Noy, a particularly curious thtng: absolute ertor or absurdity

tt, 
"11 

must.be,-jusr as "circular', as the truth. Thus, Spinoza;s
(and Parmenides') absolute Knowledge mu$ be symbolizia Uy 

"closed circle (withour,a cenrral polnt, of coors.;, Figure 
'rz.

l{::$ 
if.Sgiy3a says that the Concept is Eternity, wherel i.g;i

says that it is Time, they have this much in common, the conce"ot
is not a relaionship. (Oi, if you like, it is in relation orrly to ;r*ffll
Being and (conceptual) Thought are one and the same thine.
Parmerudes said. Thought (or the Concept) is the attribute Jf
Substance, which is noi difierent from its 

'aruibute, 
Spi"o- ,"yr.

Therefore, in both cases-rhat is, in parmenides_dpirioz" ,ri'i,
Hegel-rhere is no "reflecrion', on Being. In both cases, Being
itself is what reflects on itself in and th.o"ugh, or_beffer i.;:;
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Concept. Absolute Knowledge thar reflects the totality of Being,

.theSfore,_p just as closed in itself, iust as ',circuler," as Being itsJf
in its totality: there is nothing ootiide of the Knowledge, ai rhere
is nothing outside of Being. But there is an essential 

-difierence:

Parmenides-Spinoza's Concept-Being is Eternity, whereas Hegel's
Concept-Being is Time. Consequenily, Spinozist absolute Knowl-

1dge, too, must De Eternity. That is to iay that it musr exclude
Time. In other words: there is no need of 

'Time 
ro realize it; the

Ethics must be thought, written, and read ,'in a trice." And that
is the thing's absurdiry. [Plotinus, however, acceprs this conse-
quence.]

This absurdity was already denounced by Plato in his par-
menides.If Being is truly one (or more exactly, the One)-i.e.,
if it excludes diversity, all diversiry-and therifore all change-
i.e., if it is Eternity th* annuls Time-if, I say, Being is the One,
a men could not speak of it, Plato remarls. Indeed, Discourse
would have to be iust es one ̂ s the Being that it reveals, and there-
fore could not go beyond the single wird "one." And even that.
. . . For Time is srill the crucial qu€srion. Discourse must be
intemporal: now, if he has not the time, man cannot even pro-
nounce a single word. If Being is one, or, what amounts to- the
same thing, if the Concept is Ererniry, "absolure Knowledge,'
reduces for Man to absolute silence.rr

I say: for Man. That is, for the speaking being that lives in Time
and needs time in order to live and to speak (i.e., in order to think
by means of the Concept). Now, as we have seen, the Concept
as sacb is not (or at least does not seem to be) necessarily attachid
to Time. The universe of Concepts or of Ideas can be'conceived
of as a universe of Diseourse: esi en eternal Discourse, in which
all the elements coexist. fThis is what Plotinus says.] And as a
mafter of fact, there are (it seems) nontempor^l relations, between
Concepts: all Euclid's rheorems, for example, exist simulraneously
within the entirery of his axioms. [And Plotinus insists on this
fact.] Hence there would be a nontemporil Dscourse.r2 The idea
of theSpinozist System, then, is not abiurd: quite simply, it is the
idea of absolute Knowledge. Whar is absurd is that tliir System is

11 Plato ecceps this: the One is inefiable,
12 Just as there are nontemporal movernents, as Descartes corrrcdy rremarks.
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suppoTd to have been fabricated by a, man, who in actual fact
needed time in order to fabricate it. [Accordingly, in plotinus, this
system belongs to the eternal Intelligence.] 6i eke, again: the
System can exist outside of Time; but, starting from 

-temporal

existence, there is no access to this System. (The Spinozist Sy:stem
is Hegel's Logik, for which there would not and iould noi be a
Phenmnmology that "leads" to it; or else, it is Descartes' System,
to which one could not find ecces through a, Discouise on
Method.)

The Ethics is made in accordance with a method of which an
eccount cannot be given in human language. For the Ethics ex-
plains everything, except the possibiliqr foi e man living in time
to write ir. And if the Phenomenology explains why the Loglk

lppears at a certain momenr of history and not at another, the
Ethics proves the imposibility of its own eppearance et any mo-
ment of time whatsoever. In short, the Ethics could have been
written, if it is tru.e, only by God himself; and, let us rake care
to note-by a nonincarnated God.

Therefore, the difference berween Spinoza and Hegel can be
formulated in the following wey: Hegel-becomes God by thinking
or writing the Logik; or, if you like, it is by becoming God that
he writes or thinks it. Spinoza, on the othei hand, must &e God
from all eternity in order to be able to write or think hs Ethics.
Now, if a being thrt becomes God in time can be called "God"
only provided that it uses this tenn as a metaphor (a correct meta-
phor, by the way), the being that has always been God is God
in the proper and strict sense of the word. Therefore, to be a
Spinozist is actually to replace God the Father (who has no Son,
incidentally) by Spinoza, while maintaining the notion of divine
transcendence in all its rigor; it is to say that Spinoza is the uan-
scendent God who speals, to be sure, to human beings, but who
speaks to them as eternal Gad. And this, obviously, is the height of
absurdity: to take Spinoza seriously is acrually to be--or m be-
come-mad.

Spinoza, like Hegel, identifies Man (that is to say, the Wise
Man) and God. It seems, then, that in both cases it could be said
indifferently either that there is nothing other than God, or thar
there is nothing other than Man. Now in point of fact, the two
asertions are nor identical, and if the first is accepted by Spinoza,
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only the second expresses Hegel's thought. And that is what Hegel
means by sayrng that Spinoza's System is not a pen-rheism, but an
a-cosmism: it is the Universe or the totaliry of Being reduced to
God alone, but to a God without World and without men. And
to say this is to say that everything that is change, becoming, time,
does not exist for Science. For if the Ethics is, in fact, concerned
with these thingp, how or why they eppear in it is not known.

With the use of our symbolic circles, then, the difference
between Hegel's and Spinoza's Systems can be represented in the
following manner:

Let us start with the theistic System. In its pure form, it is
Plato's System. But in general it symbolizes posibiliry II (see
Figure r3). For Arisrotle, several small circles must be-inscribed
in the large circle to symbolize the relation of Eterniry and Time
(Figurg r4); but these circles ought to have 6tted together; in
the end, there would again be the Plaronic symbol with only one
small circle. (That is to sey: all truly coherent theism is a mono-
theism.) As for Kant, the same symbol can serve; but the small
circle must be drawn with a dotted line, to show that Kant's
theology has, for him, only the value of an ,.as if" (Figure r5). In
tfto.r,. the s)'mbol of the theistic System is valid for eiery S1'srem
that defines the Concept * tn etirnal entity in relation't o ,ome-
thing otber than itsef, no matter whether this other thing is
Eternity in Time or oumide of Time, or Time itself. But lei us
return to -Spinoza. Starting with the theistic system, Hegel does
away with the small circle (reduced beforehand, by his prede-
cessors, to a single point): see Figure 16. Spinoza, on the-other
hand, does-away with the large ciicle, see Figure 17.

. H"l": ttre lyrr_rb9l is the Jame in both .aies, 
" 

homogeneous
closed circle. And this is important. For we see that it is sifhcient
:o {:iy that the Concept s a relation with smnetbing other thrn
itself in order to ser up the ideal of absolute*rhat i!, circulm-
Knovledge. And indeed, if the Concept is related to another
realitS an bolated concepr_can be established as true by adequa-
tion to this autonomous riality. In this case there erc pirtial ficts,
or even partial trurhs. But if the concept is revealed Being itself,
it can be established es rrue only througti itserf. The proof iiself no
l9nge1 differs from that which has to-be proved. Ana tnis means
that the truth is a "Sysrem," as Hegel says. The word ,.system"
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is not found in.spinoza. But the thing itself is there. setting aside
P.armenides, Spinoza is the only phitosopher who understoJd that
the principle of all or nothing-is-valid fbr Knowledge: either one
knows eaerything, or else oie knoa:s nothing; for-one sees that
oye tntly knows something only by seeing that one knows eeer!-
thing. And that is why ihe snrdy of Spinoza is so instructive,
despite.the abnrdity of'his point oi view.'spinoze sets up the ideai
of. total,.ot "systemadc,t' oi "circular," Knowledge. However, bis

ly*"- is imposible in Time. And Hegel's whJe effort consists
in.creating 1 Spinozist System which Jan be written by e man
["jp_il a, bistorical World. And that is why, while admitting
with Spino"a that the Concept is not a relation, Hegel identifiei

f n-* with-Ererniry, but with Time. (On this subJect see the
Preface to the Pbenommology, pp. ryft..)

We shall see later what this means. For the moment, I want to
underline once more that the symbols of both sysrems are identical.
They differ only in their souice (which is noi seen in the drew-
ing): doin-g away with the small or the large circle. And again,
this indeed corresponds to the realiry. It is understandable th'"t 

"temporal Knowledge could finally embrace the totality of becom-
ing. But it is not understandable that rn etemal Knowledge could
absorb e,verything that is in Time: for the simple ."r.oi that it
would absorb us ourselves. It would be the absolute Knowledge
of Beanrsstsein, which would have completely absorb ed Selbit-
bewusstsein. And this, obviously, is absurd.

.I.shall sto_p here. To know what the identification of the Concrept
with Eterniry means, one must read the whole Etbics.

Let us proceed, or rerunn, to Kant.
Kant agrees with Plato and Aristotle (in opposition to par-

menides-Spinoza and Hegel) that the Concept ts- in eternal enutlr
in relotion with something other than itself. However, he reletes
this eternal Concept not to Eterniry, but to Time.

. We can sey, moreover, that Kant defines the Concept u a rela-
aaa-precisely because he sees the impossibility of Spiriozism (iust
as Plato had done to avoid the impossibiliry of Eleat[isrn). perhaps
he did not read Spinoza. But in rhe "Transcendental Deduction bf
the Categories" and in the "schematismus" he says why the
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Spinozist conception of Knowledge is imposible: it is impossible,
beceuse for us-that is, for 1nx1-"'yffiout intuition the concept
is empry."

The Parmenidean-Spinozist (and Hegelian) Concept, which is
not in relation with a Being othn than itself, but which li Being
rey-eafing itself to imelf-this Parmenidean-Spinozist Concept is
called the "transcendental I" or the tanscendentale Syntbes{s il*
Appercepion in Kant.

"Transcendental" in Kant means: that which makes experiencc
posible. Now, experience is essentially temporal, nd everytbing
that is temporal belongs to the domain of experience. "Tran-
scendental," therefore, meens: that which makeJ the temporel as

f-.p-41ossible. Kant says thar the transcendenral entiry is
"before" Time or "outside of" Time. Hence the uanscendenial is
"et€mal" or, as Kant himself seys, d prioriithis is to say that it pre-
cedes "the temporal taken as temporal.,' To say itrat there is
epistEmE, absolute Knowledge, trullrue ruth, is io s"y that there
are universally and necesarily valld concepts-that is, concepts
that on the one hand are valid at taery miment of time, and bn
the other htnd, ercfu.de Time from themselves (that is, can never
be modifcd); rherefore, ir is to say that rhere are a priori, or
transcendental, or etemal, concep$.

Now, the eternal Concept (like every eternal entity) is not

3telnal iT Td-9y itself. k ii eternal by iis coming from'Eternity,
by its orig-in.-Now, the origin of the eternal ConJepr is the .,tran_
scendental I" or the "transcendental Synthesis." ihis I or this
Synthesis, rherefore, is not etemal; it is Eterniqy. Therefore, Kant's
transcendental self-consciousness is parmenides' subsrance con-
*jy".d of as_spiritual subject-that is, God. It is the real Eternity,
which reveals itself to itself in and by the concept. It is the ,oor!.
of all Being revealed by the Concept, and the ioor"" of all con_
ceptual reaehtion of Being; ir is rhi eternal source of all remporal
Being.

Howevcr, Kant says, we men can sey of the "transcendental I"
that it is and that it is one; but that is ail we can say of it. In other
words, Kant accepts the platonic cridque of parrnenides: if the
Concep_t.rj Et:TolI, then absolute Knowiedge reduces to the single
word "Ey" or "6rr" and there is no possibl"birrourrr. (MoreovZr,
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strictly qpeaking, one qrnnor even sny of the "uenscendental I"
that it is and that it s one. For, as we shall soon see, the cate-
gories of Being and Quantity cannor be applied in this case. There-
fore, the most that can be said is that ii'is ,,something', and not
No.thingTgl; but one -Tryol say that it is a, thing havi-ng such or
such.qualities; _n9w, this Being, of which on" c"n onl/say that
i-t is, is a Serz whictr, as Heg;el will say, does not difier from lilichtr,
from Nothingness.)

The Parmenidean-Spinozist System is therefore imposible, Kant
says. The esential self-conscious uniry of Eterniry has twelve
aspe€ts, which are the twelve famous categories-concepts. These
twelve- Tp."F o{ Eternity are obviously eiernal; they',,precede"
everything that is in Time, they are .'before" Time; hence they
are valid et every moment of Time, and, since they exclude Tirn;,
chey cannot be modi6ed; they are t prioi. Now, Parmenides' and
Spinoza's error (or illusion) consisted in this: they believed rhat
the eternal which contes from Eternity reaeals this eterniry by
determining it-that ir, by qualifying it. For Parmenidei and
Spinoza, the concepts-categories are artributes of the One which
is, and can be attibuted to it. Now for Kant, none of this holds
true.r8

None of this holds true, because it is imposible. And at the end
of $ 16 of the second edition of the Critique of Pue ReasonKrnt
explains why.

A determination of Eterniry by the eternal concepw-categories
yould be posible only by an (Jnderstanding (Versrazd) "through
the Sef-Consciousnes of which," he says, "the whole Manifild
(das Mannigfalrige) would be given at the same time"l or else,
again: by an Understanding zuch that the obiects of irs representa-
tions exist through the sole fact of the existence of these representa-
tions themselves; in other words-by r diaine (or "archerypal")
Understanding. For in point of fact, the being which, by thinking
of itself , thinlcs of e,uerytbing that can be thought, and which
creltes the objects thought by the sole act of thinking of them,
is God. Hence Spinoza was right to give the name "God" ro
Parmenides' tv-6v which coincides with the Concept that reveals

rs For Plotinus, they crnnot be rtoibuted to the One. But they can be attributed
to thc Onc-which-is, which for him is the *cond Hypostasis: Intelligrnce or the
iateUigible Cosmos.
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it. But he was wrong to forget that God alone can apply this

C.oncept to himself. F6r us who are not God, to app[ our C.oncepr

rc Goh is to relate the Concept to something other than.this Con-

cept itself. Now, the Concept which rs e relaion in the ProPer
s"ise of the word-that is, e relation to sontething else-is, tt

most, eternel, but not Eterniry. This is to say: either the Ytry.lTit
of Spinozism is false (the Conccpt is not Eterniry); or else, if the

concept is Eternity, only God can -be a- spinozist. To assert that

one is not God ani to write the Ethics is not to know what one

is doing; it is to do something of which one cannot give 4n
account, to do something "absurd."

But in principle, according to Kant, God could write the Etbics'

The whole quistion, then, is to know whether a man (Spinoza)

crn be God.-Now, for Kent, this is impossible, beceuse Man can

draw nothing from the content of his Sef-Consciousness: taken

in itself, the human I is a point without content' an emPty re-

ceptacle, and the (manifold) content mu$ be gian (ge.geben)

toit, it mnst come from ebeashere. Or, what amounts to the seme
thing: it is not sufficient for Man to think n order that there be
true knowledge; in addition, the obiect of which Man thinks must
edrt, rnd exist indepmdently of his act of thinking of it. Or else,
again, as Kant says: human Consciousnes necessarily has taso
constituent elements: the Begriff or Concept, and the Anscbauang
or Intuition, the latter presenting a (manifold) content gfuen rc
Man and not produced by him, or from him, or in hkn.

The Concept posessed by a being that is not God is, therefore,
r relction; in other words, it can be eternal, but it is not Etemity.
And that is why Spinozism is "absurd." It is absurd because
Spinoza is not God.

But there is still the conception of Plato-Aristotle, which admits
that the (human) Concept s e relation, but a relation related to
Eternity and not to Time. That is to say: Eterniry (or God)
implies the manifold in its own unity, and it itself creates the
manifold which it reveals by the Concept. Therefore, being the
eternal development of Eterniry in itself, this manifold itself 

's

Eterniry: it is the (manifold) Universe of ideas-concepts, which
has nothing to do with the World of space-time. But it is Eterniry
itself that develops itself in this Universe; our merely eternal Con-
cept does not produce it. Hence this Universe is giaen to us; end
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our Concept is related to it. In other words, orn tbsolute Knowl-
!9ge ls not the Knowledgp which God has of himself; it is the
Knowledge which we have of God, of a God essentiellv different
from us, of e ttanscenden God. It is a theo-logical Knowledge in
the strict sense of the rerm, a Knowledge wf,ich is the reiition
of _the eternal Concept to Eterniry (and iot to Time).

Now.according- t{ Kant, this ioo is imposible. For the simple
reason that the relation of the eternal to 

-Eterniw 
must itself 

-be

eternal.or nontemporal, whereas azr Knowleag,; it not only in
Tirne, but, even more imponant, it itself is te-mporal, we need
time in order to think.

_ In principle, Kant says, there could be a nonspatial-temporal
Inruition (Anschaung). In principle, the concepts-categoriei can
be applied to any given manifold-wharsoever. Therefoie a non-
divine- being could in principle, develop an absolute Knowledge
revealing the nonspatial-temporal lJniverse of the Platonic Ideas.
But the nondivine being called Man cannot do so. If Spinozism is
possible only for God, Platonism is possible only for a nondivine
intelligence other than human intelligence, an ',angelic" intelli-
gence, for example. For, once more (and this is an irieducible and
inexplicable fact, according to Kant; cf. the end of $ zr): for us
huqT beingp, jlr gu"n manifold is always a manifold given in
spauef-temporel form.

. .W" "1l 
think only provided that a manifold is given to us. But

this manifold must erist: in its whole and in each-of its elements.
Therefore Parmenides' one and unique Being must be differentiated
into a manifold Being. Now for ui, the identical can be diverse
only provided that it is Space or is iz Space. [As a matter of fact,
two identical geomeuical points can be different only by their
posiuons in space; and space is nothing other than the infinite
yh9\ of pginqs which are rigorously identical with respect to
their intrinsic character (which, by the way, is the absenci of all
"character") and are nonetheless diftetent one from another.] Buc
in order that there be knowledge, the diverse must be identifudz
cvery ac:t of knowing 

's 
a syntbesis, Kant says, which introduces

unity into the (given) manifold. Now for us, the diverse can be
identical only in Time or as Time.l.

1r As r metter of fact, to idcntify thc polnt A with theipoint B is to cause the
point to par from A to B; gmerrlly speaking, to identify'irvo dilfercnt things is
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Therefore for us, knowledge-that is, rhe identification of the
diverse-can be accomplished only in Time, because the very
identification of the diverse is Time. It was always known that the
human Concept appears at some moment of Time; and it was
known that Man needs time in order to think. But Kant was the
first to see that this is not accidental, but essential to Man. Hence
the World in which Man thinks is necesarily t temporal World.
And if actual human thought is related to what is lz Time, the
Kantian analvsis shows th* Tirne is what makes the actual exercise
of thought posible. In other words, we cen use our eternal Con-
cepts only provided that we relate them to Time as such-that is,
provided thar we "schematize" them-as Kant sa1n.

Therefore: the "trenscendental I" which is simply Seff-Con-
sciousness is Spinoza's God; and a)e carn sey norhing about it. The
"transcendental I," source of the categories-concepts which are
related to e nonsparial-temporal manifold-i.e., to en eternal mani-
fold-is the I as it was conceived of by Platonic-Aristotelian or
pre-Kantian philosophy in general; now, this I is not human, for
it is supposed to be able to think outside of Time.16 Therefore-
only
it is supposed to be
only the "Eanscend"transcendental [" which is the origin of schemaized

to think outside of Time.16 Therefore.

categorie*-that is, of Concepts related to Time-is the haman
"trenscendental I," which makes aroiutl hu:man thought posible.

_ Human thought is accomplished in Time, and it is a tlmporal
phenomenon. As such, it is purely empirical: it 

's 
t dora. But in

order that the (eternal) Concept be applied ro the temporal, ic is
first necessary to "schematize" ihe ConCept-that is, to apply it to
Time as such. Thrs application is accomplished "before"- Time or
"outside" of Time. lt's a priori-that is, unmodifiable and always
valid. Therefore, absolute Knowledge is the enrirery of rhe reia-

to say drat they are one and the same thing which h'.s cbtngeil; and Time is but
the infinite wholc of dl identifications of the diverse-that is, of all cbanges
whatsoever.

r5 It is not suffcient to geometrize physics, as plato and Descartes do; it would
still be necessary to geometrize thc thought of the philosopher who performs this
geomeuization-that is, to exclude Time from this thought itself; now, this is
impossible. The ideal of the "universal rensor" in modern relarivist physics is the
ideal of a nontemporal knowledge: the ashole content would be gpven simtd-
taneaudy in this formula; but even if this tensor is possible, it is only en algorithm,
and not r Discourse; alJ disctpive thoughr is necessarily developed in Time, be-
ceuse even the attributing of the predicatc to the subiect is a tcmponl act.
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tions between the (eternal) concept and rime; it is the enrirery
of rhe synthertschm Grundsiitze; it is Kant's ontology. 

t

Let us now see the result of this Kantian 
"oncjptior, 

for the
World and for Man. In the natural World, Time is ripresented bv
motion. The temporalized Concept, therefore, is reLted to ,."1
motion. And what makes the temporalized Concept possible-i.e.,
the "schematism" or the relation-to Time ,,anter]oi, to Time-
co:responds to what makes real motion really posible-i.e., force.
Therefore, to say that the (eternal) Concepf is in relatior, *itt
Time is to set forth, lmong other thingp, i dynmtic conception
of mafter and the World-that is, a pnysics of forces. Fi"tt"t

{rTy" philosophy will necessarily encoorrrer Newconian physics.
And inverscJy, if the World actually is as Newton's phyiics de-
scribes it, Kant's philosophy must be accepted as a givin truth.

But even leaving aside the fact that the- Newtonian World is
just as uninhabitable for Man as Plato's geometrical World, we
can indicate an insufficiency in the Kantian-Newtonian conception
of the purely natural World. The imposibiliry of relating the 

-Con-

c:pt-to Eterniry ultimately means the impossibiliry of having an
absolute geotnetrical understanding of the World. In other words,
the notion of the Cosmos--that is, of the eternal or static structnre
of the narural Universe-is denied. And, consequently, the exist-
ence of eternal suucrnres in the World is not explained: in par-
ticylar, the biological species qlnnor be explained, as it is- by
Aristotle. Generally speaking, purely spatial srructure is not ex-
plained: the motion of the planets, for example, is explained by
force, but the structure of the soler system is not explained. And
here the imposibiliry of explaining is absolute: the faCt that in the
real World laws apply to stable entities is, for Kanr, e "transcen-
dental chance." One can say that thet's the wzy it ls; and that is all
one can say about it.

To be sure, Kanr develops a theory of the living being in the
third "Critique." Bur this theory is valid only in the modi of "as
if," since the third "Critique" has no equivalent in the "System." tu
And what is valid for the animal in particular is also valid for the
animal in general, that is, for the Cosmos: here too the cosmology

rcThis is so precisely becausc knowlcdge properly so-called starts with the
rcletion between the Concept end Timc, and not bctween the Concept rnd
Eterniry.
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(in other respects like that of Leibniz) has only a "regulative"
value. And the same holds for God: God being Eternity, trhere is
no possible Knoa;ledge relating to God.

In fine, if Kantian Knowledge is closed-that is, total and
definitive or absolute-we again find the theistic or Platonic
schema of two circles (see Figure r3). But since the Concept is
not related to Eterniry, the small circle remains forever purely
hypothetical (Figure r5). However, when it is done away with,
what is obtained is not the single closed circle of Hegel (Figure r 6),
but the open circle without fixed limits of Skeoticism (Firrure r8).but the open circle without limits of Skepticism (Figure r8).
Indeed, since the eternal Concept is related 6 Time, no absolute
adequation is posible. At best it is the infnite eternal of Time
which can completely fill up the framework of the eternal con-
cepts-categories. Thought that is in Time, therefore, never attains
this end. And that is why Kant says thar absolute Knowledge is an
unmdliche Aufgabe, at infinite tzsk.

Let us now see what the Kantian conception meens on the
anthropological level, The Concept is eternal, but it is related to
Time..If the Concept rs eternal, iiis because there is something in
Man that places him outside of Time: ic is freedom-that is,-the
"transcendental I" taken as "pracdcal Reason" or ,.pure Will." If
there is relation of concept io Time, there is rlso'application of.
"pure 

'Will" 
to the temporal realiry. But to the exteni ihat there is

a priori concept (which meens, here: acr of freedom), the relation
to Time is accomplished, "before', Time. The acc of freedom,
while being related to Time, is therefore outside of Time. It is the
renowned "choice of the intelligible characer." This choice is not
temporaf but it determines Man's whole temporal existence, in
which, therefore, there is no freedom.

Thus we again meet Plato's myth. However, in plato, the Con_
cgpt is related to Eternity, while in Kant it is related to Time. And
this difference finds expiesion here in the fact that the ',trenscen-
dental choice" is effected noq as in plato, with a view to what Man
is (or "has been") outside of Time, but with a view to what he is
(or "will be") in Time. In Plato, it has to do with an afi.rmation,
in Kant-with e negationl there it has to do with becomins in
Time whar one r's eternally; here-with not being eternally #n",
one has become in Timei there-acceptance of- eternal i{ature,
here-negation of temporal Nature. C)r, to restate it: there_
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freedom of the Angel who clings to or separares himself from God;
here-freedom of fallen Man who repudiates his sin in a single
extretemporzl tct.r1

Therefore, here, as in the description of the natural Wodd,
there is e progress. But, in borh cases, there is an irreducible in-
sufficiency. Man, as historical being, remains inexplicable: neither
the World of concrete things in which he lives, nor rhe History
that he creates by rcmporal free ac$, is understood.

In fine, we end with the following result:
Possibiliry I is excluded, because it cannot be realized by Man.

Possibility IV is likewise excluded, because it does away with the
very idea of a truth in the proper sense of the term. Possibili.y II
gives partial explanations. But in none of its three variants does
it manage to give en eccount of History-that is, of Man taken as
free creator in Time; in any cese, even if one can barely manage
to speak of an infinite historical evolution in the Kantian or
"criticist" variant, it is impossible to attain an absolute Knowledge
reladng to History, and hence to historical Man.

In consequence, if philosophy is to attain an absolute Knowl-
edge relating to Man, as we currently conceive of him, ir must
accept possibility III. And rhis is what Hegel did, in saying that
the Concept is Time. Our concern is to see what that meens.

E I G H T H  L E C T U N E

With Hegpl, we move on to the third possibility: namely, the one
that idendfies the Concept with Time.

At the dawn of philosophy, Parmenides identified the Concept
with Eternity. Hence Time had nothing to do with the Concept;
with absolute Knowledge, epi.st1ntE, or truth; nor, finally, with
Man, to the extent that, as the bearer of the Concept, he is the

lr The C}rristian act must indeed be conceived of in such e way: sincc it must
be comprtible with cternal divine grece, the Christian rct must bc "trensccndentel."
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empirical existence of Knowledge in the temPoral Yot.- tgt:-
over, this tmtporal existence of the Concept in the World is

inexplicable from Parmenides'point of view. Men's ternporal exix-
enci is iort "r 

inexplicable foi nim as it is for Spinoza, who also
identified the Concept with Eternity.

With Plato, the ex-istence of Man becomes necessary for Knowl-
edge. True Knowledge-that is, the Concept-is now a relotion.
Therefore, absolute Knowledge necessarily implies two elements,
and one of them can iust barely be called "Man." But the Ctlgept
is eternal, and it is related to Eternity situated outside of Time.
The Eternal, to be sure, is not Eterniry. The eternal Concept is
something other than Eterniry; already it is closer to Time, if I
mey sey so, than the Parmenidean-Spinozist Concept. But, although
not Eternity, it is nonetheles related to Eterniry, end the Eterniry
to which it is related has nothing to do with Time.

OnIy with Aristotle does Time make its way into absolute
Knowledge. The Eternity to which the (eternal) Concept is
related is now situated in T'me. But Time enters into absolute
Knowledge only to the extent that Time itself is eternal ("eternal
return").

Kant is the first to break with this pegen conception and, in
metaphysics itself, to take account of the pre-philosophical Judaeo-
Christian anthropology of the Bible and the Epistle to the Romans,
which is the anthropology of. historical Man endowed with an
immortal "soul." For Kant, the Concept-while remaining et*nal
-is related to Time taken as Time.

Therefore, there remains only one posibiliry of going furher
in the direction of bringrng the Concept and Time together. To
do this, and to avoid the difficulties of earlier conceptions, one
mtst identify the Concept and Time. That is what Hegel does.
And that is his great discovery, which makes him a great philoso-
pher, a philosopher of the order of Plato, Aristotle, and Kant.

Hegel is the first to identify the Concept and Time. And, curi-
ously enough, he himself says it in so many words, whereas one
would search in vain in the other philosophen for the explicit
formulas that I have used in my schematic exposition. Hegel said
it as early as the Preface to the Pbenmnmology, where the para-
doxical sentence that I have alreadv cited is found: "Was die Tnit
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benifft,... so ist sie iler daseiende Begriff selbst, (Asfor Time,
it is.the 

"mpTTlly_ 
existing Concept itself). And he repeas ii

word for word in Chapter VIII.
This senrence marks an exremely important date in the history

of philosophy. Disregarding Parmenides--Spinoza, we cen say that
there are_two great periods in this history: one that goes from
Plato to Kant, and one that begins with Hegel. And I have already
said (although, of course, I was not able to prove it) that the
philosophers whb do not identify ttre ConcepC and Time cannot
give an accounr of History-that is, of the existence of the man
whom each of us believes himself to be-that rs, the free and
hinorical individual.

The principal aim, then, of the reform introduced by Hegel was
the desire to give an eccount of the fact of History. On its phe-
nonenological level, Hegel's philosophy (or more exactly, his
"Science") describes rhe existence of Man who sees that he lives
in a World in which he kno'uts that he 

's 
t free nd bistorical

indiaidual. And on its metapbysical level, this philosophy tells us
what the World in which Man can dppear thus io himself must De.
Finalln on the ontological level, the problem is to see what Being
itself must be in order to exist as zuch a World. And Hegel enswers
by saying that rhis is possibly only if rhe real Concept (that is,
Being revealed to itself by an empirically existing Discourse) is
Time.

Hegel's asbole philosophy or "Science," therefore, can be
summed up in the senrence citedt "Time is the Concept itself which
isthqe in empirical s1is1s11gg"-shat is, in real Spacc or the World.

But of course, it is not sufficient to have read that sentence in
order to know what Hegelian philosophy is; iust as it is nor sufi-
cient to say that the etemal Concept is related to Time in order to
know what Kant's philosophy is, for example. It is necesary to
deoelop these condensed formulas. And to develop the formula
mtirely is to reconsuuethe entirety of the philosophy in question
(with the supposition that its author has made no error in his own
development of the fundamental formula).

Of course, we cennot try to reconstruct here the cntirety of
Hegelian philosophy from the identification of the empirically
existing Concept and Time. I must be satisfed with making several
quite general remarls, Iike those thet I made in discussing the
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other conceptions of the relation berween the Concept and Time.
The eim of Hegel's philosophy is to give an account of the fact

of History. From this it can be concluded that the Time that he
identifies with the Concept is bistorical Time, the Time in which
human history unfolds, or befter still, the Time that realizes itself
(not as the mocion of the stars, for example, but) as universal
History.18

In the Phenmnenology, Hegel is very radical. As a matter of
fact (at the end of the next ro last paragraph of the book and at
.h: b"Srry"g 9f 4" last, page 563), he sayi that Narure is Space,
whereas Time is History. In other words: there is no natural, cosmic
Time; there is Time only to the exrent that there is History, th*
is, human existence-that is, spea&ing eristence. Man who, in the
c9un9 of History, reveals Being by his Discourse, is the ,,em-
piri,cally existing Concept" (der-daieiende Begrifi), and Time is
nothins other than this Concent- Withont Mrn Nrtrrrc wnrrlrl henothing other this Concept. Without Man, Nature would be
Space, tnd only Space. Only Man is in Time, and Time does not
exist outside of Man; therefore, Man js Time, and Time js Man-
that is, the "C_oncept which is there in the [spatial] empirical
existence" of Narure (der Begriff der da ist).

But in his other writing$ Hegel is less radical. In them, he admits
the existence of a cosrnic Time.re But in so doing, Heger identifies
cosrnic Time and historical Time.2o

But for rhe moment, no maner. If Hegel identifies both Times,
if he admits only one-Time, we can appl| everything that he says
about Time in general to historical rnire (whici is all-that interests
us here).

- Now, curiously enough, the crucial text on Time is found in
the "Philosophy of Nature,, of the lmenser Realphitosophie. Mr.
Alexandre Koyr6 has done a translation and commentary of this

18 Therefore, the identifcation of rime and the concept .morur* to under-
pndrng History as the history of human Discou.rse which ieveals Being. And we
knor' that actudly, for Hegel, rcal Time-i.e,, universal History__is i" *," frra
enalysis the history of pbilosopby.

lelt mey be that it is actudly impossible to do without Timc in Nature; for
it g-nrolable thrt (biologicrl) life, et leest, is an essentially tcmporal pfr"""*J".*
- . :o Ih!, in my opinion, is his basic error; for if life is 

" 
tc-pord ;il".;;;;:biological rime surely has a structure difierent from thet of hismricel or humo

Tryei the whole question is to know how these two Timcs 
"o"tirt; 

*J o"y
probably coexist witlr r ccrnic or physrcat riurc, which is difcreat rrom uoti
in is structurc.
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text in an article which resuhed from his course on the writingp
of Hegel's youth: a conclusive anicle, which is the source arid
basis of my interpretation of the pbennttenology. Here I shall
p.t.q :.pr_o_.lo"j_ in a few words the principal consequences
implied by Mr. Koyr6's analpis.

. The text in question clearly shows that the Time that Hegel has
in view is the Time that, for us, is historical (and not biological
or cosnric) Time. In effect, this Time is characterized bv the
pri"rlg of the Future. In the Time that pre-Hegelian philosophy
considered, the movement $rent from the-Past toward the Futuri,
by way of the Present.2l [n the Time of which Hegel speals, on the
other hand, the movement is engendered in the Future and goes
toward the Present by way of the Past: Future + Past -+ Present
(+ Future). And this is indeed the qpecific strucnre of properly
burn an-thtt is, hi s t ori c al:Time.

In fact,let us consider the pbmonmological (or better, anthro-
pological) projection of this ,netapbysical analysis of Time.z The
movement engendered by the Furure is the movement that arises
from Desire. This means: from specifically human Desire-thar is,
creative Desire-that is, Desire that is directed toward an entity
that does not exist and has not existed in the real natural World.

Qnly then can the movement be said to be engendered by the
Future, for the Future is precisely what does noi (yet) exisr and
has not (already) existed. Now, we know that Desire can be
directed toward an absolutely nonexistent entiry only provided
that it is directed toward another Desire taken'as Disire. As a
matter of fact, Desire is the presence of an absmce: I am thinry
because there is aa absmce of water in me. It is indee4 then, the
presence of e future in the present: of the future act of drinking.

2r It m.y be that the Time in which the Prescnt takes primecy is cosrnic or
physicel Timc, whcrers biologicd Time would bc charecterized by the primacy
of the Pest. [t docs secm dret the physical or cosmic obiect is but a simple
pret"tuc (Gegennrt), whereas the fundamental biologicel phenomenon is prob-
lbly Menory in the broad scnse, and the spccifcdly human phcnomenon is
withow e doubt tltc Prciect, Moreover, it could bc thet thc cosrnic and biologicd
forms of Time crist rs Time only in relation to Man--thet is, in reletion to
hisrtoricd Time.

3r On the mtologicd lcvel, the problem would be to srudy the rcletions
bctrvceu Thesis - Identity, Antithesis = Negetivity, and Synthesis - Totdity.
But I shdl not telk about this.
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To desire to drink is to desire somerhing (water) that is: hence,

it is to act in terms of the present. But to act in terms of the desire

f.or r desire is to act in terms of what does not (yet) exist-that is,

in terms of the future. The being that acts thus, therefore, is in a

Time in which the Future takes piimacy. And inversely, theluture

can really take primacy only iff in the real (spatial) World, there

is a being capable of acting thus.
Now,-in ihtpt.t IV of the Phenomenology,Hegel show.s that

the Desire that is directed toward another Desire is necessarily the

Desire f.or Recognition, whichAy opposing the Master lo -th."
Slave-engenders History and moves it (as long as it is.not d.tftll
tively ove-rcome by Satisfaction). Therefore: by realizin-g-. itself,

the Time in which the Future takes primacy engenders History,
which lasts as long as this Time lasts; and this Time lasts only as

long as History lasts-that is, as long as human acts accomplished
with a view to socia.l Recognition are carried out.

Now, if Desire is the presence of an absence, it is not-taken as
such-an empirical reality: it does not exist in a positive manner
in the natural-i.e., spatial-Present. On the contrary, it is like a
gap or a "hole" in Space: an emptiness, a nothingnes. (And it is
into this "hole," so to speak, that the purely temporal Future takes
its place, within the spatial Present.) Desire that is related to
Desire, therefore, is related to nothing. To "realize" it, therefore,
is to realize nothing. In being related only to the Future, one does
not come to a reality, and consequently one is not really in motion.
On the other hand, if one affirms or accepts the present (or better,
spatial) real, one desires nothing; hence one is not related to the
Future, one does not go beyond the Present, and consequently
one does not move either. Therefore: in order to realize itself.,
Desire must be related to a reality; but it cannot be related to it in
a positiue manner. Hence it must be related to it negatiaely. There-
fore Desire is necessarily the Desire to negate the real or present
given. And the reality of Desire comes from the negation of the
g1ven reality.2s Now, the negated real is the real that has ceased
to be: it is the pdJt real, or the real Past. Desire determined by the

2sTlne desile to drink ls rn absence of watcr, but the qualiry of this desire
(thirst) is determined notby absenee as such, but by the fact that it is en absence
of atctet (and not of something else), and this desire rcalizes its,elf by the "nega-
tion' of rcaI stater (in the ect of drinking).
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l"ryu appears, in the Present, as a realiry (that is, as satisfied
lesire) only on the condition that it has negated a real-that is, a
Pasr. The manner in which the Pasr has been (negatively) formed
in terms of the Future is what determines the quality of the real
Plesyt. And only the Presenr thus determined by th-e Future and
the Past is a human or historical Present.a Thirefore, generally
speaking:_the_bistorical movement arises from the Future 

"nd 
prstit

through the Past in order co realize itself in rhe Present or as tem-
poral Present. The Time that Hegel has in view, then, is human or
historical Time: it is the Time of conscious and voluntary action
y$"h realizes inthe presenr a Proiect for the future, which Project
is formed on the basis of knowledge of the past.25

Therefore, we are dealing with historical Time, and Hegel says
that this "Time is the Concept itseH which erists empiricaily." For
rhe moment lec us disregard the term "Concept." Hegel seys, rhen,
that Time is something, an X, thrt erists empirically. Now, this
assertion can be deduced from the very analysis of the Hegelian
nodon of (historical) Time. Time in which the Future takes
primacy can be realized, ctn erist, only provided that it negates
or annihilates. In order that Time may exist, therefore, there must

g Indeed, wc say that a rnomenr is "historicd" when the action that is per-
formed in it is performed in terms of the idca that the agent has of the future
(that is, in terms of t Prciect): one decides on t futttte war, and so on; there-
fore, one acts in terms of the futtre. But if the moment is to be truly 'historical,"

there must be cbangei in other words, the decision must be negaiwe with respect
to the given: in deciding for the future war, one decides against the prevfing
peece. And, through the decision for the future war, the peace is uansformed into
the past. Now, thc presmt hixorical rct" lmncbed by the idea of the furure (by
tlre Profect), is determined by this past that it creates: if the peace is sure and
bonoreble, the ncgution that relegetes it to the past is the te of t madman or e
criminal; if it is humiliaring, its negation is an act worthy of a $rrcsmeni end so on.

26 As ro example of a "historic moment" let us take the celebrated enecdote
of the "Rubicon," lVhat is there ln the present properly so<alled? A man takes
e wdk at night on the bank of a smdl river. In other words, something extremely
band, nothing "historic." For cven if the man in question was Caesar, the event
would in no s€nse be "historic" if Caesar were taking such e welk solely because
of some sort of insomnia. The moment is historic because the man taking a ooc-
turnd wdk is thinking about a coup titat, the civil war, the conquest of Rorne,
and worldwidc dominion. And, let us teke care to notice: because he has the
project of, doing it, for ell this is still in the funne. The event in question, there-
forc, would not be historic if there were not a, real pretence (Gegemtan) of the

fuae in dre red World (6rst of dl, in C,aesar's brein), Thereforc, the prcsent
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also be something other than Time. This other thing. is{mt of all

Si""" (* ir weri the place where things are stopped). Therefore:

,r^o Ti*" without Spaci; Time is something that is-in Space'2o Time

isrhe negaiaz of Space (of diversity); but if it is something_and

not noth'ingness, it is because it is ihe n€gation of Space' Now,

only that #tri"n really exists--that is, which resists-can be really

negated. But space t-hat resists is full: it is extended matter, it is

,rilsp^""-rhat is, the natural World. Therefore, Time must exist

intlVorlilz it is indeed, then, something which "ifi da," 
"s 

Htg"l

says, which is there in a Space, and which k there in empirical

Space-that is, in a sensible Space or a natural World' Time

annibitates this world by causing it at every instant to sink into

the nothingness of the past. Bot fi*. ;r nothing but this nihilation

of the W6rld; and if ih"t. *"te no real World that was anni-

hilated, Time would only be pure nothingnes: there would be no

Time. Hence Time that is, therefore, is indeed something that

"exists empirically"-i.e., exists in a real Space or e sPatial W-orld'
Now, we havi seen that the Presence of Time (in which the

Future takes primacy) in the real World is called Desire (which

is ..historical,' only because there is in it a relation to the fuatte, or more exagdy,

because it is a function of the future (Caesar taking t wlk becaue he is thinking

of the future). And it is in this sense that one can speak of t pdmacy of the fufufie

in historical Time. Bur this is not sufficient. Suppose that the person taking a

walk is a Roman adolescent who is "dreaming" of worldwide dominion, or a

"megalomaniac" in the clinical sense of the word who is constructing a "proiect,"

otherwise identical to caesar's. Immediately, the walk ceeses to be a "historic

event," It is historic solely because it Is Caesat who, while taking a walk' is

thinking about his proiect (or "making up his mind," thrt is, transforming a

"hypothesis" without any precise relation to red Time into a concrete "profect

for the future"). why? Because caesar has the posibility (but not the cenainty,

for then there would be no fuune properly so-called, nor a genuine ptoiect) of

realizing his plans. Now, his whole pasr, and only his past, is what assures him of

this possibility. The past-that is, the entirery of the actions of f,ghting and work

efiected at verious present times in terms of the proiect-that is, in terms of the

future. This pasl is what distinguishes the "proiecC' from a simple "dream" or

"utopia." Consequently, there is a "historic moment" only when the present

is ordered in terms of the fuatre, on the condition that the fuore mekes its way

into the present not in tn inmtediate manner (unmittelbar; the case of a utopia),

but having been mediated (ttermitteb) by the pa.rr-that is, by at already accom-

plbbed rctron.
2s I said that Desire-that is, Time-is a "hole"; now, for to exist,

there must be a space in which the hole exists.
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is directed toward another Desire), and that this Desire is a qpe-
cifically human Desire, since the Action that realizes it is Man's
very being. The real presence of Time in the World, therefore, is
cilled Man. Time is Man, and Man is Time.

lnthePhenornanology, Hegel does not say this in so many words,
because he avoids the word 'iman." But in the Lectures delivered
at Jena he says: "Geist ist Zeit" (*Spirit is Time"). Now, "Spirit"
in Hegel (and.especially in this context) means "bunun SpiriC' or
Man,-more particularly, collective Man-that is, the People or
State, and, 6nally, Man as a whole or humaniry in the totality of

its spatial-temporal existence, that is, the totality of universal His-
tory.

Therefore, Time (that is, historical Time, with the rhythm:
Future '+ Past + Present) is Man in his empirical-that is, spatial-
integral reality: Time is the History of Man in the World. And
indeed, without Man, there would be no Time in the World;
Nature that did not shelter Man would be only a reil Space.21 To
be sure, the animal, too, has desires, and it acm in terms of these
desires, by negating the rea[: it eats and drinks, iust like man. But

the animal's desirei rre nantral; they are directed toward what is,

and hence they are determined by what is; the negating xction

thet is efiected in terms of. these desires, therefore, c nnot essen'

tially negete, it cannot change the essence of what is. Therefore,
in its enirety-that is, in its reality-Being is not modified by

these "natural" desires; it does not essentially change because of

them; it remains identicat to itself, and thus it is Space, and not

Time. To be sure, an animal transforms the aspect of the natural
World in which it lives. But it dies and gives back to the earth

what it has taken from it. And since the animal rs identically

repeated by its ofispring, the changes that it brings_ about in the

World are repeated, too. And hence in its entirety, Naturc remains
what it is.2s 

-Man, 
on the other hand, essentially transforms the

World by the negating Action of his Fights and his Work, Action
which atiset ftoti noinnaturil human Desire directed toward an-

27 Of four dimensims.
2s If there is Time, it is biological Time, Aristode's circular Time; it is

Etenity in Time; it is Time in which everrhing changes in order to remein

the same thing.
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other Desire-that is, toward somerhing that does not exist really

in the natural World.2g Only Man creaies and destroys.essent-idlly.

Therefore, the natural reality implies Time only if it implies a

human reality. Now, man esintially creates and destroys in terms

of the idea that he forms of the Future. And the idea of the Future

appears in the real present in the form of a Desire directed toward

an'other Desire-that is, in the form of a Desire for social Recog-

nition. Now, Action that arises from this Desire engenders History'

Hence there is Time only where there is History.
Therefore: "die Zeit ist der daseiende Begrifi selbst" means:

Time is Man in the World and his real History. But Hegel also

says: "Geist ist Zeit." That is to say' Man is Time. And we have

iuit seen what this meens: Man is Desire directed toward another

besire-that is, Desire for Recognition-that is, negating Acdon

performed for the sake of satisfying this Desire for Recognition-
lhat is, bloody Fighting for prestige-that is, the relation between
Master and Slavi-that is,- Work-that is, historical evolution
which finally comes to the universal and homogeneous State and
to the absolute Knowledge that reveals complete Man realized in
and by this State. In shora, to sey that Man'is Time is to say all
that Hegel says of Man in the Phenotttenology. And it is also to
say that the existing IJniverse, and Being itself, must be such that
Man thus conceived of s possibte and can be realized. Hence the
sentence that identifies Spirit and Time sums uP Hegel's whole
philosophy, iust as the other schematic formulas enumerated above
sum up the whole philosophy of a Plato, an Aristotle, etc.

But in those schematic formulas, the Concepr is what wes men-
tioned. Now, Hegel too says not only "Geist ist Zeit," but also
"die Zeit ist der Begriff der da ist."

To be sure, these are two different ways of saying the same
thing. If Man is Time, and if Time is the "empirically existing
Concept," it can be said that Man ls the "empirically existing
Concept." And so, indeed, he is: as the only speaking being in the
World, he is Logos (or Discourse) incarnate, Logos become flesh

zo Thus the olive tree of Pericles' time is "the same" olive tree as that of

Venizelos' time; but Pericles' Greece is a past that never again becomes a presenti

and, with respect to Pericles, Venizelos represents a future that as yet has never

been a past.
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g{ thls exirsting as an empirical reality in the netural World. Man
lathe Dasein of the Begriff, *d t: 

,,empirically existing Concept"
is Man. Therefore, to say that Time is the .tmpirically existing
Concept" is indeed ro say that Time is Man, provided that Man i
conceived of es Hegel conceives of him in ihe phenonenology.

lle1ce evgrything that Hegel says of Man in the phmmnenoligy
is also valid for Time. And inversely, everything thet cen be said
of the "appearance" (Erscbeinung)-or ',Phiinonr-mologie,, of Time
(that is, of Spirit) in the World is said by Hegel in the phenome-
nology.

Therefore, to understand the paradoxical identificadon of Time
and the Concept, one must know the whole of thephenammology.
On the one hand, one must know that the Time in question is
human or historical Time-that is, Time in which the Future that
determines the Present by way of the Past takes primacy. And on
the other hand, one must know how Hegel definis the Concept.so

It remairu for me, then, briefly to go over what the Conclpt,
the Begriff, is for Hegel.

In Chapter VII of thePhenonenology, Hegel said that ilf con-
ceprual understanding (Begreifen) is equivalent to e murder. Ler
us, then, recall what he had in view. As long as the Meaning (or
Essence, Concept, Logos, Idea, erc.) is embodied in an empirically
existing entiry, this Meaning or Essence, as well as this entrty,li'ues.
For example, as long as the Meaning (or Bsence) "dog" is em-
bodied in a sensible entity, this Meaning (Essence) lioes: it is the
real dog, the living dog which runs, &inls, and eats. But when the
Meaning (Essence) "dog" passes into the asord "dog"-that is,
becomes abstact Concept which is difierent from the sensible real-
iry that it reveals by its Meaning-the Meaning (Essence) dies:
the utord "dog" does not run, drink, and eat; in it the Meaning
(Essence) ceoses to live-that s, it dies. And that is why the
conceptual undersranding of empirical reality is equivalent to a
murder. To be sure, Hegel knows full well that it is not necesary
to kill a dog in order to understand it through its Concept-that is,

8oT1le Hegelian Concept is identifed widr Hegelian Time. But dre pre-
Hegelian Concept cannot be identifed with pre-Hegelian Time; nor the Hegelian
C.oncept with pre-Hegelian Time; nor ttre pre-Hegelian Concept with Hegeliut
Time.
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in order to gwe it a name or defne it-nor is it necessary to weit
for it acnrally to die in order to do so.81 However, Hegel sa)rs, if
the dog were not mortal-thzt is, esentially fuite or limited with
respect to its duration-one could not detacb its Concept from it-
that is, cause the Meaning (Essence) that is embodied in the real
dog to pass into the nonljlr'ing word-into the word (endowed with
a meaning)-that is, into the abstact Concept-into the Concept
that exists not in the dog (which realizes it) buc in the man (who
thinlis it)-that is, in something other than the sensible realiry
which the concept reveals by its Meaning. The Concept "dog"
which bmy Concept (of the dog), the Concept, therefore, which
is something other thtn the living dog and is related to a living' dog
as to en erternal reality-this abstract Conceot is oossible onlv ifas to en erternal reality-this Concept is possible only if
the dog is essentially mortel. That is, if the dog dies or is anni-
hilated ^t et)ery instant of its existence. Now, this dog which is
annihilated ̂ t every instant is precisely the dog which endures in
Time, which et every instant ceases to live or exist in the Present
so as to be annihilated in the Pasq or as Past.s If the dog were
eternal, if it existed outside of Time or without Time, the Concept
"dog" would never be detached from the dog irself. The empirical
exi*ence (Dasein) of the Concept "dog" would be the living dog,
and not the asord "dog" (either thought or spoken). Hence, there
would be no Discotise (Logos) in" the dorld; and since the
empirically existing Discourse is solely Man (actually speaking
Man), there would be no Man in the World. The Concept-word

all,€t us note, however, that r conceptud or "scientific" understanding of the
dog actudly lcads, sooner or larcr, co is dissection.

s2 Therefore: for Aristode therc is I concept "dog" only because therc is an
etanul reel dog, nemely, the species ,,dog," which is dways in the present; for
Hegel, on the other hand, there is e concept .,dog" only because the rcel dog is
, terrrporll entity--+hat is, en essentially 6nite or "mortal', entiry, an entity which
is annihilated et cvery insrant; and rhe Concept ir the permanent supporc of this
nihiletion of the spadal real, which nihilrdon is itself nothing other thrrn Time.
For Hegel too, then, the Concept is something that is preserved (,.eternally," if
you will, but in the sense of: as long as Time lrsts), But for him, it is only the
Conceln "dog" that is preserved (the Concept-that is, the temporel nihidon
of the red dog, which nihilation actually lasts as long as Time laso, sincc Time
ir this nihilation as such); whereas for Aristode, the real dog is whet is presenred
(eterndln in the strict sense, since there is etental teotrn), at least as tpecies.
Thtt is why Hegel erplains whet Aristotle cannot explain, namely, the preserve-
tion (in end by Man) of dre Concept of m animel belonging, for example, to an
eahut species (evea if there are no fossil remains),
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detaches itself from the sensible hic et mtnc; but it can thus detach
itself only becausc the-hic- -et nunc-is, spatial being-is temporal,
because it annihildtes itself in the past. And the ,"il *hi.h kro.p-
pears into the Past preseraes itself (as nonreal) in the prcsent in tfre
form of the Word-Concept. The Universe of Discourse (the
World of Ideas) is the permanenr rainbow which forms above a
waterfall: and the waterfall rs the tenporal real which is annihilated
in the nothingness of the Past.ss

To be sure, the F.eel endares in Time * real. But bv the fact of
enduring in Time, it is its own remerrrbrmtce: rt 

"n'"h 
instant it

realizes its Essence or Meaning, and this is to say that ir realizes in

as Kant himself saw that conceptud knowledge implied Memory, and Hegel
maintains this idea (which is Platonic, in the final anatysis). For Hegel too, the
Et-bmenmg-that is, the interndization of the obiective real effectej in and by
the Concept which reveals this real but is rz zre-is also Eimrcnng-thrt is,
remembrance. Now, there is Memory only where there is Time, where the real
presmt is annihilated through becoming unreal pasn Generally speaking, in his
theory of the Concept, Hegel merely makes more precise (and consequently
transforms) the Kantian theory of the Schemaismas. For Kant, the Concepts
(- Categories) tpply to given Being gein) because Time serves as their
"Schema"-that is, as intermediary or "mediation" (Vermittlung, in Hegel). But
this "mediation" is purely pasioe: Tlme is contemplation, intuition, Anschmanng.
In Hegel, on the other hand, the "mediation" is actiaei it is Tar or Tzat, Action
negeting the given, the tctivity of Fighting and Work. Now, this Negetion of the
given (of Seiz) or of the "present" r'r (historicd) Time, and (hismrical) Time
ri this active Negetion, In Hegel as in Kanq therefore, Time is what allows the
application of the Concept to Being. But in Hegel, this Time thet medietes con-
ceptual thought is "materialized": it is tmortement (Bewegung), nd t dialectical
"movement"-that is, precisely, it is active-hence it negates, hence it transforms
(the given), hence it creates (new things). If Man can understand (reveal) gsilg
by the C,oncept, it is because he tttnsfonns (gven) Being in terms of this Concept
(which is then e Proiect) and makes it conform to it. Now, the ransformation
of given Being in terms of the Concept-proiect is, precisely, conscious and volun-
wry Acion, Tzz which is Arbeit and Kmtpf. For Kant, Being ir in conformity
with the Concept, and the "mediation" by Time merely allows one to move from
onc to the other without modifying either the one or the other. And that is why
Kant cannot erplain this conformiry of Being and the Concept: for him, it is e
given, that is to say, t chance (transcendentale Zufiilligheit). Hegel, on the other
hamd, erplains this conformity (which for him is a process of conforming) by
his dialectical ontology: Being becomes conformable to the Concept (at the end
of History) through the completed totaliry of negating Action which transfonns
Being in terms of this same Concept. Therefore: in Kant, Time is ',schema" and
passive "intuition"; in Hegel, it is "movemend' and conscious and voluntary
"action." Consequendy, the Concept or the a priori in Kant is a ,,notion," which
dlows Man to confonn to given Being; whereas in Hegel, the a priori Concept is
e "project," which dlows Man to transfornt given Being arnd make it conform.
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the present what is left of it after its annihilation in the Past; and

this something that is left and that it re'-realizes is its concept. ltt

the moment.ihen the presenr Real sinks into the Past, its Meaning

(Essence) detaches itsell from its reality (Existence); and it is here

ii". ,pp"".t the possibility of retainingthis Meaning ?y!id: of the

realityiy causing it to pass into the Word. And this Word reveals

the Meaning of tfie Real whichrealizes in the Present its own Past-
that is, thiJsame Past that is "eternally" preserved in the Word-

Concept. In short, the Concept can have an empirical existence. in
the World (this existence being nothing other than human exist-
ence) only if the World is temporal, only if Timehx an emPjrical
existence in the World. And that is why it can be said that Time
is the empirically existing Concept.sa

sr On the ontological level, this "metaphysical" (or cosmological) statement

means: Being must have t ttinitmy strucnrre, as "synthesis" or "Totality" which

unites "Thesis" or "Identity" with "Antithesis" or "Negativity" (this presence

of. the negation of Being in edsting Being is, precisely, Time). In order bener to

understand the identification of the Concept with Time, it is useful to proceed as

follows: Let us form the concept of Being-that is, of the totality of what ir.

Whet is the difierence between this concept "Being" and Being itself? From the

point of view of content, they are identical, since we have made no "abstraction."
And nonetheless, in spite of what Parmenides thought, the concept "Being" is not

Being (otherwise, there would be no Discourse, the C,oncept would not be Logos) '

What distinguishes Being from the concept "Being" is solely the Being of Being

itself; for Being as Being ir, but it does not exist as Being in the concept "Being"
(even though it "is" present by its content-i'e., as the meaning of the concept

"Beins"). Therefore the concept "Being" is obteined by ru.bttacting being from

Being: Being minus being equals the concept "Being" (and does not equal Nothing-

ness or "zero"; for the negation of A is not Nothingness, but "non-A"-that is,

"something"). Now, this subtraction of being from Being, at first sight para-

doxical or even "impossible," is in reality something quite "common": it is lit-

erally done "at every instant" and is called 'Time." For Time is whag at every

instant, takes away from Being-i.e., from the totality of what r's (in the Present)-

its being, by causing it to pass into the Past where Being lt not (or no longer is).

But for there to be Time, there must "be" a Past (the pure or "eternal" Present

is not Time): therefore, the Past and Being that has sunk into the Past (past

Being) are not Nothingness; they are "something." Now, a thing ri something
only in the Present In order to De something, therefore, the Past and past Being

must preserve themselves in the Present while ceasing to be present. And the
presence of part Being is the concept "Being"-thet is, Being from which one has

taken away the being without transforming it into pure Nothingness. If you will'

the concept "Being," therefore, is the "remembrance" of Being (in both senses:

Being is what "remembers," and it "remembers" its being)' But on our present

level, one does not generdly speak of "memory"; the "memory" that we have in

mind is called "Time" (or more exacdy "Temporaliry"-this general "medium"
of Being in which 'tn addition" to the Present there is something else: the Past-
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Therefore: no Concept in the World as long as there is no em-
pirically existing Time in this World. Now, wi have seen that the
empirical existence of Timb in the World is human Desire (i.e.,
Desire that is directed toward a Desire as Desire). Therefore: no
conceptual understanding without Desire. Now, Desire is realized
by negating Action: lrnd buman Desire is realized by the Action
of the Fight to the death for pure prestige. And this Fignt is realized
by the victory of the Master over the Slave, and by the latter's
work in the Master's service. This Work of the Slave is what
realizes the Masrer's Desire by sati$ying it. Therefore, and Hegel
seys so expressly in Chapter IV, no Concept without Work; it is
from the Slave's Work thet Denhen rnd Verstand, Understanding
and Thought-that is, conceprual understanding of the World-
are born.

And now we undersrand why. It is Work, and only Work, that
transforms the World in an essential manner, by creating truly
zeo realities. If there were only animals on eafth. Aristorle would
be right: the Concept would be embodied in the eternal species,
eternally identical ro itself; and ir would nor exist, as Pleto claimed

and the Future; but I shell not talk about dre Future here). Therefore: if there
is a concept "Being," it is because Being is temporal (and one can say that the
Concept ir Time-ie., the coexistence of the Present and the Past). Now. it ir
obvious that Being is "in conformiry" with the concept "Being," since the latter
is Being itself minus being. One can say, then, that Being is the being of. thc
concept "Being." Arrd thet is why Being which ir (rn the Present) can be 'ton-

ceived of' or rcvealed by the Concept. Or, more exacdy, Being ir con-
ceived of et "each in$ant" of is being. Or else, again: Being is not only Being,
but elso Trutb-th* ig the edequadon of the Concept and Being. This is simple.
The whole quesdon is to know whete ertor comes from. ln order thet error be
possible, the Concept must be detached from Being tnd opposed to it. It is Man
who does this; and more exacdy, Man ir the Concept detached from Being; or
better yet, he is the act of detaching the Concept from Being. He does so by
negating-Negativity-that is, by Action, and it is here that the Future (the
Pro-ject) enters in. This detaching is equivdent to an inadequation (the pro.
found meaning of, enare humanum est), and it is necessary to negate or act agein
in order to achieve conformity berween the Concept (- Project) and Being
(made to conform to the Project by Action). For Man, therefore, the adequation
of Being and the Concept is t procets (Beavgung), and rhe 1rlurh (Wabheit)
is t renlt. And only this 'tesult of the process" medts the name of (discursive)

"truth," for only this process is Logos or Discourse. (Before its negation by Man,
Being does not speak, for the Concept detacbed from Being is what lr in the
Word or Logos, or as WordJogos.) Hegel says all this in a passage in the Preface
to the Phenommology, which gives the key to understanding his whole rysem
(p. 29, l. r6-p, 3o, l. r5).
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it did, outside of Time and the World. But then it would nor be
understandable how the Concept could exist outside of the species,
how it could exist in the temporal World in the form of t word.
Therefore, it would not be undersrandable how Man could exisr-
Manj.e., that being which is not a dog, for example, and in
which the Meaning (Essence) "dog" nonetheless exists just as
much- as in the dog, since rhere is in it the Word-Concepr i,dog."

For thil ro be possible, Being revealed by the ConcepC musr be
essentially temp_oral-that is, finite, or possessing a beginning and
an_ ending in Time. Now, not the natural object, nor even the
animal or planr, but only the product of human Work is esentially

::Tpgft:_yuman Work is what tnnporalizes the sparial tt"*t"l
World; Work, rherefore, is what engenders the Concept which
exists in the natural world while being something other rhan this
World; Work, therefore, is what enginders Mai in this World,
trvork is what transforms the purely natural world into a technicar
World inhabited by Man-that is, into a historical World.

Only the World transformed by human Work reveals itself in
and by the Concept which exists empirically in rhe World without
being the World. Therefore, the Cbncept'is Worlq and Work li
the Concept. And rf, as Marx quite correctly remarlis, Work for
F"ga is"das Wesen des Menschen" (,.the viry 

"rsence 
of Man"),

it can also be said that man's essence, for Hegel, is the Concept.
And that-is-why Hegel says not only that Time is the Begrifi, but
also that it is the Geist.For if work temporalizes space, the exist-
ence of Work in the World is the existenie in this forld of Time.
Now, if Man is the Concept, and if the Concept is Worlq Man
and the Concept xe ako Time.

If all this holds true, it must firn be said that there is conceprual
understandinq-only where there is an essentially temporal, that is,
historical, reality; and secondly, that only hisiorical^ or iemporal
existence can reveal itself by the concept.'or in other words,'con-
ceptual understanding is nicesarily diTlectical.s6

g5For "didectical" understanding is nothing other than ttre historical or tem-
poral understanding of the real. Dielectic reveals the ttinitary $ructure of Being.
In other words, in rnd by its didectic the real reveals itself not sab speclie
aetenitatis-that is, outside of rime or as eternrlly identicel to itseu-but as e
Present situated betwecn the Past end the Futur", that rs, es e Beanegtmg zs t
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Now, if this holds true and if Nature is only Space and not
Time, one would have to conclude that there is no conceptual
understanding of Nature. One would understand, in the full sinse,
gnJy where there is Time-i.e., one would truly understand only
History. In any case, it is only History that'can and must be
understood dialectically.

One would have to sey so. But Hegel does not. And that, I
believe, is his basic error. First of all, theie is a vacillation in Hegel.
On the one hand, he says that Nature is only Space. On the orier,
he clearly sees that (biological) life is a iemporal phenomenon.
Hence the idea that Life (Leben) is a manifestation of Spirit
(Geirr). But Hegel also sees, and he is rhe fust ro sey so in so many
-,o{t, thar truly human exisrence is possible only by the negdtion
of Life (as we know, the Risk of life in the Fight-for prestige is
consituent of Man). Hence en opposition of Leben and Geisr.
But if this opposition exisrs, Life is not hiscorical; therefore there
is no biological dialectic; therefore there is no conceprual under-
standing of Life.

. Now, Hegel irsserts that there is such an undersranding. He
im'gines (following Schelling) r dialectical biology, and helets,it
forth in the Phenomenology (Chapter V, Section A, a). To be
sure, he denies the conceptual understanding or dialectic of non-
vital reality. But this merely leads him to say that the real World
is a living being. Hence his absurd philoiophy of Nature, his
insensate critique of Newton, and his own "magical" physics which
discredited his System in the nineteenth cenrury.

But there is yet more to sey. Dialectical understanding applies
only to historical realiry-that is, to the realiqy created by Work
according to a Project. To assert, as Hegel does, that a// under-
standing is dialectical and that the naturel World is understandable
is to assert that this World is the work of a Demiur ge, of, a, Creator-
God conceived in the image of working Man. And this is what
Hggel_ actually says in the Logik, when he says that his "Logic"
(that is, his ontology) is "the thought of God before the creation

creative movement, or else, again, as e renit which is a project znd es t project
which is a result-a result which is born of a prolect and a proiect engendered
by a result; in a word, the rcal reveals itself in its didecticd rruth es t Syntheis.
(See Chapter 7, "The Dialectic of the Real and the Phenomenological Method
in Hegel," in this volume.)
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of the World." It would follow that Hegel understands the World
because the World is created according ro rhe Concepr rhar Hegel
has. And thus we are in the midst of a paradox. Hegelian enthropo-
theiwt ceases to be an image; Hegel is acnrally God, God the
crettort and the eternnl God. Now, (unless he is mad) a man cennot
assert that he created the World. If, then, the thought that is
revealed in the Logik is the thought thar created the World, it is
certainly not Hegel's thought. It is the thoughr of. t Cre*or other
than Hegel otber rhrn Man in general; it is the thought of God.
And therefore the Logik, in spite of its title, is not simply logic;
Iike-Spinoza's ,E1hiq, it is theo-logy-that is, the logic, thoufht,
or discourse of God.si

B-ut enough of the natural World. Let us note that Hegel
realized an immense philosophical progress by identifying ihe
Crcncept .a1d Tim9. For by doing -his-that is, by discovering
dialectical knowledge-he found the means of establishing a phe--
nomenology, a meraphysics, and an onrology of History-sfii11s,
ot Man as we conceive of him today and as he is in realiry.

Let us see the decisive 
"onr"qo.n"i 

for Man following frlm this
discovery.

The Concepr is Time. Time in the full sense of the term-that
is, a Time in which there is a Future also in the full sense-that is,
a Future that will never become either present or past. Man is the

rePersonally, I do not believe thrt this is a necessary cons€quence. I sec no
oblection to seying thrt the naturar world erudes cincepdtai understanding.
Indged-' this wo.Id only meen that the existence of Nature is revealed by mathi-
meticd dgorithm, for exemple, and not by concepts-that is, by asords-h*ing t
m-erning. Now, modern physics leads h the end to this resit, one c"nnot .rpZaa
o{ the physicd reeliry without contredictions; 

"., 
soon ,s on" prsr", fro-

dgorifirn to verbal description, one contradicts himself (panicles-waves, for
example). frence rhere would be no discomse revealing the physical ot natural
realiry. This reeliry (as presented as early as Galileo) wo"ta u" reveeled to Man
only by the articulated silence of algorithm, physical matter is understood caz-
cepnully or didecticdly (it can be spoken of) only o the extent that it is tlre
"raw materid" of a product of human work. Now, the .'raw materiel" itself is
neither molecules nor electrons, rnd so on, but wood, stone, and so on. And these
are things which, if not living themselves, et least exist on the scde of Life (aod
oj Men as livgs Fi"g). No-, it does seem that elgorithm, beng nontempial,
does not reved Lifc. But neithcr docs dialecric. Thirefore,'ir rnaly ue o*i*ry
to combine Plato's conception (for the methematical, or better, geometrici,
substructure of the world) with Aristotle's (for its biological *--".*"1 *i
Kent's (for its physical, or betteq dynamic, structure), while reserving Hegelian
didcctic for Man and History.
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e-mpirical exisrence of the cbncept in the world. Therefore, he is
the empirical existence in the world of a Future that will never
become presenr. Now, this Future, for Man, is his dearb, that
Future of his which will never become his present; and the only
realiry or real presence of this Future is the knoasleilge th'r- Min
has in the present of his future death. Therefore, if Man rs Concept
and if the Concept is Time (that is, if Man is en essentialty teri-
poral being), {an is essentially mortal; and he is Concept, ihat is,
absolute Knowledge or Wisdom incarnare, only if he [zaus this.
Lgg.or becomes flesh, becomes Man, only on the condition of being
willing and able to die.

And this causes us to understand why possibility III, adopted by

T"S:1, appears so late in the history of philosopliy. To deny that
the Concept is erernal, to say that it ls Time, is to deny thai Man
is immortal or eternal (at least to the extent that he thinks, to the
extent that he is truly a human being). Now, Man accepts his
death only in ertremii; and it was also-in ertremis that phil6sophy
accepted possibility III.g?

"Alles endliche ist dies, sich selbst aufntheben," Hegel says in
the Encyclopaedia.It is only finiteBeing that dialectiially over-
comes itself. If, then, the Concept is Time, that is, if conceptual
understanding is dialectical, the existence of the Concept-and
consequently of Being revealed by the Concept-is essentially
finite.Therefore History itself must be essentially finite; collective
Man (humaniqy) must die iust as the human individual dies; uni-
versal History must have a definitive end,

We know that for Hegel this end of history is marked by the
coming- of Science in the form of a Book-that is, by the appear-
ance of the Wise Man or of absolu.te Knowledge in the Wbrld.
This absolute Knowledge, being the last moment of Time-that is,
a moment without a. Future-is no longer a temporal moment. If
absolute Knowledge ccmes into being in Time br, better yet, as
Time or History, Knowledge rhtt bas come into being'ts no iong"t
temporal or hisrorical: it is eternal, or, if you will, it rs Eternity

37 Thus we see thet the expression ,,enthropo.theism" is but a metaphor:
circular-that is, dialecticd-absolute Knowledge reveals fnite ot mortal being;
this being, therefore, is not the diaine beingi it is indeed, rhe human being; but
Man can know that this is &l'r being only provided that he knows that he is
morul,
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revealed to itself; it is the Substance of Parmenides-Spinoza which

leyeals itself by a Discourse (and not by Silence), precisely because
it is the result of. a historical becoming; it is Eteinity engendered
by Time.

And this is what Hegel is going to explain in the text of the
Second__Stage of the Second Secdon of the Second part of Chap-
ter VIII.
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INTERPRETATION OF THE THIRD PART OF

CHAPTER VIII OF THE PHENOMENOLOGY

oF sPrKrT (CONCLUSTON)

Comf,ete Tert of the Tuselfth Lec,ture
of tLe Acadamic Iear r938-rg39

In the.passage *-h* Hegel spoke of the circularity of the .,Sys-

tem," it was said that in coming to the end of the Logik, oni is
brought around to its beginning, and that having effected this
circular movement, one sees the necesity of going beyond it-
that is, of going to the Phenommology.-

- To proceed from the Logik to the Pbenontenology is to procoed
from the identity or perfect coincidence of the Subject and the
Ob)ect, of the Concept and Reality, of Bearusstsein' and, Selbst-
bewusstsein, to their opposition or "difierence" ([Jnterschied),
as Hegel says.

Now, the distinction between external-Consciousness and Self-
Consciousness which characrerizes the P h enomeno lo gy presupposes
a real difference between Consciousness in general and thC non-
conscious Reality or, if you please, a real dist_inction between Man
and the World.

Consequentl/, a System rhat necessarily breaks up into two parts,

lamely a,Logik and,aPbenomenology, must necelsarily be "real-
ist," as w! say. This fact is decisive for understanding Hegel. For,
deceived by the Hegelian expression "absolure Idealism" (ibsoluter
Idealismas), people have often asserted that Hegel's System is
"idealist." Now in fact, Hegelian absolute Idealisnr-has nothing to
do with what is ordinarily called "Idealism." And if terms are used
in their usual senses, it musr be said that Hegel's Syscem is "realist."

To convince oneself of this. one need 
-onlv 

tite several texts
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found in the essay of his yourh entirled "Difference berween
Fichte's and Schelling's Systems" (r8or).

In it, for example, Hegel says the following (Volume r, peg€s
47,  48,77) :

Neither the Subjective by iset( nor rhe Objcctive [by ieelf], fills
up Consciousness. The pure Subjective is [fust] as much [an] ab-
sltrT91 as the-pure Obiective . . . It is in view of the identiqy of
the Subiect and the Obfect that I posit things outside of me with
as much [zubiective] certainty as I posit myself, things exist iust as
[subjectivelyj cenainly as I myself exist (So geaiss- Ich bin, ind
die Dinge). [Hence Hegel is even more .tealist" than Descames.]
. . . One finds in both [namely, in the Subject and the Object] not
only the same right [to existence], but also the same necessiry. For
if only the one had been related to the Absolure, and the othir noq
their essential-reality would then be supposed unequally (ungteicb);
and the union of the rvo [would thiiefore be] 

-impossible; 
[also

impossible,l consequently, the rask of philosophy, [the aim of which
rs, precrsely,l to overcome-dialectically the division-or_opposition
(Ennueitmg) [of the Subiect and the'Oblectl.

This is clcar. But rhe "demonsrration" of ,,Realism', in Chapter
vIII of the Phenommology reveals espects of the probrem thet are
little known, although very importani.

Hegel posits.the p.rinc-iple of metaphysical ,,realism" in the pas_
sage immediately following the one in which he demonstrated'the

3g""frry-"f proceeding from the Logik to the phenomenology.
Having demonsrrared.this necessiry, Hegel conrinues as folloivs
(page 563, lines rr-r4):

However, this dienation-or-externalizadon (Entiiussenmg) is as yet
imperfcct. Ir expresses the relation (Bniebrng) of the isublectiiel
9erui1T of self to the- Object; which Objeciprecisely U"""'ur. it i,
found in the relation tq9 dn9 subjectl, ttir noi yet attained its full
freedom-or-autonomy (Freibeit).'

It is nor sufficient to proceed from the Logik to the phenome_
nology. The Phenomenology deals with tie reldtion between
Beuusstsein znd selbstbew.sstsein, benxeen Thought and Realiry.
The object appears in it only ro the extent that it-is relared ,o .h.
Subject. Now, for a Reinhold, for a Fichte, this relation of the
Subject and the Obiect is efieced within the Subject, the Object
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leing but one of the aspec$ of sublective activity. For Hegel, on
the other hand, the dialectic of the'subject and Object, wfuch is
effected inside of the Subject end is described in ihe Phenome-
n1_Igg, is meaningful only if one supposes the existence of an
pbjea- properly so-called-that is, an Object external to and in-
dependent of the Subject. Or, as Hegel says, one must give the
Obiect "its full freedom (seine ai)lligi Freiheit)."

. In shon, relying on Schelling here, Hegel has iust posited
(against Fichte) the absolute necesity of a "realisr" metaphysics.

In the text thet follows (prge 5$,lines r4-zr), Hegelbriefly
indicates the nature of this "realisr" metaphysics, the necessiry of
which he has just proclaimed.

Knowledge knows (kermt) not only itsel( but also its Negative,
[i.e., it knows] its limit (Grenze), To know-or-understand (a;issen)
its limit means: to know (a:issen) how to sacrifice itself. This sacri-
fice (Aufopferung) is the alienation-or-externalizarion in which
Spirit represents (dmnellt) its becoming Spirit in the form of. a free
corningent process (Geschehens), by intuitively-contemplating
(anschauend) its pure Self (Selbst) as Time outside of ieelf, and
likewise fts Gitm-Being (Sein) as Space.

The passage contains, first, a sort of "deduction" of Realism,
which can be misunderstood if taken out of context. The passage
is directed against Fichte. And in speaking to Fichte, Hegel uses
his language here (Grenze, rnd so on). Thus, the text seens to
speak of an act of the Subject, which posits the Object by positing
its own limit. This seems to be pure Fichte-that is, "Idealism."
But a careful reading and a comparison of what Hegel says with
what Fichte says elsewhere shows that this is a polemic. First, it is
not the / or the Subiect (lch) thtt posits the Obiect or the limit,
but Spirit (Geist). Now, Hegel never tires of repearing (and he
will repeat it again a bit further on) that Spirit is not origin or
beginning, but end or result. Spirit is revealed Being-that is, a
slmhesis of (objective) Being and its (subiective) Revelation.
Not the Subfect, but Spirit (and therefore Being) posits itself as
Space and Time, or as we shall shortly see, as Nature (: Sein)
and History (: Man : Subiect - Selbst). Next, Hegel does not,
like Fichte, say that Knowledge "posits" (setzt) its "limit" (that
is, the Object). He only says that it "knows" (kennt) its limit.
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Therefore, Hegel means quite simply to say that Knowledge can
understand itself-that is, explain or "deduce" itself<nly by sup-
posing the existence of a nonknowledge-that is, of a real Obiect
or, better, of an Object external ro and independent of the Knowl-
edge that reveals it. And this is exactly the opposite of what
Fichte says.

Hence there is no "deduction" of Realism in Fichte's sense of
the word. There is only a "deduction" in the Hegelian sense of the
word-that is, an a posteriori deduction or e conceptual under-
standing of what is. There is no question, as in Fichte, of deducing
the Object or the Real from the Subject or the ldea.l Therefore,
by starting with Spirit-that is, t synthesis of the real and the
ideal-Hegel foregoes deducing the one from the other (as he says
quite plainlyinthe text that I have cired from the essay of rSor).
He posits-that is, he presupposes-both of them. And he "de-
duces" them only after the fact, from the Spirit which is their
common result. In other words, he only tries to understand theit
relation, which is constitured by the becoming of knowledge, by
stafting with what according to him is the established fact of abso-
lutely true knowledge, in which the real and the ideal coincide.
But he says that, in finding oneself in possession of the Truth-that
is, of the "Science" or "System"-{ne must not forget their origin,
which is not coincidence, but opposition and interaction of the
independent real and ideal. One must not believe that if Science is
Knowledge, Being too is Knowledge (or Subiect). Being is Spirit,
that is, synthesis of Knowledge and the Real. And the "System"
itself is not a game carried on by the Subiect within itself, but the
result of an interaction between Subject and Objecr; and thus it
is a revelation of the Object by the Subject and a realization of the
Subiect in the Obiect.

Hegel srans with Spirit, which he says is a "result." And he
wants to understand it as a result-that is, to describe it as resulting
from its own becoming (da Werden des Geistes wm Geistef .
Since Spirit is the coincidence of Subiect and Obfect (or as Hegel
says: of the Selbst and the Sein), its becoming is the road that

r It is, in fact, ebsurd to want to "deduce"-that is. to demonnrme-Redisrn.
For if one could dedwe the red from knowledge, Idealism would be right, and
there would be no reality indepmdent of knowledge,
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leads toward this coincidence, along which road, consequently, a
difference between the rwo is maintiined, an account of *hich c"n
be_given only by a metaphysi cal Realiyn.

^ Having_said th-is, Hegel makes two extremely important quali_
fications. First, Hegel says that ,,the becoming'of Spirit" hai the
foln "d1s freien-wf iilligen Gescbebens." Thirs he'repeats what
we have known for a long while: namely, that the ,,de'rluction" is
q"*lbf .".rly after the. fact or a posteriori, as we say. To say that
the spirit s becoming is- "contingent and free" is to say that, start-
ing with Spirit which is the end or result of becoming, one cen
reconstru-cr the path of the becoming, but one can neitf,er foresee

f .p.t,l from. im beginning, nor deJuce the Spirit from it. Since
?eitt a the identiry of Being and the Subje&, one can deduce
from it the- earlier-opposirioi of the two and' the process that
overcomes that opposition. But starting with the initiai opposition,
one can deduce neither imbeing finally overcome, nor the process
that leads to it. And that is wfiy this-proces (in particular, His-
tory) is r free (frei) series of contingent (w.fiiilig) events.

S":ol{!, Yjg"t says that, in its becoming, Spirit (that is, the
reveded rotality of Being) is necesarily aouutei it is on the one
hand Self (Selbn) or Time, and on the orher, static Being ('Sein)
or_Space. And this is very important.

First, it is a new assertion bf Realism. For it is quite obvious
that Realism is necessarily dualist, and that an ontorogicar dualism
is always "realisr." 2 The'whole question is to know h-ow to define
the two terms that are ontologiially opposed in Realism. Now,
Hegel says that they must be opposed ai Ti-e and Space. And, in
salnng thrs, he somehow.sums up his whole philosophy and indi_
cates what is truly new in it. Nbw, taken by itserf, this assertion
seems paradoxica_l. No one has ever rhought of dividing rhe
totality- of Being into Space and Time. To thi extenr that (frest_
ern) philosophy has been "realist" or, rather, ,,duali$t,', it has
divided the totaliry of Being into Subject and Object, into Thought
and Reality, arrd so on. But we know that for Hegel Time is ihe
Concept. With that, instead of being paradoxical, tiegel,s division,

z rhc assertion that everything is obiect or "matter" is equivalent to the
assertion drat cverything is subiect or "spirit"; the "meterialist' and the .,i{lealist',
or "spiritualist'' asserdons coincide, beceuse both are equally empty of meaning.
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quite to the contrary, seems commonplace: it is the Cartesian

Jpposition (to mentibn by name onll Descartes) of Extension

"iti 
.Itroognt. But in fact,'Hegel mads a great discov-ery when he

replaced t-h. t"t* "Thought" with the term "Time." But I have

alreadv tried to show this, and I shall not return to it again'

The text in question is interesting, however, for yet another

rexson. In it, Hegel identifies Space and Seiz, static Given Being;

thb is commonpi'""e and quite Cartesian. On the other hand, the

identification oi Ti*. and the Sellsr (the Self)-that is, Man-

is new. But this is the Hegelian conception of Man : Acion =

Negativity, which we know and need not talk about now. What
I iould iik" to underline is that Hegel here opposes the Self
(: Time) rc Sein (: SPace). Man, therefore, is Nicbt-sein,
Nonbeing, Nothingness.t Tb oppose Time to Being is to say that

time is nothingness. And there is no doubt that Time mustactually
be understood-"s an annihilation of Being or Space. But if Man is

Time, he himself is Nothingnes or annihilation of qpatial Being.

And we know that for Hegll it is precisely in this annihilation of
Being that consists the Negativity which is Man, that Action of
Fighiing and Work by which Man preserves himself in spatial
Being wtrile destroying it-that is, while transforming it by the
creation of hitherto unknown new things into a genuine Past-a
nonexistent and consequently nonspatial Past. And this Negativity
-that is, this Nothingness nihilating as Time in Space-is what

forms the very foundation of specifically human existence-that
is, truly active or creative, or historical, individual, and free, ex-
istence. This Nothingness, too, is what makes Man a pdsserby in
the spatial World: he is born and he dies in it as Man' Therefore,
there is a Nature without Man-before Man, and after Man-as
Hegel will say.

Finally, when this same text is related to Knowledge, it must
be said that Man properly so-called-that is, Man opposed to
single and homogenioul spatial Being, or the historical free Indi-
vidual whom Hegel calls Sel&sr ("Self")-is necessarily Error and
not Truth. For a Thought that does not coincide with Being is

s Indeed, in the Logik the Totdity of Being-thet is, Spirit-is defined at the

outset as Being (Seiz) nd Nothingnesr (Nicbrr)-that is, as their rynthesis, which

is Becoming.
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false. -Thus, 
when-specifi.ally human error is 6nany transformed

rnto the ruch of absolute science, Man ceases to .*irt as Man and
History- comes to an end. The overcoming of Man (that ig of
Time, that is, of Action) in favor of static-Being (thai is, Space,
that is, Nature), therefore, is the overcoming of Error in faui, of
Truth. And if History is cerminly the hist-ory of human errors,
Man himself is perhapi only an erior of Narure that ,,by chance"
(freedoml) was not immediately eliminated.

. In TI opinion, the division of th" Totaliry of reveiled Being
(or as Hegel says, of Spirit) into Space and Time is neither 

" 
para-

9:T,. "ot 
a commonplace, but a uruth discovered by Hegel.'And

if this rruth.is accepted, it must be said that ,.Realism'; in pliilosophy
meens, finally, nothing but "Historicism," ,,Realism" tne"ns onto-
logical dualism. And calling the two members of the fundamental
opposition "Space" and "Time" introduces the nodon of History
into. philosophy, 1nd thus poses nor only rhe problem of an
Anthropology or Phenomenology of histoiical Man, but also the
problem of a Metaphysics and an Ontology of History. To say
that philosolhy muit 6e "realist," thereforJ, is in the firnl analyris
!o_ say that it musr take accounr and give an eccounr of the faci of
History.

And I believe that this is quite true: If per impossible, what is
called ontologically "Negativiry," metaphysically,,Time" or,.His-
tory," and anthropologically "Action," did not exist, Idealism
(: Monism) would be right: it would be superfluorrs to oppose
Being to Thought ontologically, and hence ihere would bJ no
need to go beyond Parmenides. As a matter of fact, I do not
believe that the Real properly so-called can be defned otherwise
than it has been by Maine de Biran (among others): the Real is
what resists. Now, ir is perfectly wrong to believe that the Real
resists Thought. In point of fact, it does not resist it: it does not
even resist false thought; and, as for true thought, it is precisely a
coincidence with the Real.a The Real resisti Action, and not
Thought. Consequently, there is true philosophical ,'Realism" only
where philosophy takes account and gives an account of Action-

{ Indeed, if I say I can pass through this wall, the wdl by no meens resists
what I say or think: as far as it is concerned, I can say so as long rs I please. It
begins to resist only if I want to redize my thought by Action-that is, if I
actually hurl myself ageinst the wall. And such is dways the case.
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that is, of History-that is, of Time. And therefore philosophical
"Realism," or better, "Dualism," does indeed mean: "Temporalism"
or "Historicism.t'6

But let us return to the text.
Having opposed given Being or Space to rhe Self or Time,

Hegel specifies the nature of the two opposed entities, speaking
6rst of Space (page 563, lines zr-25):

This iust-mentioned becoming of Spirit [namelyl, Nafiire, is its liv-
ing immediate becoming. Narure, [rhat is,] the alienated-or-exrer-
nalized Spint, is in its empirical-existence nothing [else] but the

6It is meeningless to oppose the knowing Subject to the Obiect which is
known, as
understands their union or coincidence in true knowledge. If one wants to take
accounr of the "realn" one mnst not oppose the (naturd) World to a .'Subiect,"
siruated who knows where, and whose sole function is to btoat this World-that
is, to reveal it by discourse or concept. One must not oppose Being to Tbougbt
or to rhe btoaing Sublect, One rnust oppgx. rutaral Being to human Bruns,
Or, to use Hegel's language: on the phenomenological level, Seiz is opposed to
Selbsti on the metaphysical level, Spece to Time; on the onrological level, Identiry
to Negativity. In other words, one must see something else in Man besides a
boating Subiect; and one mtrst oppore Man to the (nrord) World precisely to
the extent that he is this other thing (Anderes),

Trze knowledge-and that is whrt we generally talk about-is selfless (relDrr-
lor)-thet is, inhuman. In it, dre Subiect (Thought, Concept, and so on) coincides
with the Object, And, we cer s{ry that the Object b what reveals itself to itseU
in and by this knowledge. Indeed, let us suppose that a man understood as
"knowing subiect'' is reduced to the (adequate) undersanding of a single par-
ticular realiry: the reality "dog," for example. Then, he would be nothing other
than.the revelation of this reality "dog," This is to sry that we would be feced
with the revealed realiry "dog." In other words, we would be faced with the
dog that is conscious of hself , and not s mqt who is acquiring knowledge of the
dog. And in this case we would be faced with a rrue dog (t nawral being) end
not ^ man in canine form. Puaing it otherwise, to use Hegel's languege, there
would only be (dumb) Seniment of sell (Selbx-gefilbl) and not (speaking)
Consciottsttess of self (Sellrr-beuttsstsein). Or, to put it otherwise again, the
concepr would tre embodied in dre thing that it reveds and would nor exist out-
side of it as word. Hence "Realisnrl' would not be meaningful, since there would
be no separation beween dre Subiecr and the Obiect

For there to be "Realism," rhe concept (lmowledge) must be opposed to the
ching (the obiecr). Now, ir is only burnmt or "subjecdve', knowledge rhac opposes
itself to the obiect to which it is related, by being -.j"6etized outside of the
object in discourse. But this "subjective" knowledge is by defnition a knowledge
that does not coincide with the oblect, Therefore, it is e falre knowledge. The
problem which calls for a "realist" solution, therefore, is tfie problem of error
and not of truth. Now, cidng the fact of error makes it necessary to pose thc
problem of its origin. And, clearly, passive cognitive contemplation, which opens
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eternal alienation-or-externalization of its stable-contimtity (Bene-
bms) and the [dialecticd] movement which produces tni Si*iect.

Sein or Space is Nature, the nonconscious natural World. And
this world is eternal in the sense that ir is outside of rime. Nature
is_the eaige Entiiusserung of the spirit. Here too rhere is becoming
(Werdm) or movement: but as-in Descaftes, the movement ii
gy:rloT is nontemporal or geomeuical; end the natural chenges
_(biological coming into being) do not transform the essmce-of
Narure, which therefore remains eternally identical to itself. This
lagral "movement" ("evolution") produles, to be sure, the.,.SzD-
jekt"-thet is, Man, or more exactly, the animal that will become
Man. But Man, once constituted inhis human specificiry, opposes
himself to Nature and thus engenders e neubeciming *hich-eo"n-
tially transforms natural given Being and is the Tine that anni-
hilges it-i.e., he engenders the history of negating Action.

Heg.elian l'Re{ism,'rherefore, is not only-otttotgiol, but also
metaphysical. Nature is independent of. Man. Being eternal, it
subsists before him and after him. It is in it that he d bom, as we
have just seen. And as we shall soon see, Man who is Time also
disappears in spatial Nature. For this Nature sniaes Timef

iaelf to the obiect end makes it accessible, cannot explain the origin of error thet
eludcs and conceels the obiect. U, then, the seet of error or false knowledge, or
nther, knowledge opposed to che obiect, is man or dre ,.subjecq" he musr have
something else for suppoft in addition to passive contemplation of the given.
And this other thing, in Hegel, is called Ncgativiry, Time, and Ac:cion (Tat, Tttr4
Handeln), (Hcnce it is not by chrnce that man makes erros when he loses his
sang-froid, hurriesr or hesn't enough timc, or when he obstinately persists in
saying no).

Therefore, "Rerlism" is meeningful only to the extent that one opposes the
natural World or given Bein9 6ek) reveded by the Concept--tlrat is, Being
widr drc Knowledge of Being-to Man understood as Acrion thet negates given
Being. To put it otherwise, it can dso be seid thet Knowledge (Revclation) is
indifferendy related both to naturel Being end to human Being both to Space
and to Time, both to ldentity and to Negetivity; hence there is no opposition
between Being and Knowledge; an opposition exists only berwecn (known)
naaral Being or Saz, and (knorr-n) hmwt BcnS ot Tun; rs for error and ..sub-
jective" Lnowledge in generd-they presappose this ontological opposition.

o The disappearance of Man et thc end of History, therefore, is not a cosmic
cetastrophe: the natural World remains what it has been from all eternity. And
therefore, it is not a biologicel catastrophe either: Man rernains dive rs animal
in hatnony with Nrture or given Being. Whrt disappears is Mau propcrly so-
called-thet ig Action negating the giveq end Error, or in genenl ttrc Subiect
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Sein or Raum is eternal, or rether nontemporal, Nature. The
opposite entiry, which is SeIDsr (that is, Man) or Zeit, s nothrng
other than History.

This is what Hegel now says (page 563, lines z6-3o):

As for the other aspect of the Spirit's becoming, lwhich is] History,
[it] is the becoming which kzorus-or-understcnds [and which]
mediates itself;-lit is] Spirit alienared-or-externalized in (az) Time.
But this alienation-or-externalization is iust as much the dienation-or-
externalization of itsclf;-the negative-or-negating-entity (N e gative)
is the negative-or-negating-entiry of itself.

The Selbst-that is, Man properly so-called or the free Indi-
vidual, is Time; and Time is History, rnd only History. (Which,

opposed to the Obiect. In point of fact, the end of human Time or History-
drat is, the defnitive annihilation of Man properly so-called or of the free and
historicrl Individud-means quite simply the cessation of Action in the full sense
of the term. PrecticallS this means: the disappearance of wars and bloody revo-
lutions. And also the disappearance of Philosophy; for since Man himsclf no
longer changes essentidly, there is no longer eny reeson to chenge the (truc)
principles which are at the basis of his understanding of the World and of him-
self. But all the rest cen be preserved indefinitely; eft, love, plry, etc., etc.; in
shon, everything that makes Mm happy. Let us recall that this Hegelian theme,
dnong many others, was taken up by Marx. History properly so-celled, in which
men ("classes") fight among themselves for recognition and 6ght against Neture
by work, is called in Marx "Reelm of necessity" (Reicb der Nota;endigkeit);
beyond (ienteitr) is situated the "Realm of freedom" (Reicb det Freiheit), in
which men (mutudly recognizing one another without reservation) no longer
fight, and work as little as possible (Nature having been defnitively mastered-
that is, harmonized with Man). Cf.Da Kapital, Book III, Chapter 48, end of the
second paragraph of t III.

Note to the Second Edition
The text of dre preceding note .is ambiguouq not ro s:ry conuadictoty, If one

accepts "the disappemance of Man et the end of ffistory," if onc assetts that
"Man remains alive ar cnbnal," with the specification thrt '\rhat disappeats 

'ts

Mtn properly so-called," one cannor say that "all the rest c.n be preserved
indefnitely: art, love, play, etc." If Man becomes an animal again, his arts, his
loves, and his play must dso become purely "natural" agein. Hence it would
have to be admiaed that after the end of History, men would construct their
edifices and worls of art as birds build their nests and spiders spin their webs,
would perform musical concerts after the fashion of frogs and cicadaq would play
like young animab, and would indulge in love like adult bcasa. But one cannot
then say that all this "makes Man happ!." One would heve to say that post-his-
torical rnimals of the species Hono sapiens (which will live amidst abundance and
complete security) willbe contmt as a result of their artistic, erotic and playful
behavior, inasrnuch as, by definition, they will be conrented with it. But there js
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furchermore, is das wissende Werden, "the knoaning becoming"
of the Spirit-that is, in the final analysis, philosophical cvolution.)
And Man is essentially Negatiaity, for Time is Becotning-th*
is,the nnnibilation of Being or Space. Therefore Man is a Nothing-
ness that nihilates and that preserves itself in (spatial) Being only
by negating being, this Negation being Action. Now, if Man is
Negativity-that is, Time-he is nor erernal. He is born and he
dies as Man. He is udas Negatiue seiner selbst " Hegel says. And
we known what that means: Man overcomes himsilf as Action
(or Selbst) by ceasing to oppose himself to the World, after creat-
ing in it the universal and homogeneous State; or to put it other-
wise, on the cognitive level: Man overcomes himself as Enor (ot
"Subject" opposed to the Object) afrer creating the Truth oft'Science.tt

_-In the following texts which end Chapter VIII and thus the
Ph.enomenology as a whole, Hegel states his conception of History

more. "The defnitire annibilation of Men propedy so-callet' also means thc
definitive disappearance of humen Discourse (Lososi in the strict sense. Animals
of tte species Homo sapims would reect by conditioned redexes to vocal signels
or sign "language," and thus their so-called "discourses" would be like whlt is
Tqposed to be the "language" of bees. What would disappear, then, is nbt only
Philosophy or the search for discursive wisdom, but also that wisdom iseli.
For- in these post-historical animalg there would no longer be eny ..[discursive]
mderntnding of the World and of self."

At the period when I wrote the above note (1946), Man's rerurn to enimality
did not appear unthinkable to me as a prospecr for the fumre (more or less
near)' But shordy afterwards (rc48) I understood that the Hegelian-Menrist end
of History v/as not yet ro come, but was dteady e pr"r"ot here and now,
observing what was taking place around me and reflecting on what had taken
place in the vorld since the Bsrde of Jena, I understood ihat Hegel was right
to see in this batde the end of History properly so-called. In end by this battle
the_ valeuard of humaniry virtually attained the limit and the aim, thet is, the
end, of. Man's historical evolution. what has happened since then was but an
extension in space of the universal revolutionary force acrualized in France by
Robespierre-Napoleon. From the authentically historical point of view, the twl
world wars with their retinue of large and smdl revolutions had only thc effect
of bringing the backward civilizations of the periphenl provinces into line with
the most advanced (real or virtual) European historical positions. If the sovietiza-
tion of Russia and the communizadon of China are anghing more than or
different from the democratization of imperial Germany (by way of Hitlerism)
or the eccession of rogoland to independencq nan the self-determinetion of the
Papuanq it is only because the Sino-Soviet actualization of Robespierrian Bona-
partism obliges post-Napoleonic Europe to speed up the elimination of the numer-
ous more or less anachronistic sequels to its pre-revolutionary past. Alreedy,
moreover' this process of eliminetion is more adlenced in the Nonh American
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precisely. And this shows that, for Hegel, the introduction of
History into philosophy is his principal and decisive discovery.

First, Hegel says the following (page 563, lines 3o-39):
This becoming lthar is, Historyl represents (steltt dar) a ldialecti-
call.sluggish-and-inert QrAgq movement and succession of Spirits.
[It_is] a gallery of imageq each one of which, [beingl endowed
with- the complete richness of spirit, moves with such Jluggishness-
and-inerda precisely because the Self must make is way into and
digest this total richness of its substance. Given that the completion-
ol-perfection of Spirit consists in the Knowledge-or-underjtanding
of what rr rs, [thai is, of] its subsrance,-this Kiowledge is its acrl
of-going-inside-of-itself in which it leaves its empirical-Jristence and
transmits its concrete-form to internalizing-Memory (Erinnerung).

. 
This is plain, and there is little to add: Each stage of Becoming-

that is, each historical World-is "rnit dern vollstindigen Reicbium
des Geistes aasgestattet." This is to say: never, rt 

"riy 
moment of

extensions of Europe than in Europe itself. one cen even say that, from a certain
point of view, the united states has already artained the inal siage of Merxist'communism"' 

seeing that, practically, all the members of a "classless society" can
from now on appropriate for themselves everything that seems good to them,
without thereby working any more than their heart dictates.

Now, several voyages of comparison made (between r94g and l95g) to the
united states and the u.s.s.R. gave me the impression that li rhe Americans girre
the apperrance of rich sino-Soviets, it is because the Russians and the chinese
ere only Americans who are still poor but are rapidly proceeding to get richer.
I was led to conclude from this that the ,.American wry of ffg was the type
of life specific to the post-historical period, the actuer presence of the united
stltes in the world prefiguring the "eternal presenr" future of all of humaniry.
Thus, Man's rerurn ro animaliry appeared no longer as a possibility that was yet
to come, but as a certainry that was already present.

It was following a recenr voyage to Japan (1959) that I had a radical change
of opinion on this point. There I was able to obsirve r society that is one oia
kind, because it alone has for almost three centuries experienced life at the ..end
of History"-that is, in the absence of all civil or external war (following the
liquidation of feudelism by the roturier Hideyoshi and the artificial isoladon of
the country conceived and realized by his noble successor yiyeasu). Now, the
existence of the Jrpanese nobles, who ceased to risk their Iives (even in iuel)
and yet did not for that begin to work, was anything but animal.

"Post-historicd" Japanese civilization undertook ways diametrically opposed
to the "American way." No doubt, there were no longir in Japan 

""y 
Retigiorr,

Morals, or Politics in the "European" or "historical" sense of these words. Bui
snobbery in its pure form crearcd disciplines negecing the ,.natural" or ,.enimal"
given which in effectiveness fer zurpassed those that arose, in Japan or elsewhere,
from "historical" Action-that is, from wrrlike and revolutionary Fights or from
forced Work. To tre sure, the peaks (equalled nowhere else) of specifically Jepa_
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Time, is there a Spirit existing outside of the human historical
World. Therefore, there is no rranscendence; History is the be-
coming of Spirit, and rhe Spirit is nothing but this historical
becoming of Man.

As for the goal of History-it s Wissen, Knowledge of self-
that is, Philosophy (which finally becomes Wisdom). M"n cre"tes
an historical World only in order to knoas what this World is
and thus to understand'himself in it. Now, I have already said
that the concept "Dog," for example, can break away frorn the
retl dog end be materialized in the asord "Dog:," or, in orher words,
that there can be conceptual or discursive 

-knoaiedge 
(Wissen)

of the dog, only because the dog dies or becomes Past. And such
is also the case, as Hegel has just said, for Man and his historical
World. One can understand an historical World only because it is
bistorical--that is, temporal and consequently finite or mortal.
For one understands it truly-that is, conceprually or philosophi-
cally-only in "Erbmerung"; it is the ?nemory (Erinnerung)
of a past real which is the internalization (Er-innerung) of this
real-i.e., the passing of its "meaning" (or "essence") from the

nese snobbery-the Noh Theater, the ceremony of tea, and the art of bouquets
of flowers--were and still remain the exclusive prerogative of the nobles and the
rich. But in spite of persistent economic and political inequalities, all Japanese
without exception are currendy in e position to live according to totally foz-
malized values-that is, values completely empry of all "human" content in the
"historical" sense. Thus, in the extreme, every Japanese is in principle capable
of commicing, from pure snobbery, a perfectly "gratuitous" sicide (the classicd
6p6e of the samurai can be replaced by an airplane or a torpedo), which has
nothing to do with the z'rA of life in a Fight waged for the sake of "historical"
values that have social or political contenr. This seems to allow one to believe
that the recendy begun interaction berween Japan and the Western World will
6ndly lead not to a rebarbarization of the Japanesc but to a "Japa.nization" of
the Westemers (including the Russians).

Now, since no animal can be a snob, every "Japanized" post-historical period
would be specifically human. Hence rhere would be no "definitive annihilation of
Man properly so-cdled," as long as there werc enimals of the species Horno
sapims thet could serve as the "natural" support for what is human in men. But,
as I said in the above Note, an "animal that is rz barmony with Nature or given
Being" is t liuing being that is in no way human, To remain human, Man must
remain a 'Subfect oppoted to the Objecg" even if '?ction negating the given
and Error" disappears. This means thag while henceforth speaking in tn adequate
fashion of everything that is given to him, post-historical Man mus! continue to
dench "form" from "content," doing so no longer in order actively to tnrns-
form the latter, but so that he m^y oppose himself as a pure "form" to himself
and to others taken as "content" of any sort.
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efiernal Reality into the Concept which is in me, inside of the
"Subject." And if the totaliry of History can be thus understood
(in and by the Pbenomenology) only at the end of History, a
particular hisrorical World can be understood only efter its end
or death in Historv.

Hegel himself ,"y, ,o, moreover, in the Rechtsphilosophie
(Volume YI, pege t7):

As the thought-or-idea (Gedrnke) of the World, philosophy appears
in time only after the objective-reality complites-or-pe-rfeiG itsrn ttme

a concrete-form of life has [alreadyl-grown otaj and it d-oes not
penr_ut itself to be rejuvenated by lal grisaille, only known-or-under-
xood (erkennen):-the owl of Minerva begins iis flight only at the
coming of dusk.

This celebrated passage, wrirten fifteen years after the phe-
nommology, is the best commentary on the text which I am inter-
preting.

- In the pessage following rhis texr, Hegel develops his idee fur-
ther (page 563, line 39-page 564, line r3):

11 lo 1"!:*going-inside-of-itself, Spirit is submerged in the night
of ia Self-Consciousness. Bur its ernpirical-existencl which tras Jis-
appe-a1ed is preserved in this night. And this dialectically-overcome
empirical-exisrence, [thar is, the existence which is alieady] past,
but [which is] engendered-again from the Knowledge, is ihe new
empirical-existence: lit is] a new [historical] Worid and a new

1 time only after the objective-reality completes-or-perfects its
formative-educational process (Bitduigsprozess) and- has beenrorrnauve-eoucauonel process \Brldungsproze$) ancl has been
achieved (fertig gemacht) . . . When philosophy paints its grisaille,

immediacy of this
concrete-form o! Spiric In the latter, Spirit must begin again in the
immediacy of this form, and it must giow-and-rinen aeein starrinsand it must grow-and-ripen again starring
with it; [it musc do so, therefore,] in iusr as naive a manner as if
everything that_ precedes were lost for it and it had learned nothing
fr-om the experience of earlier [historical] Spirits. But internalizin{-
Memory (Er-Innerung) has preserved this existence, and [this
MemoryJ is the internal-or-private-entity, and in fact a sublimated
(htihere) form of the substance. Therefoie, if this Spiriq while seem-
ing to start only with itself, begins its formative-education (Bildung\
agail from the starq at the same time it begins [ir] at a higher
(hiibern) level.

-. Thir. parj$! deals with the pbenomenological aspec of the
dialectic of Being, and this aspecr is History. As forihe rhythm
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of History, it is indeed such as I indicated previously: action +
coming_to consciousness + action. Historical pr ogress,which repre-
sents whar is truly historical or human in History, is a ,,mediation"
by Knowledge or by comprehending Memory. In two senses, rhen,
History is a history of Philosophy: on thL one hand, it exists
tlrough Philosophy end for Philosophy; on the other, there is
History_ becduse there is Ptrilosophy ind in order tbat there may

!-" Philosophy, or-finally-Wisiom. For Understanding o,
Knowledge of the Past is whar, when it is integrated inti the
Present, transforms this Present into an historical Fr"rent, that is,
into a Present that realizes x progress in relation to its past.

This dialectic of Action and Knowledge is essentially temporal.
Or, better still, it rs Time-that is, a nonidentical Beloming-in
which there is ruly and really a progress and hence a .,bJore"
and an "aLfter.t'

This is what Hegel says (page 564, lines 13-16):
The realm-of-spiria which is formed-and-educated in this fashion
in empirical-existence constirutes a succession (Aufeinmderfolge)
in which one [of the historical Spirits] rook over from anothir and
each received the empire of the World from the one precediog it.
Now, if this dialectical Becoming is Tlme, it is because it has

a beginning and an end. Hence theie is a goal (Ziel) which can
no longer be surpassed

-Heqel is now going to talk abour this goal (page 564 lines
16-4):

lhe goa] (Ziel) of this succession [that is, of universal History] is
the.revelation of depth; and this revelation is the absohne Coicept.
This revelation is Consequently the dialectical-overcoming of the
Spirit's depth, that is, its b rp aision- or-e rten si on (Aus d e bnin g) ; lin
other words, this revelation isl the negating-Negativiry of thl ab-
uact-I (Icb) existing-inside-of-itself; [Nlgativity] wtricli is the aliena-
tion-or-externalization of this I, that ii, its substance. And [this
revelation is also] the Time of this abstract-I-[Time which con-
sists in the factl that this alienation-or-externalization is alienated-or-
externalized in itself and, [while existingl in its expansion-or-exten-
tion, thus likeuise exists as well in its depth, [that is, in] the Self
(Selbn).

- The go_al_ of History, its 6nal term, is "rhe absolure Concepr"-
that is, "Science." In this Science, Hegel says, Man dialectically-
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overcomes his temporal or "pointlikg"-i.s., truly human---exist-
ence, 4s opposed to Nerure, and he himself becomes Extension
(Ausdehnung) or Space. For in the Logik, Man limis himself to
knoaing the World or Sein, and since his knowledge is true, he
coincides wirh the World-rhar is, with Seinahet is, with eternal
or nontemporal Space. But, Hegel adds, in and by this Science Man
likewise overcomes this extension of his, or 6is Externalization
(Entiiusserung), and remains "pointlike" or temporal-that is,
pecifigally human: he remains r Selbn, a Self. Bui as Hegel will
immediately say, he remains so only in and by Er-Innerung, in and
b{ t. comprehending Memory of his hisrorical past, the Memory
which forms the Firsr Pan of the "system"ihet rs, the phi-
notnenology.

Indeed, here is what Hegel says in the final passege (prge 564,
lines z 3-36) :

The goal, [which is] absolute Knowledge [or the Wise Man who
is the author of Sciencel, that is, Spirit which knows-or-understands
itself as SpTtt_, Ihas asl the path 

-[leadingJ 
to it the internalizing-

Memory of [historical] Spirits, as they exist in themselves arid
achieve the- organization of their realm.'Their preservation in the
aspect of their free-or-autonomous empirical-edstence, which ap-
pears-or-is-revealed in the form of contingency, is History [i.e., tire
vulgar historical science which merely narratls eventsl. And their
p:eservation in the asp-ect of their conceptually-understood organiza-
tion, is the Science of appearing (erscieinenden) Knowledgi lthat
is, the Phenomenologyl. The wo ltaken] together, [chronicle-his-
tory and the Phenomenology,that is,l concepiually-understood His-
tory,^form the internalizing-Memory and the Caivary of the abso-
lute Spirit,-the objective-Reality, tlie Truth [or revlaled-Realityl,
1nd tfe [subjective] Certainty of its throne, without which it *oold
be lifeless solitary-entity. O;ly

frotn the Chalice of this Realm-of-Spirits rises up to it tbe foam
of its infnity.

, "Science" properly so-called-that is, the Logik or the Second

l"* 9f the "System"-science that reveals eteinal Being or real
Elelulr, is necesarily preceded by a Fint part, which dials with
the Becoming of-Being in Time or-as Time-that is, with History.
On the one hand, it is historical Science in the common ,"*" of
the word, which is humaniry's ,'neive" Memory; and on the other,
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it is the conceptual or philosophicil understanding of. the past that
is preserved in and by this "naive" Memory this understanding
being the Phenomenology. lt follows that'for Hegel, the phi-
nomenology cannor be understood without a previous knowledge
oj *l! history, iust as history cennot be truly-understood without
the Phenowenology, It was right for me, then, to talk about
Athens, Rome, Louis XIV . . . and Napoleon, in my interpretation
of the Phenomenology. As long as one does not sie the historical
facts to which this book is related, one understands nothing of
what is said in it. But the Phenomenology is something other ihan
a "universal history" in the common sense of the word. History
ndrrates events. The Phenomenology etpldins them or makes them
anderstandable,by revealing their human meaningand their neces-
sity. This is to say that it reconsfiucts ("deduces") the real his-
torical evolution of humanity in its humanlv essential uaits. It
reconsuucts them a priori, by "deducing" them from anthropo-
genetic Desire (Begierde) that is directed toward another Desire
(and thus is Desire for Recognition) and rhat realizes itself through
Action (Tat) neg*rng given-Being (Sein). Bur, once -or., tf,i,
"a priorf' consrruction can be carried out only af ter tbe f ait.lt is
6rst necessary that real History be completidl next, it musr be
narrned to Man;? and only then can the Philosopher, becoming a
Wise man, understand ir by reconstrucring it ,,a priori" in lhe
Phenomenolagy. And this same phenomenologica,l understanding

9f {{istory is what transforms the Philosophei into a Wise man;
for it is what definitively overcomes Time, and thus makes possible
the adequare revelation of. completed end perfect, thet is, eternal
and immutable, Being-a revelation efiected in and by the Logik.

One more remark, concerning the quotation from Sihiler (taken
from his poem "Freundschaft") with which the phenomenology
ends. This is not a word-for-word quotation. And the modifica-
tions made (consciously or not) by Hegel are revealing.

I shall not dwell on the fact that Hegel says ,,Giisterreich"
instead of "Seelenreich," although this subititution (which is very
"modern") is extremely significant. What is especially important

? Moreover, there is no real history without histoticd mellrtory--.thatt is, with-
out ord or written Memoirs.
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is that Hegel says "dieses Geisterreich" insread of "das ganze
Seelenreich." By this change, he means to exclude the "Angels" of
which Schiller speaks; he means to underline that eternal or infinite
Being-thar is, the absolute Spirit (which, in Schiller, is God),
arises solely from the totaliry of human or historical existence.
Therefore, the temporal past of eternal Being is human, arnd only
human. If one wants to talk about "God" in Hegel, rherefore, one
must not forget that this "dod's" pasr is Man: itis a Man who has
become "God," and not a God who has become Man (and who,
moreover, again becomes God). And the third modification of
Schiller s text by Hegel has the same meaning. Schiller sayst ,'die

Unendlichkeit"; Hegel wrires: "seine llnendlichkeit." Thus the
Phenomenolagy ends with a radical denial of all transcendence.
Revealed-infinite-eternal-Being-that is, the absolute Spirit-is the
infinite or eternal being of this same Being that existed as universal
History. This is to say-that the Infinite in"question 

's 
Man,s infinite.

And hence the "Science" that reveals this infinite-Being is a Science
of Man in two ways: on the one hand, it is the result of History-
that is, a product of Man; and on the other, it talks about Man,
about bis temporal or historical becoming (in the phenornenology),
and about Dc eternal being (in the Logik). Therefore ,,Science',
is indeed Selbst-be,untsstsein, end not Beasusstsein. Lnd, the Wise
Man, as he comes ro the end of the Phenomenology, c nsay that
the "Science" properly so-called that he is now going to develop
(in the Logik) is truly bis Science or Drs Knowteage.

But, as I have already said several times, the Wir" Mrn can
tp-"* o{ Science as Dis Science only to the extenr that he can spcak
of. deatb as bis death. For, as he proceeds to the Logik, the Vvise
Mrn complerely abolishes Time-that is, History-that is. his own
truly and specifcally human realiry, which ^ire^dy in rhe phe-
nomenology is but a palt r-.ea!i-ry: he definitively abanions his reality
as a free and historical Individual, as Subject opposed to the Objeci,
or as Man who is €ssentially somerhing o€ier (Anderr"s) ihan
Nature.

Hegel himself knows this full well. And he knew it at least as
e-arly as r 8oz . For in his essay of r 8oz endtled Glauben und w issen,
there is 1 passage -in which he plainly says so, and which I woulj
uKe to crte ln endrng my commentery on the phenomenology.
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In this passege we read the following (Volume I, pages 3o3f.):
The whole sphere of finiteness, of one's being something, of the
sensual-is swallowed up in true-or-genuine Faith when confronted
with the thought and intuition (Anscbauung) of the Eternal,
[thought and _inruition] here becoming one and the same thing. All
the gnats of Subiecdvity are burned in this devouring flamg and
tbe ,very conscioumess of this giving-of-oneself (Hiigebens) and
of this annihilation (Vemichtens) is annihilated (aernichtet).

Hegel knows it and says it. But he also says, in one of his letters,
that this knowledge cost him dearly. He speaks of a period of
total depression that he lived through between the w-nty-6fth
and thirtieth years of his life: a "Hypochondria" that wenr ,,Dis

ztr Erliihmang aller Kriifter" that was so severe as ,'to paralyze all
his powers," and that came precisely from the fact that he could
not accept the necessary abandonment of lndiaiduality-that is,
actually, of humanity-which the idea of absolute Knowledge
demanded. But, finally, he surmounred this "Hypochondria.', And

le-coryng a Wise Man by that final ecceptence of death, he pub-
lished a few years later the First Part of the "sysrem of Science,"
entitled "Science of the Phenomenology of the Spirit," in which
he definitively reconciles himself with all rhar is and has been, by
declaring that there will never more be enything new on earth.
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THE DIALECTIC OF THE REAL AND THE

PHENOMENOLOGICAL METHOD IN HEGEL

Complete Tert ol the Sirth through Ninth l-cctures
of the Academic lear 1984-rggs

What is Dialectic, according to Hegel?
We can give a first answer to thh question by recalling a passage

from the Ennclopaedia-more exactly, the Introduction to the
First Part of the Encyclopaedia. entitled "Logik."

In $ Zg (third edition) Hegel says this (Volume V, page ro6
Iines z7-3o);

With regard to its form, logic has three aspects (Seitm): (a) the
abstract or understandable (aerstiindige) aspect; (b) the dialectical
or negdtiaely rational (aerniinftige) aspect; (c) the speculatiae or
positively rational aspect.

Thrs well-kno\yn rexr lends itself ro rwo misunderstandingJs.
On the one hand, one might believe that Dialectic reduces to the
second aspec of "Logic," isolated from the other two. But in the
explanetory Note, Hegel underlines that the three aspects are in
reality inseparable. And we know from elsewhere that the simul-
taneous presence of the three aspects in question is what gives
"Logic" its dialectical characrer in the broad sense. But it must be
noted right away that "Logic" is dialectical (in the broad sense)
only because it implies a "negarive" or negating aspec, which is
called "dialecdcal" in the narrow sense. Neverthelis, dialectical
"logic" necessarily implies three complemenrary and inseparable
espects: the "abstract" aspect (revealed by Understending, Ver-
stand); the "negativer" properly "dialecdcal," aspect; and the*positive" aspecr (the last rwo aspec$ are revealed by Reason,
Vemunft).

On the other hand, one might suppose that Dialectic is the
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preserve of logical t-hought; or in other words, thar this passage is
concerned 

lith a philosophicalmetbod, a way of investigatio-n or
exposition. Now, in fact, this is not at all the case. Foi Hesel's
Logik is not a logic in the common sense of the word, n8r a
qno::91ory, b9t an onloloqy-o{ Scjence of Being, taken as Being.
And "the !og!"'1 (das Logiiche) of the passage rie have cited dols
not mean logical thougbt considered in itse'if, bat Being (Sein)
revealed (correcdy) in and by thought or speech (Logosl. There_
::t:l,h,t three "aspects" in que_stion are above all aspecrs of Being
rtself: they are ontological, a;nd not logical or gnoseological, cate-_
gories; and they are certainly not simple 

"ttih"., 
of 

-metioil 
of

rnvestrgatron or exposition. Hegel takes care, moreover, to under_
line this in the Note that folloirs the passage cited.
-. In this Nore, he says the following: (Volume V, page ro4,
l ines 3r-33):

These thrce aspects do not constitute rhree pans of Logic, but
ere constituent-elements (Momente) of. eaery logical-re1l-entity
(Logisch-Reellen), thar is, of every concept oi of iverything that
is trw (jedes Wahren) in general.

. Everything that is rrue, rhe true entity, the True, das Wahre,
is a real entiry, or Being itself, as revealed correctly and completely
by coherent discourse having a meaning (Logos). And this is what
Hegel also calls Begrif , concept; a ter-m thai means for him (ex_
gept when, as in the writing;s 

-of 
his youth and still occasionally

in the Phenomenology, he iays, nui Begrin) nor an .,abstraJt
nodon" detached from the real entity to which it is related, but
"conceptually understood realiry." The True and the concepi are,
as Hegel himself says, a Logiich-Reel/es, something logicd anj
real at the same dme, a realized concepr or a conc-eivei reality.
Now, "logical".thought that is ,rrppor.h to be true, th" 

"orr".ftthat rs supposed to be.adequate, merely reveal or describe Being
as it rs or as it erisfs, without adding anything to it, without t"kinfi
anything away from ir, withour -"aifyi"g ii in any *ay *hrtso"_
ever. The structure of thought, there?orJ, is determined by the
structure of the B.ejng thar ir reveals. If, then, ,,logical" thought
has three espe*s, if in orher words ic is dialecdcarlin the briad
sense), this is only because Being itself is dialecdcar (in the broad
sense), because of the facr that it-implies a "consdtuent-element" or
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an "aspect" that is negative or negating ("dialectical" in the narrow
and strong sense of the term). Thought is dialectical only to the
extent that it correcdy reveals the dialeccic of Being that is and of
the Real thet erists.

To be sure, pure and simple Being (Seiz) does not have a three-
fold or dialectical structure; but tlie Logical-real, the Concept or
the True-i.e., Being revealed by Spiech or Thought--do"r.
Hence one mighr be inclined to sey thar Being is dialeitical only
to the extent that it is revealed by Thought, that Thought is what
gives Being its dialectical character. But this formulation would
be inconect, or et least misleading. For in some sense the reverse
is,true for Hegel: Being can be ievealed by Thought; there is a
Thought in Being and of Being, only because Being is dialectical;
i.e., because Being implies a negativi or negating Constituent ele-
ment. The real dialectic of existing Being is, ambng other things,
the revelation of the Real and of-Being by Speec[ or Thougf,t.
And Speech 

"tt61ho'rght 
themselves ari dielectical only beca-use,

and to the extenr that, they reveal or describe the dialectit of Being
and of the ReaI.

However thar may be, philosophic thought or ,,scienrific"

thought in the -Hegelian sense of the *ord-Ie., rigorously true
thought-has the goal of revealing, through the ieaning of a
coherent discourse (Logos), Being (Serz) ai it rs and e'riin the
totality o{ 11 olieclive-Realiry (Wirklichkeir).1 The philosophic
or "scientific" Metbod, therefore, musr assure the adequation of
Thought ,-o q..tng, since Thought must rdapt itself to being and
to the Real without modifying ihem in 

"ny 
*"y whatsoever]This

is to say that the atdtude of the philosopher or rhe "scientisr"
(: the Wise Man) with respecr to Being'and to rhe Real is one
tl 

ey"Y passive conteTilpla;ion, and tha't philosophic or ,,scien-
tific" activity reduces to a pure and simple iescrrpiion of the Real
and of Being. The Hegelian method, therefore, i, ,rot 

"t 
all ,,dia_

lectical": t.. *. O1rr..rt_ contemplative and descriptive, or better,
phenomenological in Husserl's sense of the ternr. In the preface
and the Introduction to the phenomenology,Hegel insists at length

aThe rezsealed real totality of Being is nor only Being (Serz), buc also the
reuelaion of being or Thought (Denken); and this reuialed.oi.li.y i. Spirlt(Geist), what is dialectical or threeford is Geisr and not saiz; Bcing is but the
first constiruent-element (Mommt) of Spirit.
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on .the- -p1ssive, contemplative, and descriptive chara$er of the
"scienrific" method. He underlines that ihere is a dialectic of
"scientific" thought only because there is a dialectic of the Being
which that. thoughr reveals. As soon as the revearing descriptiol
is correct, it can be said that ordo et conneio i.deaiun iileri est
ac ordo et connerio reruftti for the order and the connection of
the real are, according ro Hegel, dialecdcal.

_.Here is whar Hegel says, for example, in the preface to the
rhenomenology (page 45, Iines 7_zo):

But scientific knowledge-( Erkermen) demands, on rhe contrary, that
one give himself (ilbergebm) to the life of the obiect (Gegnsiandesy
or, to slly the same thing in difierent words, that one have before
oneself and express in speech (auswsprechen) the inner necessiry
of this otject. By thus plunging (ich aertiefend) into its object, this
knowledge forgets thai overviiw (tbericht) [ihought to be possi-
ble from the ousidel which is [h reality] onf knowlidge's
(Wissens) own face reflected back into itself from th" 

"ont"nt. 
Eot

fiyils plunged into the mafter and progressing (f ortgehend) in the
[dialecdcal] movement of this maner, scientific knowledge comes
back into itself; but not before the filling (ErfilIlung) or thi content
[of the thought] gathers itself back into itself, simplifies itself to
specific determination (Bestimmtheit), Iowers itself io fbeing] an
aspect (Seire; [merelyl of an empirical-existence (Daseins)- lthe
other aspect being rhoughtl, and transforms itr;elf (iibergebr) into its
superior (bohere) truth [or revealed realityJ. By that very process,
the simple-or-undivided Whole (Ganze) which has an ovirview of
itselt (sich ilbersehende) iself emerges from the richness [of the
diversity] in which its reflection [into itself] seemed lost.

"Scientific knowledge" gives itself or abandons itself without
reserve, without preconceived ideas or afterthoughts, to the ,,life"

and the "dialecdcal movemenr" of the Real. Thus, this truly true
knowledge has nothing to do wirh the "Reflection" of pieudo-
plrilosophy (i.e., pre-Hegelian philosophy) and of pseudo-science
(Newtonian science), which ieflects-oz the Real while placing
itself. outside of rhe Real, without one's being able to say pfecisely
where; Reflection which pretends to give an "overviev/' of the
Real on the basis of a knowing Subiect that calls itself autonomous
or independent of the Object of knowledge; a Subject rhat, ac-
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cording to Ffegel, is but an anificially isolated aspeq of the known
or revealed Real.

To be sure, in the end, "scientific knowledge" comes back to-
ward itself and reveals itself to itselfi its finaf goal is to describe
itself in irs narure, in its genesis, and in its devJlopmenr. Jusr like
ordinary philosophic knowledge, it is a self-knowledge. But it is a
complete and adequate self-knowledge-that is, it is true in the
strong sense of the word. And it is true because, even in ics return
toward itself, it simply follows passively the dialectical movement
of its "content" which is the "obiect"-that is, the Real and Being.
The Real ircelf is whar organizes itself and makes irself concrete Jo
as to become a determinate "species," capable of being revealed by
a "general norion"l the Reel itself reveals itself through articulaie
knowledge and thereby becomes a known object ihat has the
kn3wing-glbiect as its necessary complement, so thar .,empirical
existence" is divided into beings that-speak and beings that are
spoken of. For real Being existirig as Nature is what pro?uces Man
who reveals that Nature (and himself) by speaking of it. Real
Being thus transforms itself into "rruth" or into t.i'litv reaeared
by speech, ald becomes a "higher" and ,'higher" truth'as its dis-
cursive revelation becomes ever more adequate and complete.

It is by following this "dialectical movemenr" of the Real that
Knowledge. is _present at irs own birth and contemplates its own
evolurion. And thus it finally attains its end, which is the adequate
and . comple-te _ understan{ing of itself-i.e., of the progressive
revelation of the Real and of neing by speech----of the R"eal and
Bein-g which engender, in and Uy ttriir ?,dialectical movement,"
the Speech that reveals them. And it is thus that e total revelation

:1.*.rl..B:hg 9f an entirely revealed Totality (an ,,undivided

Plo]."I is finally_ constituted: the coherent whole of Being real-
ized in the real lJniverse, completery and perfectly descriEed in
the "overvie*-" gil:n by the bne and uniqo. ,,Science" or the'jSystem" of the Wise M_an, lnally emerges irom Being which at
first.was only a,narural World formed 5f ,"p"r"t" 

"ni 
dirpr"r."

entities, an incoherent "lichness" in which there was no ,,ieflec-
tion," no discursive knowledge, no ardculate self-consciousnes.

, 
Taken separately, the Subject and the Object are abstractiont

thar have neither "obfective realiry', lWtrtUchkeir) nor .,em_
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pirical exisrence" (Dasein), What exists inreality, es soon as there
is a Realiry of u:bich one speaks-tnd since we in fact speak of
re.ality, there can be for us only Realiry of which one speaks-
what exists in reality, I say, is the Subject that knows the bbiect,
or, whar is the same thing, the Object known by the Subiect.
This.double Reality which is nonetheless one because it is equally

19al i1 each aspect, taken in its whole or as Totality, is called in

{egel "Spirig" (Geist) or (in rhe Logik) "absolutg ldea." Hegel
also says: "absoluter Begriff, ("absolute Concept"). But the term
Begrifi can .also be -applied rc a fragment of totil revealed Being,
to a "consrituenr-element" (Momenr) of the Spirit or Idea (i=n
which case the Idea can be defined as the integration of all the
Concepts-that is, of all the particular "ideas'i). Taken in this
sense, Begzif signifies a particular real entity or a real espect of
being,-revealed by,the meaning of a wordj.e., by a ,,'general
notion"l or else, what is the same thing, Begrifi is 

-a ',mJaning',
("idea") that exisrs empirically not onlyln the form of an acrualy
thought, spoken, or written word, but also as a ,.thing.', If the
(universal or "absolute") "Idea" is the "Truth" or the Reality
revealed by speech of the one and unique totality of what exists, a
(particular) "Concepr" is the "Truth" of a particular real entity
taken separately, but understood as an integral element of the
Totaliry. Or else, again, the "Concept" is a ,,true entity" (das
Wahre)-that is, a real .entity narned or revealed by the meaning
of. a asord, which meaning relates it to all other real entities ani
rhus inserts it in the "System" of the whole Real reveeled bv the
entirety of "scientific" biscourse. Or else, finally, the ,,Conlept"

is the "essential reality" or the essence (Wesen) of a concrete
entity-that is, precisely the reality which corresponds, in that con-
crete entity, to the medning of the word that designates or reveals
It.

. Like the Spirit or the Idea, each Concept is hence double and
single at- the same time; it is both "sub)eitive" and ,,obiective,"
both real thought of a real entity and a real endty really ihought.
The reol aspecr of rhe Concept is called ,'obiecri' (Gigenstdidl,
"given-Being"- (Sein), "entity thar exists 

' 
as a given-Being"

(Seiendes), "In-irself" (Ansich), and so on. The aspect thought
is called "knowledge" (Wissen), "act of knowing"-(Erkennen),
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"knowledge" (Erkenntniss), "act of chinking', (Denken), and so
on; and occasionally "concept" (Begriff) in the common sense
(when Hegel saysi nur Begriff). But these rwo aspecs are insepa-
rable and complementary, and it is of little importance to know
which of the two must be called Whsen or Begriff (in the common
sense), and which Gegenstand. What is of importance is that-
in the Truth-there is perfect coincidence of the Begriff and the
Gegenstand, and that-in the Truth-Knowledge is purely passiae
adequation to essential-Reality. And that is why the true Scientist
or the Wise Man must reduce his existence to simple contqnpla-
tion (reines Zusehen) of the Real and of Being, and of their
"dialectical movement." He looks at everything that iJ and verbally
describes everything thar he sees: therefore, hl has nothing to do,
for he modifies nothing, adds nothing, and takes nothing away.

This, at least, is what Hegel says in the Introduction to the
Pbenomenology (page 7r, Iine z7-puge 72, line rr):

lf.by concept we mean knoasledge (Wissen), and by the essential-
reality (Wesen) or rhe mte-entity (Wahre) we mean entity existing
as a given-being (Seiende) or object (Gegennand), it follows that
verification (Prilfung) consists in seeing (wru.seben) if the concept
corresponds to the object. But if by concept we mean the essential-
redlity of the In-itself (Anich) of the object and by object, on the
other hand, we understand the object [taken] as object, namely, as
it is for another [i.e., for the knowing Subject], it follows that
verification consists in our seeing if the object corresponds to its
concept. It is easily seen rhat both [expressions signify] the same
thing. But what is essential is to keep [in mind] for the whole study
(Unterruclrung) that these two consrituent-elements (Momente),
[namelyJ concept and object, Being f or anotber and Being in itself ,
are situated within the very knowledge that we are studying, and
that consequently we do not need to bring in standards (Masssiibe\
or to apply our lownl intuitions (Einfiille) and ideas (Gedrnken)
during the study. By omitting these la$er, we attain [the possibilityJ
of viewing the thing as it is in and f or itself .

Now, any addition (Zutat) [comingl from us becomes superfluous
not only in the sense (nach dieser Seire) that [the] concept and
[the] objecg the standard and what is to be veri6ed, are present
(oorhanden) in the Consciousness (Bewusstsein) itself [which we, as
philosophers, snrdy in the Phenornenologyf; but we are also spared
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the effort of comparing the two and of aeifying in the strict sensc,
so that-since [studied] Consciousness verifies itself-in this reqpect
too, only pure contemplauon (Zusebeel) is left for us to do.

When all is said and done, the "method" of the Hegelian Scien-
tist consists in having no merhod or wey of thinking peculiar to his
Science. The naive man, the vulgar scientist, even the pre-Hegelian
philosopher-*ach in his way opposes himself to the Real and
deforms it by opposing his own means of action and methods of
thought ro ir. The Wise Man, on the conrrary, is fully and defini-
tively reconciled with everything that is: he enrrusts himself with-
out reserve to Being and opens himself entfuely to the Real wirhour
resisting- it.. His role is that of a perfectly flat and indefinitely
extended mfuror: he does not reflect on the Real; it is the Real that
reflects itself on him, is reflecced in his consciousness, and is revealed
in its own dialectical structure by the discourse of the Wise Man
who describes it without deforming it.

.. If .Iol qlerye, the Hegelian "method" is purely .,empiricel" or
"positivist": Hegel looks at the Real and discribes what he sees,
everything that he sees, and nothing bur what he sees. In other
words, he has the "experience" (Erfahrung) of dialectical Being
and the Real, and thui he makes their ,,movement" pass into hi
discourse which describes them.

And that is what Hegel says in the Introduction to the phe-
nomenology (page 73,lines 7-rr):

TIns dialectical movemenr which consciousness carries out (mrilbt)
in (an) itself, both in terms of its knowledge and its object, to the
extent rhat rhe new [and] true object mises (entspringt)' out of this
movement.{and appears] before Consciousness, is suictly speaking
what is called erperience (Erfobrung),

-. To b. sure, this experience "strictly speaking" is something quite
difierent from the eiperience of wlgar scienle. The latter-is car-
ried out by a Subjeic who p""t"ni, to be independent of the
Object, and it is supposed to ieveal the Obiect which exists inde-
pendently of the Subject. Now in actual fact the experience is had
by a man who lives within Nature and is indissolubiy bound to it,
but is also opposed to it and wants ro transform it: stience is born
from the desire to transform the World in relation to Men; its final
end is technical application. That is why scientific knowledge is
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never absolutely passive, nor purely contemplative and descriptive.
Scientific experience pefturbs rhe Obiect because of the active
intervention of the Subject, who applies to the Object L ntetbod
of investigation that is his own and io which nothing in the Obiect
itsclf corresponds. What it reveals, therefore, is neither the Obiect
taken independently of the Subject, nor rhe Subject taken inde-
pendently of the Obfect, but only the result of the interacion
of the two or, if you will, that interaction itself. However, scien-
tifi-c experience and knowledge ere concerned with the Object as
independent of and isolated from the Subiect. Hence they do not
find what they are looking for; they do not give what they
promise, for they do not correctly reveal or describe what the Real
is for them, Generally speaking, Truth (: revealed Reality) is
the coincidence of thought or descriptive knowledge witli the
concrete real. Now, for vulgar science, this real is supposed to be
independent of the thought which describes it. But in fact this
science never atrains this autonomous real, this .,thing in itself,' of
Kant-Newton, because it incessantly perturbs it. Hence scientific
thought does not attain its truth; there is no scientific tutb in the
*gog and proper sense of the term. Scientific experience is thus
only a pse.udo-experience. And it cannot be otheriise, for vulgar
science is in fact concerned not with the concrete real, but with-an
abstraction. To the exrent that the scientist thinks or knows his
o_!i:o, .what really and concretely exists ls the entirery of the
Objec.known by the Subject or oi the Subject knowing the Ob-
ject. The isolated obfect is bur an abstraction, and thatls why it
has no fixed and stable continuity (Bestehen) arnd is perpetually
deformed or perturbed. Therefore it cannot serve as a'uasis for a
Truth, which !)'definition is universally and erernally valid. And
the same goes for the "object" of vulgar psychologyj gnoseologv,

1d. philosophy, which is the subfect-artihcially i.6i"tJd fto- ih"
Object-i.e., yet another abstraction.2

2This interpretation of science, on which Hegel insisted very much, is cur-
rendy admittcd by science itserf. In quencum ptrysics ir is expressed in mathe-
matical form by Heisenberg's relations of uncertainry. These relations show on
ft9.one hend that rhe experience of physics is nevei perfecg because it cannoi
achieve a description of the "physical real" that is both complete and adequate
(precise). on the other hand, the famous principle of "compiementary nodons"
follows from it, formulated by Bohr: tha-t of 

-th" 
-"u" and the pardcle, for

example. This means that the (verbal) physical description of the Real 
""""o*ity
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_ t{egelian- experience is a difierenr $ory: it reveals concrete
Reality, and reveals it without modifying or ,,pernrrbing" it. That

L*ly, 
when this experience is desciibed verbally, it rEpresents a

Trurh in rhe strong sense of rhe term. And rhar is whrir has no
specific method of its own, as experience, thought,'or verbal
description, that is not et the same iittre an "oblediven' srrucnrre
of the concrete Real itself which it reveals by dtscribing it.

The conmere Real (of which we speak) is both Reai revealed
by a discourse, and Discourse revealing t real. And the Hegelian
experience is related neither to the Real nor to Discourse iaken
separately, but to their indissoluble uniry. And since it is itserf a
yvgaling Discourse, it is itself an aspect oi the concrete Real which
it describes. It therefore brings in-nothing fron outside, and the
thought or the discourse whiih is born fr6m it is not a reflection
on the Real: the Real itself is what reflects itself or is reflected in
the discourse or as thought. In particular, if the thought and the
discourse of the Hegelian Scientist or the wise Man ari dialectical,

implies contredicrions: the "physical real" is simulaneously a weve filling all of
space and a particle localized in one point, and so on. By its own admission,
Physics can never attain Truth in the strong sense of the tirm-In fact, physics
does not study and describe the concrete Real, but only an artifcialry isoiated
aspect of the Real-that is, rn abstraction; namely: the aspect of the RLal which
is given to the "physical subiecg" this subiect being Men reduced to his eye
(which is, rnoreover, jdeilized)-i.e., yet another abitraction. physics describes
the Real to the extent that it is given to this subfect, without describing this
Subiect itself. Physics, however, is obliged to take accounr of the act which
"gives" the Real to this Subject, and which is the act of seeing (which pre-
supposes the presence of light, in the broad sense). Now this abstact description
is made not with words having a meaning (Logos), but with the help of
algorithms: if concrete M,nr speaks of the Real, the abstract physical Sullect
uses a mathematicd "language." on the level of algorithm, there is neither un-
certainty nor contrediction. But neither is there any Ttwth in the proper sense,
since there is no genuine Discoune (Logos) that reveals the Real. And as soon
as one wants to move from algorithm to pbysical Discourse, one introduces con-
tradictions and an element of uncertainty, Hence there is no Truth in the domain
of Physics (and of science in general). Only philosophic Discourse can achieve
Truth, for it alone is related to the concrete Real-that is, to the tmalit! of the
reality of Being. The various sciences are always concerned with abstractions: on
the one hand, because they relate the Reel not to living mrn, but to a more or
less simplified, or bener, abstract, "lmowing Subject"; on the other hand, becruse
they neglect in their descriptions either the (ebstract) Sublect which corresponds
to the (abstract) Object which they describe, or the (abstract) Obiect which is
givetr to the (abstract) Subject which they study. And that is why they heve their
own peculier zretDadr of thought and of ection.
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it is only because they faithfully reflect the "dialecticel move-
ment" of the Real of which they are a part and which they etpni-
ence adeguetely by giving themselves to it withour eny precon-
ceived method.

Hegel's metbod, then, is nor er all dialectical, and Dialectic for
him is quite different from a method of thought or exposition. And
we can even say that, in e certain way, Hegel was the first to
abandon Dialecric as a philosophic method. He was, er leasr, the
first to do so voluntarily and with full knowledge of what he was
doing.

The dialectical method was consciously and systematically used
for the 6rst time by Socrates-Plato. But in fact it is as old as
phil.oso-phy itself. For the dialecical method is nothing but the
method of dialogue-that is, of discusion.

Everything seems to indicate that Science was born in the form
o{ Myth. A Myth is a theory-that is, a discursive revelation of
the real. Of course, ir is supposed ro be in agreemenr with the
given real. But in fact, it always goes beyond its girrens, and once
beyond them, it only has to be co-herentli."., free"of iniernal con-
tradictions-in order to make a show of truth. The period of Myth
is a period of monologue, and in this period oie demonstrites
nothing because one "discusses" nothing, iince one is not yet faced
with a.contrary or simply difterent opinion. And that is precisely
why there is true or false "tnyth', or ,,opinion,, (dora)', but nb
"science" or "truth" properly so-called. 

-

Then, by -chance, the man who has an opinion, or who has
crerted or adopted a _myth, comes up against i difierent myth or

: coTrar.y opinion. This man will firsr try to get rid of it:'either
by pluggrng up his ears in some wey, by an internal or external
"censoring"; or by overcoming (in the nondia,lectical sense of the
term) the adverse myrh or opinion, by putting to death or banish-
mg lts propagetors, for example, or by acts of violence that will
force the others l? toy the same thingas he (even if they do not
think the same thing).

But it can happen (and we know that this actually did happen
one day, somewhere) that the man begins to dbeuss witti'tris
adversary. By an act of freedom he can tecide to want to ,,con-
vince" him, by_"refyting, him and by ,,demonstrating,' his own
point of view. To this end he speoks *itt his advenary,"he engeges
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in e dialogue with him: he vw a. dialectical metboiL And it is by
becoming a dialectician that the man of myth or opinion becomes
a scientist or a philosopher.

In Plato (and probably already in Socrates) all this beceme
conscious. If Plato has Socrates say that not the uees, bur only the
men jn the ciry can teach him something, it is because he under-
stood that, staning from (false or truef m;rth and opinion, one
can attain science and truth only by way of discussion-that is,

!I *tI of -dialogue or dialectic. In fine, according to Socrates-
Plato, it is from the collision of diverse and edverse opinions that
the spark of the one and the only truth is finally struck A .,thesis"

is opposed to an "and-rhesis," which, by the way, the thesis gen-
erally provokes. They confront each other, coirect one anoiher
mutually-that is, destroy each other-but also combine and fnally
engender a "s)mthetic" truth. But this latter is still iust one opinion
among many others. It is a new thesis that will find or arouse a
new anti-thesis, in order to asociate itself with it by negating it-
i.e., by modifying it-in a new synthesis, in which it will G dif-
ferent from what it was at the starr. And so on, until one achieves
a "rynthesis" that will no longer be the thesis of a discussion or a
"thesis" that can be discussed; an indisputable "truth" that will no
long-e1 be a simple "opinion" or one of the possible opinions; or,
speakilg objectively, the single One which is not in opposition to
an Other because it is the Whole-the Idea of the ideas, or the
Good.

In philosophy or science born from discusion-thar is, in dia-
lectical (or synrhetic) truth which realizes the Good in man by
verbally revealing the One-Whole-the intermediate theses, anti-
theses, and syntheses rre aaf gehobnt, as Hegel will later say. They
are "overcome," in the threefold sense of the German word
Aafheben-that is, "overcome dialectically." In the first place, they
are oaercotne or annulled with respect to whatever is fragmentary,
relative, partial, or one-sided in them-that is, with respect to what
makes them false when one of them is taken not for az opinion, but
as tbe truth. Secondly, they are ̂ lso preseraed or safeguarded with
respect to whatever is essential or universal in them-that is, with
respect to what in each of them reveals one of the manifold aspecrs
of the total and single realiry. Finally, they are sablimated-tizt ts,
raised to a zuperior level of knowledge and of reality, and there-
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fore of truth; for by completing one enother, the thesis and the
antithesis get rid of their one-sided and limited or, beffer, "subjec-
tive" character, and as synrhesis they reveal a more comprehensive
and hence e more comprehensible aspect of the "objective" real.

But if dialectic finally attains the adequation of discursive
thought to Realiry and Being, nothing in Realiry and Being cor-
responds to dielectic. The dialectical movement is a movemint of
hlman thought and discourse; bur the realiry itself which one
thinks and of which one talks is in no way diaiectical. Dialectic is
but a method of philosophic research and-exposition. And we see,
by the v/ay, that the method ts dialecical only because it implies
a negative or negadng elemenr: n{mely, the anrirhesis which- op-
poses the thesis in a verbal fight and calls for an effort of demon-
stradon, an effort, moreover, indistinguishable from t refutation.
Thele is truth properly so-called-that is, scientific or philosophic
truth, or better, dialectical or synthetical truth<nlv *het" tir"r"
hes been discussion or dialogue-that is, antithesis orgoAoga thesis.

In Plato, the dialectical method is still quite close to its historical
ottg.t* (the sophistic discusions). In hir writings we :ue dealing
with genuine dialogues, in which the thesis and-the antithesis ari
presented by different persons (socrates generally incarnates the
antithesis of all rheses- asserted by his intlrlocutors or expressed
suc.cesively by one of them). And as for rhe synthesis, it is gen-
erally the auditor who must make it-th" 

"odito, 
who is-the

philosopher properly so-called: plato himself or that disciple who
is capable of- understanding him. This auditor finaly attains the
absolute trurh which resulti from the entirery of thi dialectic or
from the coordinated movement of all the dialogues, a truth that
reveals rhe "roral" or "synthetical" Good which i capable oI fully
and definitively "satisfying', the one who knows ii and who L
consequently beyond discussion or dialectic.s

s For Plato, it must be added, there is a gap, a break in continuity. Dielectic
only prepares the vision of the Good, uut aocs not necessarily lead to it: this
vision is a sort of mystic irluminarion or ecstasy. (cf. the scventh l*acr). perhaps
the vision is silent, rnd the Good inefiable (in which case plato would be'a
!If-stic), In any case, it is more than, and different from, the integradon of the
dielectical movement of thought: ir is an intuition mi generb, obiJctively speak-
ing' God or the one is something other than the Totality * h,. i"i, 

-i 
i,

beyond Being; it 'rs 
z ttanscendent God. plato is certainly e Theologirn, (cf.

above, the Course of thc year r93g-r9, Note on Eterniry, Time, and .t. 
-Con".pi.)
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In Aristotle the dialectical method is les apparent than in plato.
But it continues to be applied. It becomes the aporetic method: the
solution of the problem-results from a discusion (and sometimes
from a simple iuxtaposition) of all possible opinions-that is, of all
oplruons that are coherent and do not contradict themselves. And
che dialecrical method was preserved in this "schorasric" form until
our time in both the sciences and philosophy.

But along a parallel line there was something else.

, 
Like all opinion, the Myth arises spontaneoisly and is accepted

(o.r.reiected) in the same way. Man cieates it in and by his (,,poeti-
cal") imaginadon, conrent lf he avoids conradictions whin he
develops his initial idea or "intuition." But when the confrontation
with a different opinion or myth engenders the desire for t proof ,
which cannor as yet be satisfied by-z danonstration through dis-
cussion, one feels the need to found one's opinion or the mph that
one is proposing (both being supposed tobe unverifiable-empiri-
c-afll-i.e., by an appeal to tommon sense experience) on rotn"-
,Tng To.t: than simple personal conaiction br ,,subiective cer-
.d1ry" (Gea:issheit)-which is visibty of the same rype and
w{g\ as the adversary's. A foundation of superior or'.idivine"
value is 19ught and found: the myth is presenied as having been
"reveeled" !)r a god, who is supposed to be the guarantee for its
truth-that is, for its universal and eternal validiw.

Just like dialectical truth, rhis "revealed" myrhical rrurh could
not have been found by an isolated man confronted with Nature.
Here too "trees teach man nothing," But ,,the men in the city" do
not teach him anything either. It ii a God who reveals the truth to
him-in- a "myrh." But in contrast to dialectical truth, this mythical
truth is not the result of r discussion or a dialogue: God alone
spoke, while man was content to listen, to undlrstand, and to
transcribe (and to do this far from the ciry, on the top of a
mountain, and so on).

Even after having been a Platonic philosopher, man can still
sometimes renrrn ro the "mythological't period. Such was the case
oJ Saint Augustine. But this "retirn" is in realiry a "synrhesis":
the myth-revealing God becomes a quasi-Socraiic intlrlocutor;
man engages in dialogue with his God, even if he does nor go so
far rs to have a discussion with him (Abraham, however, disiusses
with Jehovah!). But this divine-human "dialogue" is but a hybrid
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and ffensitory form of the dialectical method. Accordingly, it

assumed 
"n 

iofinite variety of forms among the diverse "Mystics,"
ranging from true dialogue in which "God" is but a title for the

huriariinterlocutor witfi whom one discusse', to diverse "revela-
tions" on the tops of mountains in which the human partner is

only a mute auditor, "convinced" beforehand.
In any case, the divine interlocutor is, in fact, fictitious. It all

happenjin the soul itself of the "scientist." And that is why- S1y
Augustine had "dialogues" with his "soul." And a distant--disciple
of ihat Platonic (or Plotinian) Christian, Descartes, deliberately
dropped God and wes content to have dialogue and discusion yith
hiil;f. Thus Dialectic became "Meditation." It was in the form
of Cartesian meditadon that the dialectical method was used by the
authors of the great philosophical "systems" of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries, from Descartes to Kant-Fichte-Schelling. At
first sight, this is a step backwards in relation to Socrates-Plato-
Aristotle. The great modern "Systems" are like so many "Myths"
which are iuxtiposed without being discussed, which are created
out of nothing by their authors without coming from an earlier
dialogue. But in fact, this is not at all the case. On the one hand
the author himself discusses his "theses" and demonstates theit
veracity by refuting possible oblections or "antitheses": thus he
applies a dialectical method. On the other hand, in fact, the Platonic
Dialogues preceded these Systems, which come from them "dia-
lectically" through the intermediary of the aporetic discussions of
Aristotle and the scholastic Aristotelians. And just as in a Platonic
Dialogue, the auditor (who in this case is a historian-philosopher
of philosophy) discovers the absolute truth as the result of the
implicit or tacit "discussion" between the great Systems of history,
hence. as the result of their "dialecdc."

Hegel was the first of these auditor-historian-philosophers. In any
case, he was the first to be so consciously. And that is why he was
the first who could knowingly abandon Dialectic conceived as a
philosophical method. He is content to observe and describe the
dialectic which was effected throughout history, and he no longer
needs to make t dialectic himself. This dialectic, or the "dialogue"
of the Philosophies, took place before him. He only has to have
the "experience" of it and to describe its synthetical final result
in a coherent discourse: the expression of rhe absolute truth is
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nothing but rhe adequate verbal description of rhe dialecdc which
engendered it. Thus, Hegel's Science is ,,dialectical,' only to the
extent that the Philosophy which prepared it throughout History
has been (implicitly or explicitly)-diilecdcal

- At 6rst sight, this attitude of Hegel is a simple return to plato.
If Plato lets Parmenides, Protagoras, Socrates, and sdll others have
dialogues, while being conrent to record the result of their dis-
cussions, Hegel records the result of the discussion which he
orqnizes between Plato and Descartes, Spinoza and Kant, Fichte
and Schelling, and so on. Hence, here again we would seem to be
dealing with a dialectical ntetbod in the search for truth or in its
exposition, which in no way affects the Real which that truth
reveals. And Hegel does actually say somewhere that he is only
rediscovering the ancient or, rarher, Platonic, dialectic. But a
closer examination shows that this is not at all the case, and thar
when Hegel speaks of Dialectic, he is talking about something
quite different from what is found in his predecessors..

One can say, if one pleases, that the erernal light of absolute
Hegelian truth, too, comes from the collision of all the philosophic
opinions which preceded it. However, this ideal dialectic, the dia-
logue of the Philosophies, took place, according to Hegel, only
because it is a refection of the real dialectic of Being. And only
because it reflects rhis real dialectic does it finally achieve, in the
person of Hegel, the truth or the complete and adequate revelation
of the Real. Each philosophy correctly reveals or describes e turn-
ing point or a stopping place-thetical, andthetical, or synthetical-
of the real dialectic, of the Beasegu.ng of existing Being. And that

only re
is why each philosophy ir "rrue" in a certain sense. But it is true
only relatively or temporerily: it remains "true" as long as a newor temporerily: it remains "true" as long as a new
philosophy, also "true," does not come along to demonstrate its
"error." However, a philosophy does not by itself transform itself
into anorher philosophy or engender that orher philosophy in and
by an autonomous dialectical movement. The Real corresponding
to a given philosophy itself becomes really other (thetical, anti-
thetical, or synthetical), and this other Real is what engenders

a Hegel is nonetheless right in saying that he rediscovers Plato; for Platonic
dielectic, the dialectical method, acrually is an aspect of the dielecdc of. the rcal
rvhich Hegel discovered.
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another adequete philosophy, which, es "rrue," replaces the frst
philosophy which has become "false." Thus, the dialectical move-
ment of the history of philosoph)r, which ends in the absolute or
definitive truth, is but a reflection, a "superstructure," of the
dialectical movemenr of the real history of the Real. And that is
why all philosophy thar is "rrue" is aiso essenrially "false": ir is
false in so far as it presents itself not as the reflection or description
of a constituent element or a dialectical "moment" of the real. but
as the revelation of rhe Real in its totality. Nonetheless. even while
being or becoming "false," all philosopir)' (wonhy of the name)being or becoming "false," all philc
remains "true," for the total Real i

The absolute truth or the Science of the Wiie Man, of Hegel-
that is, the adequate and complete revelation of the Real in irs
Totalityjs indeed, therefore, an integral synthesis of all the
philosophies presented throughout history. However, neither these
philosophies through their discussions. nor the historian-philoso-
phcr who obseryes them, efiects the synthesis in question: recl
History is what does it, at the end of its own dialectical move-
ment; and Hegel is content to record it without having to do eny-
thing whatsoever, and consequently, without resordng-to a specifrc
mode of operation or a rnethod of his own.

"Weltgeschichte ist Weltgericht, (*World History is e tribunal
that judges the World"). History is what iudges men, their actions
and.their opinions, and lastly their philosophical opinions as welr.
To be sure, History is, if you pleasi, a long ,.discussion', berween
men. But il'rk real historical "-discussion" is something quite dif-
ferent-from a philosophic dialogue or discussion. The idiscusion"
r carned ouc nor wirh verbal argumencs, but with clubs and swords
or cannon on the one hand, and with sickles and hammers or ma-
chines on the other. If one wants to speak of a "diarectical
method" 

ryed- by-Hisrory, one must make ilear that one is talking
about merhods of war and of work. This real, or betcer, activi
historical dialectic is what is reflected in the history of phiiosophy.
And if Hegelian Sc'ence is dialectical or syntheticaf it i, ;niy
because ir describes that rear dialectic in its tbtafity, as wel as tt
series of consecutive philosophies which 

"orr"rporrd, 
to that dia_

lectical reality. Now, by the iay, rearity is dialectical only because
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it implies a negative or negating element: namely, the active nega-
gi.on 9f tlr.-gurtt_, the negation whictr is at the foundation of evJry
bloody 6g_ht and of all so-called ,,physical', work.

Hegel does not need a God who would reveal the truth to him.
And to find the truth, he does not need to hold dialogues with
"the men in the city," or even to have a ,,discussion" wiih himself
or to "meditrte" d ld Descartes. (Besides, no purely verbal discus-
sion, no:g!.1 meditation, can lead to the truth, of *hi"n Figh.-
ing and Work are the only "criteria.") He can find it a[ al6ne,
while sitting. tranquilly in ihe shade of those ,,rrees', which taught
Socrates norhing, bur which teach Hegel many chingp abour rhein-
selves and about men. But all this is possibli onlf because there
hatse been cities in which men had discussions against a background
of fighdn-g and work, while they worked a-nd fought f'or and
because of their opinions (cities, moreover, which werJ surrounded
by these same uees whose wood was used in their construction).
Hegel no longer discusses because he benefits from the discusion
of those who preceded him. And if, having nothing more to do,
he has no met-hod of his own, it is because ie profi from all the
actions effected throughout history. His thought simply reflects
the Real. But he can do so only b-ecause the Real is dialectical-
that is, imbued with the tt"g"iing action of fighting and work,
which engenders thought and discourse, causes them io move, and
finally realizes their perfect coincidence with the Real which they
are-supposed to reveal or to describe. In short, Hegel does not need
a dialectical metbod because the truth which helncarnates is the
final result of the real or active dialectic of universal History,
which his thought is contenr to reproduce through his discourse.

From Socrates-Plato until Hegel, Dialectic was only a philo-
sophical method without a counterpart in the real. In Fiegel-there
is a real Dialectic, but the philosophical method is that of a pure
and simple description, which is dialectical only in the sense that
it describes a dialectic of realiw.

In order better to understand the meaning of and the reason for
tfis uuly revolutionary transposition, one must be willing to make
the philosophical expeiiment-which Hegel proposes to iit" reader
of tie Phnomenology in its fust Chapti. toof at your watch, he
says, and note that it is, let us sey, noon. Say it, and you will have
enunciated a truth. Now write this truth on a piece of paper: ,,It
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is now noon." At this point Hegel remarts that a rruth cannor
cease to be true because of being formulated in writing. And now
look at your watch again and reread the sentence you have written.
You will see that the truth has been transformed into error, for
it is nou five minutes past noon.

What can be said, except that real being can transform a human
truth into an errorJet least in so far as the real is temporal, and
Time has a realiry.

Ths observation was made a long time ago: since Plato or,
rather, since Parmenides, and perhapJeven e"rliet. But one aspecr
of the glestion was neglected until Hegel; nemely, the fact ihat,
through his discourse, through his writtin discourse in panicular,
man succeeds in preseraing error in the very heart of realiry. If
Nature happens to commit an error (the maiformation of arr ani-
mal, for example), it eliminates it immeiliately (the animal dies,
or at least d9T lo! propagate). Only the errors commined by
mzn endu.re indefinitely and are propagated at a disrance, thanks
to language. And man could be dehned as an error that is preserved
in existence, thrt endures within reality. Now, since dor meuts
disagreenenr with the real; since whit 

's 
othq than what is, is

false, one can also say that the man who errs is a Nothingnes
that nihilates in Being, or an "ideal" that is present in the rei'l.o

. Only men can err without thereby having to become extinct:
he can conrinue to exisr, making mistakes a[ Ihe while about what
exists; he ctn liae his error or in error; and the error or the false
which is nothing in itself becomes real in him. And the experiment
mentioned above shows us how, thanks to men, the nothingnes
of the noon which is past can be really present, in the form 6f an
erroneous sentence, in the real present of five minutes past twelve.
. But this preservation of erroiin the real is possible only because
its transformation into a truth is posible. It is'because error can be
corrected that it is not pure nothingness. And experience shows
that human errors are actually cor.ected in the co'rse of time and
become truths. One can even say that every mtth in the proper
sense of the term rs en error that has been corrected. For thi truth

'Permenides'asserdon: "Being and rhought ere the seme thingr" can at best
be applied only to rna thoughq bur certainly not to fake though; fie felse is
certainly sornething other thrn Beins, And yet, one cennot say that the false .,is
nothing," thet "therg is no" error. F*or "cxists" in io way: ideallg, n to speak.
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is more than-a realiry: it is a. rwealed reahty; it is the reality plus the
revelation of the reality through discourse. Therefore, in-the heart
of the truth, there is a, diference between the real and the dis-
course which reveals it. But a difference is acrualized in the form
of an opposiion, aind a discourse opposed to the real is, precisely,
an error. Now a difference that was never actualized wbdd not
reallybe a difference. Therefore, there is really a mtth only where
there bas been tn error. Bur error exists really only in the form of
human discourse. If man, then, is the only one who can err really
and live in error, he is also the onlv one who can incarnate trutli.
If Being in its totaliry is not only'pure and simple Being (Seiz),

lug Truth, Concept, Idea, or Spirit-this is only because it implies
in its real existence a human or articulate realiry, which is capabte
of erring and of correcdng its errors. Without-Man, Being would
be mute: it would be tbere (Dasein), bur it would not-be true
(das Wabre).

The example given by Hegel shows how man manages ro creere
and to preserve an error in Nature. Another example, which is not
found in Hegel but which illustrates his thought well, permits us
to see how man succeeds in transforming into truth the error
which he was able to preserve as error in the real.

Let us suppose that, in the Middle Ages, a poet wrote in a
poem: "at this n ornent a man is fying over the oceen." This was
without a doubt en error, and it remained such for cen-
turies. But if we now reread that sentence. we eretunes. .But rf we now reread that sentence, we ere most likely
reading a truth, for it is almost certain thet at tbis rnoment some

meny
most

aviator is over the Atlantic, for example.
We previously saw that Nature (or given Being) can make a

human truth false (which man nonerheless succeedi in preserving
indefnitely as error). And now we see that man canlransform
his own error inro rruth.8 He began with an error (whether volun-
tery or not is unimporrant) by speaking of the terrestrial animal
of the species bomo vpiens x a fl1nng animal; but he finished wirh
the statement of a truth by speaking of rhe flight of an animal of
that species. And it was not the (erroneous) discourse that changed

e One could say that, by inventing the airplane, man correcs the ,,error" of
Nature, which created him without wings. But that would only be a metaphor:
to say that is to anthropomorphize Nature. Error, and hence truth, exists only
where there is langurge (Logos),
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in order to conform to given Being (Serz); it was that Being that
was transformed in order to conform to the discourse.

The action which transforms the given real so as ro make rrue e
human error-thar is, a discourse that was in disagreement with
this given-is celled Work: it was by working thar man con-
structed the airplane which transformed the poet's (voluntary)
error into truth. Now, work is e rcil negdtion of. the given. Hence
Being which exists as a World in which men work implies a nega-
tive or negating element. This is to say that it has a diatectiial
structure. And because it has this suucture, it contains in it a dis-
course that reveals it; ir is not only given Being, but revealed Being
or Truth, Idea, Spirit. The truth is an error that has become true
(or has been "dialectically overcome" as error); now, the real
negation of the given by Work is whet transforms the error inro
truth; the truth, therefore, is necesarily dialectical in the sense
that it results from the redl drallectrc of work. Accordingly, the
truly adequate verbal expression of the truth must take accoirnt and
giy: T account of its dialectical origin, pf its birth from the oor&
which man carries out within Nature.

This applies to truth that is related to the natural World-that
is, to discourse thar reveels the reality and being of Nature. But
truth related to man-rhat is, discourse thet riveals the human
reality-is equally dialectical, in the sense that it results from a real
negation of the human (or social, historical) given and musr give
an account of that fact.

To become aware of this, one must imaEine e case in which a
"moral error" (: a crime) is transformed-into "truth" or virrue.
FgT:u.ry mgr.ality is an implicit anthropology, and man is qpeaking
of his very being when he-judges his actiois morally.?

Let ussuppose, the1, that a man assassinates his kirig for political
reesons. He believes he is acting well. But the otherJ tt""i him 

"sa criminal, arrest him, and put-him to death. In these conditions
he actually _is-a criminal. Thus the given social World, iust like
the natural World, can transform 

" 

-ho*"n 
truth (a ,,subjective',

truth-i.e., a "ceftainty") into error.
But let us suppose that the assassin in question starts a victorious
z Inversel6 every anthtopology is an implicit moraliry. For the ..normrl',

man of which anthropology spears is almys r "norm' for the behevior or the
appreciation of empirical men.
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revoludon. At once sociery treats rhe assassin as a hero. And in
these conditions he acually is a hero, a model of virtue and good
citizenship, a human ideal. Man can therefore transform 

" "ii*.into virtue, a moral or anthropological error into a tnuth.
As in the example of the airplane, here too there is a real trans-

formation of the existing Worli-that is, an active negation of the
given. But the former concerned the natural World, ivhereas here
it is a question of the human or social, historical World. And if
in the former case the negating action was Work, here it is Fighr-
ing_(Fighting to the death foi recognition, Anerkennm). Bui in
both cases there is effective active negation of the given, or as
Hegel says: "dialectical movement', of the real.

This active or real negation of the given, effected in Fighting
and by Work, is what constitures the negative or negating elemeni
determining the dialectical strucure of the Real and of Being.
Hence we ere indeed dealing with a dialectical Real end t ,it
Dialectic. But this Dialectic has an ideal "superstructure," a kind
of reflection in thought and in discourse. In particular, throughout
history, there was al-ways a philosophy (in tire broad sense) ieady
to give an account of the state of ,t i"Sr realized ar every decisive
turning point in the dialectical evolution of the World. Thus, the
history of philosophy and of "cuhure" in general is itself r,,dia-
lectical movement," but it is a secondary and derivative movement.
Finally, insofar as Hegel's thought 

"rrd 
dir"o*re reveal and de-

scribe the totaliry of the real in its becoming, they too are a ,,dia-

lectical movement"l but this movement is in some sense tertiary.
Hegelian discourse is didectical to the exrenr that it describes the
real Dialectic of Fighting and of Work, as well as the "ideal"
reflection of this Dialectic in thought in general and in philosophical
tholght in particular. But in imelf Hegilian discourse is not-at all
dialectical: it is neither a dialogue nor a discussion; it is a pure and

{mple "phenomenological" description of the real dialectic of the
Real and of the verbal discussion which reflected this dialectic in
the course of time. Accordingly, Hegel does not need to "demon-
strete" what he seys, nor to "refute" what others have said. The
"demonstradon" end the "refutation" were effected before him,
in the course of the History which preceded him, and they were
effected not by verbal erguments, but in the 6nal analysis'by the
proof (Beaiihrung) of Fighting and Work. Hegel only has to
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record the final result of that "dialectical" proof end to describe
it correctly. And since, by defnition, the content of this descrip-
tion will never be modified, completed, or refuted, one qln say that
Hegel's description is the statement of the absolute, or universally
and eternally (i.e., "necesarily") valid, truth.

All this presupposes, of course, the completion of. the real Dia-
lectic of Fighting and of Work, that is, the defnitive stopping of
History. It is only "at the end of time" that a Wise Man (who
happened to be named Hegel) can give up all dialecticel maboil-
that is, all real or ideal negation, transformation, or "critigue" of
the given-and limit himself to describing the given-that is, to
revealing through discourse the given precisely as it is given. Or
more exactly, it is at the moment when Man, having become Wise,
is fully satisfied by such e pure and simple description, that the
active or real negation of the given no longer takes place, with
the result that the description remains valid or true indefinitely
and consequently is no longer open to discussion, and never again
engenders polemical dialogues.

As a philosophical method, therefore, Dialectic is abandoned
only at the moment when the real Diilecleic of the active trans-
formation of the given definitively stops. As long as this trens-
formation endures, a description of the given real can only be
partial or provisional: to the extent that the real itself changes, its
philosophical description must also change in order to continue
to be adequate or true. In other words, as long as the real or active
dialectic of History endures, errors and truths are dialectical in
the sense that they are all sooner or later "dialectically overcome"
(aufgeboben), the "trurh" becoming partially, o, in 

" 
certain

sense, false, and the "error" ilue; and they are changed thus in and
by discussion, dialogue, or dialectical method.

In order to give up the dialectical method and to lay claim to
absolute truth by limiting oneself to pure description without any
"discussion" or "demonstration," one must therefore be sure that
the real dialectic of History is uuly completed. But how is this to
be known?

At first sight, the answer is casy. History stops when Man no
longer acts in the full sense of the term-that is, when he no longer
negates, no longer transforms the natural and social given through
bloody Fighting and creative Work. And Man no longer does this
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when the given Real gives him full satisfaction (Befriedigung),
by fully realizing his Desire (Begierile, which in Man is abesire
for universal recognition of his unique personality-lnerkennen
or Anerkennang), lf. Man is truly and fully satisfied by what is,
he no longer desires anything real and therefore no longer changes
t"-"lity, and thus he himself ceases really to change. The only
"desire" which he can still have-if he is e phitoiopber-is the
"desire" to understand. what is and what he is, and to reveal it
through discourse. Therefore Man, even as philosopher, is defini-
tively satisfied by the adequate description of the real in its totality
which is given by the Science of the Wise Man: hence he will
never again oppose what has been said by the Wise Man, fust as
the Wise Man no longer opposed the real which he was describing.
Thus the Wise Man's nondialectical (i.e., nonnegating) description
will be the absolute truth, which will engender no philosophical
"dialectic" and will never be e "thesis" against which en an-
tithesis will come in opposition.

But how can it be known whether Man is truly and fally satisfcd
by what isl According to Hegel, Man is norhing but Desire for
recognition ("der Menscb ist Anerkennenr" Volume XX, page zo6,
line z6), and History is but the process of the progressive satisfac-
tion of this Desire, which is fully satisfied in and by the universal
and homogeneous State (which, for Hegel, was rhe Empire of
Napoleon). But first Hegel had to anticipate the historical furure
(which, by definition, is unforeseeable because it is free-that is,
it arises from a negation of the present given), for the State that
he had in mind was only in the process of formation; and we know
that today it is still far from having an "empirical existence"
(Dasein) or from being an "obfective realiry" (Wirklicbkeit) or
a "present reil" (Gegemuart). Furthermore, and this is much more
important, how can one know that the satisfaction given in and
by this State is truly a definitive satisfaction for Man as such, and
not merely for one of his possible Desires? How can one know
that the stabilization of the historical "movement" in the Empire
is not simply a pause, the result of a momentary lasitude? By
what right can one assert thar this State will not engender in Men
a new Desire, other than the Desire for Recognition, and that this
State will not conseguently be negated some day by a negating
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or creedve Action (Tar) other than the Action of Fighting and

Work?
One can make this assertion only by supposing that the -Desire

for recognition exhausts all the human posibilities. But one has the

risht to-make that supposition only if one has a complete and

oE f.", knowledge of Man-that is, a universally and definitively

i "necessarily" ) ialid-i.e ., ab s ohttely true-knoyledge'- Now, by

ie6nition, the'absolute tro,h can be aaained only at the end of

History. but the problem is precisely to determine this end of

History.
One is caught, then, in t vicious circle. And Hegel was perfectly

aware of thii Bot he believed he had found a criterion both for

the absolute truth of his description of the real-that is, for its

correct and complete character-and for the end of the "move-

ment" of this reai-that is, for the definitive stopping of History'

And, curiously enough, this criterion is precisely the-.circalarity
of his descripiion-that is, of the "system of science."

Hegel staits with e more or less ordinary description of .'lt'
real (iepresented by a philosophy set forth in the course of his-

tory); ie chooses,-horiever, ihe one which seems-the simplest,
the most elementary, and which reduces, for example, to a sin-gle
word (in fact it is a very ancient philosophy; that of Parmenides,
for example, which reduces to saying: Being is). The correct

presentatibn of that description shows that it is incomplete' thet
it reveals only one of the aipects of Being and the Real, that it is

only a "thesis" that necessarily engenders an "antithesis," with

which it is necesarily going to combine in order to give 
" 

"tln-
thesis," which will be onty a new "thesis," and so on.8 Proceeding

e The philosopher who set forth the "thesis" did not know that it was only a

thesis that had to engender an antithesis, and so on. In other words, even the

aspect of the real which he in fact described was not described correcdy. Now,

he thought he was describing drc toulity of the real. Hegel, on the other hmd,

knows thet it is only ^n asqect of the red, and that is why he describes it cor-

rectly-that is, in such a way as to show the necessity of the antithesis which

describes the complementery especg and so on. (He knows this, beceuse he no

longer opposes the given real which he is describing, since he is satisfied by it

and desires only ia correct description, and not its transformation; the inopera-

tive desire to transform the real is whet engenders error in the philosopher).

Hegel sees all this because he already knows the fnnl synthesis of all the inter-

mediate theses, antitheses, and syntheses, since he has described the cotnpleted,
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in this fashion step by step, by simple adequate descriptions, or
by e correc descriptive repetition of the (derivative) diilectic of
the.history-of philoso?hy, in which each step is iust es necessdry
or inevitable as are the various elements in'the description of a
complex real (the description of the trunk, the branches, the
leaves, and so on, in_ the- description of a tree, for exampie)_
proceeding i1 this fashioq Hegel finally comes to a point ihat is
none orher than his point of dlpart'rei the final synihesis is arso
rhe initial thesis. Thus he establishes that he has glne around or
described t circle, and that if he wants to continie, he can only
go-around again: it is impossible to ertend his description; one can
only make it again as it has already been made once.

This means that Hegel's discourse exhausts all the posibilities
of thought. One cannoi bring up any discourse in opposition to
him which would not already-be a prri of his own discoune, which
would not be reproduced in a paragraph of the System as a con-
stituent element (Mornent) of the whoie. Thus *e r"e that Hegel's
discourse sets forth rn absolute truth, which cennot be negateJ by
enyone. And therefore we see that this discourse is not dialecticai,
in the sense that it is not a "thesis" that can be "dielectically over-
come.".Bur if- Hegel's thought cennor be surpased by thought,
and if it itself does nor surpass the given real bur is conteni to
describe it (for it knows and says thaiit is satisfied by what is), no
ideal or real negation of the given is any longer possible. The real,
then, will remain eternally identical to itself, andits entire History
wjll-forev* b9!o1S tothe past. A complete and correct description
of this real will therefore be universalv and eternallv validihat
is, absolutely_ true. Now, the circularity of the Hegelien descrip-
tion proves that it is complete and hence correct: foi an 

"rron"o-*or incomplete description, which stopped at a lacuna or ended in
animpasse, would never come back upon itself.

Thy, by demonstrating the absolute truth of the System with-
out "discussi611"-f1sg is. wirhout "refuration" or,,demonstrationt'

ttaly total real created by the athote of the real dialectic which the history of
philosophy reflects. Bur the presentation of that history (and of Hi*ory in gen-
eral) as a series of theses, antitheses, and syntheses is what will show him thet he
has actually described (in a correct and complete way) the totality of. the real-
i.e., that his description is a fnal or talcl synthesis.
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-the circulariry which was simply observed by the Wise Man
justifies his purely descriptive or nondialecical method.

There is no reason to insist upon the character of Hegel's non-
dialectical method. There is not much to be said about it. And
what can be said has already been said by Edmond Husserl about
his own "phenomenological" method, which he quite wrongly
opposed to the Hegelian method with which he was not familiar.
For in fact Hegel's method is nothing but the mechod rhat we
nowadays call "phenomenological."

On the other hand, there is good reason to speak at gteater
length about the DrALEcrrc which Hegel has in mind-that is, the
dialectical strucnue of the Real and of Being, as he conceives of
it and describes it in the Pbenonenology and the Encyclopaedia.

First let us see what the threefold strucr:ue of Being itself is,
as it is described in Hegel's Ontology-that is, in the "Logrk"
which forms the first part of the Encyclopaedia. Next, we shall
have to consider the significance of the dialectical triplicity of
Being in the "appearance" (Erscbeinung\ of its "empirical exist-
ence" (Dasein), es it is described in the Phenommology.

Let us take up again the general definition of Dialectic given in
$ Zg of the third edition of the Encyclopaedia (Volume V, page
ro4, lines z7-3o):

With regard to its form, Iogic has rhree aspects: (a) the abstroct or
undernandable aspect; (b) the dialectical [in the narrow sense] or
negartaely rmional aspect; (c) the specalatiae or poitfuely ratiorwl
asPect.

"Logic" or "the logical Real" (das Logisch-Reelle)-that is,
Being and the Real correctly described by a coherent Discourse
(Logos), necesarily has three "aspects" (Seitm) or "constituent-
elements" (Monente). These three elements ere consti$ent of
revealed Being, and are also found in the Discourse which cor-
rectly reveals this threefold or dialectical Being.

Let us now see what these three constituent elements or aspec$
of real Being and of the Discourse that reveals Being are.

The first aspect is defined in $ 8o of the Encyclopaedia (Volume
V, page ro5, lines z-5):
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lholg!. (Denken) [taken] es understanding (Verstmd) stops at
fixed (festen) specific-determinedon (Bestinmtheit) nd 

"t 
t# air-

tinction-or-differentiation (tJnterscbieilenheit) of this derermination
in relation to the others [the other fixed determinations]; such a
limited (beschrrnktes) abstract-enaty (Abstrahrer) is valid for the
understanding a_s somerhing enduring (bestehend) and existing for
itself lthat is, independendy of the existence of the other deteriina-
tions and of the thought which rhintrs or reveals theml.

-Thoughq in the mod-e of Understanding, is the common rhoughr
of man: of the "naive' men, of the ,ru[r. scientist, of the p-re-
Hegelian. philosopher. _This thought doei not reveal Being iri its
totaliry; it does not reflect the thiee constiruent-elements oi Bei.tg
and of 

9v.e7 bging., b.gt, stops at the first; it describes (correctly,
in principle) o4I lh: "absrricr" aspe$ of Being, which is preciseiy
the "understandable" (a er niindi g)- constituentlelement.

. The thought of the Understanding is exclusively dominated by

:lt: 
p:-",rd..I ontological-(and henci ,,logical") 

"ir"gory 
of lden-

1ity,.ls lggcaf ideal is the perfect agrJement of ihought with
iself or the absence of a[ lnternal 

-contradiction-tha? 
is, the

fomoggneiy, or befter,the identity_, of its content. Every identity
b.T"-!y definition, and every t*ih h", e content that is idenrical
to itself and in itself. And as truth is an adequate revelation of
Being or the Real, Being and the Real are, for the Understanding,
{ways and ever;nvh eri identicar co rhemselves and in .rr.*r.iu"?.
Now what is true of Being and the Rear taken in their totality must
also be true for everything that is or exists, for every p#ticul",
e3tiry that exisrs reatiy. F& the Underst";dtrr, .;#,il;;,i y
always remains identical to itself; it is deterrz{ned oice for ail iL
its specificiry (fene Bestimmtbeit), and it distinguishes hself in a
Preclse' fixed, and stable manner from all other rJal entities, which

".", i*.t T S.ay. determined as it is (Unterscbiedenbeii gegen
a7der!).In shorr, it s e given .gntiry, which can be neirher 

"ndn_dered nor destroyed, noimodified in rny way whatsoever. Th"at is
why. one can say that ir exists for Asai 11ai sich)_thrt is, inde_
pendendy ot che rest of existing Being, and in particular inde_
pendently of the Understanding-whiclithin}s it.'

Now, accordilg t9 Hegel, rJal Being actually is such as it is
revealed by the understanding. Identitj is indeid a fundamental
ontological cetegory, which a=pplies both to Being itself and to
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everything that is. For everything is actually idenical to itself and
diffnent from all others, and precisely this allows (scientific or
"naive") thought to "define" it or to reveal its "specificiry"-that
is, to recognize it as remaining "the same thing" and as being
"something other" than what it is not. The thought of the Under-
standing, therefore, is mte in principle. If there were no Identity
in Being and of Being, no science of the Real would be possible
(as the Greelis saw very clearly), and there would have been no
Truth or Reality that is revealed by a coherent Discourse. But this
"coherent" or identical thought is also false, if it claims to reveal
the totality of Being and not only one of its (three) aspects. For in
fact, Being and the Real are something else in addition to Identity
with self.

Furthermore, the thought of the Undentanding itself manifests
its own insufficiency. For in pursuing its ideal of Identity, it finally
leads to a universal tautology which is empry of meaning or of
content, and its "discourse" in the end reduces to the single oard:
"Being,t' or "One," and so on. As soon as it wants to develop this
word into genuine discourse, as soon as it wants to sdy sontething,
it introduces diversity, which contradicts Identity and makes it
decrepit or false from its own point of view.

This insufficiency of the thought of the Understanding was
already pointed out by Plaro (notably in the Parmenides). Hegel
spoke of it in the Phenomenolagy (notably in Chapter III) and
elsewhere. And in our time Meyerson insisted upon it ar great
length. Hence there is no reason to go over it again. What musr be
underlined is that for Hegel this thought is insufficient because
Being itself is more, and something other, than Identity; and be-
cause Being is something more than Identiry, thought cen ger
beyond the slage of the Understanding or of tautological "dis-
course." e This thought does not attain the Truth because it cannot
develop into discourse thar reveals real Being; and ir is not circular,
it does not come back to its point of depanure, because it does not

o Tautology reduces to a single word; therefore it is not I genuine Discourse
(Logos), But it dlows for an indefinite dgorithmic development, end in this
form it can be considered as a "revelation" of thi Red or a ,,truth." But tautology
(mathemrtical or otherwise) can reveal only the iilmica! aspect of Being and
of the ReaI. One could sey that it correctly and completely reveals given-Being
(Seiz) or the naturel Reelity-that is, the natural World crcluding Mrn and his
social or historicd World. But Hegel himself docs not sry this.
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succeed jn going_bgyond this point. But if rhis thought is not a
Truth, then real Being is someihing else in addition io what this
thotrght reveals of it. Hence one mist go beyond the Understand-
ing in order to reveal-real Being in irJ rotatity. Or more exactly,
the thought of the Understanding is surpassid because the dis-
cursive auto-revelation of_real Beiig r.rr"rk not only its Identiry
with itself, but also its other fundinental ontologicat especs.

To anain the truth-that is, to reveal the rotalit/of ,..f B.ing_
9!:rgh, must therefore go beyond the stage of Und.r"trndTng
(Verstand) and become Reason (Vemunftl or ,,radonal-o"-r.r--

1on1ble" Qternilnftig) thought. This choughr reveals rhe orher
fundamental aspects of Being as such and-of everyrthing that is
real. And 6rst of all, as "negarive,' Reason, it reveals Uf its ais_
course the "negatively rational" aspect of what is-i.e.,'the con_
stituent-element of (revealed) Being and the (revealed) Real which
Heggl calls "dialectical" in the narriw or proper sense of rhe term,
precisely because it involves a negative oi negating element.

Here is how this second constitluent-eremeni of Eeing (acnrany,
of revealed Being) is defined in $ 8r of the Encyclopaef,ia ivotoo,.
V, page ro5, lines 7nr):

The [properly ] diate c ti c a/ constituent-erement is the act-of-dialec-
ti.c-al-self-overcoming (eigene Sichaufheben) of these finite spe_
crhc-determinations (Bestinttttungm) and their transformation
(O b* gehen) into their opposites-(ei, gi [ig* n r, 7.

. h is imporranr et the outset to state that negatively rational
thought (or Reason) is not what introduces th" iegative element
into Being, thus making it dialectical: the derermiied and fixed
real entities (revealed by understanding) themselves negate them-
selves "dialecdcally" (i.e., while p.o"iring themselves)" and thus
b":9T: actaally other.than they are o, *..E. ,,Negatively rarional"
or "dialectical' thought merely describes ths reai n.griio' of the
"underscandable" given and oi its fixed "specific-detlrminations."

H._g_"I himself insists- 
9n this, moreover, in the second explana_

tory Nore which he adds ro rhe cired paragraph.
OT:"t other.rhings, he says the foilow-ing (Volume V, page

ro5, lines 11.17):

Dialectic is generally considered as en exrernal art [that is, as a
"method"l. . . . Ofren Didectic is actually nothing -or" ih- 

"
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subiective see-saw of a reasoning that goes back and forth (hin-and-
heriibergehendem Nisonnement). . ,. [But] in its authentic (eigen-
tiimlichen) specific-determination Dialectic is, all to the contrary,
the proper (eigene), uue (tuahrhafte) nature of the specific-derer-
minations of the Understanding, of things (Dinge), and of the finite-
entity as wch (Endlicben Uberhaupt). . . . Dialectic . . . is this
immmrent going beyond (Hinausgehen), in which the one-sidedness
and the [miation (Bescbriinktbeit\ of the
of the Understanding are represented ( ) as what they are,
namely, as their [own] negation. Everything that is frrute (alles
Endliche) is an act of dialectical self-overcoming. Consequently, the
Dialectical (das Dialekttrcfie) constitutes the moving soul of scien-
tific progress (Fortgehens), and ir is the only principle thanlc to
which an innnanent connection (Zasammenhang) and a necessity
penetrate (kotrmt) into the contenr of Science. . . .

Therefore, it is the Real itself that is dialectical, and it is dia-
lectical because it implies in addition to Identity a second funda-
mentel constituent-elemenr, which Hegel cells Negatiaity.

Identity and Negativity are rwo primordial and universal onto-
logical categories.lo Thanks to Identiry every being remains the

10In the Encyclopaedia Hegel says that eaery entity can "overcome" iself and
consequendy is dialecticd. But in the Phenomenology he assers that only the
hwnm redity is didecticd, while Necure is determined by ldentiry alone (Cf. for
example page r4j, lines zr-26 and page 563, Iines zr-u7). Personally I share the
point of view of the Phenomenology and do not accept the dialectic of natural
Bein& of Serz. I cannot discuss that question here. I would, however, say this:
the implication of Negativity in identical Being (Seiz) is equivdent to the presence
of Man in Rerlity; Man, and he done, reveals Being and Realiry through Dis-
course; therefore reoealed Being in ia totality necessarily implies Negativiry;
hence it is indeed t uriaeral onto-logical categoryi but within the totd Reality
one must distinguish, on the one hand, the purely identicd nattnal rethty, which
therefore is not dialectical in iaelf, which does nor overcome iaelf didectically,
and, on the other hand, the buman, essentially negating realiry, which dialecticdly
overcornes both itself and the narurd identical realiry which is "given" to it;
now, the dialectical overcoming of the given (by Fighting and Work) necessarily
leads to its revelation through Discourse; therefore Rctlity reaealed by discourse-
i.e., Realiry taken in is totality or concrete Redity-is indeed dialecdcal. Example:
the ecom, the oak, and the transformation of the ecorn into the oak (rs well
as the evolution of the species "oak") ere not didectical; on the other hand, the
transformation of the oak into an oak table is a dialectical negation of the natural
given, thet is, the creation of something esentitlly new: it is because Man "worls"
with the oak that he has a "science" of the oak, of the acorn, and so on; this
science is didecticd, but not insofer gs it reveals the acorn, its transformldon
into the oak, and so on; it is dialecticel insofer as it evolves rs e science (of
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smne being, eternally identical to itself rnd difierent from the
others; or, es the Greels said, every being repreients, in its tem-
poral existence, an immutable eternal ,'idea," it has a ,,nature,' or
"essence" given once and for all, it occupies a fixed and stable
"place" (topos) in the heart of a World oidered from all eterniry
(cowros). But thanks to Negadvitn an identical being c"r ,r"g"i"
or overcome its identiry with itself and become other than ii is,
even its ownopposite. In other words, the negating being, far from

3eclsarily- "representing" or "showing" (as a 
-.,pheiomenon")

its given identical "idea" or "naturer" izn negatu them itself and
become o.pposite to, them (that is, "perverted',). Or again, the
negating being can break the rigid tiei of the fixed ,,differences"

thal-dJstingyish it from the other identical beingp (by ,,freeing,'
itseH from these ties); it can leave the place that ivas assigned to-it
in the cosmos. In short (as Hegel pursir in the first editlon of the
Logik), the being of.negative oi negating Being, dominated by the
cajeggr{ of Nega-tivity, consists in .,not being what it is and being
what it is nor" (das nicbt nt sein, a)os es istl unit das za sein, asis
es nicht ist).

_.Concrete-(reveded) rcal Being is both Identiry and Negativity.
Therefore ir is not only sratiCgiven-Being (Sein), Spa--ce, ana
Nature, but also Becoming (Werdan),Time]and History.It L rrot
lnff Ideltity or equaliry to itself (Sicbselbstgleichbeiti, but also
other-Bein-g (Anderssein) or negation of itsef as given and crea-
tion of itself as other than this given. In other word-s, it is not only
empirical-Existence (Dasein) and Necessity (N otasendigkeit), bit
also_Action (Tat, Tun, Handeln) and Freidom (Freiheit).

Now, to be other than one is (Negativiqy) while at the seme
time condnuing to be oneself lldentiry), or to identify oneself
with something other while at the same iime distinguishing oneself
from it, is at the same time to be (and to reaear tr*Jugh Dicourse)
both what one is oneself and what one is nor.rr ro lecome other

Nature) in the course of History; but it evolves thus didecticelly only because
Men engegcs in real dialectical negations of the given through *ork end
Fighting.

rr The Being which "overcomes" itself as Being while continuing to be itself-
i.e.' Being-is the concept "Being.' To identify oneself with the tree without
becoming a tree is to form and to heve the (adequate) concett of the tr.ee. To
become other while continuing to be oneself is to have ani to preserve the
concept of one's I (in and by ..memory").
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than one is is to adopt a posture with respect to oneself, to exist
(as one has been) for oneself (as one is now). The being which
negetes the given real dialectically also preserves it as negated-
that is, as unreal or "ideal": it preserves what is negeted as the
"meaning" of the discourse by which it reveals it. Hence ir is "con-
scious" of what it negates. And if it negates itself, it is self-con-
scious. The simply identical being, on the other hand, exists only
in itself end f or the others-rhat is, in its identiry with itself and
through the relations of difierence which tie ir to the rest of the
identical beingp within the cosmos: it does not exist f or itself, rnd
the others do not exist for it.

Thuq Being which is both ldentity end Negatiaity is not only
homogeneous and immutable Being in itself (Ansichsein), and fixed
and stable Being f or another entity (Sein fiir Anderes); but also
Bejng for itself (Filrsicbsein) split into real being and revealing
Discourse, znd, Other-Being (Anderssein) in perpetual transforma-
tion which frees it from itself * giaen to itself and to others.

The idendcal and negating being therefore, is "free" in the sense
that it is more than its given being, since it is also the revelation of
this.being by.Discourse. But if this Discourse reveals Being in its
tgtalitp if it is truly true, ir reveals not only the Identiry Fur also
the Negativity of Being. That is why Discourse is noi only the
Discourse of the Undersranding (dominated by the single onto-
Iogical cfiegory of ldentity), but also a Discourse of negetive or
properly "dialectical" Reason (dominated by the ontoJogical cate-
gory .of Negativity). But we shall see rt oo". that this 

-ir 
not y.t

sufficient: Discourse is truly true, or reveals the concrete tot"lity
of (revealed) Being, only provided rhat it is also a Discourse of
positive or "speculative" Reason.

sdrne thtt it negates
lndeed, negating Being itself negares itself. Therefore, it is as
ne th* it nesates itself or beco-es nnd is other. ir is neontincbecomes and is otber: k is negating

as identical and identical as negating. Hence one cannot sa| thal
Bei$ is Identiry azd Negativity: being both at the same timl, it is
neither the one nor rhe other taiken separarely. concrere (reveared)
real Being is neither (pure) Identity lwhiih is Being, Seiz) nor
!py...) \egatiaity (which is Nothingness, Nic&rs),-bnt Totality
(whjch is Becoming, Werden). Totatity is, therefore, the third
tundamental and universal onto-logical category: Being is real or
concrete only in its totality, and every 

"ottCtetb 
real eitity is the
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totalit! of its constituent elements (identical or negating). And it
is in the .r:p.:r of Totality that Being and the Real 

-are 
rivealed by

the "positively rational" thoughr which Hegel terms "specurativej'
Butthis thoughr is possible only because thire is, in Being and the
Real themselves, a "speculative" or ,,positively rational', 

-real 
con-

stituent elemenr, which "speculative'; thooght limits itself to re-
vealing.

- Here is how Hegel defines this real ,,speculative" constituent-
elemenr in $ 83 of the Encyclopaedia (Volume V, page ro5, line
4Fpege ro6, line z):

The- speculatiae or posiiaely rational comprehends (f asst ruf) the
unifying-unity (Einheit) of the specific-deierminations in theii op-
position (Entgegensetwng), [thai is,] the ffirmatiae which is con-
tained in their dissolution (Aufli;wng) and transformaion (Uberge-
hen).

The negating being negates its identity to itself and becomes its
own opposite, but it continues to be the same being. And this, its
unity. within opposirion to itself, rs its afirmation in spire of im
negation or "dissolution," or, befter, "transformation." Ii is as this
negating affirmation of itself, as reaffirmation of its original idendty
to itself, that the being is a "speculative" or ,,posirivily rationaf'

:*iI. Thus, Being which reafHrms itself as Being identical to
itself, after having negated itself as such, is neithei Identity nor
N.g"jtl y,-but Totality. And it is as Totality that Being is-truly
and fully dialectical. But Being is dialectical Totality and not
tautological -Identity because it is also Negativity. Totality is the
unifying-unity of Identicy and Negativity: it is affirmation by
negeuon.

In other words, raken as Totaliry, Being is neither simply Being
in iyelJ, nor simply Being f or itseti,but t[e integratiott oi ih" t.uo
or Being in and f or itself (An-und-Fiirsichsein).This is to say that
TgJ"Ilry is- reve_aled Being or self-conscious Being (which Hegel
calls "absolute Concept,"_"Idea," or "Spirit"): it is split by Nega-
trvrty rnto given static Being (Seiz) and its discursive ,,ideal',

9pf9{tet but it is, or again becomes, one and homogeneous in and
Uf rlfu doubJing (Entzarciung) when the Totality Jf B.ing is cor-
rectly revealed by the "total" or circular Discourse of the Wise
Man. Thus, in spire of rhe Negatiuity which it encloses and pre-
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supposes, the final Totality is just as much one and unique, homo-
g€neous and autonomorxr, es the first and primorial ldentity. As
the Result of Neg;ation, Totaliry is as much an Affirmation as is
the Identity which was negated in order to become Totality.

- _In t9 first explanatory Note added to $ 82, Hegel explains why
Nega{vrty is not Nothingness, why it does not lead to the puie
and simple desuuction of the auto-negating being, but ends in a
new positiae determination of this being, which in its totality once
more becomes absolurely identical to itself. (The Synthesis is a new
Thesis).

This is what he says (Volume V, page ro6, lines 3-8):
Dialectic has a positiae resulc because it has a specifically-determined
(benhnmten) contenti that is, because its rezult is not tnrly (anhr-
haft) entpty fandl abstract Notbingness (NicDrs), but the Negation
of. c ertain spe cif.c-determinations (geaissen Be stinmtungez), which
are contained in the result precisely because this latter is not an
irtmtediate (unmittelbares) Nothingness, but a result.

(Dialectical) Negation is the negation of an ldentiry-that is,
of something determined, specific, which corresponds ro an erernal
"idea" or a fixed and stable "nature." Now, the qpecific-determina-
tion (Bestinmttheit) of. what is negated (and identical) determines
and specifies both the negation itself and its (total) result. The
negadon of A has e positiae or specifically determined content
because it is a negation of A, and not of M or N, for example, or
of some undetermined X. Thus, the "A" is preseraed in the "non-
A"1 or, if you pleaseo the "A" is "dialectically overcome" (aafge-
hoben) in the "non-A." And that is why the non-A is not pure
Nothingness, but an entity thet is iust as "positive"-i.g., deter-
mined or speci6c, or better, identical to itself-as the A which is
negated in it: the non-A is all this because it results from the nega-
tion of a determined or specific A; or, again, the non-A is not
nowhere because the A has a fixed and stable place in the hean of
a well-ordered Cosmos.

If ldentity is incarnated in the "A" which is identical to itself
(4 : e), Negativity is made concrete in and by (or x) the non
of the "non-A." Taken in itself, ths non is pure and simple
Nothingness: it is something only because of the A whictr it

lerytes_. The isolated non is rbsolutely undetermined: it represents,
in absolute freedom, independence with regard to eoery given de-
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termination, to eaery "neture" fixed once for all, to every localize-
tion in an ordered Cosmos. The presence of the noninthe ,,non-A',
is what p.ttltjs_ that which was 

-"A" 
to go anywhere starting from

the place which "A" occupied in the Cosmoi, ro create foi itself
any "nature" other than the innate .,nature, of ,,A.', to determine
itself otherwise than "A" wes determined by its fixed difierence
from what it was not. But the presence o1 i,6,t in the ,,non_A,,
Iimits the absolute liberty of thi "non" and makes it concrete-
that is, determines or specifes it. One cen, to be sure, go anywhere:
but only srardng from the place which ,,A,, occupiel, orJ 

"rn, 
,o

1e 
su.re,. creete any "nature" for oneself: but only on the condidon

that it be other than that of "A." In short, if the point at which
(dialectical) negation will end is indifferent, its point of deparn:re
ts hxed and stable, or-determined and specifi"_thot .s, 

giaei. Thus,
the -negation is not just any negadon, bot th" ,r.g"tion of 1i..
And this "A" in thi ,,non-A', i what makes ,on"rrrt, or'deter_
mines the absohtte freedom of rhe "non," which, zs tbsolute,t 

""lypure Norhingness, or death.
Moreover, es soon as "non-A" exists, the purely negrting ,,non,,

is just as. much rn abs.trdction as the por"iy id.ntiJA el Wn*really exists is the unity of the twJth"i is, the ,.non_A,, as,-1r:!i:! or entity that is as much one and unique, determiiJ andspecrfig as the "A" itself_the ,,non_A,'whici is e ,.8.,,
A is preserved in B (: non-A). But the non which negates A ise.qually maintained in ir. Therefore A is preserved onlv iriits nesa-

tion (just es the non is maintained only is ,il";; ; i;. O;;:;
ii19l 

B js the negation o{ A_: a negation that preseru", i,r.f inposrtrve exrstence (Bestehen), or still *orc 
"*r"tiy, 

B is the (oosi_
tive) result of the negation of A.Thus, B is ;;; ;ilil;;Jt;i;
Deen oz)ercome and at the sxme preseraed, but also subtimdtJd(auf ge.hob.en) by.this preserving negation. For if A's immediate
\unmfircbar), B is mediated-(aermitteh) by negadon; if A is pure
Ilenthy, B is Totatity implying Nrgoito;iy; it e i, ;elv;;
I*pty giaen, B is the r.*1. Lf i'".g"ri.rg ,1.i""_.n"rt;;7"";;;
tj 

1,_:t: 
o2ty .k itsetf (dn sich)-or f6r others $il;r1"i;;;;',,' exrsrs alsofor itself (filr sich),for in it A takes a'position wihrespec to itself,. by negating. itself as given and Uy 

"m.i"g 
irselfas createdty this auto-negation.

But B does not exisc o-nly f or itself ; it exists in and for itself
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(tn und filr ich). For in it A affirms itself as toreliry, by main-
taining its identiry with irself taken as negeted, negating, and
resulting from negation: it is A itself thar negates itself by the non,
and it itseff becomes rhe "non-A" which is B. That is why B is not
only Totality that results from negation and thus implies Nega-
tivity, but also ldentity. And as such, B too'rs giaen and in itself:
it too has a specific determined "nature" and a fixed place in the
Cosmos.

This is to say that B can stir up e new "non," that Negativity
cen be made concrete in and by a "non-B." This "non-B" will be
"C," which will be able to engender a "non-C." And so on, in-
definitely. Or more exactly, until the negation of some "N" lea&
us back to the point of deparrure: non-N : A. Then all one can
do is go indefinitely around the circle which was iust closed by that
last cr e atiae negation.

In fact, the redl (or active) Dialectic stops et the "N" of which
the "non-N" is "A." This "N" is Totaliry in the proper and suong
sense of the word: it is the integration of all that has been affirmed,
negated, and reaffirmed, and of all that ctn be affirmed, negated,
and reaffirmed: for to negate ('N" is to afnrm "A," which has
already been affirmed, and so on. Now, "N" b Totaliry-that is,
Being in and for itself-that is, real Being perfecdy self-conscious
or completely revealed to itself by a coherent Discourse (which is
the absolute Science of the Wise Man). In order to negate itself
really-that is, actively-total real Being would have to desire to
be other than it is. But, being perfectly self-corscious, it knows
that by negating itself such as it is, it can only become such as it
has been (for non-N - A). But it has negated itself as it has been,
and has finally become such as it is now. To want to negate it as
it is now, therefore, is in rhe final analysis ro $rant to make it such
as it is now: in other words, it is not to want really to negte it.p
Therefore "N" does not negate itself. really, and never becomes
"A" again by becoming "non-N."

But the will of total Being to become again tlnt which it is
is not absurd. And this will too is, if you please, negartngz it is a

rz We know that the rarl Dialectic (History) progresses by drc ncgation which
is implied by Man's Fighting and Work. Now, the roral Reelity (our 'N")

impbe.s satisfied Man-that is, Man who no longet acts by rcgation of thc given.
Hence the definitivc stopping of the real Dielectic.
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will to becone again wh* one is, in a different way from that

way in which oni brcame it. Now, every.negation transforms the

In-itself into For-itself, the unconscious into the conscious. The

will in question, therefore, is simply the desire of $.e totality of

the Reai to understand itself in ana by a coherent Discourse, and

to understand iself in its real becoming by reproducizg this be-
coming through Discourse or thought. From the rsdl "N" one

goes t[rough negation (or the renunciation of. life in favor of
hnoa:ledge) to the ideal "non-N - A," and one reconstructs in
thought the route which ended at "N," this final term too being
here ideal (the "Idea" of the "Logik"). And this last negating action
of real Being is incarnated in the will of the Wise Man to produce
his Science.

However, the Wise Man's negation is ideal and not real. There-
fore it creates no new reality and is content to reveal the Real in
the totality of its becoming. The movement of Science, therefore,
is dialectical only to the extent that it reproduces or describes the
Dialectic of reality. And that is why this movement is not only
circular, but also cyclical: coming to the ideal "N," one negates it
ideally (this negation being the desire to rethink the Science or to
reread the book which contains it) and thus one comes again to
the initial "A," which forces one ro go ahead until one comes again
to "N." In other words, the Discourse of the Science which
describes the whole of the real Dialectic can be repeated indefi-
nitely, but it cannot be modified in any way whatsoever. And this
is to say that this "dialectical" Discourse is the absolute Truth.

Concrete real Being is Totality. Hence it implies Identity and
Negativity, but as "dialectically overcome" in and by Totaliry.
Identity and Negativity do not exist really in an isolated stare; iust
Iike Totaliqy itself, they are only complement$y aspects of one
and the same real being. But in the discursive description of this
concrete real being, its three aspec$ must be described separately
a;nd one after another. Thus, the correct description of. the three-
fold dialectical Real is a "dialectical" discourse accomplisned in
tbree phases: the Thesis precedes the Antithesis, which is followed
by the Synthesis; this latter is then presented as e new Thesis;
and so on.

The Thesis describes the Real in its aspect of Identiry. It reveals
a being by taking it as giaen-that is, as a static being that remains
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what it is wirhour ever ffuly becoming orher.re The Antirhesis,
on the other hand, describes the aspect-of Negativiry in the real
being. It reveals a (dialectical) being by taking it as the act of

ryg"nng imelf as it is given and of becoming other.If the Thesis
describes rhe being (Sein) of the Real, the Antithesis describes its
action (Tun); and also the conscioasness which it has of itself and
which is nothing but the doubling of the Real into a real that is
negated in its given being (thus this being becomes "ab$racr
notion" or "meaning") and a real that negates this given being by
e spontaneous action. Finally, the Synthesis describes the being as
Totality. It reveals a (dialectical) being by considering it as resah-
ingfrom its action, by which ir overcame itself as the given being,
of which given being it became aware in and by that very over-
coming. If in the Thesis the being is simply, in itself and for others,
in the Antithesis it exists for itself as well, as r giaen which it is in
the process of really or actively overcoming; and in the Synthesis
it is in itself and for others as existing for itself (i.e., as self-con-
scious) and as resulting from its own negeting acion. If you please,
the Thesis describes the giaen material to which the action is going
to be applied, the Antithesis reveals this dction itself as well as the
thought which animates it (the "project"), while the Synthesis
shows the result of that action-that is, the completed and objec-
tively real product (Werk). This product is, iust as the initial
given is; however, it exists not as giaen, but as created by action
that negates the given.

But the transformation of the giaenbeing into a product credted
by negating action is nor accomplished all at once. Certain elemenrs
or aspects of the given material are preserved as they are in the
product-that is, without active transformation that negates or
creates. In certain of its aspects, in certain of its elements, the
product too is a pure and simple given,liable to be actively negated
and to serve as material for a new product. And that is why the
Synthesis must describe the being not only as ̂  product or a result

rs Identical being can nonetheless become whert it is. In other words. it can
represent its eternal 'narure" in the form of a temporal euolution: such as the
egg which becomes a hen (which lays a new egg). But this evolution is dways
circular, or rather, cyclical. This is to say that one cen elways 6nd a segment of
the evolution that will remain identical to itself indefinitely (the evolution which
goes from the egg to the new egg, for example).
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of acdon, but also u r giaen that can provoke other negatino
actions-thar is, as a being to be revealea rrt'tt"*ttH"il'T'*t
is, unles the being described in the Synthesis (which then would
be the final Synthesis) is such that it no longer implies ghtens thtt
can be transformed into produus by negating acion.

_ 1"g_-l expresses the difference between ,,thitical" Being and the
Real (Identity) and "synthetical" Being and the Real (Toialiry) by
sayrng that the former *e irnmediate (unmittelbar), whercas the
latter are mediated (aermittelt) by ,,antithetical" action (Nega-
tiviry) which negates them as ,,immediate." And one 

".r, 
,"y af,rt

the fundamental categories of Inrmediacy (unmittelbarheii) znd,
Medidtion (vermhtlang) sum up the whole real Dialectic which
Hegel has in mind. The inmedidte entity (das (Jnmittelbare) is
given static being (Seiz), necessity (Nitwendigfteir), fixed and
stable-conrinuky (Bestebez) which is deprived of all true acdon
and of self-consciousness. The mediated intity (itas vermitterte),
on the other hand, is action realized in a product, freedom, dialec_
tical movemenr, and discursive understanding oi itserf 

""a 
oi ii,

yotld. However, there are degrees of Immeiiacy and Mediation.
Each progress.in the real DiaLctic represents a (partial) media_
tion ofe (relative) immediacy, and this biarectic 

"rirr 
*rt." r*"y-

thing that is immediate (and can be mediated; actuilly i, -"airrJa
by ^(conscious) negating action. And as for the "idear" Diarectic
ot Scrence, rt o-{y. describes this ,,movement" or this process of
progresive mediation, 

-starting from its beginning wh'ich is the
absolute Immediate, and contiiuing until its ind, *ii"h is trre same
Immediate completely mediared. 

-

But one. 
"T 

r3y that the Hegelian Dialectic is entirely summed
1P 

by a srngle fundamental carcgory, which is that of'diarecticar
O.ae-rcoming (Aufbeben). tr'or rinai is to be ,,overcome,, is pre_
cisely the Immediate, and the ,,overcoming" 

itself i, M.di"i;;
through 

legating action which creates the" Mediated, this latter
being nothing but the Immediate raken, or posited, as dialecticallv
"overcome." And of course, it is real Being itseli tt 

"t 
fir,"liv f

entirely "overcome": the verbal "overcomiigs" of s"iarr"" sJ*a
9{1 to describe the real process of the acti"ve ,.over"o-irrg; o,
Mediation of given Being or the Immediate by Action.rr 

D

r+ Hegel often speaks of "Negativiry," but he rarely uses the terms ..Identiry,,
and "Tocaliry." The expressions "Thesis," "Antithesis," .,synthesls" 

"rr"." ""r1"
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.. 9n.. c1n sf)r that in the final analysis Hegel's philosophy has a
dialectical character because it triei to givl an- accou-nt'of the
phenomenon of Freedom, or, whar is the same thing, of Action in
the proper sense of the term-that is, conscious and voluntary
human action; or, and this is again the same thing, because it wanis
to give an account of History. In short, this philosophy is "dialec-
tical" because it wants to give an eccounr of the Jact of Man's
existence in the World, by revealing or describing Man as he is
really-that is, in his irreducible specificiry or es essentially &f-
ferent from all that is onlv Narure.

If freedom is something other than a dream ot a subiective
illusion, it must make its mark in obiective reality (Wirklicbkeit),
and it can do this only by realizing itself as action that operates
in and on the real. But if action 

's 
free, it must not be an eutometic

result, so to speak, of whatever the real given is; therefore it must
be independenr of this given, even while acting on the given and
amalgamating with it to the extent that it realizes itself and thus
itself becomes a given. Now, it is Hegel's merit to have understood
that this union in independence and this independence in union
occur only where there is negation of the given: Freedom : Ac-
don : Negativity. But if action is independent of the given real
because it negates it, it creates, in realizing imelf, something essen-
tielly neus in relation to this given. Freedom preseraes itself in the
real, it endures really, only by perpetually creating new things
from the given. Now, truly creative evolutioq that is, the ma-
terialization of a future that is not a simple prolongation of the past
through the present, is called History: Freedom : NegativrT :
Action - History. But what truly characrerizes Man, whet dis-
tinguishes him esentially from the animal, is precisely his bis-
toricity. To give an eccount of History, therefore, is to give an
eccount of Man understood as a free and historical being. And one
can give an eccount of Man thus understood only by taking

appear in his writings. The "dialectical" expressions he commonly uses are: "Im-
mediacy," "Mediation," "Overcoming" (and their derivetives). Sometimes, Hegel
expresses the dialectical srrucmre of Being and the Real by saying that they are
a "Syllogism" (Schluss, or dialektiscber Schlust), in which the "middle term"
(Mitte) medialtes the rwo "exrremes" (Ertreme) of the Immediate and the
Mediated, When Hegel wan$ ro speek of the real didecticd process, he says
simply: "movement" (Bewegung; very r*ely: dialektiscbe Beate&ng).
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":"oyl: 
of the Negativity which he implies or realizes-that is, by

describing the "dialectical movement" of his real existence, which
is the movement of a being that continues to be itself and yet does
not remain the same. And that is why the descriptions in Hegelian
Science have a dialectical character.

To be zure, it is not only Hegel's Anthropology (set forth in the
Pbenome-nolagy) which is dialJcdcal (with regiid io its content);
his ontology *9 hi. Metaphysics (set fonh l.oithe Encyclopaeitia)
are equally dialectical. But in order to discover ttre dialectical
characerof B{ng as such and of the Real in general, it was suffi_
cient for Hegel to take the notion of. the conclere seriousrv and to
remember that philosophy must describe the concrete reai instead
9l tolmt$ more or less a$itrary abstracions. For if Man and his
historical world exist really and'concrerely, on an equal level with
the natural world, the Loncrete Rear and Being its.tf wt ict

iTjlty 
rs imply a.human f{ify and hence Negatifity in addirion

to the natural reality. Arrd. this is to say, as we'know, that Being
and the Real are dialectical.

On.many occasions.Hegel insisted on the fact that philosophy
must be concerned with ionc-rete reiliry; notabry i" itr. r."["aexplaSatory Nore of g 8z of the Encyctipora;o (til";;-t,;;;;
ro6, lines 9-r j):

T* 1n91.ire_or speculativel rational [i.e., Being as Totalitvl. al_though it is a [ratiohal which isJ thought *h ,Ur.i""., ;;;4ffi"
time e concrerc-entity (ein Konkretesi. . . , Consequentln io e.o"r"iphilosophy has absolutely 

.ryffig .o ao *i.t ;;;-(ibi;;- r;stractions or formal iaeai lOeaanien); on the 
"fno".y, ti. ir'"o*cernedl only with concrete ideas lthai is, with notio*'tir"t 

"o"o-spond to the concrete reality].
Now Hegel does not merely say that his philosophy refers to the

concr-ete- reality. He also esserrs'that the itit*opnv which ore_
ceded him, and the vulgar sciences and ,,riaive" ;; ; ;;i,;
all concerned with abstitcions. Now, the concrere rear is dialec-
tical. Absrracdons are not. And that is why only Hegelian S"i;
reveals or describes the real Dialectic. 

r

To understand this asertion, which is at first glance paradoxical,
let_us take a simple example:

Let us consider t real iable. This is not Table,,in general,,, nor
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|:ust any table, but always this concrete table right here. Now, when
" ?ive" man or e representetive of some science or other speals
of this table, he isolates it from the rest of the universe: he speaks
of this table without qpeaking of whet is not this table. Now, /ls
table does not float in empry space. It is on rbis floor, in fbis room,
inthis house, intbis place on Eanh, which Eanh is at a determined
distance from the Sun, which has a determined place within the
galaxy, etc., etc. To speak of this table without speaking of the
rest, then, is to abstract from this rest, which in fact is fust as real
and concrete as this table itself. To speak of. tbis table without
qpeaking of the whole of the Universe which implies it, or like-
wise to speak of this Univene without speaking of this table which
is implied in it, is therefore to speak of tn abstracion end not of a
concrete reality. And what is true in relation to space is also true
in relation to dme. This table has a determined "history" and not
some other "history," nor e past "in general." It was made at a
given moment with lbis wood, taken at a given moment ftom this
uee, which grew at a given moment from this seed, etc., etc. In
short, what-exisa as i concrete reality is the sPetial-temPoral
totality of the natural world: everything that is isolated from it is
by that very fact an obstractioz, which exists as isolated only in
and by the thought of the man who thinks about it.

All this is not new, for Parmenides was already aware of it. But
there is enother aspect of the question that Parmenides and all the
pre-Hegelian philosophers forgot: tbis trble (and even every table)
implies and presupposes something real and concrete that is called
a completed work. As soon as this teble exists, then, to speak of the
concrete Real is also to speak of Work. The concrefe-that is,
total-Reil implies human work just as well as ir implies rhis table,
the wood from which it is made, and the natural world in general.
Now the concrete Real which implies Work has precisely that
threefold dialectical structure which is described by Hegelian
Science. For the real Work implied in the Real really tran$orrns
this Real by actively negating it as given and preserving it as
negated in the finished product, in which the given appears in a
"sublimated" or "mediated" form. And this is to sey that this con-
crete Real is precisely the real Dialectic or the "dialectical move-
ment" which Hegel has in mind. And if the naive man, the vulgar
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ycigntist, orthe pre-Hegelian philosopher can ignore this Dialecdc,
rt s precsely because they are concerned not with the conoete
Real, but with abstractions.

Mw, to introduce Work inro the Real is to introduce N"g_
tiviry and hence consciousness and Discourse rhar revears rhe RfaI.
In fact, this table is the table of which I am speaking at this mo-
ment, and my words are as much a part of this^tabre i are its four
legp or_the room which surrounds ii. one cen, to be sure, abstract
from these words and-from many other ,hinp besideg ,., io,
example, from so-called "secondaf" quarities. "But 

in doing this
one must not.forget thar then one is noionger concerned wiih the
cg.ncrei: reality, but with an abstdction. the concrete Real irn_
pttes rfis table, all the sensations which ir has provoked, all the
words which have been said about it, and so on.'And tbe abstrecc

}l]:^:^::If 
this 

-tabte-i.e., a concrete reatiqy_only in ;;J;yrrs rnseparable union. with these sensations, *oids, ,nj ,o on, andin general with all thar exists and has existed reelly. Orr." *or,the concrete Real is nothing.other than the spatiar-terirp *^tiiioiry
of the real, this totality-imp$ng, in 

"ddirion 
,r^ Nil";-;i"

entirety of real actions 
""d 

diriorrir.s-that is. Historv.
In the course of History, Man speala of the R;;i# revears it

l{ *. 
meaning of his discourr"r. fi,rr.fo r" th" coucrer.e Real is a^cal reveale<l by Lhscourse. And that is what Hegel calls ..Spirit,,

!9::"'t..Consequently,.*h.n *-* ,;; example in the phe_

:3?::"sl_p-"q..24, line rr) that i,Irr*" is onty 
";;;;;;";;;;"anq rnar only SDrlt is rea.l or concrete, he is stadng nothing para_doxical. He is simply 

.saying thar rhe concrere Real is the totalitvof the real from .i,lii"1 no,"ning f,i, U.., ,rf.;;;;; ;; ;ir::::tion, and that this torality, as it"exists ,r.ly, i_ffi";;t"."{r;;l;
which. is call Histo.y. fo describe J"lorr"r"," Reatr, thereforejis to describe is hisiorical becominj ,oo.-No* this becomins isprecisely what Hegel calls ,,Dialecfic" 

or ,,tvtou.-.n..;-;;="r;
that the concrete F.eat is Spirit, tr,"i, ir-,"";;;;';i;", ir'i*"r"dialectical character, and to'say irtr. ii is a Rear ,r"iira-iyli-
course, or Spirit.16

15 Hegel's reasoning is certainry correct: if the real Totality impries Man, andif-Man is dialectical, the Toariry l"arrr ar"r*,r-""r. l1r, ., he goes on from there.Hegel commis, in my opinion' 
" 

g""* 
"-"i. 

-nt 
- irt" fact that the real roaliryis didectical he concludes that G rwo rona"*riiJ'"onsdnent-erements. which
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- Like all genuine philosophy, Hegel's Science is developed on
three supeqposed levels. First it describes the totality of real Bqing
as it "appears" (erscbeint) or shows itself to real-Man who is a
paft of the Real, who lives, acts, thinks, and spea}s in it. This
description is made on the so-called "phenomenolbgical" level: the
Phiinomenologie is the "science of the appeerances of Spirit"-
that is, of the torality of real Being which is revealed to itself
through the Discourse of Man, whom this Being implies (Wissen-
schaft der Erscheinungen des Geistes is the subtitle of the Phe-
nomenology). But the philosopher is not contenr with this pbe-
nonenological description (which s pbilosophical because it refels
to the Concrete-i.e., rc the totaliry of the Real, in contradistinc-

are Nature and Man (= History), are dialectical. In doing this, he iust follows
the tr.dition of ontologicd monism which goes back to the Greeks: everything
that ir, is in one end the same rnanrer. The Greeks, who philoeophically dis-
covered Nature, extended their "naturdistic" ontology, dominated by the single
cetegory of ldentity, to Man. Hegel, who (in condnuing the efforts of Descanes,
Kant, and Fichte) discovered the "dialectical" ontological categories of Negativity
and Totdity by nalyzlng the human being (Man being understood in con-
formiry with the Judaeo-Christian pre-philosophic uadition), extended his "an-
thropological" dialecticd ontology to Nature. Now, this extension is in no wise

iustffied (and it is not even discussed in Hegel). For if the 6nal foundation of
Nature is identical given static Being (Serz), one finds in it nothing comparable
to the negating Action (Tzz) which is the basis of specifically human or his-
toricd existence. The clas.sic argument: everything that ir, is in one and the same
manner, should not have obliged Hegel to apply one and the same ontology
(which, for him, is a dialecticrl ontology) to Man and Nature, for he himself says
(n the Phenomenology) that "the true being of Mrn is lrjs action." Now, Action
(= Negativity) actr otherwise than Being (- Identiry) is. And in any case there
is an essential difference between Nature on the one hand, which is revealed only
by Man's Discourse-i.e., by another realiry than that which it is itself-and Man
on the other hand, who himself reveils the reality which he is, as well as the
(naturd) reality which he is not. Therefore it seems neces,sary to distinguish,
within the dialectical ontology of revealed Being or Spirit (domineted by
Totality), a nondialectical ontology (of Greek rnd traditional inspiration) of
Nature (dominated by ldentiry), and a dialectical ontology (of Hegelian in-
spiration, but modified accordingly) of Man or of History (dominated by Nega-
tivity). flsggl'5 monistic error has two serious consequences, On the one hand,
using his single dialectical ontology as a basis, he tries to elaborate a dielecdcal
metaphysic and a dialectical phenomenology of Nature, both clearly unacceptable,
which should, according to him, replace "vulgar" science (ancient, Newtonian,
and hencc orlr own science too). On the other hand, by accepting rhe dialecticity
of. eaerything that exists, Hegel had to consider the circularity of knowledge rs
the only criterion for truth. Now we have seen that the circulerity of knowledge
reletive to Men is possible only at the end of History; for as long * Mrn changes
radically-that 

's, 
creates himself es other tha;;r he is--+ven his correct description
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tion to "vulgar" descriptioru that relate rc absttactiazs) ' The
philosopher 

"tso 
tst<s himself yhat the obiective Realiry (Wi'f'

i;tnpr;i\-ttat is, the real (natural and human) World-must be

in order that it "appear" in the way in which it actually does

"appear" as "phenomenon." The answer to this- question- is given
Uy itre Metaphysics, which Hegel c:rlkPhilosophie der Ndrut-nd
Philosophie des Geistes (Geist here being taken as meening Man).
Finally, going beyond this level of. metapbysiccl description, the
philosopher rises to the ontological level, in order to answer the
(uestion of knowing what Being itself, taken x being, must be, in
order that it realizc itself or erist es this natural and human World
described in the Metaphysics, which appedrs as described in the

is but r partid or entircly provisiond "trudr.' If, then, Nrture, as well es Man,
is crcetive or historical, truth and science properly so-called are possible only
"at the end of time," Until then there is no genuine knoailedge OVissm), nd
one c.n only choose between *epticisttt (relativisrn, historicisrr\ nihilism, end so
oo) and faitb (Glafim).

But if one rccepts that the uaditiond "identical" ontology actudly does apply
to Neture, a tmth relative to Neturc, and hcnce a science of nature, are in prin-
ciple possible .t rny moment of timc. And since Man is nothing but aa ective
negation of Natne, e science of Man is elso possible, to the extent that he belongs
to the past and the present. Only Man's future worild then be given over to
skepticism or faith (that \ to the certeinty of hope, in Srint Paul's expression):
since it is e "didecticd"-ie., creetive or free-process, History is essentidly
unforeseeable, in contrast to'tdenticel" Nature.

Morrover, it seems that an ontological dudism is indispensable to thc explana-
tion of the very phenomenon of History. As e matter of fact, History implies and
presupposes rn undnstanding of past generations by the generations of the present
end fwure. Now if Nrture, as well as Mrn, changed, Discourse could not be
communicated throughout time. If stones and trees, end dso the bodies and thc
enimd "prychism" of the men of the time of Pericles, wcre ri difrerent from ours
es thc citizens of the ancient city are from us, we would be able to understend
neither a Greek treatise on agriculture and architecture nor Thucydides' history,
nor Pleto's philosophy. Generdly spcaking, if we crn understand eny languege
which is not our own, it is only because it contains words thet are related to
redities tht are everyrvherc and always identical to themselves: if we cen know
t},;nt "Huttt' arnd, "ctnis" mean "dog," it is bcceuse the real dog exiss, which is
thc semc in Germany end in Fnace, in Romc in thc time of Cecsar end in con-
temporery Peris, Now the*, identical redities are precisely natmal tediaes. An
imagc can show that en attempt at r dualistic otnology is not absurd. Let us
considcr a gold ring. There is e hole, and this hole is iust as essentid to the ring
as drc gold is: widrout the gold, the "hole" (which, moreover, would not cxist)
would not tr e ring; but without the holc thc gold (which would nonetheless
cxist) would not be a ring either. But if one has found atoms in the gold, it is
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Phenomenology. And this description of rhe structure of Being as
such is made in the Ontology, which Flegel calls Logik (nd which
he presents before the Metaphysics, but after the Phenome-
nology).tu

Now, (in the Phenomenology) Hegel described rhe dialecical
character of "phenornenal" empirical-Existence (Dasein). And he
can explain it only by supposing a dialectical structure of obiec-
tive-Reality and of Being as such. Consequently, if the method of
Hegelian philosophy is one of simple description, the content of
this philosophy is dialectical not only in the "Phenomenology," but
also in the "Metaphysics" and the "Ontology."

Up to now I have talked mostly about the Dialectic of Being
and of the Real (which Hegel describes in the Logik and' the
Encyclopdedia). But I must also talk about the real Dialectic of
empirical Existence, that is, of the "Phenomena" or the "appear-
ances" (Erscheimngen) of. dialectical Being in its reality. For if,
objectively speaking, this "phenomenal" Dialectic is only the "ap-
pearance" of the 'tnetaphysical" and "ontological" Dialectics- of
lhe Real and of Being, subiectively speaking, it is the only dialec-

not at all necessrry to look for them in the hole. And nothing indicates thet the

gold and the hole are in one and the same mrnner (of course, what is involved

is the hole as "hole," and not the air which is "in the hole"). The hole is a

nothingness that subsists (as the presence of an absence) thanlis to the gold which

surrounds it. Likewise, Man who ir Action could be a nothingness thet "nihilates"
in being, thanks to the being which it "negates." And there is no reason why the

final principles of the description of the nihilation of Nothingnes (or the

annihilation of Being) have to be the same as the principles of the description

of the being of Being.
The first a$empt (a very insufEcient one, by the way) * t dualistic ("identical"

and "dialectical") ontology (or more exactly, metaphysic) was mrde by Kant'

and it is in this that his unequded greatness resides, a greamess comperable to

that of Plato, who established the principles of "identical" (monistic) ontology.

Since Kant, Heidegger seems to be the first to have posed the problem of a dual

ontology. One does not get the impression thet he has gone beyond the dualistic
phenontenology which is found in the first volume of Sein und Zeir (which is

only an inuoduction to the ontology that is to be set forth in Volumc II, which

has not yet appeared). But this is sufEcient to meke him recognized es a great

philosopher. As for the dualistic ontology itself, it seems to be the principal
philosophic task of the future. Almost nothing has yet been done.

ro In the duatistic hypothesis, Ontology would describe Being rhtt redizes itself

as Nature separately ftom Acion that negates Being and realizes itself (in Nature)
as History.
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tical given which can be described directly, and it is from it or
from its description that one can describe or reconstruct the other
two "basic" Dialectics.

But before indicating what the "phenomenological" Dialectic
(described by the whole of the Phenonenology) is in Hegel, I
must make a general remark.

What is dialectical, according to Hegel is the concrete Real-
that is, Totaliry or the total Synthesis, or, better, Spirit. In other
words, it is not giamBeing (Sein) itself that has a dialectical struc-
ture, but reaealedBeing (Begriff). Now, revealed Being implies, on
the ontological level, two constituent elements: Being * reaealed
(Identity, Thesis) and Being es reaealing (Negativity, Antithesis).
Consequently, on the metaphysical level, rwo Worlds must be
distinguished, which are inseparable but essentially different: the
natural World and the historical or human World. Finally, the
phenomenological level is constituted by the reflection of natardl
empirical existence in human empirical existence (external Con-
sciousness, Bewusstsein), which is in turn reflected in itself (Self-
Consciousne s, Selbstbeaxtssts ein) .

-. N* Hegel expresly says that Negativity is the specifically
dialectical constituent element. Identity is not at all dialeitical. and
if- Totality is dialectical, it is only because it implies Negativity.
Movilg from this ontological level to the metaphysical level, one
would then have to say that the Real is dialectical onlv because
the natural World implies a human World, Nature being not at
all dialectical in itself. And concerning the "Phenomeia," one
would have ro say that there is a phenomenal Dialectic because the
Real "appears" to Man: only Man's "phenomenal" existence is
dialectical in itself, and the natural "plienomena" are dialectical
only to the extent that they are implied in the human "phenome-
nology" (as natural sciences, for example).

In the Pbenomenology Hegel seems to accepr this view. On
several occasions he underlines the essential difference between
Man and Animal, between History and Nature. And by so doing,
he always calls attention to the dialectical character of the human
and the nondialectical character of the natural. Thus, when (in
Chapter VIII) he identifies Nature with Space and History (that
is, Man) with Time, this means for him that Nature is dominated
by Identity alone, whereas History implies Negativiry and is con-
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sequently dialectical (Cf. for example the first paragraph of page
r45; likewise page 563,lines z r-27).

But even in the Phenomenology Hegel's position lacks clarity.
On the one hand, he opposes specifically human existence (Be-
wusstsein or Geist in the sense of "Man"), which is dialectical, to
animal lif.e (Leben), which is not. But on the other hand, he gives
(in Chapter V, A, a) a vitalistic "phenomenological" description
of Nature, which presents Nature as a dialectical "phenomenon."
To be sure, there what is involved is a description of Nature by a
certain type of "bourgeois" Intellectual, represented by Schelling.
And Hegel does not completely identify himself with Schelling,
in the sense that he considers Schelling's Naturphilosophie only a
phenmnenological desurpuon, whereas Schelling himself believed
he had given a ntetapbysics of Nature. But Hegel believes rhat, as
"phenomenon," Nature actually is as it "appeared" to Schelling,
and he would like to replace the vulgar natural sciences with
Schellingian vitalism. Now, from Hegel's pen, this vitalism takes on
a clearly dialectical character.

In the Encyclopaedia this view is asserted without ambiguity.
On the one hand, Hegel sets forth in it a metaphysics of Nature,
in which Nature is described as a frankly dialectical realiqy having
the same threefold structure as the human realiqy, which is de-
scribed in the metaphysics of Man or of "Spirit." On the other
hand, in the Ontology itself, that is, in the Logik, Hegel does not,
so to speak, take account of the fact that the total Being or the
"Idea" (: Geisr) which he is describing presents on the one hand
a dialectical aspecr, which transmits irs dialectical character to the
totality of Being, but which is itself Action (Tun) and not Being
(Sein), and on the other a fundamentally nondialectical aspect,
which is static giaen-Being or nafttral Being.

All this, in my opinion, is an error on Hegel's paft. Of course,
I cannot make any sort of convincing critique of Hegelian philoso-
phy here. But I should like to indicatc that in my opinion the
real (metaphysical) and "phenomenal" Dialectic of Nature exists
only in Hegel's ("Schellingian") imagination.

In these conditions it would be difficult for me ro sum up rhe
Dialectic of. natural "phenomena" which is found in the Phenome-
nology (Chapter V, A, a) and which, I confes, I understand very
poorly. And I am not anxious, moreover, to propagate this error
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of. Hegel's, yhi"h -el only harm his philosophical authority and
which could cast doubt on the value bf OaLctic in general and
panicularly 91 th. value of the Hegelian description of the ,,phe-
nomenal" Dialectic of lrurnan existence. Now in my opinion"^this

{sc-nq{on (contained in the pbmomenology) :s'Higel's prin-
cipal title to-glory. Hence it is only of this discription tiat I'now
wish to speak, by settin-g forth the'phenomenorogical transposition
of the metaphysical and ontologicai Dialectic wiich I havi talked
ebout up to now. To be sure, in order to know what the phe_
nomenologiczl Dialecdc.o f- human empirical exisrence is accor'ding
.g ry.g-"I, on9 musr read the whole p:benamenotogy, which is ez_
tirely devoted to its description.rz But there are se"veral very short
plssagryin the Phenomenology wtnch reveal the true significance
oJ the-Dialectic in question viry well, and which shorJhow the
three tundamental dialectical_ categories of Ontology and Meta_
physil ""pp"T" ro -man on the plienomenological ['vel 

", 
fr;j;_

T.f+ caregories of the ,,Anthiopology" 
in which human em_

pncel exlsrence is described.
I would now like to cite and intelpret these passages.

. Y"_g-"I sets forth the fundamental principles of his Dhenomeno_I.1qr-lf 
,anthroq lW by critiitzing i rn,, F a, i o/rgl'_.h#;"

ract' ell naturalsric enthroporogy which assimilates Mr' to animalbecause it sees no essentiai diderence between them (Chapi* v,
I :1. 

k is against this static and monistic conception of .i\,ian that
heopposes his dialectical and .,threefold" conception.

-Hc says the following (pege zz1,lines zg_3o and page zzT,hne
3fupage zz8, Iine 5):

The [human] individual is in and for himself: he is fm himself,
that is, he is a free action (Tan); but he is also iz hirietf, rt". il,he himself has a specifcaly deterrnined innaie giaaz-reng d;ffi-Iiches bestimmtis Se.in)--. . . fni, gir"_irig ftn". (f it"-irf,y(I:?b) of the specific.ally-determinei individrialiry, 

" 
ie irr*iiii,

(Urspriinglicbniitl, thaiwhich ir itself ho rro. done (Nichtgetor
tlft" (dl"Iodcal) phenonrcnology of Narure set forth in Chaptcr V, A, acen bc considcred as en element of .thi phenomelology of Man: i il;l; il;io:tion oJ Men who (in certain sociel and historicJionditions) devotes himselfentirelr to thc obscrvation (Beobach*ngl of w"tor" and interprea i;;;ftrd",in.SchcUing's wey. Thus 'ndcrsrood, tli aescription of Cmp.." V,;, ,';;;vdid.
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babm). But given that at the same time the individual is only what
he has done (getan), his body is also the expresion (Aus&:zck) of
himself produced (heruorgebrachte) by himseU; [his body] is at
the same ame t sign (Zeichm), which has not rcmained an immedi-
ate thing (unnittelbare Sache), but [which is somethingl by which
the individual only makes known (erkermen) what he is in the sense
that he puts his innate nature to work (ins Werk richtet).

To say that Man is, exists, and "appears" (erscbeint) as being

and existing "in and for himself" is to say that he is Being in and

for itself-i.e., Totaliry or Synthesis; therefore, it is to say that he

is a dialecrical (or 'tpiritual") entiry, that his real and "phe-

nomenal" existence is e "movement." 18 Now every dialecticsl

Totality is also, and above all, Identiry-that is, Being in itself or

Thesis. Ontologically speaking this ldentity is Sein, given-Being;
and metaphysiCaily ipe"king, it is Narure. In Man who is in the

process ol ':"ppeating," ths asPect (Seite) or constituent-element'(Mmtmt) 
of Identiqy, Sein, or Nature, is his "body" (Leib) or

his "innate nature" (ursprilngliche Natar) in general.
By the eqpect of his boily, Man is a natural being Yt.! fit:d

chaiacteristics, a "specifically determined" animal which lives in

the bosom of Naturl, having its "natural place" (topos) in it. And
it is immediately clear that dialectical anthropology leaves no place
for an "afterlife" for Man outside of the natural World. Man is
truly dialectical-that is, human--only to the extent that he is also
Naiure, "identical" spatial or material entiry: he can become and
be truly human only by being and remaining at the same time an
animal, which like every animal is annihildted in death.

But in Man the Identity or the In-itself is not only his body, in
the strict sense: it is his "innateness" in general-that is, "That
which he has not himself done," First of all, it is Man's "innate
nxsurs"-ihat is, everything that exists in him through biological
heredity alone: his "characrer," his "talen$," his "tastes," end so on.
And it'is also the simple fact of being born "slave" or "free" (a/s
Freier geboren). For Hegel, this purely innate would-be "freedom"
(as well as hereditary nobility and belonging to e "class" in gen-

ra By accepting that only the human being is dialectical in the Hegelian sense

of the term, one can say that Hegel's Dialectic is sr eristential dixlecr.ic n the

modern sense of the word. In any case, this is what the Dialectic described in the

Pbenomernlogy is,
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eral) is 
9Sy " rytural or animal characteristic, which has nothing

to do with true human freedom, acti,uely acquired by Fiehdng or
Work: a man is frge only when he himself has inadi eeTan)himself free. But in Man this "idendcal" and "neturel" That-irhich-
he-has-not-himself-made is also everything that penetrates into him
in a.purely gassive waR everything'that [e is and does ,.by habit',
9t 

"1oto-rn1gically.," by tradition, by imitation, and so onathat is,
by simple "inertia." lt pn imposibite Man stopped negating the
given and negadng himself as given or innatelthat ii, sto"pped
creaung new things and creating himself as ,,new man"_and were
contenr to maintain himself in identiry to himself and to preserve
the place 

1".."F""1y occupied in rhe iosmos (or in other .,i"ra., if
n: 

"op.p:g 
living in relation to the future or to the ,,prolect,, and

euowed tumself to be dominated exclusively by the past or by
"memory")_, he would cease to be truly humanl he wluld be an
""i."1, 

perhaps a "knowing" and ,*!ly e very ..comDlicared,,

f.ipl 
verydifferent from all orher narural beings, but ntt ,rr.i_

uatty "something other" than they. And, conseqiendy, he would
not be "dialectical." re

Man is "total" or "synthetical,,r of, better, .,dialectical,,; 
heexisrs "for himself', or consciously ani 

"ni"ut"tely, 
h;;;; il. L"spirirual" or truly human, only {o th" 

"*t"rrr 
thar he implies theconsntuent-element of Negativiry in his being, in his existence, and

re I said: "per imposibile," because according to Hegel Mrn always negatesthe given sooner or later, as long as he i* t* lita the total synthesis which"appears" as his defnitive "r Aj."aoni (n4iriffisl. rerroo"Ui-i ;d;;posibility of a stopping along the wey. But'I *in"t *", in this casc Men wourdacnrally celse to bc human. ̂ Hegel accepts .rt" n"i stopping of the historicar"movement": after the end of.Historrt;;lr;;; neglres, properly speaking(that is, actfuety). However Men does *. b";;; rnimal, since he condnuesto qe$ (ncgation passes into the- ,.dielectical,, ,i*gn, 
"f 

.d. Wire na*ilii,Lpost-historicd Man, omniscient, 'l-powerful, 
"na 

s.tirfi.a M"; i.h.-fi;'M;;is not a Man in the strict sense of tire word 
"itt"",-tr. 

is a ,.god,, (e mortal god,admicedly). All education impries a ros r."i"r 
"i' 

auto-negationt effected bythe child: the parens only encourage hi--to negate 
"eftain 

aspects of his innateanimal nature, bur he is the one who must 
""to"$ 

ao so. (The puppy need onlvrefrain from doing certein things; the 
"hild 

;;J t" 
"dd,il;;';;;;;;";';Lthem; and so on.) And it is only because of these auto-negrtions (.,repressions,,)

that every "educated" child is not only a trained aaimar- (which l, ria"il-""r;
to itself rnd in itself), but a truly human (or,.complex,,)'UG, 

"f,i."St,j;rno$ c:rses, he is human only to e very small extent, since .tao"l i*;'G"i ileuto-negations) generdly stops roo soosr.
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in his."appeerences." Taken in itself, Negativiry is pure nothing-
ness: it ls not, it does not exist, it does not appeat. It ls only is
negation of lilentity+hat is, as Difierence.2o Therefore it cenbxist

".dy ry a real negation of Nature. Now this existence of Nega-
giyity.is, precisely, specifically human existence, and we see -hy
Man is reduced to nothingnes when he dies as animal-that ii,
when he puts himself so to speak outside of Nature and hence can
no longer negate it really. Bur as long as Negativity erisrs in the
form of a real negation of the identical natural ginen,ir also appedrs,
and its "appearance" is nothing other than the "free action" (faeies
Tun) of Man, as Hegel says in the pasage cited above. On the
"phenomenal" (human) level, therefore, Negativity is real freedom
which realizes itself and manifests or reveals itself as action.

In the passage cited above Hegel also says that "the [human]
individual is only what he has done (getan hat)."

And funher on he says (prge 46,lines z5-26 and z8-3r):

The mte being (Sein) of Man is in fact (aielmehr) bis oction or act
(Tat);it is in it that Individuality rs objectiaely real (atirklich) . . .
Individualiry presents itself [or manifests itself, or appears] (rrel/r
sich dar) in effective-acaon (Hondlu.ng) as the negotiae-or-negating
essential-redity (Wesen), which is only to the extent that it dialecti-
cally-overcomes (aufhebt) given-Being (Sein).

lf. giaen-Being (Sein) corresponds on the ontological level to
Nature, Act (Tat) is what represents Man as Man on this level.
Man as Man is not given Being, but creative Action. If the "objec-
tive reality" of Nature is its real eristence, that of Man properly
so-called is his effective action. The animal only liaes; but living
Man acts, and it is through his effective activity (Handeln) that
he "manifests" his humanity and "appears" as truly human being.
To be sure, Man is also given-Being and Nature: he also exists "in
himself," as animals and things exist. But it is only in and by Action
that he is specifically human, and that he erists rnd appears as
such-that is, as Being-for-itself or as a self-conscious being that

zo Partnenides was right in saying that Being ir and that Nothingness rs zor;
but he forgot to add thet tbete is r "difierence" berween Nothingness and Being,
e difference which to g certdn extent ir rs much as Being itself lr, since without
it, if there wele no difermce berween Being and Nothingness, Being irclf would
not be.



sp€eks of itself and of whar it is not: "he is f or bimtelf , that is, he
is a free action." And by acting, he realizes and manifcsts Nega-
tivity or his Difierence from natural given Being

pn qhe "phenomenological" level, then, Negativiry is nothing
other than human Freedorn-that is, that by which Man differs
from animal.2t Bur if Freedom is ontologically Negativity, it is
because Freedom can be and edst only x-negai;az. Now in order
to -negete, there must be something to negate: tn exnting giwen
and hence an identical given-Being. And thit is why man Jan e*ist
freely-th:t is, humanly--only while living as an animal in a given
natural World. But he lives lnmanly in iionly to the extenithat
he negates this natural or animal given. Now'negation 's 

rearized

T.acco.Tplished action, and not as ihought or simple desire. Hence
it is neither in his more or less ,.elevatel,' rri6"rr,'(or his imagina_
tion)-, nor !l Ht more or les ,.sublime" or ,,sublimated" ,,asiira-
tions" that Man is truly free-or really human, bur only in ,ni by
effectivei.e., active-negation of the given real. Frledom does
not consisr in e choice berween wo giienst it is the negation of
9|e grven, both of the given which ori" i. on.*.rf (as aniirar or as
"incarnated tradition")- and of the given which J" t-r", <.i.natural and social World). Moreove! these rwo negations are in
realiry gnly one. To negate the naturar or social dorrd diarecti-
cally-that is, ro negatelt while preserving it_is ro transform ir;
.nq tnen one musr either change oneself to adapt to ir, or perish.
fnveryly, to'egete oneself wlile maintaining oneself in e*itence
s to chang-e the aspect of the World, since thls World then implies
e modrtred consd$ent-_element. Thus, Man exists humanly only
to the e$ent that he really uansforms the narurar and social'worri
by 

ry ".qfrg 
acdon ind he hims€lf changes because of this

transtormation; or, what is the same thing, to the extent that he
transforrrs the wodd as a resurt of an actlve auto-negation of his
animal or social t'innate neture."

The freedom which is realized end manifested as diarectical or
negating Action is thereby esentially a creation. For to ,r"g"." .h.
q11en wichour ending in nothingness is to produce somethi"ng that
dtd not yet exist; now, rhis is precisely what is called ,,creaiing.,,

z1 cf. Roussceu: "Thcrcfore it is not so much undcrstanding which constitutes
the distinction of mrn emong the animals as it is his being a free tgentl, (Discotnse
on the Origin of Inequlity, trrnsletion by R. Masters; New yor{ rgca 9zrg" ,r4.j
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Inversely, one can truly create only by negating the given real.
For this real is somehow omnipresent and dense, since there is
nothing (nothing but Nothingnes) outside of it or other than it;
hence there is, so to speak, no place for newnes in the World;
rising up from Nothingness, newness can penetrate into Being and
exist only by taking the place of given-Being-rhat is, by negating
It.

In the dialecdcal interpretation of Man-i.e., of Freedom or
Action-the terms ttnegation" and "creationtt must, moxeover, be
taken in the full sense. What is involved is not replacing one given
by another giam,but overcoming the given in favor of what does
not (yet) erisf, thus realizing what was never giaen. This is ro say
that Man does not change himself and transform the World for
himself in order to realize a conformity to an "ideal" gi,aen to him
(imposed by God, or simply "innate"). He creares and creates
himself because he negates and negates himself "wirhour e precon-
ceived idea": he becomes other solely because he no longer ryants
to be the same. And it is only because he no longer wants to be
asbat he is that what he will be or will be able to be is an "ideal"
for him, "justifying" his negating or creative action-i.e., his
change-by giving it a "meaning." Generally speaking, Negation,
Freedom, and Action do not arise from thought, nor from con-
sciousness of self or of external things; on the contrary, thought
and consciousness arise from Negativity which realizes itself and
"reveals" itself (through thought in Consciousnes) as effective
free action.

In fine, Negativiry (or Freedom) which realizes and manifests
itself as creetive Action is Man who, while living in the natural
World, continues to be himself and yet is not always (or .,neces-

sarily") the same. Hence we czrn say that dialectical Anthropology
is tf9 n$olophic science of Man as he appears in the (pre-philo-
sophig) Judaeo-Christian conception-thttis, of Man *ho G sup-
posed to be able to conaert himself, in the full sense of the wori,
or to become essentially and radically other. According to this
conception, Man who was created perfect can neveftheless radi-
cally pervert this innate or girr given narure; but esentially perverted

old Adam" and thus become the "newMan canMan can repudiate the "old Adam" and thus become ihe ,,new
Adam," different from the 6rst bur still more perfect than he;
Man can "overcome" the hereditary sin which nbnetheless deter-
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mines his nenrre and thus become a saint, who is nonetheless some-
thing other than Man before the fall; a pagan whose .,narural

place" is Hell can "convert himself" to Christianity and thus win
his way-to Heaven; etc., etc. Now in the Hegelian or dialectical
conception 1f -Man, thingp work our in exactly the same way: the
steps of the Dialectic described in the Phenomenology are nothing
but a series of successive "conversions" that Man carries out in thi
course of history and that are described by the Wise Man who
lives at the end of history and who is himself "converted" to rhe
absolute truth (incarn"t"i ir, the Napoleonic Empire).

- In agreement with Aristotle, Hegel eccepts a iadical difference
berween Master and Slave. According to Hegel, Man can appear
in Nature or create himself as Man from the-animal that he was,

9dy if a Fight ro rhe death for the sake of Recognition (Aner-
kmnen'S leads to a relation between a free man 

"nd 
a man who is

enslaved to him. Hence, from the beginning, Man is necessarily
either Master or Slave. And this is whai Aristotle said. But 

"""ord-ing to Aristotle (who did not see the dialecticiry of human exist-
ence), this will always be the case: Man is born with a slavish or
free "nature," and he will neuer be able to overcome or modify it;
Masters and Slaves form something like rwo distinct animal .tpe-

cies," irreducible or "eternal," niither of which can leave 
-its

"natural place" in_ the immutable Cosmos. According to Hegel, on
the other hand, the radical difierence between Master 

".rd 
Shrr.

exists only at tbe beginning, and it can be overcome in the course
of time; because for him, Mastery and Slavery are not giaen or
innarc characteristics. In the beginning at leasi, Man is not bom
slave or free, but crenes himself as oni or the other through free
or voluntary Action. The Master is the one who went ail the way
in the Fight, being ready to die if he was not recognized; whereas
the Slave was afraid of death and voluntarily submitted, by recog-
dlng the Master without being recognizedby him. But it-was one
and the same innete animal nature ihat was transformed by the
free Action of the Fight into slavish or free human ,.neture": rhe
Master could have created himself as Slave, and the Slave as Master.
There was no "reason" for one of the two animals (of the species
Homo sdpiens) to become Master rather than Slave. Masterv and
Slavery have no "cause"l they are not "determined" by ^ny'girm;
they cannot be "deduced" or foreseen from the pasr which pre-
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ceded them: they result frorn a free Ac.. (Tat\. That is why Man
can "overcome" his slavish "nature" end, becqne free, or'brttar,
(freely) create. himsef as free; even if he is born in Slavery, he
can negate his innate slavish "neture." And all of History-tiat is,
the whole "movement" of human existence in the naturai World-
is nothing bur the progressive negation of Slavery by the Slave, the
series of his successive "converiions" to Freedbm- (which, how-
ever, will not be the "identical" or ,,thetical" freedom of the Mas-
ter, who is-f19e only in himself , but the .,total" or ..syntherical"

freedom, which also exists for itself , of the Citizen of the universal
and homogeneous State).22

- If Negativity is Freedom which realizes itself as Action negeting
gle given, and if it is the very humanity of Man, Negativiql' and
Man can "eppear" for the 6rst time in Nature onll as a'being
that negates or "overcomes" its innare animal nature: Man creates
his hlmanity only by negating himself as animal. And that is why
the first "appearance" of Negativity is described in the Phenomi-
nology (Chapter IV) as a Fight to the death for Recognition, or
more exactly, as rhe Risk of hfe (Wngen des Lebens) which this
Fight implies. The Desire for Recognition which provokes the
Fight is the desire for a desire-that is, for something that does not
erist reelly (since Desire is the "manifest" presence of the dbsence
of a realiry): ro want ro be "recognized" iJto want to be accepted
as a positive "yalss"-1[at is, precisely speaking, to cause oneself
to be "desired." To want to risk one's 7fe, which is the ashole
reality of a living being, in favor of something that does not exist
and cannot exisr as inen or merely living reil things exist-this,
then, is indeed to negatu the given which-one is oneielf, this is to
be free or independent of. it. Now, to negate oneself, in this full
sense, and nevertheless to preserve oneself in existence, is indeed

2z In truth, only the Slave "overcomes" his ,.nature" rnd finally becomes
citizen. The Master does not change: he dies rather than cease to be Master. The
f,nal fight, which transforms the Slave into Cirizen, overcomes Mastery in a
nondialectical fashion: the Maser is simply killed, and he dies as Master. Hence
it is only in its slavish aspecr that humrn existence is dialectical or ,,total": the
Master represents, fundamentally, only Identiry (human ldentiry, admittedly).
Therefore one can say that Aristotle correctly described the Mester. He ened
only in believing that the Master is Man in general-that is, in denying the
humaniry of the slave. He was right in saying that the slave as slave ir not-truly
human; but he was wrong in believing that the Sleve could nar become humsn.
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to create oneself as new and therefore to exisr as created by oneself
-that is, as free or auronomous.

It is this risk of li[e, incurred in a 6ght for pure prestige-i.e.,
in a fight absolutely without arny raison d'etre, any "vital interest"-
it is this risk of the life in which the living being integrates the
ggtaliry of the given (and which is also the supreme natural or
biological "value"), I say, which is creative or free negating Action,
which lselizes and "manifests" Negativiqy or Freedom, and hence
Man. Man reelizes (: creates) and "manifests" his humanity
(: freedom) by risking his life, or at least by being able and wili-
ing to_risk iq_solely "for glory" or for the'sake of his ,'vaniry,'

alone (which by this risk, ceases to be "vain" or "nonexistent" and
becomes the specifically human value of honor, fully as real as
animal "values" but esentially difierent from them); or, what is

lhr-:q": thing, by risking his life for the sake of ,,dury" alone
(yF:n 's 

Ougbt-to-De precisely because it is not given-Biing, nd
which consequently eriirs only- as r e c o gnize d, this-recognitioi pre-
supposing and implying, or requiring, rhe risk of life).dNo anirnal
commirs suicide out of simple shame or pure vaniry (as Kirilov
would have it in Dostoievsl<y's The possessed)i tto 

"ni*"I 
risks its

life to capture or receptut" e flag, to win offcer's stripes, or to be
decorated; animals never have bloody 6ghts for pure prestige, for

zsone ac* only according to the dury which one recognizes, But it is always
supposed that the duty which one recognizes oneself oogrit to be recognized by
the others, who by definidon ought dso to recognize the value of him-who acts
in conformity to-this dury, To want to act according to dury is in fact, there_
fore, 99 :van-t ro be "recognized.,' But ir is possible nir to be 

-a*re 
of this; onc

can think of duty without thinking of "recognition." often the being which is
supposed to "recognize" the man who act. 'through duty" is God. Thus, while
acting, one csn belietse that one wanrs to be "recognized" by God arone. But in
fact "_God" is only the "social milieu" substantialized and proiected into the
beyond. It sometimes seems thtt one does ooe's duty only in order not to fall in
one's own esteem. But this too is only an illusion. In this case there is a division
of individudity into its two componentsl the one which acts represents the
Particulariry of the agent; the one which judges him "morally" represens his
universdiry-that is, the sochl aspect of his existence; the man judies his own
"particular" actions in terms of the "universal" values accepted by the sociery of
wlich he is a part. To be sure, it is possible not to recognize'the ,.accep'ted;
vdues. But if one takes one's "nonconformiry" seriously-th1t 's, 

if one rialir,es
it through action-one transforms or wtrnts to transform the given society in
precisely such a way as to make it accept the values in the neme of which one is
acting. Here again, therefore, one ec$, in fact, beceuse of the desire for "recogni-
tion"; but one is not rlweys aware of it.
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*H:! the only reward is the resulting glory and which can be
explained neither by the instinct of pieservation (defense of life
or search for food) nor by that of reproducdon; no animal has
ever fought a duel ro pay back an insult that harmed none of its
vital interests, just as no female has died "defending her honor"
against a male. Therefore it is by negating acts of this kind that
Man realizes and manifests his freedom-that is, the humaniry
which distinguishes him from the animals.

. Pt figllng gd Ris-k are nor the only ,'appearance" of Nega-
tiviry or of Freedom-that is, of Humaniiy-in the natural Wor-ld,
Work is another. No animal works, suicily speaking, for it never
transforms the world in which it lives acio.dittg tJ projects that
cannot be explained by the given condirions of iti real existence in
this world. A land animal never constructs machines to allow it to
live in an element other than its natural one: under water, for
example, or in the air. Now, Man by his work has construcred the
submarine and the airplane. Actually, work esentially transforms
the given natural World and removes the worker from his ,.narural

qlace" in this World, and thus essentially changes him too, only to
the extent that the action in question is-truly negating-that ii, to
the extent that it does not come from somi ,,iritin.i', o" from a
given or innate tendency, but negates a hereditary instinct and
overcomes innate "neture," which then ,,manifests"-itself as ,,lezi_
ness" rhat opposes the action. An animal at libeny is never lazy,
for if ir were, ir would die of hunger or nor ptoprgnr". Man crn
be lazy only at asork, preasely beiause work, properly so-called,
corresponds to no vital necessity.

Since it is a realizarion and a ,'manifestation,, of Negativity,
Work is always e "forced" work. Man must force himself 6 *orl,
he must do violence to his "nature." And, at least at the beginning,
it is another who forces him to it and thus does him violJnce. in
the Bible it was God who imposed work on fallen man (but that
was just a-"necessary" consequence of the fall, which was ,,free";
here too, then, work is the consequence of a free act, the manifesta-

;ion,,of 
the negating_action_by which Man negated his innate ,.per-

fecr" nature). In Hegel, Work ..appears,' for the first time in
Nature in the form ol shvish *otk i*pored by the first Master
o.n hi1 6rst Slave (who submimed to him, moriover, voluntarily,
since he could have escaped from slavery and work by acceptirig
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death in combat or by killing himself afrer his defeat). The Ma*er
makes the Slave work in order, by the Slave's work, to satisfy his
own desires, which as zuch are "natural" or animal desirei (in
satisfying, them the Master difiers from an animal only in that he
satisfies them without efiort, the necessary efiort being supplied
by che Slave; thus, unlike an animal, the Master can livi a fife of
"enioyment"). But, to satisfy those desires of the Master, the Slave
had to repress his own instincts (to prepare food that he will not
eat, even though he desires to eat it, and so on), he had to do
violence to his "nature," hence to negete or ,,overcome" himself
as giuen-that is, as animal. Conseguently, as an auto-negadng Act,
Work is an auro-creative ect: it realizei and manifests F eed'om-
that is, autonomy toward the given in general and the given which
one is oneself; it creates and manifests the humanity of the worker.
In and-by_Wo*, MT negares himself as animal, just as he does
in and by 

{ghting. Tlq iJ why the working Slave'can essendally
transform the narural World in which he liv:es, by creating in it a
specificall.y llT"l technical World. He works accordiig to a
"projecC'ryhich does not necessarily result from his own-innate
"neture"l he realizes through work something that does not (yet)
esistinhim, and that is why he can create thiigp thar exist rro*'h*
else but in the world produced by hir worli: artifacrs or worls
of an-that is, things t6at Nature never produces.

The "manufacnued_ objects" created 
-by 

the active auto-nege-
tions of the working slave enter into the natural world and heice
transform- it really. In order ro preserve himself in the realiry of
this transformed (- humanized) world, the slave himself must
change.-But since 6e is the one who uansformed the given World
by working in it, the change which he seems to andigo in conse-
quence is in fact tn outo-creation: it is he who changes himself,
who creatus himself as other than he was giaen to hinself. And

*"!.fu. why Work can raise him up from Slavery to Freedom
(which will, however, be different fiom the freedom of the idle
Master).

_fhus, in spite of appearances, the Slave works f or himsetf (also).'l'o 
be sure, the Master profits from his work. Having negated his

".-T4 
narure by the Rfuk accepted in the Fight for-Recignition,

the Master realized his humaniry. He can theiefore, Iike a-Man-
as opposed to an animal-assimilate the specifically human products
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of the Slave's work, although he did not ,,order" them: he is
Sgable- of gsing the artifacts end enjoying the works of art,
although at rhe $eft he did not "desire" thern And that is why he
toochanges w_ith the:nodifications which the Slave's Work Uringp
to the given World. But since he himself does not work, he is n6t
the one whothe one who produces these changes outside of himself and hence
in himself. The Master evolves because he consumes the nrodrrr:tsevolves because he consumes the products
of the Slave's work. But -the Slave zupplies him with something
more than and different from what hi-desired and ordered, ani
hence he consumes this sulplus (a truly human, ,,nonnaturel" sur-
glus) jnvolurlqily,.es if forced: he undergoes a sorr of training
(or education) by the Slave, if he musr dJviolence to his naturi
in order to consume what the Slave offers him. Hence he under-
goes History, but does not create it: if he .,evolves,r' he evolves
o-df n siu,.ly, as Nature or an animal species does. The Slave, on
the other hand, evolves humanly-thai is, voluntarily and
sciously, or, better, actively or freely (by negating himself

con-
with

krrowledge of-wlrat he is doing). By iegeting li" onin given nature
._hoogh Work, he raises him;f 

"bon"iir fru.r, ,rrtori and is in a
(negating) relotion to ir. This is to say that he becomes self-con-
scious, and rhereby conscious of whar ii nor self. The entities which
he creates by work and which consequently have no nantral reality
reflect themselves in him a.s ideal entiiies-ihat is, as "ideas," whic'h
eppear to him es "models" or ,,projects', for the worla which he
executes'2a Man who works thinhs end talks about what he is work-

2.An idea (Geilanke) is born from Desire_thar is, from not yet rcelized
negation of the given. only the Action of work realizes thir tregtion. Hen""
one can say that work is carried out according to a preconceived Idia or project:
the real is oandormed according to the ideal. But the ldea is a 6,' oJy witt
respe"t to actual and accomplished work, and nor with respect ro the Man who
works: it is not an 'innate' or "Platonic" Idea. Man creates the ldea by ideelly
crcating the (namral or social) given, and he rearizes the Idea by acrualiy insen-
ing it into the given through-work which really trrnsforms this given .""oiairrg
to the ldea. The evolution of means of transponation, for exampie, ** 

"oi "i.lricd out eccording to the "idea" or the "ideal" of the automobile, an .,idea" that
would be given beforehand and would be more aod more closely approximated
by- succeeding efforts' Man began having himself carried uy o.ttu.'-u' o, uf
enimals solely because he no longer wanted to walk "naturally"-that is, on fooi.
And it w-as by.successively nzgating the various means of transporation which
wer€ rr fust giuen to him that he fnally produced the automobile, which is a
g.*"i": creation, not only as material obiecg but also as ..idea,,, *iri"h h"" ,r*
"preexistcd from ell etetniry" either in man or anywhere else.
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ing on (iust as he thinla and talls about Nature as the ,,rew ma-
terial" for his worls); and it is only by thinking and speaking
t\at !Ia1 can truly uor&. Thus, the working Slave is conscioui
of what he is doing and of what he has donei he understands the
World which he has transformed, and he becomes a,uare of, the
necessiry of changing himself in order to adapt to it; hence he
wants to "keep up with progress," the progress which he himself
realizes and which he reveals through his discourse.26

Worh therefore, is the authentic "appearance" of Negtiviry
or Freedom, for Work is what makes Man a dialecticaf being,
which does not eternally remain the same, bur unceasingly becomis
other than it is really in the given and as given. The Fight, and the
Master who incarnates ir, are only the iatalysts, so to speak, of
History or of the dialectical "movement" of human existenie: they
en_gender this movemenr, bur afe nor afiecred by ir themselvei.
All (true) Masrers are of equal worth as Masrers, 

"nd 
rrone of them

has by himself (to the extlnt that he is a Master) overcome his
26 If he is mrly self-conscious, Man who has created a technical World bo,urs

drat he caa live in it only by living in it (dso) rs a worker. That is why Maa
c.autmt to continue working even after ceasing to be a Slave: he can become a
frcc Worker. Acrudly, Work is bom from the Desire for Recognition (by the
intermediary of the Fight), and it prcserves iself and evolves in relation to this
same Desire. To realize a technical progtess, humanity must work more or better-
thet is, it must supply an increasc of effort 'against ntrure.', To be sure, there
have always been men who knew that they worked ,.for glory." (By itself, the
desire to &now the given leads to scientifc "observation" of ig but not to its
trendormation by Work; not even to "experimental" intervention, as the exemple
of the Greeks shows.) But most people think that they work more in order to
gain more money or to augment their "well-being." However, it is easy to see
tlret the surplus geined is absorbed by expenses of pure prestige and that the
supposed "well-being" consists mostly h living bener than one's neighbor or no
wotse than the others. Thus, the surplus of work and hence technicd progress
are in realiry a function of the desire for "recognition." To be sure, the ..poor"
proft from technicd progress. But they are not the ones who create it, nor do
their needs or desires. Progress is realized, started, and stimulated by the .,rich"
or dre "powerful" (even in the socidist Stete). And these men are ',materially',
satisfed. Therefore, they act only according to the desire to increase their ..pres-
tige" or their power, or, if you please, from dury. (Dury is something quite
different from the love of one's neighbor or "charity," which has never en-
gendered a technical progress nor, consequendy, really overcome misery, This
is precisely because is not a negating action, but the instinctive out-
pouring of an innate "charitable nature," a nature in frct perfecdy competible
with the "imperfections" of the given World which nonetheless cause it to
'tuffer." Kant refused to see I "virtue"*i.e., a specifcally human manifestadon-
in an action that resuls from rn "instinctive inclination"" t Neigwg.)
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Master's nxture so es ro become something other than he is (since
he could only have become a Slave); if the Masters have evolved,
their evolution has only been purely external or "materialr" and
not truly human-that is, willed; and the human content of the
Fight-that is, the Risk of Life-has not changed through the ages,
in spite of the fact that more or less slavish workers have supplied
the combatants with ever new qypes of weapons of war. Only the
Slave can udnt to cease to be what he is (i.e., Slave), and if he
"overcomes" himself through Work, which can vary indefinitely,
he always becomes other, until he becomes cruly free-rhat is, fuliy
yisfi9-d by what he is. Therefore it can be iaid that Negativiry
"manifests" itself as Fighring only so that it can "appear" ai Work
(which otherwise could not have been engendered). At the end,
to be sure, in order definitively to free hirnself or to become trulv
other,the working Slave or 

"i-Shu. 
must again take up the Figtit

ior prestige against the Masrer or ex-Master: for there will always
be a remnant of Slavery in the Worker as long as there is a remnant
of idle Mastery on earth. But this last transformation or "conver-
sion" of Man takes the form of a Fight to the death only because
the idle Master is uneducable, since the peaceful educaiive-trans-
formation (Bildung) of Man is accomplished only by Work. The
Slave is obliged ro overcome Mastery by a nondiilectical over-
coming of rhe Master who obstinately persists in his (human)
identiry to himself-that is, by annulling him or putting him to
death. And this annulling is what is manifested in and by the final
Fight for Recognition, which necesarily implies the Risk of life
on the part of the freed Slave. This Risk, moreover, is what com-
pletes the liberation which was begun by his Work, by introducing
in him the constituent-element (Moment) of Mastiry which h-e
lacked. It is in and by the 6nal Fight, in which rhe working ex-
Slave acts as combatant for the sake of glory alone, that thJfree
Citrzen of the universal and homogetr"oos State is created; being
both Master and Slave, he is no longer either the one or the othei
but is the unique "synthetical" or "total,' Man, in whom the thesis
of Mastery and the antithesis of Slavery are dialecticallv ,,over-
se1pg"-sftxg is, annulled in their one-sided or imperfect aspect, but
preseraed in their essential or truly human 

"spict, 
and iherefore

sublimated in their essence and in iheir being.
Therefore, to say that Man is dialectical ind ,.appears" as such
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is to say that he is a being that continues to be itself without re-

nrryg thesamg because, through F Shring and Work, he negotes
himself as giren-that is, either as aniiral oi 

"s 
-"r, born in aLr-

tain social or historical milieu and determined by it-but also prer
serves himself in existence or, if you please, in 

-human 
identiry to

!i*r".U, in spite of these auto-negations. This, then, is to ,"y ih".
Man is neither ldentiry nor Negaiiviry alone, but Totality oi Syn-
thesis; that he "overcomes" hirnself while preserving and'sublimat-
ing himself; or that he "mediates" himself ln and bi hi, very exist-
ence. Now, to sey this is to say that he is an essentially bistorical
being.

If ldentiry or Beingin-itself is .,manifesred', in Man x his Ani-
mality in the broad sense-rhar is, as everything in him that is given
or innate, or better, inherired; if Negetiviri or Being-fo"-'irself
"eppears" in the world as human Freedom,- which rei'lizes iself
P .h".1"g"lngA,ctionof 

$ShrinS and Work; Totaliry or Being-
in-and-for-itself "reveals" itser o; the human "phenomenal,' levil
7s. Histgricity. Indeed, Man who fights and *orkr, thus negating
himself as animal, is an essentially hlistorical being, ana ont;ihe i
such a one: Narure and the animal have no hisiory prop.lrty ,o_
called.20

, 
For History to exist, there must be not only a given realiry, but

also a negation-of that realiry and at the same ,.1*. "" 1,,sub[mJted";
preservation of what has been negated. For only then is evolution
treltivl;only then do a :lrae coniinuity and, a" rea,l progre,ss exist in
i1 A3d.l$ 

{ pt""i.9ly wh1 disdnguishes human Hir-".ry from a
simple biological or "naturel" evoluiion. Now, to pr.r.ru" oneself
as negated is to remember whrt one has been evin while one is
becoming radically other. It is by historical memory that Man's
identity preserves itself throughout History, in spite'o f the auto_
negations which are accomplished in it, ro ih"r he can realize him-
self by means of History as the integration of his contradictory
pnst or as totality, or, beiter, as dialeclical entity. Hence historv is
always a conscious and willed tradiion, ena iU re"l history lbo
manifests itself as a historiography: there is no Hisrory #thoot
conscious, lived historical mimorv.

It is by memory (Er-innerungi that Man ,,inrernalizes', his past

.. 
z6 In th3 Pbenommology, Hegel oppore, Hisrory to Nature (Cf. page 563,l ines:r-r7).
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by making it truly his own, by preserving ir in himse[ end by
really inserting it into his present existence, which et the same
time is an active and actual radical negation of this preserved past.
Thanks to memory, the man \pho "converts himself" can remain
"the same" man, whereas an animal species that is converted by
"mutation" into another has nothing more to do with that species
from which it emerged. And memory is what makes Man's-auto-
negation concrete, by making a nevr reality from that negation.
For by remembering the given which he was and which he negated,
Man remains "specifically determined" (bestirnmt'; by the con-
crere characterisdcs of this given, while nonerheless being free with
respec to it because he has negated it. It is only thus that Man
becomes specificnlly other through his auto-negation and preserves
himself as real and, consequently, concrete: an other man in t nee)
World, but always a man with specific and specifically human
ch-aracteristics, living in a human World which is always-r specifi-
cally organizedhistorical World. Therefore it is by Hiitory which
is created, lived, and really remembered as "trad'ition" tliLat Man
realizes himself or "appeari" as dialectical totality, instead of anni-
h.ilating himself and "disappearing', by a ,,pure', 6r ,,abstract" n.g"-
tion of every given wharsoever,-reai or thought.2?

Total or dialectical Man-that is, real or concrete Man-is not
only negoting Action: he is a creatiq;e Action that has been accom-
plished-that s,l product (Werk)-in which the negated given
is preserved, as the raw material is preserved in the finishid proiuct.
And that is. why- Hegel said, at the end of the p"sr"ge of the
Phenonenology that I have cited, that Man exists'huminly only
to the exrent that he "puts his innate narure to work,' Gn; We;k

zz It is in the lack of historicd memory (or understanding) thet the mortal
denger of Nihilism or skepdcism resides, which would negete everything without

anything, even in the form of memory. A sociery th"t spends its time
lira"?".g to the radically "nonconformist" Intellectual, who amuses himself by
Jyertftlt) negzting any given at all (even the 'tublimated" given preservcd in
historical remembrance) solely because it is a given, ends up siiking into inective
anarchy and disappearing. Likewise, the Revolutionary who dreams of a ..perma-
nent revolution" that negates every type of tradition and takes no acco-unt of
the concrete pasq except to overcomc it, necessarily ends up either in the nothing-
nes of socid anarchy or in annulling himself physically or politicalry. o"ry tie
Revolutionary who manages to maintain o. t."r,"blirh ihe historical tradition, by
preserving in a positive memory the given present which he himself has relegatei
to- the pest by his negadon' succeeds in creating a new historical wortd c,.i,.bre
of eristing.
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ricbet). Man "did not remain an immediate thing" (unmittelbare
Sache-), Hegel says in that passage, because "he-rs only what he
has done" (getan)-that is, because he acted by negating himself
p g:ygn.But he is a concrere reality, which "appears" or "makes
itself known" (erkennen i issr) through a "signt' (Zeichen), be-
cause he is a product (Werk) produced with the given, in which
what. is negated, consequently, wes preseraed. Now, this pres-
ervation of what is negated in Man is accomplished in and by the
remembrance of the very one who negated it. And that is why
Man is a dialectical human reality only to rhe extent that he is
historical, and he is historical only by remembering his past which
he has surpassed.

In short, to describe Man as e dialectical entiry is to describe
him as a negating Action that negates the given within which ir
is born, and es t Product created by that very negation, on the

|*lt 9f the given which was negated. And on the "phenomeno-

lggic{" level this means that human exisrence "appears" in the
World as a continuous series of. f.ghts nd asork{ integrated by
merttory-thar is, as History in the course of which Men freely
creates himself.

Thus Hegelian Dialectic gives a philosophic account of the two
fundamental categories implied in pre-philosophic Judaeo-Christian
anthropology, which, when secularized, became modern efthro-
pglggyl namely, the categories of Freedom and Historicity. This
Dialectic also permits us to understand why rhese two caiegories
are in fact inseparable. It is obvious, indeed, that there is History-
i.e., creative or unforeseeable evolution-onlv where there are iree
agent!; and that Freedom is realizcd only by the creation of a
specifically human, i.e. historical, World- Now, Dialectic shows
us that Negadvity (: Freedom) differs from Nothingness only
to the extent that it is inserted into Totdity (: hisrorical synthesis,
in which the future is incorporated in the present through the
intermediary of the past), and that the real isTotality, instead of
pure ldentiry, only to the extent that it implies its own n€gation
(which, precisely, frees it from imelf taken as given). History is
what it is-that is, Totaliry or Synthesis, or, better, creaiive
evolution or progress, and not a pure and simple tautology or an
"eternal r€!q1n"-[scause it is the unity of essentially different
constituent elements-i.e., elemenrs created by negaiion of the
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elements which preceded them and hence independent with respecr
to them, or free.

Now, Judaeo-Christian and modern anthropology (more or less
explicidy) implies a third fundamenral category, inseparable from
the other two, which is the category of Indiaiduality: in this an-
thropology Man is a historicdl free Indiaidudl. And Hegel's
philosophic anthropology accepts this conception of Man. Thus,
in the passages cited, there was always e concern for the Individual,
for human Individuality.

In contradistinction to an animal, a plant, or an inanimate thing,
a human being is not only a simple l'exemplar" or just anorhar
representative of a natural "species," interchangeable with the other
representatives. (And Hegel often insists on the fact that the
French expression "une espice de . . . ," applied to a man, has a
pejorative -sense.) A man is supposed to be i,the only one of his
kind," by being esentially difierent from all other men. And at
the same time he is supposed to have, in his irreplaceable unique-
ness, a positive value even more absolute or universal than ihat
which belongs to a "species" as such.cs Now, this universal value
attributed to something absolutely unique is precisely the value
which chareccerizes Individuality, since iuch a value t amributed
only to it.

In Hegel's terminology, the Indiaiduality which characterizes
human existence is a synthesis of the pmticular and the uniwersar.
Insofar as this existence "manifests" itself on the ,,phenomenal"
level, Individuality "appears" as active realization of the specifi_
cally_ human desire for. Recognition (Anerkmnen). According
to Hegel, Man is truly human (that is, free and historical) onli
to the extenr that he is recognized as such by others (at the limic,
by all others) and that he hirnself recognizes them in turn (for
one can be truly "recognized" only by i man whom one recog_
nizes oneself). And we can say thar social Recognition is whit
distinguishes Man, as spiritual entiry, from animals-and everything
that ismerely Nature.-Now, !t is in and by the uniaersar t"Logni"-
tion of !!*r" particularity that lndiaiduality rcahzes and m"ani-
fests itself.

ze Thus,. for example, it does not seem evil at all to kill or destroy some
representative or other of en animal or vegetable species. But the exter;in;;;;
of an entire species is considered almost a crime.
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Hegel q9,hir very clearly at Jena, in rgo5-rgo6 (Volume XX,
page zo6, Iines 16-19 tnd zz-27\z

In-the act-of-recognizing (Anerhennen) the self ceasqs ro be this
rsofated-pufoirr (Einzelne) here; it exists (ia) iuridicaly [that
11 miaenally or as absolute valuel in the act-of-rlcognizirig, that
i:ft T no longer in its immediate [or natural] 

"-pfi-"al-"rJrt"nc"(Dasein). . . . Man is necessarily recognized, and he is necessarily
recognizing. This necessity is his own not that of our thought iir
lpllution to the content. As act-of-recognizing, Man himself-is the
[diatectical] movemenq and it is preciselly thiimovement that d.ia-
Iectically-overcomes (hebt ntD hit st"te'of nature: he is [the] act-
of-reco_gnizing; the nanrral-entity (Natiirlicbe) ooly erins (irr); it
is not [a] spirinalentity (Geistiges).

Efry_ man, to the extent that he is human (or "qpiritual,'),
would like, on the one hand, to be difierent from all others and
"the only one of his kind in the world." 2e But on the other hand
he would like to be recognized, in his unique panicularity itself,
as a positive. value, and he would like this to be done by the
greatest-nnmber, if possible by 

"ll. 
And this is to say, in Hegel's

terminology, that the truly human Man, radically different fiom
an animal, always searches for Recognidon and realizes himself
only as actually recognized. Which means that he (actively) de-
yes lldividuality and can be real only by (actively) realizing
himself through Recognition as Individual.'

Hence Man can be truly human only by living in sociery. Now,
Socieqy (and membership in a Sociery) is real onty in and by the
actual interaction of its members, which interaction "maniissts"
itself as, emong other rhingp, polidcal existence or State. Hence

l["l it truly human-that is, "individual"<nly to the extent that
he lives and acts as "recognized" citizen of a State. (Cf. Volume
VII, page 475, Iines 4-2j.) But at rhe moment of its appearance,
and during its whole historical evolution as well, the Siate does
not fully satisfy the human desire for Recognition and hence does

, 
2e Napoleon was profoundly annoyed end saddencd whcn his Melayen ger-

dcncr took him for a legendary conqueror of thc Far Est. A o'omen oi f*hion
is annoyed and seddened when she sces e fricnd wearing thc dress thrt was sold
to her rs 'the only onc of its kind." Generdly speaking, no onc wlnts to bc that
"everagc men" whom one oftcn tdks $oug but dways .s someonc odrcr dren
onesclf.
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not perfectly reilize Man as Individual. Such is the case because,
in the real historical conditions of his existence, a men is never
only "this panicular man here," recognized by the State as citizen
in his unique and irreplaceable pardcularity. He is always also an
interchangeable "representadve" of a sorr of human "qpecies":
of a family, a social class, a nation, or a race, and so on. And only
as such a 'tepresenrative" or * "specific-pardculariry" (Besonder-
heit) 

's 
he uniawsally recognized: recognized by the State as a

Citizen enjoying all political rights and as a "juridical person" of
the civil law. Therefore Man is not truly indiaidual. and that is
why he is not fully saisfieil (befrieitigt) 6y his social and political
existence. That is also why he actively and freely (i.e., by nega-
tion) transforms the given social and political realiry, in order-to
meke it such that he can reelize his true Individuality in it. And
this progressive reelizetion of Indiaiduatity, by the achve and free
progresive satisfaction of the desire for Recognition, is the "dia-
lectical movement" of History which Man himself is.

I,n fact, Individualiry can be fully rcalued, the desire for Recog-
nition can be completely satisfied, only in and by the univeril
and homogeneous State. For, in the homogeneous Sterc, the,,spe-
cific-difterences" (Besonderheiten) of class, race, and so on are
"overcome," and therefore this State is directly related to the
paaicufar men as such, who is recognized as ciiizen in his very
panicularity. And this recognition is truly universal, for, by defini-
tiorl the State embraces the whole of the human race (evin in its
past, througt the total historical tradirion which this Smre per-
petuates in the present; and in its future, since henceforth the future
no.lo_nger differs from the present in which Man is already fully
satisfed).

_ By fully yalizing Individuality, the universal and homogeneous
State completes History, since Man, satisfied in and by tG State,
will not be tempted to negat€ it and thus ro creete something new

11 its pla9e. Buf this State-also presupposes that the totaliry if .n"

fistorigal process has gone by, and t"nnot be realized Ly Man
from the outset (for the Stat-e, and Man himself, are born from
the Fight, y-H"h presupposes a differmce and cannor take place
tn,yqy.ryl. bonogeneity). In other words, a being can be 

-truly

indfuidaal (and not merely panicular) only prodded that it L
ds historiaal. And we have ieen that it 

""ti 
ui historical only if
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it is really free. Inversely, a really free being is necessarily histori-
cal, a;nd, a historical being is always more or less indiaidual,
finally becoming completely individual.so

Already, then, the "phenomenological" description of human
empirical existence reveals the three fundamentaf categories (im-
plicitly discovered by the Judaeo-Christians) which dominate this
existence, by distinguishing it from purely natural existence: the
categories of Individuality, Freedom, and History. And this same
description btirgp to light their indissoluble union, by showing that
Man cannot "appear" as an individual without "manifesting"-him-
Tlf * the free agent of History, that he cen "reveal" himself as
free only by "appearing" as a historical individual, and that he
can "manifest" himself historically only provided that he "appears"
in his individual freedom or his free individuality. Now, by-rtveal-
itg .Hr- uquol of the three fundamental catbgories, the "phe-
nomenological" description presen$ Man as a being that is 

-dia-

lectical in its empirical existence. Or, more exacrln tliis description
mr$t present him as dialecdcal so that it can give an account-both
of the union of the three categories in question and of each of them
taken separately.

We have already seen that a free or historical being is neces-
sarily dialectical. And it is easy to see that the same holds true
for a being that is an Individual in the Hegelian sense of the word.

Indeed, Individuality s a synthen's of the Particular and the
Universal, the Universal being the negation or the antithesis of the
Particular, which 

's 
the tbetical given, identical to itself. In other

lvords, Individualiry is r Totality, and the being which is individual
is, by this very fact, dialectical.

- The paniculariry of an entity, determined by its hic et nunc rnd,
by its "natural place" (topos) in the Cosnos, not only distinguish6s
it in a rigid manner from everything that is not it, but also fixes it

3o In truth, the Wise Man is no longer "individual', in the sense that he would
be essentially different from dl others. If Wisdom consists in the possession of
the Truth (which is one,aLnd which is the strte for Hegel and for all his readers),
e Wise Man is in no respect different from another Wise Man. This is to say
thet he is not human in the same wry x historical Man (nor free in the same
sensc eithcr, since he no longer negates anything through action): rather, he is'divine" (but mortal). The Wise Man is an Individual, however, in the sense
thrt it is in his existentiil panicularity that he possesses the uniocrsal science.
In tlris sense, he is still bunan (eLnd therefore mond).
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in its Identity with itself. And this Particulerity. is a g.iaen ot,t

"thesis," or, 
'b.tt"r, 

a given-bein g (Sein). For what exists at the

beginning (in spite ofihe opinion of "creationists" of €very sort,

belinnin! with plato) is notlhe lJniversal, but the Particular: not,

foi e*am-pte, table in general or any anil1l whatsoever, but rbls

paniculai table and rbii particular animal.-However (at least in the

fuorld of atbich one sp;aks-that is, in the World in which Man

lives), one can negate the Particularity of the existing entity by

detaching it from iis given hic et nunc and causing it to mole from

the natuial Cosmos lnto the Universe of discourse. Thus, for
example, tbis table, which is now here, can become the-"general"
nodon of. Table, which in some way exists always and nowhere
(except "in thought"); and this animel can become the "abstract"
notion of an Aninal. But what constitutes the concrete reality (of

the World inhabited by Man) is neither the particular entities by
themselves nor the universal notions which correspond to them,
taken separately. The concrete reality is the whole or the Totality
of partiiular entities revealed by discourse having universal (or
uue) content, and of general (or better, generic) concePts realized
in the spatial-temporal World by the bic et rrunc of particularities.
And it is only as particular realization of a universal concept or as
"representative" of a species or kind that a given real entiqy is an
"individual." (Likewise, the Concept would be a pure abstrac-
tion-that is, pure nothingness-if it did not correspond to given-
Being; and the identifying Particularity implied in this Being is
what differendates general concepts by "individualizing" them.)

But when it is a matter of purely natural real particular entities
(i.e., animals, plants, or inanimate things), the universahang negt-
tion is accomplished only in and by the thought (or Discourse) of
Man-that is, outide of the entities themselves. And that is why
one can say that the natural enti![, in itself, is only particular:
it is universal at the seme time, and hence "individual," o.ly
through and for the Man who thinks or talls about it. Thus
Individualiry (and hence Dialectic in general) can "appear" only
in the human science of nature, but not in Nature itself. The
purely natural entity is not, strictly speaking, an Individual: it is
Individual neither in itself, nor through itself, nor for itself. Man,
on the contrary, is individual (and hence dialecdcal) in himself
and through himself, as well as for himself. He is indivi&nl for
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himself because he knows himself not only as .,this parricular man
herer" but also as a "representative" of the'humao r""" (and he can
ccr as such). He is individual also tbrough himse[ for it is he
himself who negates himself in his given animal parriculariry so as
to conceive and manifest himself (through speeih and action) in
his human universaliry. And Man is finaUy individual iz himself-
that is, really or in 

'his 
very empirical 

"*irt 
r,".--uince the uni-

versaliry of his panicular being is not only thanght by him and by
othgn-, but recognized as a rial value, and recognized really or
actively by a Universal which is real-i.e., embodied in a State
(a Universal he himself creates), which universalizes him really
since it makes him a Citizen acting (and therefore eristing) n
terms of the "gmeruI interest."

Therefore, to say that Man is an Individual or a (real" or "exisren-
tial") qynthesis of the Particular and the Universal is to say that
he himself is the (univenalizing) preserving negadon of himself
taken as (particular) given. And this is to say that an Individual
is necesarily a dialectical being. Now, we have seen rhat dialectical
being must be described on the "ontological" level as being simul-
aneously Identity, Negativity, and Totaliry. And we heve also
seen that Negativity "manifests" itself on the "phenomenal" level
as human Freedom, while Totaliry "appeers" as Historiciry. It is
natural" then'" to say that Identiry "reveals" itself phenomenologi-
cally as Individuality, which is the third fundamental anthropo-
logol c?tegory.

I did san it is true, that Identiry "manifests" itself on the human
"phenomenal" level as Animality. But this is by no mefix; a con-
tradiction.Indeed, we were dealing not with Animdiry simply, as
it "appears" in Nature, but with Animaliry in Man, that is, his
(originally animd) nanre given as dialectically overcome or pre-
scrved as sublimated in the totaliry of human existencc. Now, a
man's (animal and social) given or innate "neture" is precisely
what determines his particalmity, hir ng-td and irreducible differ-
encc from everything that is not he. As dialectically overcome,
then, this "neture" appears s e negated particulariry-that is, as
a universdity. And to the extent that this "narure" is preserved and
sublimated in its negation, Universaliry in Man implies Panicu-
lariry and is thus a manifestation of Individualiqy. Hence it can be
said that Individudity actually "reveals" identity in Man" to the
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extent that his individuality preserves and sublimates the particu-
larity of his innate "nature." If Negativiry serves as the ontological
basis for Freedom, and Totaliry for Historiciry, Identity is the
ontological foundation for Individualiry. Than}s to Identity im-
plied in Individuality, a man can remain "the seme individual" in
spite of the fact that he has become "complecely other," in qpite
of the fact that he has essentially changed by negating the given
pardcularities of his "character" and by thus freeing himself from
this "character." And it is as such an "individual," who remains
the same even while negadng himself, that a man has a personal
"history."tt

Ffowever, this way of putting it is nor absolutely correct. What
exists really is neither Identity nor Negativrv, but the Totality
that implies both of them as consdtuent-elemenrs. Therefore it is
always Totaliry that "appears" on the human "phenomenal" level
as Individuality, Freedom, and Historiciry. These rhree human
"phenomena" are only three different but complementery espects
of the "appearance" of one and the same real Totality,-whi-ch is
the existence of Man's very being. Individuality "reveals" Totality
to the extenr that it implies ldentity; Freedom "manifests" this
same Totality as implying Negativity; and Historicity is the ,'ap-

pearance" of Totality as such-that is, as synthesis of individual
Identiry and free, or better yet, liberating, Negativiql.

To say that Man is a free and historical Individual is to say that

!9 "appears" (erscbeint) in his empirical-existence (Dasein\ es a
dialectical entiqy, and that he is consequently dialectical both in
hisobjective realiry (Wirklicbkeit) and in his very being (Seiz).
This, then, is to say thar Man is rnd exists only to- the eitent that
he overcomes himself d.ialectically-i.e. while preserving and sub-
limating himself.

__I9* in a passage of the Encyclopaedia cited above, Hegel said
(Volume-_V,_pege ro5, line 33) that it belongs rc 

"very Srnite
ennry (alles Endliche) to overcome itself dialeCtically.

3r Nowadays we often tdk about I man's ,,personality.', Now, ..persondity"
("Person" in Hegel) means nothing but "free ud historical Individuality": it is
Jto! 1 n9w rnthropological category, but e word thet designates the (actually
indivisible) whole of the three fundamental categories Lf ;udaeo-cltristim
enthropology,
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Let us abstract from the fact that this passage asserts th* every
finite entity is dialectical end is necessdrity d{ilectical. That is an
imprecision of language or an extremely serious error, which I
would not wanr to dwell upon. Let us remember only that, taking
the context into account, thl passage assefts that only a pnite ennti
can be dialectical, that every entity that is (or canbej dialectical
is necessarily finite in its very biing, as well as in irs objecdve

::liy T{ i" its "phenomenal" empirical existence. To say that
Man is dialectical, therefore, is not only to say that he is individual.
free, and historical, but also to ,*.rf that he is essentially finite.
Now, the radical finiteness of being and of reality ,,appears" on
the human'phenomenal" level 

"s 
thar rhing which is caifed Deatb.

Consequendy ro sey that Man "reveals" liimself es historical free
Indiaidual (or as "Personality") and that he ,,appears', ,, .rr.rr-
tially mortal in the strict and full sense of the teim is to express
one and the same thing in different weys: a historical free indi-
vidual is.necessarily-morral, and a uuly-mortal being is always a
historical free individual.

To remove the paradoxical aspect of this assertion, it must im-
mediately be-said that for Hegel human death is something essen-
tially other -than the finitenes of purely natural beings. Diath is a
dialectical finiteness. The dialectical beine-that is,-Man-is the
only one who is mortul in the strict r.tn"-of the word. The death
of a human being is essentially difierent from the ,'end" of an
animal orplanr,-as well as the "disappearance" of a thing by simplet'wear and tear.t'

In a fragment of the young Hegel (t7gS?), devoted to an
analysis of Love (edited by Nohl, Hegels tbeologiscbe lugend-
scfyi[try, Tiibingen, rgo1), we find a passage reladng to dealh, in
which the principle themes which he was to develoflater already
appear (page 37r, last paragraph, and page 3gr):

Given that Love is a sentimenr (Gqilhl) of the living (Lebendigen),
Lovers can distinguish themselves [from one anothir] only in the
sense that they are mortal, [that is, in the sense] that they tirink this
pos:ibiliy of separation, [and] not in the sense that sornething may
t"?UI b: sgparlqe{, nor in the sense rhat a possibility joined-to an
existing being (Seiz) is a reality (Wirklichei). TherC ii no [raw or
given] maner in Lovers [as Lovers], they are a living Whole [or a
spiritual Whole, for at that time Hegel identified Life and Spiritl;
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[that] Lovers have an independence-or-autonomy (Selbstdndigkeit),
[e] proper-or-xutonomous (eigenes) vital-principle, means only:
they can die. A plant has salts and earthy parts, which bring with
them their own or autonomous laws for their action; [a plant] is
the reflection of a foreign-enaty (Fremdm), and one can only say:
a plant can be corrupted (or rot, veruesm) . But Love tends to over-
come dialectically (aufntheben) even this distinction-or-differentia-
tion (Unterscheidung), this possibility [takenl as pure (blosse)
possibility, and to give unity to mortality (Sterbliche) itself, to make
it immortal . . . This results in the following stages: a single inde-
pendent urut (Einige), beings that are separated from one anorher.
and those that are again made into a unit (Wiedentereinigte). T\c
newly reunited are again separated, but in the child the union
(Vereinigng) itself remains without separation (ungetrennt
worden).

To understand the whole bearing of this "romentic" text, one
mu$ know that, ar the time when it was written, Hegel for a
while believed he had found the specifically human content of
Man's existence in Love, and that it was by analyzing the relation-
ship of Love that he fust described the Dialectii of inis existence,
which distinguishes it from purely natural existence. To describe
Man as Lover \Mas rhen, for Hegel, to describe Man as specifically
human and essendally different from the animal.

In the Pbenomenology,Love and the desire for love have be-
come Desire for recognition and Fighting to the death for its
satisfaction, with all that follows from it-that is, History which
ends in the coming of the satisfied Cidzen and the Wise Man.
Mutual-Recognition in Love has become social and political Recog-
nition through Action. And therefore the "phenomenal" Dialectic
is described no longer as a dialectic of love, but as a historical
dialectic, in which rhe objecdve realization (Veruirklicbung) of
Recognition in the sexual act and the child (mentioned in the last
sentence.of the passage cited) is replaced by its obiective realiza-

Ii9" i! lighting, Work, and historicil progriss ending in the Wise
Man.82 In rhe Phenomenolo€y, "rhe Jingle indepenJenr unir" of

32 The "romantic" and "vitalist" origins of the dialectic of Recognition end
Fighting appear clearly in the 'fomd" 

descripdon of this diarectic found in the
Introduction to Chapter IV of the Phenommology (page r35, second line from
the bottorrr-page r38, line zo). The close ties to the passage clted above from his
youthful writing are obvious. Love (human Love) too is a desire for Recognition:
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;he, 
passage 'ust 

cited is Man (or, more exactly, pre-human man)

ffole *. figlr, ."ry-lt"d Uy t. Desire for iiecognition, which
(in the beginning) is the same for all men. ,,The 6'"irrgp ih". 

"r.separated from one another" are the Master and the slaie who are
created in and by thl'first" Fight, and who are essentially different
trom one another. Finally, the ,,newly reunited" is no longer
either the sexual ac or the child, but the satisfied citizen and lhe
Wise Man, who "synthetize', Mastery and Slavery, and who result
from the whole of humaniry's histoiical evolution, as integrating
totality-.of the_ "dialectical movemenr" of Fighting and 

-Worli

Generally speaking, the complete and adequate:,revJlation" of rhe
dialectical human reality is no longer Love, which is a unified
total given "sentiment of the living," but Wisdom or Science-

thc lover u'ans to be loaed, that is, recognized as absolute or urthtqsal value in
his very particttlarity, which distinguishes him from all others. Hence Love realizes
(to e certain extent) Individualiry, and that is why it can (to a certain extent)
procrue Sadsfaction. In any case it is a specifcdly human phenomenon, for in
Love one desires another desire (the lot;e of. the other) and not an empirical
rgdity (as, for example, when one simply .,desires" sorneone). What Hegei (im-
plicidy) reproaches Love for in the Pbenontenology is on the one hand lts ..prl
vate" characEr (one can be loved by only a very few persons, whereas one can
be universally recognized), and on the other hand its "lack of seriousness," since
Rilk of life is absent (only this Risk is a truly obiective realization of the specif-
cdly human contenr which essentially distinguishes Man from the animali. Not
presupposing Risk, Love (= amorous Recognition) does not presuppose Action
in general. Therefore it is not Action (Tzz) or product (We*) that are recog-
nizcd in Love as absolute values, but given-Being (Seiz)*i.e., preciscly that
which is not uuly humrn in Man. (As Goethe said: one loves e men not because
of what he does but for what he ir; that is why one can love a dead man, for the
mrn who does rauly nothing would elready be like a dead man; thar is also why
one can love an animal, without being able to ..recognize" the animal: let us
remember that there have never been duels between a man and en enimal-or r
woman; let us also remember that it is "unworthy of a man" to dedicate himself
entirely to love: the legends of Hercules, Samson, and so on.) Consequently,
even a men "happy in love" is not fully "satisfied" as long as he is not universally
"recognized." In accepting the point of view of the pbenmnenology, one would
have to say that Man can truly looe (which no animal can do) only because he
has already created himself beforchand as human being through the Risk incurred
in e Fight for Recognition. And that is why only Fighting and Work (born from
the Desire for Recognition properly so-called) produce a specifically human
objecthse-realit5t (wirhlichkeit), a technical and social, or better, historical,
World; the objectiae-reality of Love is purely natural (sexuel act birth of the
child): its human content dways remains purely internal or private (itnedich).
History, and not Love, is whelt creates Man; Love is only a secondary .,mani-

festadon" of Man who already exists as human bcing.
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that is, the discursive or conceprual understanding of the Totality
of Being given to Man and created by him.

B-ut in both "phenomenological" deicriptions of the human Dia-
lectic, death plays- a primord'ial role. Foi already, in the writing
of his youth, Hegel asierts that Lovers (who ,.manifest" the humai
in Man) can distinguish themselves, rhe one from the other, and
from everything that is not they, only to the extent that they are
ntonal: and this is to say that it ii only * mortals that they
possess an Indiaiduality, srnce Individuality necessarily implies an'cl
p.rcsuppglel a _Particularity which is ,,the only one 6f irJ Una in
the world." Likewise, it is only thanla rc deatb that Lovers have
an-independent or 

"ototto-oos, 
or bemer, free existence. Finally,

it is again because of the mortality of Lovers that Love t.afirls
itself as dialectical "re-union" of the "beings that are separated"-
that is,.as Synthesis or Totality unfolded ind integrat"d in Ti*q
in the form as a series of consecutive generadons- or a historicai
evolution (the "synthesis" of Lovers bJing rhe Child). Now, we
know that, in his mature writings, Hegel iraintains this indissolu-
ble bond between Death on the one ha-nd, and Individuality, Free-
dom, and Historicity on the other.

. But what is especially imporrant to underline is that rhe ,,roman-
tic" text.radically opposesihe death of Man (: of Lovers) to the
,.*pt. dsappearance or ,,decomposition" of purely natural entities
(evcrything that. Hegel says thCre about plants appties to animals
and inanimate things as well). The finireniss and acual disappear-
ance of natural entities (the "death" of an animal. for example)
are determined, in a necessary and unequivocal fashion, by Lws
that are alien (Fremdes) to rhem, or, if'you will, by the iatural
pl-zce (topos) -which they occupy in the given Cosmos. The death
of Man (: of Lovers), on the biher hani, is an innnanent law. an
aato-oaercoming: it is.truly brs death_that is, something that is
proper to him and belongs ro him as his own, and wfich can
conserluently be known-bl hi*,_wanted or negated by him. The
"death" of the natural being exists only ,,in itself or f6r us"_
that is, for Man who is conscious of iti the fi.rite naturar beins
irself knows nothing of im own finireness. Death, on ,f,. oifr.?
hand, also exists far Man, it is ,,in and for itself": Lovers ,,tbink
of the _possibility of separation" in and by their dearh. And that is
why Man (= Lovers) alone is capable oi asaning the infinity and
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lf.: T."T{ry_of what is finite and monal, iust as he alone can
Vrl.l himselfi in Nature, death is only a giaen,'but in Man and in
History.it r1 also (or at least 

".n 
ri*ryi be) a product-that is,

the result of a conscious and voluntary action,
Now, all this means that the ,,decomposition" or ,,corruption',

of a natural-entiry which pu$ en end to its "empirical exisience"
is a pure and simple (or "identical") annihilationjwhere as human
death is a "dialectical" (or "total") ,,overcoming," which annuls
while preservilg 1"a sublimating. This is to oppo'se to the ,,identi-
cal" natural World of (Aristotetirn) ,,generation and corruption"
the "dialectical" human or historical World of (active or negating)
creation and of deatb (which is always conscious and sorietimL
willed or voluntary).

We shall see what thrs dialectical character of human death
*:15 in Hegel. But we already know that rhe ,,preservation and
sublimation" which ir entails have norhing to do with an afterlife,
for we know that the dialecicat being is iecessarily fnite or mor-
tal, in the full sense. If Man, according to Hegel, can be truly
human only because he musr and can dii, he doe-s not die so as tb
come to life again, nor so as to live in another World than the
natural World in which he is born and in which he creates his own
historical World through Action.

Generally speaking, the introduction of the notion of Death in
no way modifies the Hegelian description of Dialecdc with which
we are already acquainted. In fine, to say that Man is mortal (in
the sense that he is conscious of his death, that he can voluntarily
kill himself or-"negare" his death in a myth of immortaliry) is tb
say nothing other or more than what we say in asserting that Man
is a Totaliry or a dialectical entity: Totelity always appears as a,
historical free Individual who is necessarily *onai and the truly
mortal being is necessarily a historical frei Individual who is and
erists es a Totality or dialectical entity.

But first it is necessary to consider more closely why this is so.
First of all, it is obvious ihat a dialectical or "totali' beiig can only
be finite or mortal. Indeed, by definition Dialectic end hence
Totality exist only where there is Negativity. Now, Negativity in
its isolated state is pure Nothingness. Its "s)mrhesis" with Identity
or given-Being (Sein), therefore, can only be a peneradon of
Nothingnes into Being-that is, an annihilation of Being or a
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nihilation of Nothingness in it. But Being is annihilated only in

Time, and Nothingniss nihilates in Being as Time. Dialectical or

rcttl Being (that ii, Spirit in the Phenmrtenology, or Life t-t.'h:

young H.g"it terminology) is therefor-e necesarily temporalz it is

itoliitd, o-t if yoo pleasi, materialized, Time-i.e., a Time that

Iasts (in Being-or Space). Now, to /ast is necesserily 19 lave 1
beginning 

"ttI "n 
.ita litt Time) which "appear" as birth and

deith. .A dialectical or total being, therefore, is always actually

mortal, at least in the sense that its empirical-existence is finite or

limited in and by Time.
But "dialecticil" Death is more than a simple end or limit im-

posed from the outside. If Death is an "appearance" of Negativity,

Freedom is, as we know, another such "appearance." Therefore
Death and Freedom are but two ("phenomenological") aspects of
one and the same thing, so that to say "mortal" is to say "free,"
and inversely. And Hegel actually asserts this on several occasions,
notably in a passage of his essay on "Natural Right" (r8oz).

This is what he says there (Volume VII, page 37o, lines rer 3):

This negative-or-negating Absolute, pure freedom, in its aPPearance
(Erscheimng) is death; and through the faculty (Fnhigkeit) of
death the Subject [- Man] shows himself (ertttebt sich) * [beingl
free and absolutely elevated (erbaben) above all constraint (Zwang),

On the "metaphysical" level, it is easy to see that this is truly
the case. If given-Being is determined in its entirery (and other-
wise there would be no possibility of either Science or Truth), it
determines, by its entirety, everything that is a part of it' A being
that could not escape from Being, therefore, could not evade its
destiny, and would be fixed once and for all in and by the place
which it occupies in the Cosmos. Or in other words, if Man lived
eternally and could not die, he could not render himself immune
to God's omnipotence either. But if he can kill himself, he can
reject any imposed destiny whatsoever, for by ceasing to exist he
will not undergo it. And moving to the "phenomenological" level,
we see that suicide, or voluntary death without any "vital neces-
sity," is the most obvious "manifestation" of Negativity or Free-
dom. For to kill oneself in order to escape from a given situation to
which one is biologically adapted (since one could continue to
liae in it) is to manifest one's independence with respect to it-
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that is, one's autonomy or freedom. And once one can commit
suicide in order to esiape f,rom any given situation anhatsoeaer,
one can say with Hegel that "the faculry of deatfi" is rhe ,'aDpear-
a.ng3'l of "pure freedom," or absolute- freedom (at least ii,."_tially), with reqpect to every given in general.ss But if sricide
(which obviously distinguishes Man from-the animal) "menifests"
freedom, ir does not realize freedom, for it ends in nothingness and
not in a free ertstence. what reveals and realizes freedom] accord-
ing.to Hegel, is the Fight for pure prestige, carried on without any
biological necessity for the iake bf Ricognition alone. But thl
fight reveals and iealizes freedom only to tf," 

"*t.nt 
that it implies

the Risk of life-rhat is, the real possibility of dying.s.
_ Death, therefore, is only a complementary aspect oI Freedom.
But to what extent is it also a complement of Individualiry?

3s This Hegelian theme was reken up by Dostoievslst in The po*erred. Kirilov
wents ro commit suicide solely in order to demonstrate the possibility of doing it
"without any necessity"-rhrt is, freely. His zuicide is intended to demonstrate
the ebsolute freeJom of man-that is, his independence in relation to God. Dos-
toievsky's theistic objection consists in saying that man cannot do it, that he
necessarily shrinks from death: Kirilov commis suicide out of shame for not being
able to do it. But this obiection is not valid, because e suicide ,.out of sheme" is
ilso a,free ect (no animal does it), And if, by commiaing suicide, Kirilov anni-
hilates himseld he has, as he wished, overcorne the omnipotence of the external
(the "transcendent") by dying "prematurely,,' before it ,.was written,', and has
limited infinity or God. I am indebted to Mr. Jacob Klein for this interpretation
of tte Kirilov episode.

rr The fight for pure prestige, mofeover, is a, saicide (whose outcome depends
on chance), as Hegel says in the Lecaret at lena of :3o5-18116 (Volume XX,
page 2rr, the last three lines): "it appears [to each adversary, taken] as external-
Conscioumess, thst he is going to the death of an other; but he is going to his own
[deeth]; [it is a] suicide, to the extenr that he [voluntarily] exposes himself to
danget." . . . The fact that the adversaries remain alive subiects them to the
necesities of existence; but this necessicy passes into the Slave (who rejected rhe
Risk), whereas the Master (who accepted it) remains free: in his work. the
Slave undergoes the laws of the given; but the idle Mester who con$unes products
already "humanized" by work, prepared for Man, no longer undergoes the con-
straint of Nature (in principle, of course). It could also be said that the Master
is actually humanly dead in the Fight: he no longer acrs, srrictly speaking, since
he remains idle; therefore he lives as if he were dead; that is why he does not
evolve any more in rhe course of History and is simply annihilated at its end:
his existence is a simple "afterlife" (which is limited in time) or a ,,deferred

death." The Slave progressively frees himself through Work which manifests
his freedom; but he must finally trke up the Fight again end accept the Risk in
order to realize thb freedom by creating through victory the universal and
homogeneous Srate of which he will be the "recognized" Citizen,
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Individuality is, by definition, a synthesis of the Universal, and
of the Particular which is "the only one of its kind in the world."
Now, by moving up to the "ontological" level, one cen show that
free Particulariry (or particular freedom) is incompatible wirh
infinity.

Aristotle himself saw very clearly that a "possibiliry" which
would neaer (- as long as Time lasts) be actualized or realized,
would in fact be an absolute impossibility. If, then, some being,
and in particular some human being, were infinite in the sense thet
it lasted eternally (: 

"r 
long as Time lasrs), and if it did not

rerlize ceftain posibiliries of Being, these posibilities would be
imposibilides for it or in reladon to ir. In orher words, it would
be rigorously determincd by these impossibilities in its being and in
its existence, as well as in its "appearance": it would not be truly
free.,Whie edrting etemally, a being will necessarily realize all its
possibilities, and will rerlize none of its impossibibties. The given
whole 9{ its possibilities, or, what is the same rhing, of iti im-
possibilities, constitutes its immutable "essence," oi its eternai
"nature," or its innate "charecter," or its platonic ,'idear', and so
on, which it can deaelop in Time by realizing and ,,manifesdng"

it, but which ir can neither modify nor annihilate. In the real aid
"phenomenal" World, this being would be only the ,,representa-
tive" _(possibly the sole representative) of a ,,species" deiermined
in its "essencl" !y th. given structure of the Being of which it is a
part, .determined somehow "before" its temporal realization and
"manifestarion." Or else, to use rhe language if Calrrin, who made
this point with implacable logic: the han who existed eternaily
would be "chosen" or "damned" bef ore his ,,creation," by being
absolutely incapable of modifying in any way what&er hii
"destiny" or "nature" by his "actiie,' existence in the World.

An infinite or erernal being, and in particular a man who is
immortal or is the beneficiary of an ,,aftirlife,,' would be particu-
lariy!-by_.its restricted poisibilities or its impossibilities, and it
:g:ld b: distinguished from all other beings, ,i.,". it has imposi-
bilities that the others do not have. Hence It would be a pmticular
being' But this Particular would nor be free. And therefori it would
not be an Individuality in the proper sense of the word. unable
to go beyond its "nature," it could' not negate or ..overcome.,, or
better, "ranscend," its given Particularitf and thus rise t' the
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universal. And having nothing universar in itself, it would be
?nt-ry panicular, *t l"yt being a v:ue indiaidual. Accordingly,
in this 

_conception of Man, Individuality eppears only wlieie

l:-"T Particulariry i-s projected on diaine Universality. Calvin's
Man is an Individuelity distinguished from sirnple animal and
thingish Parricularity only by the fact that he'is ,,chosen" or('dxs1nsd"-shat 

is, "recognized" in his very particularity by t
aniaersal God. But this God determines him by,,recognizing,' ftm,
and "recognizes" him only according to a pre-dltermination,
somehow anterior to the very existence and "appearance" of the
one destined for "recognition." Taken in himself, the ,,immoftal',
Man with limited possibilities is hence neither free nor individual
in the proper sense of the word. As for the infinire being which
realizes all1he posibilities of Being, one can, if one pleasel say of
it that it is "free": at least in the ancient and Spinozan sinre,
because of the absence in it of all immanent conitraint or con-
straint coming from the outside. But if each man realizes and
manifests all the possibilities of Being (even if only of human
Being), there yill no longer be any true difference berween men,
and none of them will represent a Panicularity, without which
there is no Individuality properly so-called. Aristotle himself
understood this, and his discovery was raken up by the Arabs and
by Spinoza. The infinite or eternal ("immorral") being, which is
"free" in the sense that it is not limited by impossibilities that are
realizable elsewhere, is necessarily one and unique: a uniaersal
divine "substance," which realizes and manifests itself in and by
an infinite multitude of pdrticular "attributes" and "modes." If you
please, Freedom and Individuality do exist, then, in this infinitist
conception; but in this case the free Individual is God alone, and
there is no longer a purely natural World, and hence no Man in
the proper sense of the word; and consequenrly, rhere is no longer
e "movement" that is called History.s6 Therefore. if Man is im-
mortal, if he "lives after" his biological death, there is no freedom,
no individuality, in him. Man's Freedom is the actual negation
by him of his own given "natu1s"-shxs is, of the "possibilities"
which he has already realized,, which determine his ;'impossibili-

sis5"-i.s., everything incompatible with his "possibilities." And
s6see the Course of 1938-1939, Note on Eterniry, Time, and the Concept

(pages roo-r48).
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his Individuality is a synthesis of his particularity with a,uni-

versality that is equally iis. Therefore Man can be individual and

free oniy to the 
"*,"ttt 

that he implies in his being all the possi-

bilities Jf f"ing but does not hal)e the time rc retlize and manifest

them all. Freeiom is the realization of a possibility incompatible

(as realized) with the entirety of possibilities realized .previously
iwhich consequently must b; negated); hence there is freedom

only where that entirety does not embrece.all possibilities in gen-

erai, and where what is outside of that entirety is not an absolute

impossibility. And man is an individual _olly to the extent that the

uiiaersality of the possibilities of his being is associated ! lth
with rhe oniqo. pariicularity (the only onI of its kind) of their

temporal realizatibns and manifestations. It is solely-because he is

potentially infinite and always limited in deed !y ttit death that

Man is a'free Individual who has a history and who can freely

create a place for himself in History, instead of being content,.like
animals and things, pasively to occuPy a natural place in the given
Cosmos, determined by the stmcture of the latter.30

Therefore, Man is a (free) Individual only to the extent that
he is mortal and he can realize and manifest himself as such an
Individual only by realizing and manifesting Death as well. And
this can easily be seen by considering Man's existence on the "phe-
nomenological" level.

Hegel saw this in his "romantic" youth, by analyzing the "mani-
fest" existence of "Love6"-g[3g is, of two human beings who

3s If an animd, or e man as enimal, comes to e fork in the road, it can go to

the right or to the left: the two possibilities ere compatible as possibilities. But

if it actually takes the road to the right, it is impossible that it has taken the

road to the lefg and inversely: the two possibilities are incompatible as realized.

An animal that has set forth on the road to the right must retrace its steps in

order to take the road to the left. Man as animal must also do this. But as Man-

that is, as bistorical (or "spiritual" or, better, dialectical) being-he never retraces

his steps. History does not turn back, and nevenheless it ends up on the road to

the left after it has taken the road to the right. It is because there has been a

Revolution, it is because Man has negated himself as committed to the road to the

right, and, having thus become other than he was, hrs ended up on the road to

the left. He has negated himself without completely diseppearing and without

ceasing to be Man. But the animal in him, which was on the road to the right,
could not end up on the road to the left: therefore it had to disappear, end the

Man whom it embodied had to die. (It would be a miracle, if a revolution could
succeed without one generation's replacing the other-in a naturd, or more or
less violent, fashion.)
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transcend their animality and have a complete community in one
and the same truly humrn life (in which thi human value aitributed
to oneself is a function of that attributed to the other, and in-
versely). He saw that death alone could separere and distinguish
these two beings-that is, particularize ani hence individriatize
them. For although each of them could live in and by the other,
and somehow in place of the other, each had to die for himself,
his death being truly his, and only his. Now, this sratement remains
true, even if we take ir out of its romandc setdng, even if we
consider Man's historical existence, and not his love [r". rr in truly
homogeneous humanity, realized as State at the end of History,
buman existences become really interchangeable, in the sense that
the acdon (and "the true being of Man rs his action " according
to Hegel) of each man is also the action of all, and inversely (?zi
Aller und leder), death will necessarily oppose each one to all the
others and will particularize him in his empirical existence, so that
uniuersdl action will also always be particular action (or action
liable to failure where another succeeds), and therefore lndiaidual.sl

Therefore, Man's freedom and individuality indeed presuppose
his death. And the same holds true for his historiciry, since as we
have seen, it is nothing other than free individualiry or individual
or individualized freedom.

For Hegel, History does not begin until rhe "first" Fight for
Recognition, which would not be what it is-i.e., anthropogene-
tic-if it did not imply a real risk of life. And History in iis en-
tirety is only an evolution of the "contradiction" (Widerspruch)
arising from the "immediate" (unmittelbar) solution of this first
social or human conflict provided by the opposition (Entgegensetz-
ung) of Mastery and Slavery. According to Hegel, therefore, His-
tory would have no meaning, no reason for existing, no possibiliqy
of existing, if Man were not mortal. And it is easy tb see ihat this is
indeed the case.

Indeed, if Man lived eternally (: as long as Time lasts), he
could, to be sure, have "undergone an evolution," as animals and
plants did. But while "evolving" in Time, he would only "develop"
an eternal determined "nature," which would be giam to him
ahead of time or imposed on him; and his evolution would be any-

gr'What would remain of Christ's indiaiiluality, if Jesus had not been born
and had notdied?
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thinE but a historical drama whose end is unknown. seriousness

enre; inro a historical situation and transforms a given existential

situation into a ,,historical" one only to the extent that Man can

definitively fail to achieve his human destiny, to the extent that His-

tory can fail to attain its end; and this is-p_ossible only if History

is limited in and by Time, and hence if Man who creates it is

mortal. It is solely because of the essential finiteness of Man and

of History that History is something-other than a tragedy, if not

a comedn played by human 
"ctors 

for the entertainment of the

gods, who are-its auihors, who hence know its outcome' and who

Ionsequently cannot take it seriously, nor truly tragically, iust like

a[ thi actors themselves when they know that they are playing
roles that have been given to them. The finiteness of every his-

torical action-that ii, the possibiliry of an absolute failure-is
what engenders the seriousness characteristic of a man's actual
participaiion in History: a seriousness that allows Man who is
ireating History to do without eny sPectator besides himself.ss

In fine, then, human death does indeed Present itself as e "mani-
festation" of Man's freedom, individuality, and historicity-that
is, of the "totel" or dialectical character of his being and his exist-
ence. More particulady, death is an "appearance" of Negativity,
which is the genuine motor of the dialectical movement. But if
death is a manifestation of Man's dialecticity, it is because it over-
comes him dialectically-thet is, while preserving and sublimat-

38 The solution proposed by Plato, and taken up by Kant, is not satisfactory

either. According to Plato-Kant, each man, although etemal or immortal, chooses
(outside of Time) a determined particular existence, which he lives for a certain

time. But it is obvious that such a temporal existence is in no way truly historical.

The seriousness inheres, et most, in the "uanscendental choice": its tempord

redization is but a comedy, of which it is hard to say why and for whom it is
played, the content and the outcome being known ahead of time' Furthermore,

if the eternal man plays only one temporal role, it is because there is something
(in fact, God) that prevents him from playing others (especially if the one he
played turns out badly): therefore he is not free es eterntl. Moreover, it is not

clear why transworldly man chooses one role rather than another, nor why he

chooses a "bad" role (unless he chooses "by chance"-i'e., precisely without any

freedom at all). Thus Cdvin was correct in saying that, in the Platonic hypothesis,
the choice of role is necessarily determined by God, and not by the one who

seems to make it. Finally, if each man can choose any role at all, and if the

exclusion of the roles other than the one he has chosen is imposed on him by

God, it is God who pafticularizes man's universdig, and therefore man is an
indiaidud only for and through God.
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ing-and fuis es dialectical overcoming that it is essentially difierent
from the simple "end" of a purely naltural being.

Once more, what is at issue cannor, for Hegil, be an ,,afterlife"
for man after his death; this "afterlife,,' wh'ich would eternally
maintain him in given-Being, is incompatible with the esential
finiteness- of every dialectical being. In and by his death, man is
comp.letely and definitively annihilated; he becomes pure Nothing-
nes (Niclrrs), if it can besaid, by ceasing to be given-Being (Seiz).
The "dialectical overcoming" of and by deathfthereforefis some-
thing completely different from immortality.

T\ \gsativity in Being (: Identity) gives it Temporaliry
(: Totality), which exisrs as real duration of the Woild and
manifests iself as historical Time or History. Negativiry is there-
fore ectualized through the negation of Being livhich'sinks into
the nothingnes of the "p*t").But this negaiion is dialectical in
the sense that it does nor end in pure Nothingness: in going beyond
or Eanscending given-Being (Seiz), one creates the Concept
(Begriff), which is Being minus the being of B"t g. The negation
theref.oro preseraes the "content" of Being (as the concept: "Be-
ing"), rnd sublimates it by causing it to subsisr in "ideal"-and not
"real" form. And without Negativity, that is, without finitenes
or temporali$r, Being would never be e conceiaed (begriffen)
being.

If, then, death is a manifestation of Negativity in Men (or more
exactly, a manifestation of Man's Negativity), it is a transforma-
tion of his real being into ideal concept. It is because he is mortal
that Man can conceive (begreifen) of himself as he is in reality-
that is, precisely as mortal: in contradistinction to animals, he
thinks of himself as moftal, and therefore he thinks of his own
death. Hence he can "transcend" it, if you please, and situate him-
self somehow beyond it; but he does this inihe only way in which
one can "go beyond" given-Being without sinking into pure
Nothingness, namely in and by thought.

According to Hegel, Man "for the first time" rises above mere
animal sentiment of self (Selbstgefiibl) and attains human self-
consciousness (Selbstbewusstsein), conceprual and discursive con-
sciousness in general, by the risk of life accepted without any
necessiry, by the fact that he goes to his death without being
forced to it. For it is by the autonomous ecceptance of death that
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he "soes beyond" or "trenscends" the given-being which n" !il-
self is, this 

"'going 
beyond" being pr-cisely the thought which

,,reveals" thisieirig to'itself and to others, by illuminating it as it

were from outsidJ and from the standpoint of a nonexistent be-

yond. If Man were not voluntarill mgrtll! (that is, free, individual,

lnd historical; that is, total or dialectical), he could neither think

nor speak: therefore he would be no different in any respect from

an animal.
To say that human death, in contradistinction to an animal's

"end," ii a "dialectical overcoming" (that ls' free, since it can-be

biologically premature), therefore, is first of all to say that Man

knoats that he must die. An animal, a plant, and a thing come to

an end "in themselves or for us"-that is, only for an external
observer. A man's death. on the other hand, also exists "for itself,"
for he himself is conscious of it. This end "in and for itself"-
that is, a dialectical or "total" end-is Death in the proper sense of

the word, which takes place only in Man; and it is because Man
ismortalinthis sense thal he is truly human and esentially different
from an animal.so

It is by actually risking his life (unnecesarily) that Man rises
to consciousness of his death. And once in posession of this con-
sciousness, he, in contradistinction to an animal, can either die con-
sciously (or voluntarily) or reject death in and by hit thought and
his will. On the one hand, Man can die "without losing conscious-
ness"l thus he can voluntarily face death as a calculated risk on
which he has reflected or in full awareness of the imminence of a
fatal outcome; he can even kill himself, for any motives whatso-
ever he may iudge valid. On the other hand, he can negate his
death, as he can negete (by deluding himself) anything that is

se Epicurus' well-known reasoning is valid only for an animal, or for non-

didectical being in general, which cen only sufier its end without ever being

eble to prepare it. This being ir as long as it lives, and it is annihilated after its

deeth, Therefore death does not actually exist far il, and one cannot say of it:

"it is dyingJ'But man trrnscends himseU in and by his very existence: in living,
he is also beyond his real existence; his future absence is present in his life, and

the Epicurean argument cannot blot out this presence of the absence in his
exi$ence. Thus, man is mortal fot himself, and that is why he alone can die in

the proper sense of the word. For only he can live while knowing that he is
going to die. And that is why, in cenain cases, he can live in terms of the idea

of death, by subordinating to it everything that is dictated to him only by his

life (an ascetic life).
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acmally given ro him in end by his consciousnes: he can declare
himself immortal.

But Man cannor really become immortal. It is the being of wh*
is negated that passes into the negation rnd realizes its result. Thus,
by (actively) negating the real natural Wortd, Man can create a
historical or human ("rechnical") World, which is iust as real,
although real in a different way. But death is pure Nothingnes,
and rt subsists only as concept of death (- presence of the absence
of life). Now, by negating e concepr, one only manages to creare
another concept. Hence Man who negates his death can only
"imagine" himself immortal: he can only belietse in his "eternal"
life or his "resurrection," but he cannot really live his imaginary
"afterlife." But this faith, whose counterpart and origin are the
faculry of freely bringing about one's death, also distinguishes Man
from animal. Man is not only the sole living being which knows
that it must die and which can freely bring about its death: he is
also the only one which can aspire to immortality and believe in it
more or less firmlv.

Thus, to say that Man's death, and consequently his very exist-
ence, are dialecdcal is to say, among other things, that he "mani-
fests" himself as a being that knows it is mortal and aspires to
immortaliry-i.e., rhet "goes beyond" its death in and by irs
thought. But Man's "transcendence" with respect to his death
"manifests" itself in yet another wey then by the mistaken "sub-
jective certainty" (Gewissheit) of en afterlife; this ffenscendence
also "appears" as a uuth (Wahrheit), being the revelation of an
"obiective reality" (W ir klichkeit) .

To say that Man is dialectical or morral, in the strict sense, is
to say that he can freely prepere his death, or go beyond his given
existence, whatever it is, independently of the character belonging
to that existence. This, then, is to say that his posibilities go beyond
all his actual realizations and are not determined bv these realiza-
tions in an unequivocal manner. But this is also to say thet he can
actually realize only a limited number of his infinite (or better:
indefinite, in the sense that every non-A is indefinite) possibilities.
In other words, Man always dies somehow prematurely (which to
a certain extent "iusti6es" his desire for an afterlife)-that is, before
exhausting all the possibilities of his being (or better: of his negating
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or creadve ection). An animal can be annihilated after realizing

everything of which it was capable, so that a prolongationof its life

*ooid no-long.. have any meaning: then iis death is "natural'"
But Man alwa--ys dies a "violent" death, so to speak,-for his-death

prevents him from doing something other than what he has already

done.{o
Every man who has died could have prolonge-d his activity or

neg"ted it; he did not, therefore, completely exhaust.his. human

exitential posibilities. And that is why his human possibilities can

be realized humanly-i.e., in and by another man, who will take
up his work and prolong his action (which was his very being).
Ii is tnus that History is possible, and that is why it can be realized
in spite of, or rather beCause of, death. For men know that they
are mortal when they educate their children, in such a way that
the children can complete their works, by acting in terms of the
memory of ancestors who have passed away. Now, this proiection
into the future, which will never be a present for the one who
thinks of it, and also this prolongation in an existence of a Pest
that does not belong to thet existence, are precisely what charac-
terize historical existence and esentially distinguish it from the
simple evolution observed in Nature.

This uanscendence of death in and by History is the truth
(: revealed reality) of the subfective certainty of an "afterlife":
man "goes beyond" his death to the extent that his very being is
nothing other than his action and that this action of his is propa-
gated through History (which is itself finite, by the way). But
man atteins this truth only very late and always reluctantly. In the
beginning, he believes (or better: would like to believe) in his own
survival after his death, and he negates his definitive annihilation
in his imagination. But man is human only when he lives in e
World. Accordingly he can think of himself as living humanly
after his death on earth only by imagining a transcendent World

s Evcn the socrlled 'liolent" or "accidentel" cnd of an animal appears lut
"ntrturd," if wc considcr Nature in its entirety: this end is dways determined, or
"justifcd," by the enimd's natural place in the Cosmos. The fact that the animal's
offspring merely reproduces its own existencc proves that by procreating it has
exhauaed all its essential existential possibilities. But the "bright son" always goes
funhcr thrn his "flther," even if he goes wrongi and thrt is why thc "frthcd'
somchow hrd thc 'tight" (or the human possibility) to livc longer thrn he did.
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or a "bcyond" said to be "divine" (the divine or the ,,sacred', being
nothing other than the "natural place" of dead men). However,
we have seen that where there is etnnal life and hence God, there
is no place for human freedom, individualiry, or historicity. Thus,
the man who assefts that he is immonal-if he goes beyond con-
tradiction-always ends up conceiving of himself as a purely
natural being, determined once and for all in its purely puticota"
and utterly uncreadve existence. And if he posesses the idea of
historical free individualiry, he assigns it to God alone, and thus by
that very fact assigns to God the death that he rejects for himself.
But man can be satisfied only by realizing his own individualiry,
and by knowing that he is realizing it. Consequently, the man who
believes himself to be immortal, or, what is the same thing, the
man who believes in God, never anains satisfaction (Befriedigung),
and always lives in contradiction with himself: as Hegel says, he is
an "unhappy Consciousness" (unglilckliches Be,utsstseinl and he
lives a "divided condition" (Entzweiung).

Man's definitive satisfaction, which completes History, neces-
sarily implies consciousness of individuatity that has beon realized
(by universal recognition of particularity). And this conscious-
ness necessarily implies consciousnes of death. If, then, Man's
complete satisfacdon is the goal and the natural end of history it
can be said that history completes itself by Man's perfect under-
standing of his death. Now, it is in and by Hegelian Science that
Man for the first time has fully understood the phenomenological,
metaphysical, and ontological meaning of his esential finitenes.
Therefore, if this Science, which is Wisdom, could appear only
at the end of History, only through it is History perfected and
definitively completed. For it is only by understanding hirnself in
this Science as mortal-that is, as a historical free individual-
that Man etteins fullnes of consciousness of a self that no longer
has any reason to negete itself and become other.

Hegelian Science culminates in the description of Man under-
stood as a total or dialectical being. Now, to sey that Man is dialec-
tical is to sey that he "eppears" to himself as mortel (phenomeno-
logical level); or what is the same thing, that he necessarily exists
in a natural World that has no beyond-i.e., where there is no
place for a God (metaphysical level); or, what is again the same
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thing, that he is esentially temporal in his very being, which thus,
in truth, is action (ontological level).rl

In summary:
Hegelian Dialecdc is not a metbod of research or of philosophical

exp-osition, but the adequate description of the structure of Being,
and of the realizaaon and appearance of Being as well.

. I? r1y that Being is dialectical is first to say-(on the ontological
level) that it is a Totility that implies ldentity and, Negotiaity.

N.I!, i is to-say (on the metaphyiical level) that Being realizes
itself not only as naturd. Wortd, but also x z histoVical (or
human) World, rhese two Worlds exhausdng the totality of the
objective-real (there isno divine World). Itis finally to'say (on
the phenomenological level) that the objective-real empirically-
exists- and eppears not only as inanimate thing, plant, and animal,
but also as essentially temporal or mortal histiriiat free indiuidual
(who figbts and who yyr!s). Or, to put ir orherwise, to say thar
there_ is Totality, or Mediation, or dialectical Ouercomingi is to
say that in addition to ghsen-Being, there is also creati,ve-Acrton
which ends in a Product.

'God and the afterlife have always been denied by certain men. But Hegel
was the fust to try to formulate e complete philosophy that is atheistic and finilst
in relrtion to Man (at least in the great Logik rnd, the earlier writings), Hc not
o{.1 gavg e correct description of finite humen existence on the "pheiomenologi-
cd" level, which allowed him to use the fundamental 

""t 
gorio of Judalchristian thought without any inconsistency. He also tried (without 

"o-d"taysucceeding, it is true) to complete this description with a metaphyri"A *i
ontological analysis, also radicelly atheisdc and finitisr. But very f"o of ir;s,".d"r,
have understood that in the finel analysis dialectic meant atireism, sincc rregel,
atheisrn has never egain risen to the metaphysicel and ontological revers. In iur
times Heidegger is the frst to undertake a complete atheistic lhilosophy, But he
does,not seem to have pushed-it beyond the phenomenological anthropology
developed in the 6rst volume of sein wtd zeit (the only vJume .r,r. rir" .-p-
peared). This anthropology (which is without a doubt remarkable and authenti-
cdly philosophical) adds, fundamentally, nothing new ro the anthropology of the
Phenornenology (which, by the way, would piobably never heve been under-
lood if Heidegger had not published his book): but atheism or ontological
fnitism are implicidy asserted in his book in a perfecdy corBequenr fashion. This
has not prevented certain readers, who arc otf,erwise'competeng from sp""kin;
of e Heideggerien theology end from finding e notion of rn efterffe in trii
antfuopology.
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APPENDIX

The Stnrcture of tlrc Phenomenology of Spirit

The Phenomenology can only be understood by the reader who
is aware of its dialectical articulations. These articulations are,
however, only rarely explicated by Hegel himself. The purposc
of the following analysis will be to indicate them to the reader.

The P h enonteno I o gy is r p b en om eno I o gi c al description of human
existence. That is to say, it describes human existence as it "ap-
pears" (erscheint'y or "manifests" itself to the very one who ex-
periences it. In other words, Hegel describes the content of the
self-consciousness of man, whose existence is dominated eithcr by
one of the typical existential attitudes that are found everywhere
and at all times (First Pan), or by an attitude characterizing an
outstanding historical epoch (Second Part). Since "Consciousness"
(Bewu.sstsein) is the general term for man in the Pbenomenology,
Hegel indicates that he is giving r pbenontenological description
when he says he is describing the attitude in question as it exists
"for Consciousness itself" (filr das Beasusstsein selbst).

But Hegel himself writes the Pbenomenology after having
thoughc it-that is, after having integrated in his mind all of. rhe
possible existential attitudes. He therefore knows che totality of
human existence, and consequently sees it as it is in realiry or in
truth (iz der Tat). Thus posesing "absolute knowledge," he
sees a given attitude, which is panial or historically conditioned,
in a different light than the man who realizes ir. The latter is con-
cerned with an attitude which he believes to be total and the only
possible one or, at the very least, the only admissible one. Hegel,
on the contrary, knows that he is dealing with a mere fragment

Editcd, trenslated, and correlated with the Hoffmeistcr (r95r) and Baillic (rgtr)
editions of the Pbenutenology by Kenley and Christa Dovc.
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r 1\1 t l

\.,fl'- 
'\,or e stage in the formation of integral existence. He is the only

I , '1c("' one who sees the links which unite ihe fragments with each othei,t v\ '' .. well as the order of the steges.

. Bringing. thesc links and th[ order to light is precisely what
gi* 1 

*scientific" or philosophical charactJr to thl phenbmeno-

lgfl*] description- (which otherwise would be pureiy literary).
This is why- Hegel frames the descriptions made from the point
of view of the one who is being desciibed (filr_es\ with analyses
written from the point of view 

-of ,,absolut6in-owlldge," wnicn is
the viewpoint of Hegel himself. In these remarks ihat sert'e as
frameworks, Hegel therefore describes the existential attitudes
such as they."appear"-to.him,-or, as he says: ,,to tts', (fljr pn_s_)-r.
this "we" being Hegel himself and the reader who understandi'

4,"n,1 . ! , hh. Now Hegel sees the things as they are in truth or in reality,
v' )r1 ^r..9r as he says: 

-'in 
themselves"-(an sici). Therefore he says ind#

'taj,V,a*lfer9ryly "in itself or for us" (an sich oiler fiir uns), or sirirply "in
itself" or else "for us," when he wants to make clear that-ai this

ii,. lr,,r*ipmicular point he is not giving L pheno?flenotogical description /
' 

;_' 
',.r- 

put a philosophical or scimtific analysis of the situation.
,."'''ti- ' 

'''"1 
Unfortunately, Hegel often omits the sacramental formula, and

i(li!'1i l. the boundaries-berween the descriptions fi)r es and the analyses
gita.,' "1.*' !.Slir uns are therefore not always easy to establish. And it becomes
t '.r even more complicated, because sometimes, without telling the

reader, he inserts into the descriptions Notes written from the
point of view of Absolute Knowledge (filr ans : an sich). But,
in principle, these Notes should not be there, and each description
filr es should be preceded by an introduction where Hegel indi-
cates the place which the constituenr-element or the historical
stage in question occupies in the simultaneous and consecutive
integrity of human existence; and each description should be fol-
lowed by a sort of conclusion where he makes evident the "true"
why and how of the transformation of the element or scage under
consideration into those that result from it (through their "dia-
lectical overcoming"). The "dialectical" transformations which
$e erperienced by those who undergo them (or, more exactly,
who provoke them) are described in the phenomenological parts
(filr es).

The principal aim of the following Analysis is to indicate the
boundaries berween the phenomenological parts and the Introduc-
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T
I tions end Traniiozr which surround them and which are written

I from the point of view of Absolute Knowledge (filr uns). The
I Analysis also bringp to light the dialectical (triadic) artictlations

I g{ the phenomenological parts themselves, while pointing out the

I Notes inserted filr uns.

I In Chapter VIII, the distinction berween filr es end, filr ans

I comes to disappear, because this chapter describes the self-con-

I sciousness of the Wise Man posesing Absolute Knowledge-

I tha.t i1 t9 sa5 H.g"l himself-which ',ap-pears,, ro rhat lrclf (filr es)

| ". 
it is in reality (an sicb) and also as it appean to those who

| ,.*ty.onderstand ft (filr uns). At this stage the phenomenological

I d3lcliption therefore coincides with the-philosophical or .,sJien-

I tific" analysis. However, this coinciding'of thi yhr er and the

I t!t, ans only- comes about ar the end of the chapter. Therefore
I the chapter has a general lntroduction, end its first section has an
I Intoduction arnd a, Transition.

| .Of course, the Preface (Vorrede) and the Introduction (Ein-
I le!ftt?g) of the Phenomenology are written entirely from the point

of view of Absolute Knowledge (fiir uns).

P R E F A C E

HOFFMEISTER
A. The goal which Hegel proposes to reach:

the scientifc Systern
r. Impossibiliry of a partial truth
r. Trurh is total and well-ordered knowl-

edge
B. Point of deparnrre: critique of the philoso-

phy of the epoch and especially of that of
Schelling

r. General characterization of the epoch
r. Evidence for the coming of a new era

C. The road which leads to the goal: the phG
r. Subsance as Subject
r. The system of Science

9t2 67:z

rt:r4 7o:5

r2.27
r5:26
t9:t6
r9:24
2 ! : 2 r

7r .9
7t, t
79230
8o: t
8 t , l

[The fint two numbers indiiate the page and line of the Hofi-
meister edition (Hamburg: Meiner, ,srri; the last rwo numbers
indicate t: p"s" and line of the nnglistr translation of Baillie
(second edition, London: Allen & Unwin, r93r). .,phc" is used
as an abbreviation for the Phenonenology.l
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HOFFMEISTEN

3. The place of the PhG in the Systert
a. The PhG as Introduction to the

Synen
b. The PhG as first Part of the

System
c. The PhG as science of dre experi-

ences of Consciousness
D. The means to attain the end: method

r. The historical method
z. The mathematical method
3. The philosophical or scientific merhod
4. The pseudo-philosophical methods

(r), "Rdsonnement"
(z). "Narural reason" or "common

sense"
E. The result: public ecceptance as crirerion

of the truth

I  N T R  O D U  C T I  O N

24:3()

r8: r8

322 |

35t 5
,5120
39: lo

4*17

54tzo

57:2 t

EAILLIE

86: r8

9r':21

fi:7

roo:6
roo:22
r ()5:5

I  1 7 i 2 t

r24ttl

rz8 : :8

r 3 r : 2

r33 :  r8

r 3 5 : r 3
rt7':5

ttgt9
r42i22

A. The necessity of a PhG
r. Knowledge: critique of Kant
z. The phmomenoni critique of Fichte

and Schelling
B. The theme of the PhG

r. Panial Knowledge and the PhG as the
road that leads to total Knowledge

z. Total Knowledge
C. The method of the PhG

r. The criterion of truth
z. Exlrrience

63tz

65tzq

66l19
68: t9

70: rO

7317

FIRST PART (- A. Cotwcirl.tsnes$ and B. Self-cotxcbtatr€s,$ -

Chaps.I to IV):
TIIE @NSTITI,'ENT.ELEMENTS OF HUMAN E:XISTENCS

BOOK I ( - A. Consciotlsness; - Chaps. I-III) :
TIIE @GNITIVE EI.EMENTS

cf,raprER r ( - Chap. I) : The attitude of SensaUon.

A. Inttoduction 79t! r49tt
B. Dialectic

r. The obiect of Sensation: the 'this"

a, Introduction 8o:3r
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b. Dialectic of. the nunc
NOTE on l.ngiuege:

Dialectic of the bic
c. Trmsidon

z. The sublect of Sensation: rhe ab$racr
..Itt

a. Introduction
b. Dialectic of the hic et nwrc
c. Transirion

Critical NOTE against Krug:
3. Sensation as a whole

a Introduction
b. Dialectic of the mnc

Dialectic of. rhe bie
C. Concluion

r. Summary
z. Critique of "naive realism"

NOTE on Desire:

3, Transition

Appendb,: Tlrra Strudurc ol tle Plreaomenology of Sptrit
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clrapran u ( - Chap. II ): The attitude of Perception.
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z. The obiect of Perception

e. Introduction 9o:ro 163:rr
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d. The object as a whole g2:rj 165:36

3. The subiect of Perception gu;37 166:28
B, Dialectic

r. Introduction
z. The obiect of perception ii::i :21',::,
3. The subiect of Perception

a Introduction 
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4. Perception as e wholc
NOTE:

C. Cottchrion
r. Transition

A. Inttoduotion
r. Summary of the first two Chaps.
z. Theme of Chap. III

B. Dialectic
r. T\e Uncondiioaed Universal

a. Introduction
b. Dialectic

z. Force
a, Introduction

NOTE:

b. The Uniqn Force
c. The Phy of Forces

(r). Dialectic
NOTE:

(z). Transition
7. Tlrclrmer end rhe Phenomenon

a. Introduction
b. Dialectic

(r). The SuPrasenible llorld
(r). Inaoduction
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NOTE against Chris-
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(b). Dialectic
(c). Transition
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(e). Introduction
(b). Dialectic
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(c). Transition
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Appetdir: Tlw Shvdure of rhe Phemmenology of Spirit

NOTE:

(l). The World upside4owtt
(a). Inuoduction
(b). Dialectic

NOTES on the phi-
losophy of na-
tute:

NOTES on crime
and punishment:

(c). Transition
c. Transition

NOTE:
C. Conclusion

r. Result of Chap. III and Book I, and
transition ro Chap. IV: the notion of

A. Summary of Book I and the place of Book
II in the whole of the PhG

B. Andysis of. Self-consciowness taken as the
result of the dialectic of Book I; theme of
the dialectic of Book II

C. Ontological analysis of Life (which nor-
mally should be pan of the Lagi&)

NOTE:

Lte rzj:zo
z. Summary of the frst three Chaps. and

transition rc Chap. IV and Book II: the
notion of sef- consciousness o6:7r
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BOOK II ( - B. Selt-consciou"mess : Chap. IV):
TIIE EMOTIONAL AND ACTTVE EI,EMENTS.

GENEnAL rNTRoDUcTroN: The notion of. Self-conscbu.snsc.r.

arAprER r: The attitude of Desire (curesponds to the attitude
of Sensation).

L, Introduction: Life endself-conscioastess r3g:u r 224:2,
B. Diakctic
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crr prn u (- Chap. IV, A): The attitude of the Fight for recopition
(corresponds to the attihrde of Perception).

A. Intro&ution
NOTE:

B. Dialecrtc
r. The Frgbr to the ileath

a. Inuoduction
b. Dialectic
c. Transition

r Manery
3. Slao*y

NOTE:

HOFFMETSTER BAILLTE
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GAPrrrn rtr ( - Chap. IV, B ) : The attitude of Freedom ( curesponds
to the attitude of Understanding).

A. Inttoduction
NOTE onTbougbt

B. Dialectic
r Stoicisttt

a. Introduction
NOTE:

b. Dialectic
NOTE:

c. Transition
t Scepticimt

e, Introduction
b. Didectic
c. Transftion

3. The Unhoppy Conscioaness
a Introduction

NOTE:

b. Dislectic
(r). The Judaic rninrdc
(u ). Trendormation of the

Judeic into the Christian
ettinrde

NOTE:

(r). Thc Christian aaitudc
(e). Inuoduction
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(b). Intenul Feelingt the
contemplative religious
attinrde

NOTE:
(c). Ertenal Action; the

active religious attitude
(d). Self+anificc. thc.s-

cetic religious anitude
i, Introduction
ii. The Monk
iii. The Priest
iv. The Leyman

C. Conclasion: Trrnsition ro rhe ,religious er-
titude described in Chap. V

A. Gencrel characterizetion of, the rcasonable,
i.e., areligious and epolitical or "individ-
uelisg" indeed, 'tdealist" anftude

B. Cridque of ldealinn
r. Thc idealism of Fichte
r. The idealism of Kanr

NOTE:
C, Theme of Book I

clraprrRr (- Ch"p.V, A)r The Scientist

A. I*roduction
r. Gencral characterizgtion of the scien-

tific aaitude
r. Thc theme of the Chap.

NOTE:

3. Thc Articuletions of the Chap.
B. Dialectic

t. (= Chrp. V, A, a) The neturd Sci-
ences

r" Mechanistic Physics
(r). Inroduction

SECONDPART: (- C. Reason;: Chap. V.-VIII):
@NCNEIE EXIIITENTI,AL ATTTTUDES,

BOOKI (- Chap. V):
APOLTTICAL ATTITUDESI TIIE INTEII;ECTI'AL

cENEnaL rNTRoDUcrron: The notion of Reacort
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(:). The Destiptionof
Things 185:29

NOTE: 186:3r-36
(3). Analysis: Specific Ptop-

eftics rg6.17
(4). Explicationz Lntss

(a). Introduction 188:37
(b). Passive experience 189::4

NOTE: 18927-
r90:2

(c). Active experimenre-
tion rgr: r5

NOTE: rgt:tz-
,921 r7

(d). Physical "Princi-
ples" rg2rr7

b. The vialisr Biology (Kielmeyer.
erc.)

(r). Introduction
(:). Functional Relations

NOTE:
(3). Teleology

NOTE:

(4). Internd "Principlc" and
external Form

(a). Introduction
NOTE:

(b). The internal "Prin-
ciple"

i, Introduction
ii. Sensibility, Irri-

tebility and Re-
production

iii. The organic
Form

iv. Transition rc
conception 2o72rt
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The Universe conceived .s en
orgenism (Schelling)

(r). Introduction
(z). Matter
(t). Life

NOTES:

(+). Cosmos
d. Transftion

NOTE:

u. (= Chap. V, A, ,) The Psychology
of innate faculties

a. Introduction
b. TheLawsof Logic

NOTE:
c. The Laws of Psychology
d. The Laws of the determination

of the individuel by the social
milieu

e. Transition: Man-in-the-world
3. (= Chap, V, A, c) Thc nrturalist An-

thropology
a Introduction
b. Action and Organ
c. Phy tiognomy (Lavatcr)

(r). Expos6
NOTE:

(r). Critique
d. Pbrnology (e,e\)

(r). Inuoducrion
(r). Expo#

NOTES:

(3). Critiquc
C. Tranrition

r. Rcsuh of the dialecdc of 3
NOTE:

e. Summary of the Chrp.
NOTE:

3. Resulr of rhe Chrp.
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cIrAprEB n (- Chap. V, B): The Man of Enjoynent
and the Moralist.

HOFFMETSTER EAILLIE
L. Inttoduction

r. Theme of Chaps. V-WII: from the
isolated Individual to the Citizen of the
universal and homogeneous State

z. Theme of Chap. V, BC: general char-
acterization of the Intellectual (he
tries to live in the Stare as if he were
alone in the world: "individualism").

a" General characterization of the
Stste and of History

b. The Intellectual and the Stete
(r). Introduction
(z). The Intellectual is zo

longer a Gtizen (of the pre-
revolutionary State)

(l). The Intellectual rs not yet
Citizen (of the post-revolu-
tionary State)

(+). The pre-revolutionary
bourgeois Intellectual: ad-
umbradons of the revolu-
tionary ldeology (but not
of. action)

3. Thcme of Chap. V, B: from existen-
tial "individualism" to literary exist-
ence

8. Dialectic
r. (= Chap. V, B, a) The Individual

(= the Pnticular) who mjoys the
World (= rhe Unioersal, - Society,
= State): Estheticism and brutaliza-
tion in Pleasure

a. The Particular
b. The Universal
c. The Particular against thc Uni-

versal
d. Transftion

z. (= Chap. V, B, r) The Individual who
criticizes the World: Utopia and Mad-
ness in isolation

r. Introduction
b. The Universal
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NOTE:

c, The Particular
d. The Particular egainst the Uni-

versal
(r). Introduction
(:). The Universd
(3). The Penicular

NOTE:

(+). The conflict between the
trryo

e. Transition
l. (= Chap. V, B, c). The Individud

who wants to irnprone the World:
Reformism end the impotence of non-
revolutionary intervention

e. Inuoduction
( r ). Themes of r, z, and 1
(z). Theme of 3

(a). The reformist ideal
(the Particular)

NOTE:

(b). The political reality
(the Universd)

NOTE:
b. Didecdc

(r). Introduction
(z). The Particular

NOTE:
(l). The Universel
(+). The Particuler against the

Universel
NOTES:

c. Transition
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about the world and who pretends ao "o""*"t*
serye "eternal values".. the ,,Republic
of Leners" and the imposrure of ,,ob-

iectivity"
a. Introduction rg5lg
b. The idea which the Man of Lct-

ters has of himself
(r). Innde Nmue alcnt

NOTE:

(z). Actiaity: the crcetion of
e work of literature

NOTES:

(l). Thc Result: the pure Joy
of the literary creation

c. The existential erpeietce ol the
Man of Leners

(r). Introduction
(:). The lirerary Work and

the pretension of ,,disinter-

ested objectivity"
NOTE:

(3). The appearance of Hon-
esry

(+). The lrnposaue
d. Transition and anticipated de-

scription of the Citizcn
r. (= Chap. V, C, b) The Individual

who, osithout acting, w^ ts to dictate
his laws to the World: the Moralist
end the contraditions of morel Rigor-
ism.

a. Introduction
b. Dialectic

(r). Introduction
(z). The morality of Verac-

ity: the "naive" Monlist
(f). The morality of Charity:

the Romanticists and Jacobi
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(+).Thc formalist
Kant and Fichte

c. Transition
3. (= Chap. V' C' a) The Individud who

wen$ to "understend" and "iustify"
the (pre-revolutionary) World: the
Pseudo-philosopher (- caricanrre of
the Wise Men) and the platinrde of
Relativism

a. Inuoduction
b. Dialectic

(r). Inuoduction
(r). I*gitimacy of private

propertts and of communism
(t). Illegitimacy of both
(+). Lesitirnacy of both

c. Transition
NOTE:

C. Transition: The Intellectud end the Cidzen

HOF'FMEISTER
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BAILLIE
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Book II ( - Chapters VI and VII)
PIOLITICAL ATTITT'DES: IIIE IOIAL CTTf,ZE}' AT{D

lrIE RET'OLUTIONANY.

Frnsr sacrroN ( = Cbapter VI) :
Dialectic of the historical rcallty

GENENAL INTRODUCIION

A. General C'trerecterization of the Citizen,
of the State, and of History: Sphit trt;t 4j7:t

B. Summary of the fitst five Chaps. tr4:3r q1g't6
C. Theme of Chep. VI 1r1't2j 16o:rt

cxrAplEn r (- Chap. VI, A) I Antiquity: the Pagan World.

A. Introdaction
r. General Charactcrization of the an-

cient world tr7:4
z. Themeof Chep.VI,A 3r7:r8

B. Dhlectic
r. (= Chep. VI, A, a) The socid and
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b. Dielcctic 
HorrM'Istrn

(r). Point of Departurc
(r). Thc Universal: thc

Sretc and thc Citizcn 3r8:3o
(b). The Paniculer: the

Family ,tg.2z
(c). Rclation bctwecn

the Family end thc
Satc

(z). Movemcnt
(r). Inroduction
(b). The Universal:

Government end Wer
(c). The Particular:

Husband rnd Wife,
Parents and Children,
Brother and Sister

(d). Confict bcnreen the
Femily rnd rhe State

(3). Result
(- Chap. U, A, b\ Action n tbc
Pagan Worldz tragic dcstiny

e. Introduction
b. Dielectic

(r). Point of Dcpemue
NOTE:

(r). Movcmenc:
(o). Inuoduction
(b). The Univcrsd:

Ioyd acdon
(c). Thc Perticular:

criminel rction
(d). C,onfict rod anni-

hiletion of the Prrticu-
ler: uagic de.*iny

(r). Rcsult
(e). Inroduction
(b). Thc Univcsd: thc

victory of drc Satc
(c). Thc Pnrticuler: thc

Fevengr of the Family
(d). Confict rnd snni-

hilction of the Uni-
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vcrsd: Pcrsonel Po\iler
(Alexander the Great)

c. Transition
(= Chap. VI, A, c) The End of thc
Ancient Wodd and the Adumbration
of Christianiry: The Roman Empire

a. Introduction: Transformation of
the (ancient) Citizen into the
(Christian) Bourgeois

b. Dialectic: the origins of bour-
geois or Christian existence

(r). Private law and the legd
person (corresponds to the
"Stoicism" of Chap. IV, B)

(z). Private Property (corre-
sponds to the "Scepdcism"
of Chap. IV, B)

(3). The Master of the
World: the Roman Em-
peror and the Christian God

c. Transition to the Christian World

A Introdaction
r, General Characterization of Christian

or Bourgeois Existence, in congast to
Pagan Existence

z. Theme of Chap. VI, B
B. (= Chap. VI, B, I) Dialectic of the Chris-

tian World properly so-called: dre Middle
Ages and rTth century

r. Introduction
r. (= ChlP. VI,B, I ,a)

Feudalism and Absolutism
a. Introduction: Alienation, Culture,

and Moral Confict
NOTE:

b. Point of Depamrre
(r). Introduction

NOTES:
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HOFFMEISTET
(u ). The conf,ict of Good end

Evil
(t). The conflict of the State

and private Capital
NOTE:

(+). The class confict: Nobil-
ity and the Third B*ate

c. Movement
(r). Inrroduction
(r). Feudalism

NOTE on class-spirit:

(3). Absolutism: Louis XIV
(a). Inuoduction

NOTE on the ex-
istential function
of language

(b). The Courtier
(c). Thc transformation

of rhe nobleman into
thc Bourgeois

(d). The Bourgeois
(4). Bourgeois Sociery: Louis

XV and John Law
(a). Inuoduction
(b). The Poor Man

NOTES:

d. Resuk:
society

( r ) .

(c). Thc Rich Man
(d). The Bohcmien
the decay of bourgeois

Introduction
NOTES:

(z). Deception
(3). Refinement
(+). Leviry of spirit aad vaniry

3. (= Chap. VI, B, I, D) Fideism and
Rationalism

a Introduction
NOTES:
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b. Point of depamrre
NOTE:

c. Movement
(r). Inrroduction

(4). Transition to the period
ofEnlightenrnent 383:23

C. (- Chap. VI, B, II) Dialectic of the pre-
revoludonary world: the period of En-
lightenment

r. Introduction 38gtz7

38o: r
(z). Faith developing itself in

iaelf: Theology 38o:ro
(3). Faith criticising the real

world: religious isolation 38o:36
(4). Faith criticised by ration-

elism .38r:38 5561t1
d. Result: the rationalism of the

rTth cenrury
(r). Intoduction 38r.r 556:27
(z). Theoreticalrationalism 382;6 t56:33
(3). Existential rationalism 18t;r6 557.7
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c. TIre positfue contenr of propa-

grnda
(r). Inuoduction
(z). Deism
(3). Scnsationelism

z. (= Chap. VI, B, II, a) Revolutionary
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a. Introduction 385:9 56r:q
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( r ). Impercepdble transforma-
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(u ). Open (verbal) struggle
egainst the given world 388:18 565:ro
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(+). Utiliterianisrn
d. The resuh of. propegandr

(l). Introduction
(r). Deism
(3). Sensationelisn
(a). Utiliarienism

e. Transition to revolutionery action
3. (= Chap. VI, B, II, D) The Revolu-

tionary Ideology
a. Introduction

NOTE:
b. Deism (Idealism) and Sensetion-

alism (Meteridism)
NOTE:

c. Utilitarianism
d. Traosition to the revolutionrry

World: realization of thc Chris-
tian ideal on earth

D. (- Chap. VI,4III) Dialecic of the Revo-
lutionary World: Rouseau, the French
Revolutio4 and the Advent of Napoleoo

r, lntroduction
z. First revolutionary $age:

Freedom and Anarchy
3. Second revolutionary sage:

and Dictetorship

absolutc

Terror

g Third revolutionery stage: thc birth
of the post-revolutionary State

E. Trnsition to the Contemporary (Post-
revolutionary) Wodd

A. Inttodttction
B. Dialectie

t. (= Chep. VI, C, a) Thc anthropology
of Kant and Fichte

a" Introduction
b. The anthropology of Kant

(r). The posoilates
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(c). The infinite Task 427ito
(r).  Thetheoryofaction

(a). Inuoduction 4t9z8
(b). Pturatity ofduties 42gt2t
(c). God as guarantor of

morality lrot,
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(d). Grace and recom-
pense in the Beyond

(3). The consequences
c. The anthropology of Fichte

r. (= Chap. VI, C, b, The self-destruc-
tion of the anthropology of Kant and
Fichte

a. Introduction
b. Dialectic

( r ). Firsr posnrlate
(a). First stage
(b). Second stage
(c). Third stage
(d). Resulr

(z). Second Posnrlate
(a). Inrroduction
(b). First stage
(c). Second stage
(d). Third stage
(e). Result

(3). Consequence: the divine
legislator

(a). First stage
(b). Second stage
(c). Third stage

c. Transition

t. (= Chap. W, G a) Jacobi, Roman-
ticism (Novalis) and the advent of
Hegel

a. Inroduction
b. The anthropology of Jacobi
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(z ). Personal Conviction
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(+). The Hegelian Justifica-
tion: the universal and ho-
mogeneous State founded
by Napoleon terminates the
historical evolution of hu-
m.nity and makes posible
thc rcdization of Widom 47o.t2

sEmNDsncrroN (- Chap. VII):
Dialectic of historical Iilzologbs (Arts, Literatures, Religions).

GENENAL INTRODUCTION

A. Religion, as it hes been describcd in Cheps.
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netN 4nt, 685:z
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(a). Individual Freedom
NOTE:

(5). Transition: the auterchy
of the Individuel

c. Romantic anthropologJy
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(r). Introductioa
(r). Individualism
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individualfty
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(a). The sovereignty of the
gmius rnd the annihilation
of the isolated Individual
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d. German criticisms of the Ne-

poleonic Empire and its "iusrifi-
cetion" by Hegel

(r). Introduction
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B. Religion, as it will bc described in Chrp.
VII, that is to say, as social ideology 171ttg

C. Theme of Chep. VII q76:r4
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crraprEB rv (: Chap. VII, A): The ideologies of societies that are
dominated by the Desire anterior to the Fight for recognition: primi-
tive societies and ancient Egypt. (Chap. VII, A, has no equivalent in
Chap. VI, for there Hegel does not deal with political formations
anterior to the polir. )

A. lntoiluction
B. (= Chep. VII, A, a) Dialectic of the social

ideologies of. Smsation and of Desire with-
out Figbring or WorL: the Henorhcism of
pacific food-gathering sociedes

r. Introduction
2.. Dialectic

3. Transirion
C. (- Chap. VII, A, b) Dialectic of the social

ideologies of Perception and of the realize-
tion of Desire through Figbting (without
recognition by the Slave): the Totemism of
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r. Introduction
z. Dialectic

3. Transition
D. (= Chap. VII, A, c) Dialectic of the socid

ideologies of, Underttnding nd of the
realization of Desire through Work (with-
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ligion of Eg'ypt

r. Introduction
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a. The symbols of the product of
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_ (+). Thc "Ticrgchiiuse' 488:18 76272
c. Thc linguisric symbols which

cmergp out of work: the Sphynx 488:36 707;7
3. Transition qgg.tl 7o7:26

cuAprn v (- Chap. VII, B): The ideologies of societies dominated
by the Fight fot recognitbn: the art and titerature of the pagan

Mssters (Greece). (Chap. VII, B corresponds to Chap. VI, A).
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r. Introduction
r. Didectic

r. The plastic Arts
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God
(3). Thc Anist

b. Poetic Language: the religious
Hymn
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(r). Inuoduction
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(+).The symbol of Work:
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(5). Transition
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r. Introduction
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D. (- Cfrep. VII, B, c\ Dtulectic of thc socid

ideologies of Wmk in thc fnmcwork of thc
Struggtc f or Rccognitioo

r. The Epos
a Inroduction 5o6: 19
b. Didectic

(r). Thc World of the Epos:
coalescence through wer

(z) The Men of the Epos:
epic ection

(l) Thc God of thc Epos:
epic dcstiny

z. Tragedy
a. Inuoduction
b. Dialectic

(r). The World of Trcgcdy:
the conflict of the Particuler
(= the family) and the Uni-
versal (= the Stete)

(a). The Chorus
(b). The Hcro
(c). The Specators

(u ). The Men of Tragedy: thc
regic action of the Mrster

NOTE:

(3). The God of Tragcdy:
aagic destiny and the Hy-
pocrisy of the Mastcr

3. Comedy
a. Introduction
b. Dielecdc

(r). The World of Comedy:
Bourgeois Sociery

(z). The Man of Comedy: the
comic action of the Bour-
geois

(l) Thc God of C,omedy: thc
comic destiny and the frank-
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udism"
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of the Bourgeois World (Cluistianity). (Clrap. VII, C conesponds
to Chap. VI, B; Chap. VI, C has no equivalent in Chapter VII, for
in Chap. W, C, Hegel already describes the lileologbs of the post-
revolutionary World.)

A. Inttoduction
NOTE:

B. Dialectic
r. Thc Christ

. ,. Introduction
b. Neoplatonism
c. Transition to Christienity

NOTE:

d. Jesus
r. Primitive Christianity

r. The Gospels
NOTES:

b. The Apostles
c. The primitive Church

NOTE:

3. Mature Christienity
e. Introduction

NOTES:
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NOTES:

d. The Christian Community:
Church end State

(r). Incoduction
(r). Faith: SaintPaul
(3). The Eucharist and tlrc

Church: Cetholicism
(a). The "rrurh" of Christira-

ity: Christiao theo-logy is
ia fact Hcgclieo enthropo-
logY

C Twrcition ro atheistic VYisdom

A. Introduction
B. Dhlectic

r. Point of depamrrc: the Philosopher
e. Introductioo
b. Recapinrlation of thc dielcctic of

the PhG
(r). Chaps.V-VI,B
(r). Chep. V[ C
(3). Chap. VII

c. Transition to Wisdom
:. Movcmenr: the Wise Man

a. The notion of the Wise Man
b. The redity of the Wise Man

(r). Introduction
(u ). Reality
(3). Time

NOTE:
(a). Hi:story

c. The rctivity of the Wisc Mrn
3. The Result: Science
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